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i. Declaration of attribution and included articles  
I declare that: (a) the thesis is my own account of my research, except where other sources are 
acknowledged; (b) all co-authors, where stated or certified by my principal supervisor have 
agreed that the works presented in this thesis represent substantial contributions from myself; 
and (c) the thesis contains as its main content, work that has not been previously submitted for 
a degree at any other university. 
 
 
Candidate Principal Supervisor Supervisor 
Charles Roche Dr Martin Brueckner Dr Rochelle Spencer 
This thesis by publication (TBP)1 contains five original papers. The first four are published in 
Q1 double blind peer reviewed journals with article five currently under review. Primary 
responsibility for the concept, development and writing of Articles Two, Three, Four and Five 
was mine, working within the school of Sustainability and Global Studies under the supervision 
of Dr Martin Brueckner and Dr. Rochelle Spencer. Article One was completed in joint 
collaboration with my co-authors. My contribution and those of the co-authors is detailed in 
Table 1.  
While traditionally there is an expectation and emphasis on sole and lead authoring in TBP, 
such an approach is counter to the intent, methodology and ethics of my deliberately 
decolonising participatory action research (PAR) approach. Hence the purposeful inclusion of 
my fieldwork team and community co-researchers as co-authors; this reflects the translational 
and inclusive methodology, where a plurality of knowledges are valued in a process that seeks 
to deliberately unsettle research and mining orthodoxies (Bengle & Schuch, 2018; Cornwall, 
2018; Klocker, 2012; Sehlin MacNeil & Marsh, 2015; Sinha & Back, 2014; L. T. Smith, 2012).  
  
 
1 Murdoch University documents now refer to Thesis by Compilation (TBC) rather than Thesis by Publication 
(TBP), a recent change that facilitates hybrid chapter/article theses. In this exegesis I continue to use the more 
widely used term, TBP. 
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Publications submitted as part of this thesis 
Article One 
Mudd, G. M., Roche, C., Northey, S. A., Jowitt, S. M., & Gamato, G. (2020). Mining in Papua 
New Guinea: A complex story of trends, impacts and governance. The Science of the total 
environment, 140375. doi:10.1016/j.scitotenv.2020.140375 
Article Two 
Roche, C., Walim, N., & Sindana, H. (2019). Human flourishing and extractive-led 
de elopmen : The mine ill gi e me ha e e  I like . The Extractive Industries and Society, 
6(2), 573-583. doi:10.1016/j.exis.2019.02.002 
Article Three 
Roche, C., Sindana, H., & Walim, N. (2019). E ac i e Di po e ion: I am no  happ  o  
land ill go, e ill ha e no be e  life . The Extractive Industries and Society, 6(3), 977-992. 
doi:10.1016/j.exis.2019.05.006 
Article Four 
Roche, C., Spencer, R., John, E., Walim, N., & Sindana, H. (in press). Unseen existences: 
Stories of life from Venembeli, Papua New Guinea. The Extractive Industries and Society. 
doi:10.1016/j.exis.2020.08.016 
Article Five 
Roche, C., Brueckner, M., John, E., Walim, N., & Sindana, H. (in press). Understanding why 
Impact Assessment fails; a case study of theory and practice from Wafi-Golpu, Papua New 
Guinea.  Environmental Impact Assessment Review
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Table 1. Title, status and attribution of articles 
No. Title Status Nature and contribution Co-authors contribution 
1 Mining in Papua 
New Guinea: A 
complex story of 
trends, impacts and 
governance 







Software, Validation, Formal analysis, 
Investigation, Resources, 
Visualization, Supervision, Project 
administration 
A. 35% Mudd, G.
B. 15% Northey, S.
C. 15% Jowitt, S.
D. 10% Gamato, G.
2 Human flourishing 
and extractive-led 
de elopmen : The 
mine will give me 
ha e e  I like  
Published 90 % Concept; preparatory 
research and material 
design; fieldwork design 
and supervision; fieldwork; 
analysis and writing 
manuscript. Project 
administration. 
A. 5% Walim, Nawasio, fieldwork design
and fieldwork
B. 5% Sindana, Howard fieldwork design
and fieldwork
3 Extractive 
Di po e ion: I 
am not happy our 
land will go, we 
will have no better 
life . 
Published 90% Concept; preparatory 
research and material 
design; fieldwork design 
and supervision; fieldwork; 
analysis and writing 
manuscript. Project 
administration 
A. 5% Walim, Nawasio, fieldwork design
and fieldwork
B. 5% Sindana, Howard fieldwork design
and fieldwork
4 Unseen existences; 
stories of life from 
Venembeli, Papua 
New Guinea 
In press 70% Concept; preparatory 
research and material 
design; fieldwork design 
and supervision; fieldwork; 
analysis and writing 
manuscript. Project 
administration. 
A. 15% Spencer, Rochelle. Concept
design, writing manuscript
B. 5% John, Eugene. artwork, fieldwork
design and fieldwork
C. 5% Walim, Nawasio. fieldwork design
and fieldwork




Assessment fails; a 
case study of 






70% Concept; preparatory 
research and material 
design; fieldwork design 
and supervision; fieldwork; 
analysis and writing 
manuscript. Project 
administration. 
A. 15% Brueckner, Martin. Concept
design, writing manuscript
B. 5% John, Eugene, artwork, fieldwork
design and fieldwork
C. 5% Walim, Nawasio, fieldwork design
and fieldwork
D. 5% Sindana, Howard fieldwork design
and fieldwork
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ii. Artwork and maps
This research involved art as a means of communication and expression. At first it was the 
commissioned art in Article 3, which was designed to help convey complex meanings to 
predominantly verbal cultures. This was followed by Community2 art as a means of exploration 
and expression; a relatively undirected identification of meaning illustrating complex relations 
between people and place.  Then the use of art was expanded again, with co-author Eugene 
using art to describe situations, stories and values. See, fo  e ample, E gene  co e  image of 
Venembeli village, which, when read alongside the narrative preface in Article Four, provides 
a glimpse of Community life.   
The Community art is decolonial, for rather than responding to Western questionnaires, the 
agency of illustration was theirs. This provided an opportunity for the illustrators to tell their 
stories, and provided us, the viewer, an insight into a Southern existence (Sletto, 2009), a 
process that echoes the use of participatory photography elsewhere in Papua New Guinea 
(PNG) (Childs, 2019; Halvaksz, 2008; Vaughan, 2011) and digital drawing in Australia (St 
John, 2020). The art is also an example of social mapping (Article Four), not of proprietary 
land use, but of ecologically dependent relations ha  a e ociall  comple , fl id, [and] 
empo all  con in o  (Roche, Spencer, John, Walim, & Sindana, in press, p. 5).Though it 
is important to note the limitations of the usual Western scientific methodologies and our 
deliberately inclusive and creative, but nonetheless circumscribed methodology of 
engagement, in genuinely capturing a plurality of meanings and relations within the human and 
the non-human worlds (Gl ean  & Sie a, 2015; Sa an k , 2017).  
Table 2. List of illustrations and maps 
2 Capital C, Communities refers to the specific groups i.e. Yanta, Babauf, Hengambu and Venembeli, or ownership 
over something, while small c, community reflects the generic and common use of community.  
No. Title Section 
1 Venembeli (Eugene John) Front Cover 
2 Hunting (Anon, Community) ii 
3 A chi d  ife (Anon, Community) iv 
4 Man fishing (Anon, Community) v 
5 Tok Stori (Eugene John) 2.0 
6 Miyo (pandanus) (Anon, Community) 2.4 
7 Tambuna (tradition/ancestor) (Anon, Community) 3. 
M1 Papua New Guinea Mines 3.1 
M2 Wafi Communities, Morobe Province 3.1 
8 Washing (Anon, Community) 3.5 
9 Disemplacement (Eugene John) 4.4 
10 River Play (Eugene John) 5.0 
11 Bilum (bag)  (Anon, Community) 6.0 
12 Garden (Eugene John) Rear Cover 
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While some art has been published in Article 4, the majority of the work remains unseen outside 
of the Venembeli Community. Recogni ing he con ib ion of he a  o he p ojec  
methodologies and its emancipatory, communicative and illustrative value, some of the art, by 
Community members and co-author Eugene John is presented throughout the exegesis.  Much 
remains to be done in this creative space, ideally, more Community art could be used to make 
i ible he n een and o di co e  he m ck  benea h he face and app ecia e he 
entanglements of life before we subject them to extraction (Gómez-Barris, 2017). Acutely 
aware of the untold stories and elusive meanings from multiple ontologies and art expressions, 




































Fig. 2. Hunting  
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iii. Preface
This project is motivated by Communities living on the edge of industrial mining.  A daunting 
precipice that has geographical, temporal, relational and ontological components; where mining 
impacts are intimate, lived experiences that go to the very heart of who we are and how we see 
and value the world. There is no ethical reason why the impacts and outcomes from mining are 
so disproportionately felt, nor a rationale to perpetuate a system that is built, and dependent on 
these inequalities and injustices. Hopefully, the more comprehensively we understand the 
system and its processes, the sooner we will achieve justice. 
One of my fondest and saddest PhD memories was saying goodbye at Venembeli, probably for 
the last time, but perhaps not. A lapun Meri (older woman), breaching the usual conventions of 
colour, perceived status and gender, approached me, held my face in her hand and thanked me. 
They were hardworking hands, weathered by the passage of time and daily toil, but they felt 
soft as they caressed my cheek and my being. I do not remember her exact words; I was not 
used to being touched in Community and was surprised by the public moment of intimacy. She 
thanked me for our many visits to Venembeli and for the information we shared, describing 
how we had changed the lives of women, who now better understood the challenge of 
responding to, and living with, mining and who e e de e mined o g o  omen  po e  and 
use it to secure the futures they sought.  With that heartfelt gesture and a few words, I lived a 
moment of satisfaction, rewarded  even as the quest for extractive justice continues. 
This PhD is part of my efforts for, and journey alongside, mining-affected communities. I hope 
these words do them justice; and help to bring extractive justice just that little bit closer.  
iv. Acknowledgements
While knowing that a PhD is primarily the work of one, I have always thought we could achieve 
better results by working together; results that make a difference to the lived world, rather than 
just describing it. Thanks to everyone who contributed and supported, I could not have done 
this alone. 
The work would have been impossible without considerable funding for fieldwork in PNG, 
which is an expensive and complicated destination to travel to and in. Untied fieldwork funding 
was provided by the Mineral Policy Institute (MPI), as my work continued their (and my) 
ongoing focus in the Morobe Province of PNG3. I was also fortunate to receive support from 
the Indigenous Knowledge Systems, Planning and Environmental Decision Making: The Role 
of Community-Based Impact Assessments (IndKnow) project, through UIT, The Artic 
University of Norway with funding from the Norwegian Research Council who provided 
support for fieldtrips in 2019/2020. Both sources were critical in being able to travel to 
Communities and employ the PNG research team who became my co-authors.  
3 Note, I was formerly employed by MPI, and remain the honorary executive director. 
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I gratefully thank everyone who got me here, to all the individuals and communities who shared 
their knowledge and taught me along the way, especially to the Communities and our hosts who 
greeted our many disruptions with equanimity and were generous with their time, food and 
patience. Special thanks go to Lynette and her family in Venembeli. Then, thank you go to the 
team: In Papua New Guinea, Howard, Nawasio and Eugene who were awesome fieldworkers, 
co-authors and friends, and Cathy who offered an emotional lifeline, debriefs and practical 
support; In Australia, Mia, Gavin, Richard, Adam and Rebecca at the Mineral Policy Institute 
who supported me and this work over many years, and Martin and Rochelle at Murdoch 
University for challenging me and giving me scope to explore; to the many friends and 
colleagues I have met and the chance conversations shared in villages and taxies, at conferences 
and airports, and in PMV , cafes and roadside stalls; To the Indigenous Knowledge Team 
hosted through the UIT, The Artic University of Norway for their shared interest and support; 
then closer to home, thanks to Meg and John who instilled in me the quest for justice, and to 
Hannah, Noah and Orla for supporting this PhD and providing lively conversations. And, to 
Ingrid, who listens to my many crazy ideas and makes them possible. 
 
Finally, thanks to the Communities who have inspired, taught and hosted me. This is for you.  
 
 
Fig. 3. A chi d  ife 
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v. Abstract
Extractive industries dig or drill holes, pursue profits and promise development. The profits are 
privatised, the holes are permanent and the minerals, metals and energy benefit society at large; 
but what are the local development outcomes? Are they long-lasting and substantive, helping 
humans to flourish? Or are the benefits just a glimmer of momentary joy, quickly spent, then 
lost in time, obscured by the many disruptions and disappointments wrought by immanent 
development? Like other complex issues or wicked problems, there are clearly no easy solutions 
to the problems associated with industrial resource extraction  otherwise we would have 
implemented them already. As the title alludes, perhaps it is about making an informed choice, 
to achieve a better balance between hedonistic extraction and human flourishing. Or less 
cryptically, do we continue to make profit the priority and merely hope for development or is it 
time to unsettle extraction? To make well-being our primary objective and achieve long lasting 
and substantive benefits, particularly for host communities? 
This thesis by publication explores how we understand mining through the impacts on local 
communities. It contains five separate articles seeking new insights from different perspectives. 
Article One provides a foundation by exploring the impacts of mining using a sustainability 
lens, demonstrating the link between environmental and social impacts that are, in turn, driven 
by the realities of declining ore grades and increasing mine waste. Article Two turned to the 
concept of human flourishing (well-being, gutpla sindaun4) to explore the lived impacts from 
mining that are, at once, both universal and locally specific. Article Three more fully examined 
the effect of mining on local people, drawing on the knowledge and experience of others to 
identify eleven factors (impacts) of extractive dispossession to inform communities about 
potential mining impacts. Article Four applied a tok stori/tok ples methodology alongside 
participant and co-author art to tell stories of unseen existence, describing relations between 
people and the environment, which Eurocentric impact assessment (IA) processes can fail to 
see. Then, Article Five combines industry knowledge with Community stori to analyse the 
Wafi-Golpu environmental impact statement (hereafter WGEIS5) in relation to the Papua New 
Guinea mining experience, and to learn from and contribute to IA theory and practice. 
Together the work responds to a system of structural processes that reinforce and recreate the 
asymmetries of power, influence and resources that drive the disproportionate and unequal 
distribution of impacts and benefits from mining. Aware of this, the project adopted 
participatory action research methodologies to share and exchange knowledge with 
Communities, and to ensure that the research would be positive and useful rather than just 
another extractive pressure.  Separate research outputs were also used to inform subsequent 
research, with summarised and translated articles explained and made available to the 
Communities as well as shared with government, industry and wider society.   
4 Also spelt gutpela sindaun (li e all  i ing do n ell) b  in hi  con e  meaning good life le  o  good 
a  of li ing  (Bainton, 2006; Richardson, 2018) See Article Two for a more comprehensive discussion. 
5 WGEIS documents are referenced by volume and page number as shown in the contents pages of the WGEIS, 
for example (v.12-p.17) is volume 12, page 17. 
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The end result is unknown with the Wafi-Golpu mine undergoing assessment, negotiation and 
approval processes at the time of submission, with more time and future research required to 
assess eventual outcomes. Short-term outcomes are positive, however, with PAR used to 
undertake collaborative research and inform Communities. The research finds that: (1) the 
heuristics of human flourishing and extractive dispossession are both useful tools to explore 
how potential impacts on people might affect their life; (2) deliberately decolonial PAR 
methodologies can help challenge and overcome dominant discourses that recreate coloniality 
and culturally hegemonic dominance; (3) Communities value balanced and accessible 
information so they can choose and control development and their own futures; (4) Community-
based research and impact assessment (CBIA), is an example of respectful and emancipatory 
method for understanding impacts, informing Communities and guiding development; and (5) 
reforms to Eurocentric principles, ethics and methods of IA processes would enable IA to see, 
respect and protect non-Western values. 
Fig 4. Man fishing 
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vi. Acronyms and abbreviations
accumulation by dispossession (AbD) 
artisanal and small scale mining (ASM) 
community based impact assessment (CBIA) 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
extractive dispossession (ED) 
extractive industries (EI) 
Extractive Industries Review (EIR) 
extractive-led development (ELD) 
free prior and informed consent (FPIC) 
impact assessment (IA) 
industrial mining (IM) 
marine mine waste disposal (MMWD) 
Mineral Policy Institute (MPI) 
Organisation for Economic Development (OCED) 
Papua New Guinea (PNG) 
participatory action research (PAR) 
political license to operate (PLO) 
riverine waste disposal (RTD) 
social license to operate (SLO) 
sustainable development goals (SDG)  
thesis by compilation (TBC) 
thesis by publication (TBP) 
Wafi-Golpu environmental impact statement (WGEIS) 
Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture (WGJV) 
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1. Introduction
1.1 Thesis overview 
Mining and the extractive industries (EI) are an integral part of contemporary society and have 
pla ed a c i ical ole in h mani  ma e ial de elopmen ; providing essential metals, minerals 
and fuels that fed and enabled the industrial and technological revolutions. The benefits are 
many, including the provision of electricity and water, transportation and food production as 
well as health and technology. Unfortunately, these benefits are not distributed equitably. At 
the same time, the physical impacts from EI grow in scale, creating complex and long-lived 
problems that intersect with direct and indirect social impacts, a potent combination 
complicated by, and impacting on, values of self, place, knowledge and reality. The impacts are 
even more concentrated than the benefits, with communities who host extractive projects 
irrevocably altered in a process that is motivated by profit, rather than development outcomes 
and is overwhelmingly controlled by remote and transient trustees and decision-makers. 
This thesis is a purposeful exploration of these mining impacts, identifying concepts, 
transferrable knowledge and participatory methodologies that can inform stakeholders and 
improve processes and outcomes. In doing so, it responds to a simple question: what can we 
expect from the mine?  variations of which I have heard from mining-affected communities 
over many years. In identifying and exploring likely outcomes and impacts from multiple 
perspectives, this thesis deliberately challenges a process where community6 consultation is 
focused on approval for a project, rather than Community well-being. A process where the big, 
important decisions are made early, by others, while communities wait to be informed, or 
included in a process that is all but predetermined. A process that is dominated by asymmetries 
of power, knowledge and influence, where a political licence to operate (PLO)7 and Western, 
technocratic assessments marginalise communities.  
Critically, acknowledging these processual development norms does not constitute acceptance; 
instead it is the start of a deliberate and purposeful counterbalance to the dominant mining for 
development narrative with its assumed outcomes, values, biases and exclusionary practices. A 
counter-perspective that unsettles the existing and creates an opportunity for a more ethical 
extractive sector. To be clear, this is not an abstract thesis. Responding to real life questions, 
embedded in the research and written in the first person, I apply a critical lens, and a 
transformative PAR approach to better understand extractive impacts on host communities; real 
communities, comprising the Yanta, Babuaf and Hengambu people that live along and adjacent 
6 The concept of community has many meanings. Here it describes small single or grouped villages from ninety 
people to many hundreds that live together at any one point in time. The term denotes more than a communal 
dwelling place. It encompasses the lived experience, capturing not just where, but how people live together. In 
terms of function, engagement in the community is an essential part of human flourishing (Rasmussen, 1999), 
vital to achieving the capabilities necessary to live a good life and overcome the challenges of poverty and 
development.  
7 PLO i  a poli icall  de i ed licence ha  and  fo  he go ernment approval of, and support for, an industry 
ba ed on i  con ib ion o he a e  de elopmen  agenda.  (Brueckner, Durey, Pforr, & Mayes, 2014, p. 315), 
further explored in Bice, Brueckner, and Pforr (2017) 
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to the Watut and Wafi River Valleys in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea (PNG). 
Communities who live near and will be impacted by the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine, a project 
of the Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture (WGJV) owned by the Australian company Newcrest Mining 
and the South African company, Harmony Gold. Utilising participatory methodologies and 
employing a translational research approach, the thesis is based on knowledge exchange, 
whereby mining-affected Communities learn from the experience of others through shared 
academic research. In return, their stories and knowledge have taught me, can help others and 
provide a much-needed Southern input into research, theory and practice.  
 
Acknowledging the complexity and the need for translational research, I adopted a thesis by 
publication (TBP) approach and format to facilitate the application of different lenses based in 
different fields and disciplines to explore the contest between mine and community, and to 
create timely, translational exchanges and outputs capable of affecting change. The first article 
establishes the scale of mining in PNG, its environmental impact and the need for better 
governance to minimise impacts on people and planet. This provides the basis for an application 
of the concepts and tools of human flourishing and extractive dispossession using a PAR 
approach that then explores pluri-ontological values and impact assessment processes (IA), 
with particular reference to the Wafi-Golpu environmental impact statement (WGEIS)8. 
Recurring themes include: human flourishing, gendered impacts, voicelessness and 
powerlessness, EI governance, extractive dispossession, subsidiarity and consent, 
dispossession, ontological difference and bias, Eurocentrism and cultural hegemony, relational 
complexity, ethics, immanent and intentional development, retrogradation and intersectionality, 
trustees and remote decision-makers, and finally, asymmetries of power, influence and 
resources.  
 
These themes, concepts, tools, exchanges and research outputs allow the local experience to be 
examined in relation to the shared international experience of mining and development and for 
the local experience to then inform the international. The exegesis provides conceptual and 
background material that supports and connects the five articles, which are woven together into 
a larger narrative that questions our understanding of why and how we mine, who bears the 
impacts, and opportunities for improvement and reform. The thesis structure is detailed in 
Section 1.3. 
 
Of course, despite this broad purview, a single thesis cannot adequately accommodate all 
important themes, with some, including extractive racism, patriarchy, gendered impacts and 
relations, agency and power relations within and between all stakeholders, demanding further 




8 As discussed in Article Five, IA is deliberately approached as a broad discipline or practice rather than focusing 
on specific, confusing and often misnamed IA types (see Morrison- Saunders, Pope, Gunn, Bond, & Retief, 2014) 
which can confuse rather than explain. For example, all impacts, including social, cultural and economic were 
examined in the WGEIS, with Communities having no agency in selecting or implementing the type of IA. 
Whe ea  he e ea ch  delibe a e and delibe a i e foc  i  on Comm ni  and ecipien  e pe ience, hich hen 
contributes knowledge from the South to research and practice making it relevant to IA as it is broadly practiced. 
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1.2 Research incubation 
 
This thesis was inspired by the mining-affected communities along the Watut River Valley who 
welcomed me and who kept asking questions and seeking answers. Invariably the questions 
were variations of, what can we expect from the mine? In response to a request for assistance, 
I travelled to Morobe in 2011 in my role with the Mineral Policy Institute (MPI), to engage with 
communities impacted by the mine, especially those affected by the sedimentation of the Watut 
River. Over subsequent years and trips, we produced a documentary film (Boylan, 2014), 
conference paper (Mudd & Roche, 2014) and an associated report (Roche & Mudd, 2014a), all 
addressing impacts on communities and issues of corporate responsibility.   
 
Unfortunately, despite significant engagement with Newcrest Mining, one of the Hidden 
Valley9 mine joint venture owners,  requests for access to critical documents were delayed and 
ignored (Roche, 2018). Fortunately, due to an extensive assessment commissioned by the PNG 
Government (SMEC, 2010a, 2010b) and our in-community research, there was still sufficient 
information to enable MPI to make recommendations that included: improve corporate 
transparency; accurately report on social and environmental issues; publicly identify 
managers/decision-makers management structures; implement effective joint venture policies; 
establish an effective grievance mechanism; and correct failings relating to OECD Guidelines 
and Equator Principles (Roche & Mudd, 2014a). But, there was further disappointment when, 
af e  being p e en ed i h he doc men a , confe ence pape  and epo  a  Ne c e  2014 
AGM, company representatives including the CEO and board committee chose not to formally 
respond (Roche, 2018). The outreach to Newcrest Mining proved ineffectual, and I realised that 
while Newcrest had engaged politely, they had said or done nothing of consequence to indicate 
they were willing to alter the usual trajectory of extractive development. 
 
Over time we learnt that the much larger Wafi-Golpu deposit would, if developed, have a more 
significant impact on communities near the Wafi Mountain and downstream in the Wafi and 
Watut Rivers. Concerned about cumulative effects, we turned our attention to these 
Communities. Again, we heard variations of the same question: what can we expect from the 
mine? Unable to answer their questions about the potential impacts of the not-yet formally 
proposed Wafi-Golpu mine, I returned to university to commence this research project; seeking 
knowledge based on the experience of other communities impacted by mines in PNG and 
around the world. In short, I wanted transferrable knowledge to explain potential impacts to 
communities before project specifics were known.  
 
Guided by a simple question, rather than a hypothesis, the research began with a wide-ranging 
and purposeful exploration of theories and impacts that could help me answer the Communitie  
question. Eventually, this led to deliberately emancipatory and decolonial approaches that were 
capable of valuing ontological plurality and challenging the neoliberal and transnational 
capitalist (and academic) discourses that have endured since Enlightenment and obscured the 
 
9 At the time both the Hidden Valley mine and the Wafi-Golpu deposit were owned and operated by the same 
joint venture partners, Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold before Newcrest subsequently sold its 50% in the 
Hidden Valley to Harmony for $1, along with US$22.5m to address mining legacies. (Mudd, Roche, Northey, 
Jowitt, & Gamato, 2020). 
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reality of mining (Clemen , 2017; Dedo i & Pani , 2020). A pivotal moment occurred in 2016, 
when, seeking new methods to share information, I gave a verbal academic literature review to 
a series of communities near the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine, along the Watut River and also to 
the Labu People on the coast who were concerned about marine mine waste disposal 
(MMWD)10 into the Huon Gulf. The literature review was based on 20-25 academic journal 
articles that I used to explore the impacts of mining on communities from a global, national and 
provincial basis. These were introduced, explained and discussed in English and Tok Pisin11. 
This process of information exchange was as valuable to me as it was to the intended recipients, 
and it demonstrated the thirst for, and ability to engage with complex research and concepts 
providing informnation was applicable and accessible. A powerful example was the potentially 
abstract concepts of imperialism and epistemicide (Article 3), which were immediately 
understood and linked to the lived experience of Community. Meaning the terms were abstract 
to me, but they resonated with lived experiences in PNG. 
 
This experience encouraged my already transformative approach, with its participatory action 
research principles, Indigenous yarning (Articles Two and Three) and tok stori methodologies 
(Article Four and Five). In keeping with the PAR principles, the research needed to be 
translational to be useful to the Yanta, Hengambu and Babauf Communities. This included 
exchanging information with Communities and also seeking to inform others in a timely manner 
d ing a li e p oce  of a e men , nego ia ion and deci ion-making12. This meant research 
dissemination was a principal objective of the research, with academic articles, as well as 
summarised and translated versions, provided, presented and discussed with Communities as 
well as available online13 (Johnson et al., 2020; Mason, Merga, & Morris, 2019). The 
participative and emancipatory14 research process answered some questions and supported the 
agency of local communities. Though I raise a number of issues in the thesis, many questions 
remain, and answers that are capable of creating the change required to overcome the 
entrenched asymmetries of power, influence and resources remain elusive. 
 
1.3 Thesis style and structure  
 
This is a PhD thesis by publication (TBP), consisting of two parts. The first situates the work 
amongst the relevant debates, presenting and discussing the articles as components of a larger 
analysis and has five sections comprising: (1) Introduction; (2) Disruptive concepts and a new 
mining ethic (with interwoven literature review); (3) Articles; (4) Concluding discussion; and 
(5) References. The second is the appendix (Section 6), containing the five articles and 
supplementary material together with the summarised and translated versions including an 
embedded video and transcript of the completion seminar. Throughout the text the separate 
 
10 Also described as submarine tailings disposal (STD) and deep sea tailings placement (DSTP), as per Article 
Five I prefer the more comprehensive term MMWD. 
11 A creole language, the lingua franca spoken throughout PNG.  
12 At the time of writing (September 2020), the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine is still in the assessment and review 
pha e, ha ing fi  been di co e ed in he ea l  1970 . 
13 Available on my professional website https://charlesroche.co/phd/ 
14 Acknowledging that emancipation was not ours to deliver or even define, based on actions and statements from 
individuals in Venembeli Community, I believe our shared process of exchange has had emancipatory outcomes 
(see preface for an example). 
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articles are referenced as, for example, Article One as numbered in Table 1., Section i., and 
when needed, cited as published or submitted. As standalone research outputs with multiple 
and distinct lenses and theories, each article contains a review of literature relevant to the 
discussion. These lenses and theories are then further discussed in Sections 2, 3 and 4 with 
relevant literature reviewed and presented across Sections 1-4. In terms of background, a brief 
historical review of mining in PNG, is contained in Article One, with a review of social impacts 
in Article Five and PNG location maps in Section 3.1. 
 
As explained above, research translation and dissemination were central to the purpose of the 
research, with original, summarised and translated versions of articles distributed and discussed 
with the communities and made available to other stakeholders. For this reason, TBP was 
selected as the most appropriate method for the research goals and methodology, to ensure that 
the research was useful, accessible and timely. But this can be challenging, for in Australia, 
TBP is predominantly a science methodology, with humanities and social sciences theses 
representing only 25% of all TBP.  
 
To ensure this thesis, that combined TBP with action research, met current University 
guidelines and international standards and practices, examples of other TBP were sought and  
further informed structure and approach. In doing so I was mindful that both PAR and TBP are 
not always well received in academia, and the combination is rarer still (Dedo i & Pani , 2020; 
Klocker, 2012; Mason et al., 2019). The first example that had guided the thesis approach since 
2017, was from Ume  University in Sweden and had a similar focus on communities and 
mining with an intentional decolonising methodology (Sehlin MacNeil, 2017). Sehlin 
MacNeil  structure is straightforward with five sections; foreparts, introduction, methodology, 
a discussion section explaining and linking the findings and an appendix with articles presented 
a  p bli hed. Mo e c ea i e c e  like Da i  (2003) three cycles were imagined, but the 
combination of PAR, first person authorship and plural ontologies was considered to be already 
sufficiently challenging to more traditional research norms. So, I resisted temptation and 
sublimated my creative instincts to academic orthodoxy. A second example, from Curtin 
University in Australia, also ili ed ac ion e ea ch o b ild capaci  fo  g a oo  
agenc  (Sharp, 2018, p. ii); a ema kabl  imila  in en  o m  o n o k. Sha p  he i  ha  
a similar structure to Sehlin MacNeil  (2017) albeit with the work divided into seven sections: 
foreparts, introduction, theoretical framework, methods, publication summaries, 
discussion/conclusion and appended articles as published. As recommended by the new 
Murdoch University 2020 Thesis by Compilation (TBC) Guidelines, I have used these two 
examples above to design a structure that satisfied Murdoch University guidelines and 
discipline best practice.  
 
Foundational concepts, explored in Section 2, capture the evolution of the concepts behind 
research and situate the articles within wider debates in the literature. Section 3 presents article 
summaries along with additional material that builds on the foundational concepts, connects the 
indi id al a icle , c ea ing a f lle , mo e comp ehen i e e pon e o he Comm ni ie  imple 
question. Together they provide a concise account that fulfils translational and research 
exchange principles and objectives with links to expanded discussions in the articles (Holm, 
Jarrick, & Scott, 2015).  
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As you are already aware, this thesis is written in the first person, a considered decision despite 
the potential to raise the ire of reviewers or readers. In doing so, I note that preferences are 
changing over-time, with Carter (2008) describing an increasing acceptance of, and even 
reviewer preference for, first person theses  including in science and engineering disciplines. 
The first-person approach was chosen to present research where relationships and exchanges 
with individuals and communities were critical to methods and outcomes. A third-person 
perspective, where I was removed from the research, would be misleading, as the in-community 
research depended on relations built over years of pre-PhD and ongoing relationships; relations 
that could not be easily replicated by another researcher. A first-person thesis also matches my 
lead authored articles that were all written in the first person, though as multi-authored articles, 
we, is used as the first-person plural pronoun. I recognise the use of we  in a thesis is 
problematic b  ha e con in ed o e e  in he he i  hen eferencing my articles to 
recognise the shared work of my co-authors and research teams. Elsewhere, when discussing 
m  o k, he pe onal p ono n I  i  ed, b  denoting the lessor relevance of self, I limit its 
use when undertaking more theoretical discussions.  
1.4 An evolving methodology and fieldwork 
Reflecting the TBP format and the paired structure of the articles, the evolving methodology 
for the thesis, from yarning to tok stori is described at length in Articles Two and Four, with 
smaller, cross-referenced discussions in Articles Three and Five. Further details are available 
in the seminar and accompanying transcript that explores the use of PAR to address 
asymmetries and assist mining-affected communities, see Appendix 6.7. Rather than repeat the 
methodological descriptions and analyses contained in the articles, below I expand on the 
reasons behind the methodology with its complications and layers, then reflect on the 
methodology and fieldwork in application. Research ethics are explored in section 1.5 and 
Article Two. The methodology for Article One was a desk-based review that relied on datasets 
compiled over many years from publicly available information and the experience the expert 
authors brought to the project.  
Motivated by a simple question about mining impacts from many communities, this project was 
guided by transformative ambitions about social justice, decolonisation, self-determination and 
human flourishing (Cram & Mertens, 2015). The idea was to challenge and unsettle the 
neoliberal orthodoxies of extraction with transformative, experiential and dialogical methods 
(Co n all, 2018; Dedo i & Pani , 2020; Sinha & Back, 2014). As outlined in Article Four, 
conversations with Mary-Rose and Rita reinforced a growing awareness of the importance of 
a decolonial approach that genuinely saw, heard and respected a Papuan 
existence  (Roche, Spencer et al,. in press, p. 3) Further, it needed to be emancipatory, with a 
mutual sharing of knowledge built on participative and transformative activities, 
engagements and methodologies while meeting Community needs and PNG cultural 
norms (Childs, 2019; Pascoe, Dressler, & Minnegal, 2019; Vaughan, 2011). PAR 
was chosen as a deliberately emancipatory methodology where research participants 
became co-investigators, and the Communities became co-authors in a process that 
recognised ontological plurality, the constructed nature of knowledge and was designed to 
increase both capabilities and agency (Emerald & Martin, 2013; 
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Swartz & Nyamnjoh, 2018; Walker, 2017). In short, the methodology is deliberately bottom-
up, with a bias towards knowledge exchange and the hearing and valorising of Southern voices 
(Connell, 2007). I later realised the methodology could also improve the transformative 
potential of IA and how we saw and researched extractive outcomes (Bond et al., 2018; Held, 
2019). Finally, for a thesis that examined the ethics of mining, the research needed first to do 
no harm, then be non-extractive, and finally, to be valuable to local Communities (Johnson et 
al., 2020; Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014; Kouritzin & Nakagawa, 2018).   
 
But the story begins much earlier, for my later methodological approach and ontological 
openness developed from a more normative and Western engagement in the early years. In a 
way, the fieldwork, and even the thinking that contributed to this research, can be divided into 
three phases. The first begins in 200915 when I first started visiting and working on extractive 
issues in PNG as part of my role as Executive Director of the Mineral Policy Institute. From 
2009 until 2014, I visited communities, conducted research, attended conferences and engaged 
with both the terrestrial and seabed mining sectors of the extractive industry as a means of 
bringing about change. But as foreshadowed in Section 1.2, this proved to be inadequate to the 
challenge. In the next phase, I had two roles, one doing preliminary research for my PhD, the 
other as MPI Executive Director. It was during this time that I came to understand better the 
desire for, and ability of, communities to acquire and use transferrable knowledge. From late 
2016, my PhD research role became dominant, and my thinking and approach slowly evolved 
from helping communities to speak out, to recognising structural and colonial constraints, and 
finall , o adop ing a m l idimen ional pa adigma ic pe pec i e ha  ackno ledged he EI  
suboptimum outcomes as axiologically, ontologically and epistemologically based (Aledo-Tur 
& Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; Held, 2019).  
 
Along this path, I developed friendships and relationships with the research team, Community 
members and those I encountered through the research process  all with their own nuances and 
obligations. These layered relationships and my changing and intertwining roles reflect the 
complex and multi-layered relationship between PNG people and their land, rather than the 
clear divisions of methodological specificities (Jacka, 2015). Also relevant in this 
methodological evolution was my experience outside of PNG, which exposed me to the 
experience of mining-affected communities from around the world.  Other research and 
relational opportunities also exposed me to mining  en i onmen al impac  (Roche & Mudd, 
2014b) and the power of the international extractive sector, leading to research and learning 
experiences relating to deep sea mining (Roche & Bice, 2013; Roche & Feenan, 2013) and 
tailings dam disasters (Roche, Thygesen, & Baker, 2017). Perhaps most important was learning 
just how far removed decision-makers were from the impact of their decisions, both 
geographically and extensionally, whether they worked in the extractive, conservation, research 
or governance sectors (explored in West, 2016). 
 
While acknowledging the relevancy of the ongoing challenges of extractive-led development 
(ELD)16, the purposeful, iterative and reflexive PAR approach focused on the Communities  
 
15 There was also an earlier, non-PNG phase where I learnt about mining and development justice issues alongside 
local and Indigenous communities in Western Australia and the Northern Territory 1997-2009.  
16 ELD is community development associated with the extractive sector, see Article Two. 
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simple question, a question which has wider international relevance. The simple premise was 
to use hei  and o he  e pe iences to better understand the impacts of mining on local people 
long before IA and development processes could provide a higher degree of certainty17. My 
first task was to explore the experience and themes, which could answer Community questions; 
identifying drivers of impact and themes of analysis to inform both my own and their 
understanding. Methodologically, the articles are paired: at first, I used a yarning approach 
(Bessarab & Ng'andu, 2010; Singh & Major, 2017; Yunkaporta & Kirby, 2011) based on my 
own Australian experience to explore extractive impacts through dispossession (Article Three) 
(Harvey, 2003, 2004; Holden, Nadeau, & Jacobson, 2011) and quality of life through human 
flourishing (Article Two) (Rasmussen, 1999). Then, befitting the iterative and reflexive process 
of knowledge exchange (including improvements made through the peer review publication 
process), the methodology evolved to the Melanesian-specific, but still dialogically focused 
method of tok stori (Sanga & Reynolds, 2019; Sanga, Reynolds, Paulsen, Spratt, & Maneipuri, 
2018; Stead, 2013). This was further refined with tok stori/tok ples18 (Article Four) and used to 
recognise plural ontologies and support the identification of flaws in IA (Article Five) (Aledo-
Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; Held, 2019). The success of the iterative and reflexive 
approach is evident in the manner that Community responses to fieldwork for Articles Two and 
Three identified the need for, and then shaped the research for Articles Four and Five. A more 
specific example of the influence of the PAR approach is how the concept of resettlement, 
originally from Holden et al. (2011), was redefined as disemplacement19 (de Wet, 2008) to more 
accurately capture the lived experience following knowledge exchange with the Communities 
(Article Three, also Four and Five) and captured in Fig 9., Section 4.4.  
 
The official PhD fieldwork for this research occurred during 2018-2020. In all, four visits of 
between one and three weeks were undertaken by the full research team20, with several 
additional separate multi-day engagements by the PNG co-authors to share research, maintain 
relationships and to seek consent for subsequent visits. We would travel by boat up the Watut 
River, visiting Communities for several days along the way, or travel by road using a PMV (a 
flatbed truck with shade and seats that is the PNG version of public transport, albeit privately 
run by small operators) or 4WD, a short and bumpy trip of 85 kilometres that would take 4-6 
hours to complete. In the smaller research Communities, we stayed just one night, with longer 
visits in larger Villages typically 3-7 days, we would then walk, PMV or boat to the next village. 
When in the Village we were typically hosted by, and lived in the house of, Community 
member/s; this provided a lot of informal research time with conversations around the fire, over 
kaikai (food), when washing in the river or just mingling in the village.  
 
In 2019 and 2020, the complexity of the work, combined with resource and time constraints, 
saw us focus the fieldwork on the Village of Venembeli, though we continued to share our 
research with other Yanta, Babauf and Hengambu Communities. As alluded to above, this built 
 
17 Providing the IA processes where comprehensive, independent and inclusive.  
18 To tok stori is to exchange stories, tok stori/tok ples is to exchange stories in the local language. 
19 See Roche, Sindana, and Walim (2019) fo  an anal i  of de We  (2008) concep  of di emplacemen  in ela ion 
to Wafi-Golpu and PNG where the case is made that disemplacement more accurately captures the emotional 
impact of severed connections, compared to the frequently used, management focused and dispassionate term, 
resettlement.  
20 In 2018 the fieldwork research team, all of whom are co-authors, comprising myself, Nawasio and Howard, 
this was expanded in 2019/20 to include Eugene. 
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on earlier visits to Morobe from 2011-2016 in a related role that had established relations with 
Communities and built a profile and reputation based on returning to Communities and sharing, 
explaining and discussing the research. 
 
There are multiple limitations to this research. As described in Article Two, these include time 
and resources, both of which were disproportionate to the challenge and the sheer breadth and 
depth of mining impact on local Communities. The relatively low levels of education in the 
Communities was also limiting as it left co-researchers less prepared to critically evaluate the 
risks and opportunities from both the mine and this research. Similarly, the ongoing colonial 
influences from corporations, church and state have resulted in a perceived lessening of the 
value of traditional sources of gutpla sindaun and a desperation for Western-style development 
that has eroded the voice and power of Communities. The issues also combined to reinforce the 
sharp gender divisions and inequalities in PNG, a fact the research sought to minimise, first by 
he incl ion of a PNG ean female e ea che  and co-author, and second, by creating dedicated 
space for womens meetings and placing a strong emphasis on the need for both the research 
team to include women and for the women to have an equal say in decision-making (explored 
further in Article Three). I note these not as a criticism of Communities, but to recognise my 
own limitations when working within this space and the ability of even well-intentioned 
research to overcome the structural and hegemonic sources of vulnerability and disadvantage. 
These factors complicated efforts to share research control, making our participatory ambitions 
an elusive goal given the various asymmetries between the principal, team and community 
researchers. We countered these factors with a deliberate intermingling of shared knowledge 
and a horizontal team structure which enabled us to fulfill both research facilitator and our 
researcher roles (Mackenzie, Tan, Hoverman, & Baldwin, 2012).  
 
Finally, as discussed in Article Four, the entangled and fluid nature of our relations with the 
Communities makes it difficult to formally assess the rigour of, or recreate this qualitative 
research as outlined by Stewart-Withers, Banks, McGregor, and Meo-Sewabu (2014). Rather 
than a research deficiency, I see this as a prompt to re-examine the criteria for research rigour, 
especially as the need for participatory methodologies that recognise plural ontologies grows 
across a range of academic and development fields. This challenge to what constitutes research 
rigour is also relevant for IA, which, as demonstrated below, and argued by Bice (2019, p.3) 
requires IA processes to be flipped if they we to truly see and understand a community-based 
perspective and achieve. Indeed, using an ontologically plural PAR may be the best, if not the 
only method capable of achieving legitimacy in understanding and evaluating impacts on 
diverse peoples (Lawrence and Lawson, 2017). Though, clearly, such an approach needs further 
research and application where PAR is central, rather than peripheral to IA, to test, refine and 
fully understand its applicability.  
 
1.5 Mining and research ethics 
 
Mining ethics is a contentious and elusive subject. As a PhD student, one of my first tasks was 
to navigate and obtain ethics approval for my research, which strengthened my interest in the 
ethics of mining and the ethical justifications for how mining was actually enacted. But first I 
had to obtain ethics approval for a small PhD research project aimed at understanding the 
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multigenerational impacts of a proposed five billion dollar mine that contains over $100 billion 
AUD in copper and gold ores and reserves; a mine that required no ethics approval. This 
unbalanced comparison led to hard questions, not just about mining, but also research ethics, 
the combination of which eventually guided the project towards PAR and a recognition of 
ontological assumptions and the clash of values between Southern and Northern perspectives 
on risk and ethics.  
 
Researching mining ethics proved to be difficult due to an absence of substantive engagement 
in the sector, supporting Siegel  (2013) contention that while environmental and development 
ethics evolved in response to impact and sustainability challenges, the ethics of mining got left 
behind. Instead we have a discourse of transparency and responsibility which describes progress 
that is blind to both ecological limits and human impacts  leaving mining ethics in a veritable 
wasteland. Labonne (1999) was more po i i e, de c ibing he dea h of he old chool mining 
o hodo  ha  a  mining a  a olel  echnical and economic endea o . Unfo na el , 
Labonne  a icle i  a  ele an  o he e ac i e ind  oda  a  in he la  millenni m, da ed 
only by the application of the triple bottom line concept rather than the more contemporary 
nested concept of sustainability (Farley & Smith, 2014). Indeed, when reading Labonne (1999) 
alongside Cragg, Pearson, and Cooney (1995) and then Bice (2016) it is clear that many of the 
ethical conundrums facing mining today were well known 25 years ago. For example, both 
older articles clearly articulate how many of the risks and impacts of mining are externalised, 
creating involuntary stakeholders  a reality shared with the Wafi Communities  
 
More recently, in an examination of ethical decision-making in mining, Bice (2016, p.104) was 
able to disentangle the superficially similar CSR from ethics and argue that the extractive sector 
needed to go further than traditional busine  e hic  and di ec  e hical a en ion o ma e  
ela ed o h man igh  and he en i onmen .  This focus away from industry could then be 
further extended and strengthened by the concepts of inter- and intra-generational21 justice, 
which broaden our conceptualisation of mining ethics as we acknowledge a plurality of ethical 
perspectives affecting human and non-human existences, that then influence extractive 
decisions and how the outcomes are perceived and managed (Bird, 2016; Damian, Micle, Sur, 
& Chi il  B b , 2019; Jo dan & K i j n on, 2016; Ko e m ki, 2016). However, this more 
encompassing ethic is yet to make it into practice (Ali, 2014; Siegel, 2013). Others are more 
generous to the industry, with J. Smith (2019) explaining how industry insiders describe the 
benefits and morality of material provisioning and B. Smith (2015) seeking to exorcise the 
resource curse based on GDP growth. In rebuttal, I state the obvious: that while the benefits of 
mining should be credited, we should not turn a blind eye to the impacts. 
 
My exploration of mining ethics was first motivated by having witnessed and heard stories of 
impact, but even an abstract acceptance of mining  nega i e e e nali ie  ho ld be eno gh o 
prompt inquiry. Part of my ethics exploration was applying a plural, post-Aristotelian concept 
of eudaimonia  translated as human flourishing rather than the traditional translation of 
happiness in Article Two (Bru lde & Bykvist, 2010; Conklin, 2015; Joshanloo, 2013; Kothari, 
Demaria, & Acosta, 2014). Again, this refers to the thesis title, where hedonistic extraction is 
 
21 A generational awareness that been influenced by less individualistic societies, providing an example of the 
North re-learning what had been forgotten, from the South (Choy, 2018). 
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defined by pleasure and short-term gain and measured by ephemeral happiness, which is an apt 
conceptualisation of the common experience for many mine workers and host communities. In 
contrast, eudaimonia is more complex, with a focus on living well and contentment rather than 
pleasure. While I see human flourishing as a sound basis to assess the ethics of extraction, I 
also recognise that values and morals are socially constructed rather than universal.  
 
Then there are other ways to approach extractive ethics as demonstrated by McKauge & 
C agg  (2007) comprehensive compendium on ethics and corporate responsibility, with its 
eleven separate codes, frameworks and principles for the extractive industries. Though, even 
seemingly less contentious exercises, such as cost-benefit analysis are ethically fraught, for 
example, how non-monetised relations with non/humans can create ontologically irreducible 
values (Choy, 2018). Industry influence on both home and host mining governments is another 
long-term challenge (Reed, 2002) with Burton (2017) describing collusive corruption and 
regulatory capture across levels of government in PNG. The reality is that mining companies 
wield significant influence due to their financial power and through networking, lobbying and 
public relations  especially in underdeveloped and/or in countries where mining is the 
dominant economic activity. This creates asymmetric power and influence that is further 
reinforced when profit maximisation causes a narrowing of ethics responsibility where 
c l all  in i ible, o  di liked akeholde  a e idelined (Cragg et al., 1995).  
 
Then there is also a range of ethical or philosophical perspectives that could be applied, though 
I contend that regardless of whether you subscribe to utilitarian, virtue, consequentialist or 
deontological ethics, or non-Western traditions, the imposition of negative impacts on another 
creates serious ethical dilemmas (Bru lde & Bykvist, 2010; Joshanloo, 2013). Other constructs, 
such as Ra l  (1971) veil of ignorance (Article Two) o  Smi h  impartial spectator can also 
expose the ethical implications of imposing extractive-led development outcomes on others that 
most would not willingly accept, especially if our understanding of others is widened to accept 
a plurality of views and even the non-human (A. Smith, 2010; Wolloch, 2013). While some 
disting i h be een Sen and Ra l  veil of ignorance, I would argue for a more communal 
basis with a non-exclusionary and plural conception that does not limit application, but rather 
expands and applies the veil of ignorance to value human capabilities and challenge the 
extractive asymmetries and injustices between and within the Global South and North (S. 
Deneulin, 2011; Rawls, 1971; Sen, 2009).  
 
But mining is not the only sector with an ethics problem. As outlined in Article Two, and 
responded to by the evolving methodology in Articles Four and Five, research and university 
ethics have their own issues. I personally found the university ethics process problematic, 
seeing a disconnect between the assessment of risk that EI and research impose on communities. 
I am not diminishing the need for the ethical assessment of research, indeed, my university 
ethics experience led to PAR and decolonial methodologies. Rather I am highlighting the 
unbalanced risk assessment that, while attempting to protect participants, gives primacy to 
university risk rather than that borne by the communities (D. Ghosh, 2018). The ethics approval 
procedure highlighted how consent processes designed as a protection for participants, instead 
became a barrier between co-researchers and participants, eroding rather than building trust; a 
prioritisation of institutional over community risk akin to ethical imperialism (Kouritzin & 
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Nakagawa, 2018). Consent forms, for example, proved problematic in an environment where 
consent, agreement and even consultation records could be manipulated or misrepresented  
(Roche, Walim, & Sindana, 2019, p. 577).  
 
While consent issues were resolved by compromise and adaptation in the field, along the way 
it created tension by imposing the customs of Northern research institutions and prioritising 
them above the standards and customs of host countries and communities. More useful would 
have been a thorough preparation to allow decisions to be made in real-time while thousands 
of kilometres away from the hallowed university grounds. Indeed, I support both the sentiment 
and the recommendation from Fa hana S l ana ha  all scholars venturing to the Global 
South be trained on research ethics and feminist, postcolonial, and decolonial methodologies to 
account for the ways embodied subjectivities, historical power relations, global geopolitics, and 
reflexivity are fundamental to meaningful and careful research  (in Johnson et al., 2020, p. 12). 
A recommendation that should also apply to social staff in mining companies. As well as 
improving skills, this preparation would help redress the asymmetries of power that exist 
between research communities and research institutions. While I did my best to avoid imposing 
research priorities and methodologies, the nature of academic research  even when 
purposefully emancipatory and decolonial  in communities with low levels of Western 
education is problematic. I was constantly aware of my own role in perpetuating asymmetries 
and acknowledge; that despite my best endeavours, I needed better tools and approaches to 
balance the asymmetries between myself as the principal researcher and my team and 
Community colleagues. Only time and others can determine if I unwittingly carried on the 
processes of colonisation and imposed cultural hegemony or whether I managed to avoid or 
minimise the problems associated with extractive research (Clement, 2017; Kouritzin & 
Nakagawa, 2018). 
 
As detailed in the methodology above, the research was designed to be both translational and 
transformative, with research outputs that responded to Community questions and concerns. It 
is hoped that some of the ethical challenges, including those discussed above, will be overcome 
by the outcomes and utility of the research. In acknowledging the practical barriers (funds and 
global pandemic) for ongoing research, further translation and dissemination (Holm et al., 
2015), all of the research articles have, or will be summarised, translated, explained and 
discussed with the research Communities by the research team.  
 
1.6 Research contribution and impact 
 
This research makes multiple contributions to different fora. Academically, it contributes to 
current debates and theories, providing new insights from a local scale, applying and extending 
existing methodologies and proposing new concepts and tools for examining, transferring and 
communicating the lived reality of extractive impacts to host communities and other 
stakeholders. In practice, it has provided a shared and translational learning process that has 
educated me and the Communities who gained access to information and critical perspectives 
on development that will continue to benefit each of us. Full articles, research summaries and 
translations have been made available to, and/or discussed with, Communities, church groups, 
mine proponents, regulators, government representatives and other stakeholders.  
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As a body of work the research provides an example of the  asymmetric relations that dominate 
the global extractive sector and prevent companies from achieving mining reforms that are 
meaningful to communities (Bice, 2016; Owen & Kemp, 2017). Theoretically, it contributes 
to: (1) the development and application of intentionally translational and transformative PAR 
practice that enables meaningful and translational engagement and information sharing with 
communities; (2) identifies a more nuanced range of potential impacts from mining based on 
transferrable knowledge and experience that are both more holistic and accepting of plural value 
systems and ways of being; (3) and refines theories and processes relevant to extractive 
governance including accumulation by dispossession, human flourishing and impact 
assessment  explored separately below. 
 
There were also methodological innovations and applications with the documented evolution 
of the research methodology, from yarning to tok stori-tok ples, that respected indigenous 
knowledge and gave primacy to Southern voices. Voices that questioned unbalanced risk 
assessments and pre-determined and Eurocentric methodologies that support, rather than 
challenge, cultural hegemony and extractive research (D. Ghosh, 2018; Kouritzin & Nakagawa, 
2018). Methods that in the first instance responded to practical need but also contributed to 
theory, with perspectives that  illustrated the abyssal line and actively sought to create 
pluriversal transitions (Escobar, 2020; Santos, 2018). 
 
The research also responds to identified needs for further research including: (1) the application 
of mixed-method in-depth local scale studies (Articles 2-5) to provide scale studies to address 
methodological and substantive gaps in the literature on extractive industries and poverty 
(Gamu, Le Billon, & Spiegel, 2015) and the micro scales of the resource curse (Gilberthorpe & 
Papyrakis, 2015); (2) using mixed-methodologies to differentiate between social and business 
risk (Franks et al., 2014; Kemp, Worden, & Owen, 2016; Lebre et al., 2019); and (3) the 
applica ion of he Wo ld Bank  (2001) conceptualisation of barriers to overcoming poverty. 
 
Each article also makes practical and theoretical contributions: 
Article One presents a new nationally focused assessment that links geophysical and 
physical data and trends across multiple spheres to environmental and social impacts from 
mining to key governance and sustainability challenges. It is foundational multidisciplinary 
research that will inform new research across multiple fields and contribute to resource 
governance and mining practice in PNG and other extractive states.  
 
Article Two further de elop  Ra m en  (1999) conceptualisation of human 
flourishing, extending it to include non-Western conceptualisations (Kothari et al., 2014; 
McCubbin, McCubbin, Zhang, Kehl, & Strom, 2013; Yap, 2017) and applying it as a 
translational tool for informing and exchanging information with Communities. This article 
built on contemporaneous applications, where human flourishing was applied to fracking in 
the United States (Evensen & Stedman, 2017) and extractive inequalities in Vietnam (Nguyen, 
Boruff, & Tonts, 2017). The research has been used to identify drivers of social conflict from 
mining in a review of social license to operate (SLO) (Cesar & Jhony, 2020), with conceptual 
elements also applied outside the extractive or development fields in relation to a post COVID-
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19 exploration of tourism (Cheer, 2020), demonstrating the industry and broader applicability 
of my research.  
 
Article Three combine  Ha e  (2003) concept of accumulation by dispossession 
(AbD) with the recognition that the success of the EI is dependent on imperialist and capitalist 
expansion in the periphery (Luxemburg, 1951). It expands on Holden, Nadea , & Jacob on  
(2011) application of AbD in the Philippines to develop a novel concept: extractive 
dispossession, which specifically applies AbD to the EI and creates a practical heuristic that 
was developed and used with research Communities. The article has been applied to extractive 
impacts and impact assessment in Austria, Indonesia, PNG and Greece (Gugerell et al., 2019; 
Hovardas, 2019; Hudayana, Suharko, & Widyanta, 2020; Mudd et al., 2020; Sinclair, 2020) 
and to the use of tok stori as a methodology (Sanga, Reynolds, Houma, & Maebuta, 2020). 
 
Article Four uses and extends the deliberately decolonial methodology of tok stori 
(exchange stories) (Sanga et al., 2018); moving past transformational and pragmatic paradigms 
in an approach that recognises a plurality of values and foregrounds Indigenous knowledge, 
while implementing the tok stori-tok ples (exchange stories from local language) process to 
deliberately give primacy to local voices (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; Held, 2019). 
This article contributes to research by defining a listening approach that while specific to 
Melanesia, has transferrable lessons for, and interacts with, similar mining impact research 
(Sehlin MacNeil, 2017) and development elsewhere.  
 
Article Five has an immediate application to the Wafi-Golpu mining approval and 
negotiation process, with research to be provided to Communities and other stakeholders. Its 
research contribution, which responds to the works of Howitt (1989, 2011) and Howitt and 
S che Pea on (2006) and builds upon the Community stories in Article Four, is multi-
faceted. First, it offers an epistemic critique of an impact assessment (IA), exploring the values 
that underpin IA (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017), and identifying them as critical 
determinants of outcome; second, it critiques IA as a discipline and the normative ethics that 
guide practice (Baines, Taylor, & Vanclay, 2013; Vanclay, Baines, & Taylor, 2013); and lastly 
it provides an independent critique of the Wafi-Golpu Environmental Impact Statement 









2. Disruptive concepts and a new
mining ethic
This Section provides an introduction and background to the themes and concepts that 
influenced the thinking, approaches and foci in the five Articles. In doing so, I trace the 
evolution of my search to understand what drives the impacts of mining. The Articles can then 
be read as a combined response to these concepts and the research needs of the PAR 
Communities. The Section commences with an overview of the changing rationale for mining, 
from liberalism to development. Then, Section 2.2 explores the issues of consent, self-
determination and subsidiarity and how they relate to human flourishing and hedonism. Next, 
in Section 2.3, I explore ELD using poverty as an absence of human flourishing, with the World 
Bank  concep ali a ion of po e  connec ing i h he a ionale fo  de elopmen  and i e  
of consent and self-determination. The Section concludes with 2.4, a brief introduction to plural 
on ologie , ha  again econnec  i h mining  a ionale, con en  and elf-determination 
through locally defined and pursued conceptualisations of human flourishing.  
Fig 5. Tok Stori 
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2.1 The extractive rationale 
 
Mining never required an ethical justification in the past; it was just assumed. Humans needed 
materials, so we mined them from the earth and used them to improve our lives. The importance 
of mining to society and its scale grew, such that time and social progression itself were 
interpreted through the concept of stone, iron and bronze ages (Heizer, 1962). Later, this 
initially small scale, industrious and inventive response to need, was boosted by the 
Enlightenment. This philosophy validated the ever-expanding extractive industry, which was 
b o ed b  Locke  inalienable igh  o life, libe  and p ope  and la e , Smi h  belief in 
he in i ible hand  of he ma ke  ha  o ld be e  ocie  a  a hole (Locke & Shapiro, 2003; 
A. Smith, Raphael, & Macfie, 1976). These founding ideas led to classical liberalism, where 
individuals and companies were free  even encouraged by governments  to seek and extract 
materials and wealth from new lands; and so, began the inextricable intertwining of mining, 
imperialism, colonialism and capitalism that remains influential today. This new focus 
commodified mining, and far from being an ethical conundrum, the act of extraction became a 
capitalist statement about the virility of man and the civilising morality of the market. Man was 
rewarded for his labour in providing materials and making profits, and the market allowed the 
world to develop untroubled by a meddlesome state. Mining was, by definition, an ethical act. 
 
Of course, the triumph of economic liberalism and individual liberty should have applied to all, 
rather than just white, male landowners. But rather than made irrelevant by the bloody history 
of colonialism, the liberal justification of progress and development, so intertwined with mining 
endures, sidelines and suppresses a plurality of Indigenous views and voices (Clement, 2017). 
Though a new discourse has emerged, where the purported rationale for the liberalisation of 
global EI is no longer focused on the individualism of liberty and property22, but with the 
changing rationale of development, poverty relief and equality (Kneas, 2017; Pegg, 2003, 
2006). Indeed, following the liberalisation of aid reforms in the 1980s, the extractive industries 
dominant narrative has been that mining is good for development (Graulau, 2008). This 
matched he e ol ion of he Wo ld Bank  di co e of e ac i e de elopmen ; f om ade 
liberalisation and neo/liberal economics to a focus on human development and poverty 
(Cammack, 2004; Hatcher, 2012). A not so subtle change in emphasis from liberty, profit and 
the market to development, where mining metamorphosed into a development tool for 
overcoming poverty (World Bank, 2001). A discourse that said, yes, there were profits to be 
made, but they were secondary to our shared ambitions and obligations to ensure development 
that prioritised human well-being.   
 
This change in justification and discourse f om an indi id al  igh  o ec e and e ploit 
property, to one of shared development for maximising human well-being marked a recognition 
of positive rights as well as the right to be protected from the harmful actions of others (explored 
further in Article One). I contend this should be seen as a radical evolution rather than a minor 
or discursive change, echoing the significant difference between John Locke and Thomas 
 
22 Locke  p ope  i  b oadl  nde ood o be all he mean  e i ed o go e n, or to care for, one-self, which 
while vague, also intersects with the means for human flourishing.  
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Jefferson23, who respectively emphasised individual property and human flourishing (Conklin, 
2015). This recognition and prioritisation of development outcomes also requires the 
recognition and valuing of positive rights; rights that recognise vulnerability and enable 
individuals made vulnerable by structural forces (Kelly, 2004; Nixon, 2011). Rights that are 
mirrored in the positive and negative principles of subsidiarity24 where mining-affected 
communities are entitled too, and should be supported to determine their activities and futures 
(Evans & Zimmermann, 2014). This represents a divergence from negative rights preventing 
harm and giving primacy to commodified land and individual liberalism, to the recognition of 
more socially defined goods, values and actions that comprise and support diverse conceptions 
of human flourishing. A recognition that is further complicated and expanded when we 
acknowledge the existence of a plurality of value systems that provide very different 
foundations for moral deliberation and economic activity. Meaning that if development and 
poverty alleviation are the goal, then development must reflect local values, decisions and plural 
conceptions of well-being. 
 
Unfortunately, these rights are often ignored or denied when EI decisions are made by remotely 
based and transient actors, enabling the extension of colonial-based exploitation, albeit with a 
corporate face. A practice that can transgress negative and positive individual rights (Kelly, 
2004), with impacts on complex, communitarian ways of being (Clement, 2017) that ignores 
the non-human (Haraway, 2016) and erodes the critical role of self-determination in the journey 
to, and achievement of, human flourishing (Rasmussen, 1999; Roche, Walim, et al., 2019). A 
reality that undermines any right of EIs to exploit and accumulate. Indeed, this denial of self-
determination has slowly eroded the liberal justification of industrial extraction, which, though 
less overt, is still found in company financial statements and hidden behind the more palatable 
language of sustainability. This is a critical evolution, rather than an abstract point, with Gussen 
(2015) arguing that subsidiarity (and the positive rights it guarantees) is a condicio sine qua non 
 a prerequisite and essential component of sustainability, which surely applies to development 
aspirations. Nor is this a solitary view, as subsidiarity and a positive enabling of self-direction 
al o in e ec  i h he Wo ld Bank  (2001) conceptualisation of voicelessness and 
powerlessness as contributors to poverty, Ra m en  (1999) identification of individual and 
collective self-determination as essential components of human flourishing, and the distinction 
between intentional and immanent development (Cowen & Shenton, 1996). 
 
While our understanding of EI impacts has slowly improved over time, it builds on an early, 
mid-sixteenth century awareness that alongside the benefits were also risks and impacts for 
workers, communities and the environment (Agricola, 1556). Meaning that we have known for 
hundreds of years about the negative externalities of extraction; impacts that have grown with 
our increasing population and consumption and the ever-increasing size and scale of the 
 
23 Agreeing on life and liberty, Jefferson emphasises flourishing (then happiness, the traditional translation of 
e daimonia) a he  han Locke  p ope , ee note 3 (Conklin, 2015).  Like A i o le befo e him, Jeffe on  
conception of flourishing was limited to privileged white males, here flourishing is used without distinction, see 
footnote 28 and discussion in Article Three. 
24 There are also negative and positive aspects to subsidiarity; (1) where higher authorities must not arrogate 
functions, (i.e. decision making) to itself that could be made at a lower, more intimate level, and (2) higher 
authorities should support lower level organisations/communities to make and implement their own decisions. 
The principle has a long history in the Catholic Church and is present in the Maastricht Treaty that guides 
governance of the European Union. 
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extractive industries. Now, as we acknowledge the Anthropocene, society increasingly 
recognises that the impacts of extraction are both mentally and physically profound, dwarfing 
those long-identified impacts from the 16th century (Albrecht et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2017; 
Moore, 2017). Another challenge has come from those with different values; from Indigenous 
Peoples, feminists and pluralists challenging not only the masculinity of mining, but also the 
values it gives primacy to, and the very concept of extractive exploitation of the earth itself 
(see, for example: Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; Askland, 2018; Ey, 2020; Jackman, 
Squire, Bruun, & Thornton, 2020; Joly, Longley, Wells, & Gerbrandt, 2018; Lahiri-Dutt, 2011). 
While these newly identified impacts and emerging voices recognise pluralist ethics, the ethical 
dimensions of managing impacts identified long ago remain largely unchanged, with industry 
and government emerging relatively unhindered by negative externalities and unfettered by any 
accompanying Lockean Proviso that should protect others from over-exploitation and spoilage 
(Cragg et al., 1995; Labonne, 1999; Nozick, 1975). But while some now see diversity and 
inequity, others still argue for a very profit-centred, individualistic liberalism where little regard 
is shown for inter- and intra-generational equity (Kogelmann & Ogden, 2018; Narveson, 1999). 
 
As we move towards a better understanding of what it is like to live with mining, it is time to 
rethink our extractive rationale, to look beyond the dominant discourse; past the claims and 
counterclaims of poverty reduction and exacerbation, economic growth and inequality 
(Meyersfeld, 2016). An area where the development justification is weak, in the comparative 
sense. Here, uneven geographic development, the imperialist nature of extraction25, and the 
core-periphery distinction, traced through modernisation and dependency theories, remain 
evident in extractive-led development today (Amin, 1974; N. Smith, 2010). Such unevenness 
is particularly apparent in the difference in outcomes for exploiters, who are usually 
Transnational Corporations based in the Global North, and the exploited, who are frequently 
small/ Indigenous/ poor/ semi-subsistence communities in the Global South or from 
communities marginalised in their own countries. While exemplified by South/North capitalist 
relations, it is important to note that poor outcomes are also evident in the communist East (Q. 
Li, Stoeckl, King, & Gyuris, 2017; Yang & Ho, 2019). Regardless of location or governance, 
the asymmetry of impacts is evident in outcomes, which for exploiters are measured in dollars 
lost or gained. In contrast, impacts on the exploited are understood to include multiple existing 
and future physical, cultural, environmental and metaphysical dimensions (for an example, see 
Banks, Kuir-Ayius, Kombako, & Sagir, 2013) and the loss of self-determination (Reed, 2002). 
At the extreme, this can result in structural violence where the insecure, sporadic and 
unprotected work provided by EI fails to counter the negative impacts of globalised capitalist 
extraction (Lebaron & Ayers, 2013; Nixon, 2011). With clear industry-wide linkages between 
industrial extraction and poverty exacerbation (Gamu et al., 2015) and the dispossession, 
displacement and destitution that increases rather than alleviates poverty on a project scale 
(Holden et al., 2011), the intersection of poverty and dispossession becomes a defining 
characteristic of industrial extraction. But this inequity and uneven development remains 
hidden behind the growing, albeit flawed, discourse of sustainable development and sustainable 
mining (Essah & Andrews, 2016; Kirsch, 2009; Whitmore, 2005). 
 
25 Identified by Luxemburg (1951) see Harvey (2003) and Bieler et al. (2016). In terms of EI, imperialism is 
e iden  in co po a ion  p i a e ec i  fo ce , and in go e nmen  ppo  f om e po  finance agencie , 
diplomatic corps and international aid departments. 
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Further, there are other views in the exploited periphery; views perhaps not well known to an 
industry focused on technologies of extraction and the need to satisfy the market. Latin America 
is the preeminent example, where following hundreds of years of colonial exploitation, it has 
become a significant source of EI critique (Bebbington, 2012; Galeano, 1997; Petras & 
Veltmeyer, 2014). There, different movements question the social, cultural, environmental and 
economic injustices arising from the approach to, and methodology of, extraction. From 
socialism to liberation theology to Samak Kawsay, these critics of EI embody a different world 
view with ontologies that question or are incommensurable with the indeterminably secular, 
individual, liberal, free-market basis of extraction (Cavalcanti, 2006). These injustices are now 
being explored in paradigmatic terms in IA, blending the ontological challenges from a plurality 
of al e em  i h he a e men  on mining  impac  (Aledo, García-Andreu, & Pinese, 
2015; Held, 2019). While the critique of EI has been suppressed by decades of colonialism, 
neoliberalism, Washington Consensus style reforms, and neo-extractivism, these questions 
remain (Bridge, 2004). Though now, the critique has been magnified; fed by the fragility of the 
free market evident in the global financial crisis and the accompanying austerity responses and 
now amidst the COVID-19 recession. A critique further strengthened by those with other values 
and views, enraged by the inequity and injustice of the austerity reforms, and freed and 
amplified by an increasingly interconnected world (see Acosta, 2013; Anon, 2013; Childs & 
Hearn, 2016; Klein & Morreo, 2019).   
 
2.2 Consent, self-determination and subsidiarity 
 
Prior to this research, issues of consent and self-determination had been central to my work on 
extractive outcomes and injustices and formed a basis for asserting greater community 
involvement in improving project outcomes and reducing impacts (Mudd & Roche, 2014; 
Roche & Bice, 2013; Roche & Mudd, 2014a).  Arguments were often couched in the language 
of consent, more specifically, free prior and informed consent (FPIC) and social license to 
operate (SLO)26. Both are relevant to Indigenous communities understanding the benefits and 
impacts of mining and the legitimacy of mining operations (Doyle & Jill Cari o, 2013). I had 
also witnessed FPIC being applied and used to support greater control over development by 
mining-affected communities and their civil society allies concerning terrestrial and deep sea 
mining (DSM) in PNG (Deep Sea Mining Campaign, 2020; Oxfam Australia, 2020). Moreover, 
there is a keen interest, or at least a recognition of potential, for what FPIC could offer as a 
regulatory model or medium to improving outcomes from extraction for local communities 
(Owen & Kemp, 2014; Szablowski, 2010). Countering this guarded optimism were concerns, 
as described by Holden et al. (2011) in the Philippines, Weitzner (2017) in Columbia and Lyons 
(2018) in Australia, that FPIC easily is constructed and manipulated. It seemed the promise of 
FPIC was undermined by its implementation, where despite well-argued cases the reality of 
implementation was almost universally disappointing and failed to deliver on FPIC  
emancipatory potential (Lawrence & Moritz, 2018; MacInnes, Colchester, & Whitmore, 2017; 
Southalan & Fardin, 2018; Szablowski, 2010). 
 
 
26 Both SLO and FPIC deal with achieving and maintaining Community consent and support for a project, while 
applicable to other development types, both concepts are frequently used in the extractive sector.  
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Personally, I was strongly supportive of the principles of FPIC, which I believed were 
uncontentious in their foundation, despite the lack of clear definition, acceptance or 
implementation in the wider extractive sector (Hanna & Vanclay, 2013; Owen & Kemp, 2014). 
Indeed, the extractive industries confusion or lack of certainty over FPIC seemed to mirror that 
of the related concept of SLO (Bice & Moffat, 2014); a lack of clarity that academia seems to 
magnify rather than overcome (Bice & Moffat, 2014; Brueckner & Eabrasu, 2018; Filer & 
Macintyre, 2006; Macintyre & Foale, 2004; Owen & Kemp, 2013; Prno & Scott Slocombe, 
2012)27. To be clear, this is not a criticism of the research, which has deepened our 
understanding of SLO and FPIC and how it is/not being applied, but rather the fact that 
extractive industries continue to highlight uncertainty as an obstacle, rather than progress 
through it  despite the cost of conflict to business (R. Davis & Franks, 2014; Lawrence & 
Moritz, 2018). Thi  lack of p og e  on ocial ma e  con a  ha pl  i h he ind ie  
achievements in the technical and workplace safety spheres (Kemp & Owen, 2018).  
 
This results in a problematic and uneven application of both SLO and FPIC28 that, at times, 
erodes participation and self-determination rather than enhances it  even where there is 
legislative requirements or regulatory support (Merino, 2018; Szablowski, 2010). Seeking to 
overcome this flawed implementation, Andrews and Essah (2020) have identified a leading role 
for government to improve consent processes. Though without detracting from its potential, it 
seems unlikely that governments in jurisdictions like PNG, with ambitious global market-
development-based growth strategies, could overcome either their close alignment with 
multinational companies, reform regulatory processes, reduce barriers to community 
involvement and consent, or enable a more equitable power sharing (Owen & Kemp, 2014, 
2017). Instead, the answers for effective consent processes may lie in transformative processes 
that embrace chaos and valorise relationships that give primacy to community goals rather than 
trying to manage problems away (McLennan & Banks, 2019). Processes that would help ensure 
that community-scale well-being and self-determination are recognised as pre-conditions and 
central components of human flourishing (Article Two), with impacts assessed and managed 
through a Community-controlled process, such as CBIA (Article Five) (Lawrence & Larsen, 
2017; Yuliani et al., 2018).  
 
The need for FPIC has also long been recognised in PNG with civil society representative 
Matilda Korma and community member Jacklynne Membup from Lihir (Masahet) Island, 
emphasising its importance in their submission to the Extractive Industries Review (EIR) 
(World Bank, 2003b). Notably, at least as a signal of intent if not effect, the EIR did conclude 
that Indigenous Communities had a igh  o FPIC h o gho  a p ojec  life and ha  i  ho ld 
be the principal determinant in achieving a social license to operate (World Bank, 2003a). 
Unfortunately, as outlined above, there has been little progress since, as a lack of clarity, self-
interest and risks to all parties combine to prevent effective implementation (Kemp & Owen, 
2017). In PNG, for example, Burton (2013c), in his role as a consultant for the Hidden Valley 
 
27 In PNG, FPIC has also been drawn into long running debates between consultants and anthropologists seeking 
to examine the responsibilities of both to companies and communities ( see, for example: Bainton & Owen, 2018; 
Burton, 2014; Coumans, 2011; Filer & Macintyre, 2006; Hyndman, 2001; Kirsch, 2014, 2018; Macintyre & Foale, 
2004). 
28 See Melé and Armengou (2016) for an interesting analysis of the moral legitimacy of SLO, including the need 
to improve the common good. 
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mine, questioned the validity of any claimed consent with specific reference to gender-based 
inequalities, especially in benefit distribution. It seems many are content to accept the barriers 
identified by Macintyre (2007), especially the difficulties in understanding, defining or 
achieving consent. I suspect this could be due to paradigmatic obstacles where the Eurocentric 
concep ion of ingle en e and he need fo  ma ke  accep abili  cla h i h PNG  mo e 
la e ed en e em; complica ing o ne hip  and con en  (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-
Gomez, 2017; Jacka, 2015). An example of abyssal thinking (Santos, 2007, 2018) that requires 
creativity and an acceptance of plurality to be overcome. 
 
The combination of theoretical critiques and a lack of evidence for successful implementation 
of FPIC magnified my concerns that FPIC was being a ked o do  oo m ch; ha  comm ni ie  
and civil society organisations were relying on a concept that was inadequately theorised as a 
basis for overcoming extractive injustices. As above, I supported FPIC principles but wanted 
to ground it in something more robust, with the language of rights and even the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) theoretically weak and inadequate 
in practice despite, or perhaps because of, its liberal grounding (Mitchell, 2019). Consent was 
an early focus in my initial thesis reading as I sought fresh perspectives on the drivers of 
extractive outcomes. This led to eudaimonia and the identification of self-determination not just 
as a right in itself, but as a critical factor to a good life, also described as living well, well-being, 
and, my preferred concept of human flourishing explored at length in Article Two (Rasmussen, 
1999; Szablowski, 2010). Explored above and in the Articles, human flourishing is further 
supported by the principle of subsidiarity and the recognition of positive and negative rights. 
 
The concept of eudaimonia29 (more accurately translated as human flourishing rather than the 
traditional definition of happiness) ha  e ol ed ignifican l  ince A i o le  ime30. Though I 
agree that arguments over definitions can be trite (Thin, 2016), the change in translation is 
critical in one regard, as it follows the debate over hedonia (ephemeral pleasure or happiness) 
and eudaimonia (substantial outcomes and virtues). While the difference between describing 
pleasure as hedonistic or eudaimonic may be just semantics from a contemporary, Westernised, 
liberal, and individualised conception; when viewed through the prism of poverty or alternate 
world views it takes on a deeper meaning altogether (Vittersø, 2016)31. Nor is this merely an 
abstract matter, with understandings of hedonia and eudaimonia and their relationship to well-
being used to drive and understand community resistance to externally imposed developments 
in Kalimantan (Yuliani et al., 2018). These contrasting values explain the title, where EI 
promises human flourishing, but actually practices extractive hedonism, imposing impacts and 
delivering short-term local benefits before taking the profits home and looking for the next 
extractive opportunity. Such an outcome leads to the transnational dimension of extractive 
hedonism, with short-term profits accruing to the metropole whilst negative impacts remain in 
the periphery (Acosta, 2013; Wallerstein, 1979). Indeed, it is important to recognise that while 
 
29 There are other views, including the less well known eu zên (living well, a good life) rather than eudaimonia, 
further reflecting similarities with non-western philosophies and responses to extractivism (Elder-Woodward, 
2014; Vittersø, 2016). 
30 This paper rejects Aristotles privileged minority, seeing human flourishing in a plural sense that as encompasses 
all of humanity and the ecosystems that support and give meaning to a fuller life. 
31 Similar to Wolbert, de Ruyter, and Schinkel (2015) for education, this article seeks to utilise the concept of 
human flourishing as a measure of development, rather than be focused on a further elaboration of the various 
understandings of neo/Aristotelian thought.    
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the development objective should be for a long-lasting and sustained human flourishing, it is 
often the opposite that occurs, with ephemeral benefits created by transitory actors and absent 
decision-makers. A reality that contrasts sharply with the language of the mining industry, 
undermining their claims of enduring value and miner of choice (Minerals Council Australia, 
2015; Newcrest Mining, 2020). 
 
2.3 Extractive-led development: poverty, vulnerability and 
voicelessness 
 
Above, Sections 2.1 and 2.2, have described how the changing rationale for mining intersects 
with an array of rights and values that are required for, and constituents of, human flourishing, 
as well as identifying some problems with ELD and barriers to greater shared well-being. This 
approach, explored in Article Two, toward understanding ELD remains, however, under-
explored in the literature32, but insights can be gained from poverty as a surrogate, negative 
measure of human flourishing; a lack of human development. This lack of insight into local 
ELD experiences is in part due to the absence of nuanced, locally relevant tools to fully 
understand how EI affects communities. Though the multidimensional poverty index (Alkire et 
al., 2015; Alkire & Santos, 2014) does offer relevant measures of capabilities and non-monetary 
dimensions applicable in PNG. Indeed, when applied by Burton (2013a, 2013b), the 
multidimensional poverty index demonstrated the significant and multidimensional poverty 
experienced by communities downstream from the Hidden Valley mine despite the financial 
benefits from the mine (Sanida, Mako, & Yala, 2015. B on  o k al o p o ided pecific 
examples of individual poverty, especially for women, which can often be overlooked in 
aggregate conceptualisations or descriptions of poverty (Bessell, 2015). The aim of Article Two 
was to go further and allow plural conceptions of well-being that are individually and socially 
defined.  
 
But as outlined above, poverty has also become the new mining discourse, where we mine to 
overcome poverty, rather than the more ambitious goal of enabling human flourishing. Perhaps 
this focus on poverty is due to the moral validity of charitable action (as opposed to inaction) 
towards the less fortunate, that is respected, perhaps even expected in our contemporary liberal 
economic society (Singer, 2004). But more realistically, in the language of positive rights, the 
alleviation of poverty demands structural solutions that are awake to vulnerability, in addition 
to individual charity (Kelly, 2004; Langlois, 2008). However, this deeper understanding, which 
is capable of enabling local communities to flourish, requires a more progressive reading of 
positive rights than that usually found in the highly globalised and capitalist EI. To be 
unambiguously clear, this is not some charitable enabling, but is more akin to removing 
obstacles or oppression; in the words of Sarah Grimké, echoed in the 2020 Black Lives Matter 
movement, where we  ake [our] feet from [their] neck  (Grimké & Parker, 1838, p. 10). 
 
In its Attacking Poverty (2001) report, the World Bank examined the causes of poverty to 
identify actions to create a world free from poverty. The report provides a conceptual 
framework for a broader understanding of the multidimensionality and aggregate deprivations 
 
32 There are good examples from the United States and Vietnam (Evensen & Stedman, 2017; Nguyen et al., 2017). 
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of poverty, which are relevant to development and human flourishing. The four components of 
the framework are: (1) material deprivation; (2) access to health and education; (3) vulnerability 
and exposure to risk; (4) voicelessness and powerlessness. Both Gamu et al. (2015) and Pegg 
(2006) use Attacking P e  conceptualisation of poverty as a starting point for 
understanding EI and poverty. The report has its flaws in overcoming poverty, with a lack of 
attention to inequality and distributional justice (Gamu et al., 2015; Pegg, 2003, 2006) and a 
continuation of neoliberalism that theoretically delivers empowerment through 
proletarianisation (Cammack, 2004). If we can acknowledge these flaws, then poverty and the 
four components remain an appropriate tool for examining ELD.  
  
The first two components are uncontroversial in that they are life-enabling and are typical 
development goals of ELD (Banks, Kuir-Ayius, Kombako, & Sagir, 2017). Components three 
and four, however, capture crucial aspects of poverty that elevate our concern beyond material 
poverty, health and education. They address a quality of life beyond survival and reflect a 
deeper conceptualisation of human flourishing. Within the third component lies vulnerability 
and risk from commodity fluctuations, conflict and resistance, environmental destruction, 
structural oppression, violence, and demographic and social change. Here it is vital to 
disambiguate risk, following Kemp et al. (2016), there is a clear distinction between social risk, 
which affects people, in this case host communities, and risks to business, which are often 
linked to, or rebound from, social risk (Franks et al., 2014). Critically, social risk and 
vulnerability increase in extractive sector dependent countries where poor governance, 
corruption and financial mismanagement, along with the resource curse and the Dutch Disease33 
all undercut the promise of development (Le Billon & Good, 2016; Venables, 2016). Though 
perhaps it is the lived experience of ELD that really brings clarity to the concepts of 
vulnerability and risk. Jacka (2015, p. 231), an independent anthropologist, describes mining at 
Po ge a in Pap a Ne  G inea a  a massive development failure both socially and 
en i onmen all . O  in G a emala, he e a heal h-focused participatory action research 
project identified ocial n a elling f om ELD he e [C]onflic / iolence and an en i onmen  
of intimidation and fear were inseparable from concerns of social divisiveness, livelihood, 
mi  and inc ea ed ine i  (Caxaj, Berman, Ray, Restoule, & Varcoe, 2014, p. 56). 
 
The fourth component, voicelessness and powerlessness, relates directly to the human 
flourishing virtues of self-direction and social engagement, where human flourishing cannot be 
achieved without active engagement in the polis (Rasmussen, 1999). Any diminishment of the 
voice or power of people, also known as agency, would clearly limit their ability to enact these 
virtues. These are, however, regular outcomes from extractive activities and the supposed 
ameliorating force of social responsibility. Coumans  (2010) describes an ongoing process 
where voluntary EI programs are designed and implemented by corporate social responsibility 
CSR practitioners who, guided by the dominant extractive discourse, assume local development 
benefits. Simultaneously, CSR officers can be also responsible for non-development outcomes 
such as public relations or dissent suppression. The same CSR programs are mandatory for 
communities who have little say in their development or rollout and can neither escape nor 
 
33 Both much debated terms. Resource curse is where countries with abundant natural resources often experience 
poor economic growth and development outcomes. Dutch Disease is where a strong sector combined with external 
currency flows cause other sectors to decline, i.e. mining and manufacturing. 
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control them. Such a loss of agency is often exacerbated by asymmetries of information, 
opportunity and power, the importance of which has been recognised internationally in 
governance and CSR (Cisneros & Christel, 2014) in securing consent in Colombia (Doyle & 
Jill Cari o, 2013) and in negotiation and conflict in Africa and Latin America (Canel, Idemudia, 
& North, 2010).  
 
There are also many other factors that can diminish the practical contribution of EI to poverty 
alleviation. Some are unexpected, such as the misallocation of talent and deterioration of 
institutions during oil booms in developing countries (Ebeke, Omgba, & Laajaj, 2015). Others 
are more predic able, ch a  he echnical diffic l ie  in handling i k , ola ile and ime-
limi ed  e en e , and he comp l ion o pend a he  han in e  e en e  (Venables, 2016). 
Le Billon and Good (2016) address a similar theme in the boom-bust cycle, with unrestrained 
spending, poor transparency and weak governance undermining positive outcomes. There are 
also problems translating national economic growth to local flourishing. Even B. Smith (2015), 
who seeks to disprove the resource curse using gross domestic product (GDP), describes it as a 
poor measure of welfare and identifies the simultaneous occurrence in Equatorial Guinea of 
relatively high GDP and the highest poverty. Providing a more nuanced account, Loayza and 
Raddatz (2010) found that while economic growth reduces poverty, the composition of growth 
is crucial to poverty reduction. They identify agriculture, with its high demand for unskilled 
labour as a powerful method of poverty reduction, while mining did not seem to alleviate 
poverty. Their findings are supported by Davis and Vásquez Cordano (2013) whose analysis of 
longitudinal data on economic growth from fifty-seven countries found no statistical evidence 
for whether mining would be pro- or anti-poverty. Finally, Carmignani and Avom (2010) are 
more certain, finding that a dependence on exporting raw commodities restricts 
contemporaneous social development and reduces future capacity.  
 
The above examples are not isolated findings. In their recent study on EI and poverty, Gamu et 
al. (2015) provide a powerful meta-analysis, which adds to our understanding of the complex 
relationships between EI and poverty at a range of scales. Using Web of Science, they examined 
empirical, peer-reviewed articles with data covering 1956-2012, identifying fifty-two relevant 
to an analysis of EI and poverty. They make a broad finding that industrial mining (IM) is more 
likely to be associated with poverty exacerbation, while artisanal small-scale mining (ASM) is 
linked with poverty reduction. Their findings conflict with another World Bank (2003a) report, 
which identified seven mechanisms for poverty reduction from mining: economic growth, job 
and opportunity creation, increased state revenue, and the advantages from technological 
transfer, infrastructure, and downstream processing. Indeed, the gap between the empirical 
meta-analysis could hardly be starker. One is a theorization of little more than a changed 
discourse of EI  po e  alle ia ing po en ial; the other demonstrates a link between industrial 
mining and poverty exacerbation (Gamu et al., 2015; Pegg, 2006; World Bank, 2003a). 
Increasingly apparent are the negative impacts from extraction and the discursive distractions 
that hide the reality of ELD; literally and metaphorically shrouding the corpses from view 
(Simbulan, 2016).   
 
To recap, poverty is both an indicator of the absence human flourishing and mobilised as a 
dominant ELD discourse. Unfortunately, even the theory of reducing material poverty from 
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ELD fails to address the World Bank s multifaceted conceptualization of poverty. Rather, as 
shown by meta-analysis and examples from the extant literature, ELD is prone to diminish 
critical aspects of human flourishing that offer more than mere survival. The discussion above 
illustrates the danger of risk and vulnerability and the importance of agency, self-direction and 
community in pursuing locally valued development.  
2.4 Recognising plural ontologies 
As outlined throughout the exegesis and in Articles Two and Three, this thesis began with 
questions from Communities about what can we expect from the mine? Their questions 
implicitly acknowledged exclusion and an information deficit, where proponent-led 
consultation and government-controlled assessment and regulatory processes were too late, 
fixated on benefits rather than impacts, and inadequate in scope and purpose (Article 5). With 
en  ea  e pe ience o king i h comm ni ie  on e ac i e impac  I kne  hi  a , in 
part, explained by the asymmetries of power, knowledge, influence and resources that 
underpinned and perpetuated uneven relationships between community, company and 
government (Pedro et al., 2017); relationships that created and reinforced exclusion.  
As my research progressed, I came to see that there was also an ontological divide that ran 
deeper than an open-cut mine; that reality and theories of being (ontology) are plural and 
contested, and how we can know, understand and describe knowledge (epistemology) is 
constructed and constrained by our belief systems, societies and even our position within them 
(Crotty, 1998). Creating biases so entrenched that even deliberate thought constructions to 
avoid the nature/human duality inherent to Eurocentrism, remained constrained (Santos, 2011, 
2014; Savransky, 2017). But this is no abstraction, for mining also has its own way of being. 
With a constructed ontology, that enacts, reifies and validates itself, mining hyper-separates 
itself not just from nature, but also from the realities of extraction faced by Communities (Hook, 
2018; Plumwood, 1993, 2009). A paradigmatic clash of culture, ideas and ontology that sits at 
he hea  of ho  e enac , ee and j if  he e ac i e ec o  ope a ion  in he global South 
(Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017). 
For me, this recognition was a long-time coming, for prior to that, despite having worked 
alongside people from other cultures on mining impacts for many years, I had simply seen 
difference and the existence of other values as culture. Meaning that while I saw difference, it 
was from the safety of my position within Western cultural hegemony, a position implicitly 
built on assumptions of universalism. Indeed, lodged in my memory was an accusation of 
relativism, when, in conversation more than a decade ago I was criticised for giving credence 
to plural values, a view that by definition challenged what many assume to be universal values. 
Unbeknownst to me at the time, this was the beginning of my recognition of multiple 
ontologies, a position that rejected an all-encompassing modernity as a universal project and as 
the rationale for extractive-led development (Blaser, 2013; Latour, 2012). From there, 
challenging the linear concept of development based on Cartesian divisions and Western bias 
was a natural progression. Or more simply, if life goals and values differ, then justifications for 
classical liberal extractivism must give way to a more accurate diagnosis of extractive 
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imperialism (Petras & Veltmeyer, 2014) and an atomic individualism based on fear of the other 
(Nakano, 2019). 
 
Mindful of the heterogeneity of the multiple ontologies that exist, I will briefly discuss some 
differences between, and then within the Western tradition. Broadly, the case for multiple 
ontologies has been well made by Blaser (2013) and Santos (2014, 2018), though the more one 
looks outside Western traditions, the more obvious it is that these conversations have been 
going on for a long time (Nakano, 2019). Mindfully, there are others who disagree, and argue 
that used wrongly, the onto-political can become a neoliberal and dispossessive project, though 
I do not see that applying here (Chandler & Reid, 2018). Samak Kawsay and Buen Vivir (short 
translation: good-living or living well) are just two examples that represent a clear challenge to 
universality and the dominant development rationale and discourse. Explaining them, however, 
is complicated by lack of clarity, especially around Buen Vivir, which is both an evolving 
concept and a state and/or strategic construct, such as in Ecuador (van Teijlingen & 
Hogenboom, 2016). Here I follow Deneulin (2012), where Buen Vivir differs most starkly from 
a Western vision in relation to its non-linear conception of development, in encompassing 
nature as a subject, and the inseparability of material from spiritual. Incorporating a positive set 
of values that includes living in harmony with nature alongside ecological balance and 
community-based approaches (rather than individual) that support equity, diversity and 
solidarity (Broad & Fischer-Mackey, 2017). The inherent conflict between these, and the 
dominant Western, liberal, individual and secular positions on which EI is based, is stark.  
 
It would be erroneous, however, to imagine that the Western experience of extractive 
development was any more homogenous than Latin American or Eastern philosophies. While 
the hegemonic development discourse prevails in government and corporate sectors, many 
recipient communities and researchers have a different perspective. In a review of over two 
hundred sources, Conde (2017) describes a variety of motivations that sponsor the resistance 
against mining, ranging from: environmental impacts; a clash of metabolisms between 
subsistence and extractive economies with impacts on local livelihoods and health; a lack of 
representation and participation exacerbated by asymmetries of power, resources and influence; 
a lack of compensation, with inequitable outcomes and social inequalities; and finally, distrust. 
Still, other analyses demonstrate the range of perspectives critical of the development discourse 
in assessing and understanding the impacts of extraction. Quickly traversing the globe, these 
include: mining causing social unravelling in Guatemala (Caxaj, Berman, Varcoe, Ray, & 
Restoulec, 2014); uneven economic benefits and the imposition of extractive development 
against local values, denying local autonomy and dispossessing communities in Ecuador (Vela-
Almeida, Kolinjivadi, & Kosoy, 2018); inappropriate extractive corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) breaking down long standing networks of sociality in Papua New Guinea (Gilberthorpe 
& Banks, 2012); and in Zambia (Negi, 2014, p. 1013) where hope in the potential of ELD is 
ca e i ed b  an ie ie  and app ehen ion of chao , di o de  and po en ial ina ion .  
 
Like many others, I was slow to recognize that a universality of values as a basis for modernity 
or development was flawed in conception and, in practice, an extension of colonialism and 
imperialism that has so defined South-North relations (Allen, 2016). Now, in 2020, when 
recognition of a plurality of ontologies is uncontentious in much of the non-Western world, it 
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is time for the extractive sector to see the impacts of the industry from a Southern and recipient 
perspective (Acuña, 2015; Barletti, 2016; Escobar, 2016; Klein & Morreo, 2019; Merino, 2016; 
van Teijlingen & Hogenboom, 2016). This exposes the flaws of the dominant extractive 
discourse built on a flawed Cartesian dualism and forces us to acknowledge and overcome the 
abyssal line; to create pluriversal transitions that respect both human and non-human 






















3. Articles - Five perspectives to
answer a simple question
This section introduces, further explores and links the five articles (presented as 
published/under review in the appendix) with a blend of article summaries, additional material 
and foundational concepts that strengthen and combine the separate perspectives in answer to 
he Comm ni ie  imple e ion; what can we expect from the mine? Article One 
demonstrates that the mining and development challenges confronting the Hengambu, Yanta 
and Babuaf Communities are shared with other communities across PNG. Articles Two and 
Three are paired, with the former exploring the components of human flourishing in the 
Communities, describing components of a good life that allow us to better assess the promises 
of development. The latter deliberately assesses impacts using the concept of extractive 
dispossession to identify and make clear how mining impacts the lives of people. Articles Four 
and Five are also paired, the fourth tells stories of existences that are often missed or unseen, 
using creative and participatory methodologies to uncover meaningful relations between 
humans and non-humans. Article Five contrasts this with identified social impact in the WGEIS, 
in a process that critiques the practice and ethics of IA and its flawed and hegemonic application 
in PNG. 
Fig. 7. Tambuna (tradition/ancestor) 
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3.1 Mining in Papua New Guinea (Article One) 
Article One, Mining in Papua New Guinea: A complex story of trends, impacts and governance, 
(Mudd et al., 2020)34, demonstrates that despite an abundance of mineral wealth, Papua New 
Guinea has been unable to secure the development outcomes it seeks from its extractive sector. 
Instead, development remains low and the challenges of mine waste, governance and social 
impacts remain as relevant in 2020 as they did at PNG  independence in 1975. The research 
provides a national perspective that substantiates the concerns of PNG  mining-impacted 
communities regarding development outcomes and social and environmental impacts. Or to put 
it another way, it means that the simple question asked by, and challenges faced by the Yanta, 
Babauf and Hengambu Communities are shared across PNG and relevant across space and time, 
and as further demonstrated in Article Three, shared with communities from around the world. 
The a icle  de ailed and den e bjec  ma e , i h e en i e e ie  and an addi ional en  
eight pages of images and supplementary data defies a succinct summarisation. As a reading 
guide, the first half of the article, Sec ion  1 o 5, e plo e  PNG  geolog , i  mining hi o , 
mineral resources and mining production trends. The second half, Section 6, explores the PNG 
mining industries  environmental, regulatory, development and social issues. These elements 
are then brought together in a brief summary in Section 7. 
Article One explores the national background of mining in PNG by linking positivist, scientific 
data, such as geology, environmental impacts, ore grades, and processing impacts with the 
constructed worlds of mining trends and the complexity of experienced social impacts. By 
working with subject expert co-a ho , I a  able o p e en  info ma ion abo  PNG  mining 
experience in a new way, presenting original datasets alongside discussions linking social and 
environmental impacts, and governance and sustainability issues. Article One sits in contrast to 
the other four articles, with a different style and focus that provides a strong scientific and 
quantitative foundation from which to explore relational impacts with qualitative and 
participatory methodologies. This was a deliberate decision that recognised the inherent 
scientific bias to understanding mining impacts that so often remain unseen (Article Four) or 
undervalued and ignore the lived, human and relational experiences of impacts (Article Five). 
By providing a na ional le el a e men  of PNG  mining ind  and he ocial and 
governance challenges, the article clearly reifies the Communities question as valid, shared and 
needing to be answered. Furthermore, the article provides a clear foundation for supporting my 
more ambitious goals of evaluating mining in relation to human flourishing, dispossession and 
in understanding impacts by documenting the scale and breadth of the challenge.  
One example of the mine site-based compilation of national data is the scale of mine tailings 
and waste rock in PNG, which cumulatively total 2200 million tonnes and 4000 million tonnes 
respectively. The almost exponential growth in waste rock since the early 1990s and the  
34 The article was first conceived and drafted in 2016, then updated and submitted in 2019/2020. Because of the 
dominance of data in the article, a synopsis, rather than a summary was prepared for the communities.   
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quadrupling of tailings since the mid 
1980s indicates the growing scale of 
industrial mining operations in PNG. 
These figures belie the significant 
environmental and social risk impacts for 
the mine host, downstream and other 
affected communities (see Fig 3.1). 
Compounding the issue is the widespread 
disposal of mine wastes (tailings and/or 
waste rock) into rivers (riverine tailings 
disposal  RTD) at Panguna, Ok Tedi, 
Porgera and Tolukuma mine; and into the 
sea (marine mine waste disposal  
MMWD) at the Lihir, Simberi, Ramu and 
Misima mines. Further, MMWD is 
already approved for the new Woodlark 
mine and is being sought for the proposed 
Wafi-Golpu site. The use of both RTD 
and MMWD at this scale are both very 
controversial techniques that are 
practised in few countries and mostly at 
much smaller scales (Cardiff, Coumans, 
Hart, Sampat, & Walker, 2012; 
Coumans, 2018).  
 
Understandably, the use of MMWD is 
also increasingly contested in PNG, with 
ongoing concerns over environmental 
and social impacts often linked to impacts 
at Basumuk Bay, which is the processing 
and waste disposal site for the Ramu Nickel mine (Fox, 2019). The contentious mine is well 
known in PNG and was the subject of an independent review of the Environmental Plan 
(Shearman, Luick, Brunskill, & Sheaves, 2001), a lengthy legal challenge in the early 2010s 
(Coumans, 2018) and is now linked to increasing resistance to MMWD from Morobe youth, 
the Lutheran Bishop of Morobe, Reverend Jack Urame and the Governor of Morobe Province, 
Hon Ginson Goheyu Saonu (Anon, 2020; ELCPNG, 2020)35. Further demonstrating the 
complexity of social impacts from mining and MMWD, Kuo (2020) has explored how social 
stratification alongside gendered and environmental impacts at Basumuk Bay are changing the 
masculinities of young men. 
 
A second example is the linking of he Uni ed Na ion  ainable de elopmen  goal  (SDG) 
to key social and environmental issues, including impact assessment, regulatory and 
governance processes, and the impact of mine wastes. In the article we note issues with: gender 
equality (SDG Goal 5) and the distribution of financial benefits, where sons received six times 
 
35 Regularly reported in social media, particularly Facebook, which is widely used in PNG. 
 
Fig 3.1 Estimated waste rock (a) and  
tailings (b) in PNG (data to 2018) 
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more than daughters (Burton, 2013a); the contamination of existing water supplies from mining 
and the funding of new water supplies (SDG Goal 6); and environmental destruction and 
pollution (SDG Goal 15) (Mudd & Roche, 2014; Roche & Mudd, 2014a). The SDGs have 
become increasingly important as the global mining sector adopts them as an extension of the 
mining rationale (see Section 3.1) that seeks to legitimise mining through both its actual and 
potential contribution to alleviating poverty and development (Casper, Gillian, & Lisa, 2017; 
ICMM, 2016). Though many doubt whether the SDGs are capable of moving beyond their 
neoliberal foundations to deliver on non-, or even post-capitalist values, in a future marked by 
genuine sustainability built on eco-solidarity (Kumi, Arhin, & Yeboah, 2014; Sachs, 2017).  
 
While the contribution of global mining to development is discussed extensively in Articles 
Two and Three, it is important to note here that the SDGs and their inherent dependence on 
continued economic growth are far from accepted. Indeed, the SDGs have been described as a 
fal e con en  ha  con in e  o look o inade a el  eg la ed e po  d i en economie  ha  
fail to deliver local benefits and perpetuate unsustainability (J. Ghosh, 2015; Kopnina, 2015; 
Kothari, 2015; Kothari, Salleh, Escobar, Demaria, & Acosta, 2019). In other words, the industry 
fails to deliver well-being or human flourishing  which I argue should be the defining rationale 
of the global extractive sector. Problems with using the SDGs to achieve development 
objectives or to justify mining a e ill a ed b  he mining ind ie  o e helming foc  on 
environmental SDGs, rather than the complex social impacts in SDGs, such as those focused 
on gender equality and inequality (SDG Goal 10) (Mesquita, Klein, Xavier, & Matos, 2017). 
In PNG there are also relevant examples including: the use of development to leverage mining 
opportunities rather than integrate local development needs into business (Richardson, 2018); 
the difficultly of tackling the intersectional issues of gender equality and clean water and 
sanitation (SDG Goal Six) (Anderson, Hall, Henry, Savage, & Reid, 2019; Cooper, 2019); and 
the inability of the industry to prioritise local development, or even to accept dual objectives, 
rather than focusing on their core mining business (Scheyvens, Banks, & Hughes, 2016).  
 
In sum, Article One describes PNG as a nation with incredible mineral wealth that has so far 
failed o achie e he de elopmen  goal  of he co n . De pi e hi , PNG  o ld cla  depo i  
and prospective mineral wealth can still be harnessed to contribute more to human well-being, 
as outlined by Banks (2014). But to overcome the cumulative social impacts, environmental 
damage and development challenges, PNG needs better regulatory standards and assessment 
and approval processes, particularly in relation to mine waste and the complex social impacts 







Map 1. Papua New Guinea Mines36  
 
36 Data for Maps 1 & 2 from The Humanitarian Data Exchange - https://data.humdata.org/ Aerial photo is from: 
Esri, Maxar, GeoEys, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN and the GIS 
User Community.  
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Map 2.  Wafi Communities, Morobe Province  
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3.2 Human Flourishing (Article Two) 
 
Article Two, Human flourishing and extractive- ed de e e : T e e  g e e 
a e e  I e  (Roche, Walim, et al., 2019) explores extractive-led development through 
community perceptions of human flourishing, translated in Tok Pisin as gutpla sindaun37. The 
aim was to move beyond the rhetoric of mining for development and explore mining impacts 
from a recipient perspective. To look beyond the usually tightly controlled decision-making 
p oce e  he e info ma ion i  based on, designed, supplied and directed to fulfil the goals 
and values of other, non-community stakeholders (p.573). This was both a practical response 
to more accurately determine and understand the complex and often ignored impacts on well-
being, and an explicit counter to the ongoing processes of extractive imperialism and 
colonisation (Howlett & Lawrence, 2019; Hresc, Riley, & Harris, 2018; Petras & Veltmeyer, 
2014; Procter, 2020). Paired with Article Three, the two Articles explore the positive aspects of 
human flourishing and how they are impacted by mining, and then the negative aspects of 
impact and dispossession.  
 
As discussed in Section 2, my Community question driven approach first explored the drivers 
and themes of extractive outcomes. After much ado, I settled on a post-Aristotelian 
conceptualisation of eudaimonia that I expanded to include non-Western perspectives that 
respected South American, African, Australian Indigenous and Eastern traditions (Joshanloo, 
2013; Kleinig & Evans, 2012; Thompson, 2018; Yap & Yu, 2016); an expansion that overcame 
Cartesian duality, valuing and including nature, rather than the human domination of nature 
(Plumwood, 1993, 2002). My rationale for starting with eudaimonia (human flourishing) was 
its conception in Ancient Greece and incorporation into classic liberalism,38 which also 
provides the rationale and justification for extraction. Critically, a recognition of positive and 
negative rights in a more communally generous conception of liberalism was also relevant to 
the changing discourse of mining: one of development and poverty reduction. Then finally, 
following Rasmussen (1999), who identified self-direction (self-determination) as a critical 
component of human flourishing, making it also relevant to issues of consent, self-
determination and subsidiarity. Meaning that the liberal basis of extraction could also be used 
as the basis to evaluate it, albeit from a recipient perspective far removed from the liberalism 
being used to justify mining on community land. While acknowledging a weakness in applying 
a Western perspective to recognise other ontologies, I argue that its very Western-ness also 
made it a stronger critique, as it turned the liberal justification on itself in a language that was 
understandable and common to companies and shareholders. For central to liberalism is the 
recognition of plurality, where responsible government should facilitate achievement of, or at 
least prevent harm to, human flourishing without imposing a prescriptive definition of what 
form your human flourishing takes, providing it does not disproportionately or unreasonably 
affect others (Miller, 2013). 
 
Article Two starts with a discussion of ELD that recognises an increasing awareness of other 
ontologies and their clash with an industry that reduces, rather than expands, its ability to deal 
 
37 Also spelt gutpela sindaun (li e all  i ing do n ell) b  in hi  con e  meaning good life le  o  good 
a  of li ing  (Bainton, 2006; Richardson, 2018). 
38 Rather than social liberalism that describes progressive politics today.  
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with social complexity (Acuña, 2015; Kemp & Owen, 2018). We then outline a range of risks 
from ELD as it is currently practiced, using specific examples and an international assessment 
that finds links between industrial mining and poverty (Gamu et al., 2015); a discussion that 
f he  einfo ce  he alidi  of he Comm ni ie  imple e ion ha  lead  o e ion  of 
extractive impact on well-being, and later, to the factors in extractive dispossession.  
 
Examined in depth in Article Two, Rasmussen (1999, p. 3) identifies six elements of human 
flourishing: (1) objective, (2) inclusive, (3) individualised, (4) agent-relative, (5) self-directed, 
and (6) social. These elements, which focus on virtues and capabilities, are not prescriptive and 
instead support plural conceptions of a good life making it as relevant to a remote village in 
PNG as it is to a company board in Melbourne or Johannesburg. Such a view allows different 
stakeholders to value the other, to see their differences as equal, rather than subjugated to the 
dominant and hegemonic Western culture. The contrast between the community and company 
experience is reinforced by comparisons of value and a deliberately binary example that 
demonstrates differences in culture that are ontologically embedded. Unfortunately, the lived 
reality is different, with company actions changing social relationships into the future and the 
benefits overwhelmed by the effects of immanent development over time (Banks et al., 2013; 
Horowitz et al., 2018).   
 
After outlining the methodology, brief discussions of ethics and risk highlighted problems with 
the clash of cultures in ethics procedures (D. Ghosh, 2018).  Also raised were the limitations of 
the research, which was circumscribed in relation to complexity, extent and duration of the 
issues, and a poor replacement for a more comprehensive and inclusive process that would 
include a community-based impact assessment (CBIA) (Lawrence & Larsen, 2017). These 
proved to be ongoing themes, which led to the altered methodology in Articles Four and Five 
in a process that also responded to Community requests that sought to overcome, or at least 
identify, some of the deficiencies in the mining impact assessment process.  
 
In keeping with the deliberate valorisation and amplification of Southern voices, the second 
half of Article Two is dominated by Community voices. While it was impossible to avoid all 
connection with mining, before we shared our own knowledge of mining, we asked Community 
members to explain what gutpla sindaun mean to them. Common themes included the 
environment, environmental services (food, water, shelter), religion, tradition, community and 
peace. This did not mean that everyone was content, with a range of wants, including roads, 
schools and health services that were all linked to the long-awaited promise of ELD. Next we 
explored the future, mining and gutpla sindaun; almost immediately, there was an 
overpowering sense of expectation as we heard how the Communities had been waiting forty 
years for this mining development to improve their lives. An absurd and tragic period, where 
fruitlessly waiting for Western development caused a devaluing and diminishment of traditional 
sources of gutpla sindaun in a process that promoted parallels between a g f  
de e e  and Wa g f  G d  (Beckett, 2006); where development that would deliver 
the services that many would consider essential, had failed to research their Village, forty years 
af e  PNG  independence. The e a  al o an emo ionall  appa en  en e of i ola ed 
po e le ne  he e he Comm ni ie  fel  n ppo ed b  Go e nmen , oicele  and 
deprived of agency despite the multigenerational impacts, both intentional and immanent, that 
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he mine  de elopmen  o ld b ing (Roche, Walim, et al., 2019, p. 579). Their experience 
provided real-life validation of the voicelessness and powerlessness described in Section 2.3, 
and the need to overcome them if poverty alleviating development was to be obtained (World 
Bank, 2001).  
 
Critical to the evolution of my methodological approach were comments by Communities that 
either explicitly or implicitly recognised ontological differences and the deprivation of power, 
voice and agency from imposed development. Examples include (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019, 
p. 579): 
M  fe  c ec ed  e e e  a d  a e   fe ea  g d, 
but today the mining come and change many things. Now I see that many things 
we should depend on is starting to leave us and the mining did nothing to 
 .   
We e  (de e e ) de  ca e a d c a ge e fe e f  gutpla 
sindaun, f  fe.   
We f e da , e  de  .   
I a   a   a d  g ; e  a e  be er life."  
It was these interactions with the Communities that led me to further explore the nature and 
role of unrecognised and undervalued plurality as a driver of poor ELD outcomes and then to 
refine my already participative, transformative and translation approach even further; a journey 
from yarning, to tok stori, to tok stori/tok ples as described in Article Four. In sum, a broad 
conception of human flourishing enhanced by plural perspectives that challenge the validity of 
hedonic extraction and the distracting discourse that surrounds it.  
Article Two and the brief discussion above illustrate how development must be home-grown 
rather than imposed, reinforcing the importance of agency, self-direction and social 
engagement in achieving human flourishing. Critically for EI, this means understanding local, 
o  in Ra m en  (1999) o d , agen -relative, self-directed and socially constructed 
conceptions of human flourishing, if they are to reduce resistance to extraction. A plethora of 
alternate perspectives question the dominant Western conceptions of development, challenging 
the status quo. Indeed, the perspectives threaten a Polanyian39 tidal wave, responding not just 
to fictitious commodification, but to the very epistemology of extraction (Sheikheldin & 
Devlin, 2015) and our understanding of human flourishing itself.   
  
 
39 Thi  efe  o Polan i  (2001) double movement describing the outward surge of market capitalism and the 
social response against it. 
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3.3 Extractive Dispossession (Article Three) 
 
In Article Three, Extractive Dispossession: I a   a   a d  g , e will have no 
be e  fe  (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019), I build upon arguments on human flourishing within 
Article Two by identifying impacts of ELD and connecting the local experience to the global 
political economy. For, if ELD fails to address poverty and secure local and long-term human 
flourishing, how then should ELD and the activities of the extractive sector be perceived and 
understood? Furthermore, if the current discourse is seen at best to be aspirational, or more 
likely, distracting and prone to magnify rather than satisfy expectations, how then can we 
describe more accurately ELD?  
 
As discussed above in Section 1.2 & 3.2, the influences prior to and during the incubation phase 
of this research were critical in shaping the approach and outcomes. Essentially, communities 
need to know about potential impacts, but uncertainty about project specifics and staged 
assessment processes erect barriers to information availability and knowledge transfer. In 
twenty years of working on the existing and potential impacts of mining, the basic question I 
keep hearing from communities was a variation on: what can we expect from the mine? This is 
not unique to PNG. Rather, it is a normative industry practice where corporate mining 
development decision-making processes are usually opaque and hidden behind corporate doors 
and confidentiality agreements. This lack of transparency means that that the full disclosure of 
potential impacts often does not occur at early project development stages and instead occurs 
at the end of formal impact assessment processes, immediately preceding regulatory assessment 
and approval. This end-of-process timing effectively denies community access to information, 
in pre and planning stages, erecting barriers to informed participation. A reality magnified by 
the usually strong level of corporate commitment at approval stages, often supported by a 
political license to operate (Brueckner et al., 2014). 
 
In undertaking the design and fieldwork for Extractive Dispossession, we identified five critical 
goals that we wanted to achieve, four focused on the Communities and one that sought to use 
their experience to inform others.  
 
In ho , impac  needed o: (1) be evaluated from a recipient point of 
view; (2) be identified, especially those impacts that are usually 
overlooked; (3) be collated to make the varied, complex and interrelated 
impacts comprehensible; (4) be made accessible in a manner that 
respected and engaged participants and communities; and (5) if 
po ible, info m heo  and p a i  i h e pe ience f om he So h  
(Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019, p. 979).  
 
Needing to answer simple questions about mining impacts despite project uncertainties, we 
turned to international experience, which then led to critical theories and the concepts of 
accumulation and dispossession. As well as specific impacts, this approach also captures the 
clash of ontologies, where so-called development actually leads to globalised accumulation 
while denying and devaluing the existence of other ways of being.   
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While this enquiry eventually led to the concept of extractive dispossession, my research started 
with (and extractive dispossession has its foundation in) primitive accumulation (PA)40. PA has 
also been known as previous, or original accumulation (Perelman, 2000), all essentially 
describing a similar process: the accumulation of capital, (land, subsistence assets) either 
through frugality (A. Smith, 2007), or the enclosure of common lands and natural resources 
(Marx, 1906). The latter resulted in people with traditional but informalised entitlement to land 
and common usufruct being denied these rights and either silently compelled or forcibly 
removed from their land. In the early 20th century, Luxemburg (1951) expanded the concept of 
accumulation from the past to the present, from proletarian to the peasant, and from the 
colonisers to the colonised, which De Aneglis (2000), de c ibed a  inhe en -continuous 
p imi i e acc m la ion . Recogni ing ha  acc m la ion was on-going, (Harvey, 2003) coined 
he e m, acc m la ion b  di po e ion  (AbD), a concept that proved immensely valuable 
for reinvigorating and widening the application of PA  prompting a significant and ongoing 
response. However, in covering multiple industries, such as manufacturing and finance, and a 
range of circumstances in both the Global North and South, it was also appa en  ha  Ha e  
wide ranging and thereby expansively defined conceptualisation of AbD lacks the specificity 
required to analyse the specifics of dispossession from ELD.  
 
More recently, AbD was applied by Holden et al. (2011), who described a process of 
indigeno  di po e ion b  mining  that included both primitive and ongoing dispossession 
from extractive activities. In concentrating on the actual impacts, however, they did not 
distinguish between ongoing primitive, and capital accumulation as drivers of outcomes. 
Perhaps this was done deliberately as it removes the need to adhere to either school of thought, 
focusing instead on the lived impact. But they did find a clear differentiation between 
acc m la ion b  e ploi a ion , where mining was accepted, and acc m la ion b  
di po e ion , where mining was actively opposed. While this may have been appropriate for 
the Philippines, elsewhere we found there is rarely a clear distinction between community 
accep ance and ejec ion of e ac i e o  de elopmen  ac i i , concl ding ha  Holden e  al.  
distinction on acceptance could not be universally applied. Instead, we emulated Chattopadhyay 
(2014), focusing on the practical aspects rather than the type of accumulation. In addition, it 
was necessary to expand the scope beyond Indigenous41 communities such as those in PNG, 
who, while fitting international criteria, do not always self-identify as such42. This extension 
also allowed the impacts on new migrants, non-landowners, future generations and other groups 
to be included (Choy, 2018). Notwithstanding these changes, we found Holden e  al.  (2011) 
conceptualisation offered many critical insights into the multiple extractive dispossessions of 
ELD. 
 
Nor were Holden et al. (2011) alone in applying dispossession and accumulation to the EI or 
capitalist relations more generally. McCarthy (2004) describes PA as a condition of production 
where instead of privatising the commons, it becomes a privatised right to transform and 
 
40 To explore the many distinctions between and theories of accumulation, see Perelman (2000) and Hall (2012).  
41 Although the Communities do not readily identify as Indigenous [identifying locally (ples), as well as 
Melanesian, Papuan and Papua New Guinean, apart from self-identification, they satisfy any criteria for 
indigeneity, so we use the term Indigenous knowledge to situate their work in international conversations.   
42 In PNG communities identify variously as local (ples), through shared language, and as Papua New Guinean, 
Papuan and Melanesian. 
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exploit. Including rights to pollute and cause ecological (and social) harm where resources are 
p i a i ed no  ia he e change of commodi ie , b  h o gh legal manoeuvrings and the 
mobili a ion of cla  po e  (p.337). The app op ia ion of land fo  capi ali  de elopmen , ch 
as mining is also a common theme; with Indigenous peoples dispossessed through dubious legal 
means (Perelman, 2013), asymmetries of power and control (Morrice & Colagiuri, 2013), or 
even consented to by people seeking the irresistible and unquestioned developments offered by 
globalisation  (T. M. Li, 2014). Without using the term dispossession, Simbulan (2016, p. 30) 
describes a process in the Philippines where mining projects violate collective lands, subjecting 
he indigeno  comm ni ie  o fo ced e ic ion f om hei  ance al land , lo  of li elihood, 
di in eg a ion of comm nal ie , and mili a i a ion .   
 
Analysing the impact of mining on Indigenous lands, Holden et al. (2011) identified seven 
factors of dispossession: fraudulent consent; physical displacement; destruction of sacred sites; 
environmental impact; social impact; replacement of traditional economies; and militarisation. 
These factors extend the concept of dispossession from land and natural resources to a range of 
other physical and socially constructed goods, which we believe are applicable to ELD 
elsewhere. Based on our research and experience with mining-affected communities we added; 
gendered inequality and inequity, poor and degraded services, imperialism and epistemicide, 
and enclosure of the commons. These eleven factors are detailed in Table 3, from Extractive 
Dispossession (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019, p. 981). Intended to be both translational and 
theoretical, the factors were translated and presented alongside general, and PNG specific 
examples (Holm et al., 2015). Prior to fieldwork, these factors were explored in a 
multidisciplinary university discussion group, which identified potential crossovers between 
existing and additional factors. For example, gendered impacts and inequality were seen to have 
been imbedded with other factors, but these are also worthy of separate identification given the 
gendered outcomes that often accompany mining (Gibson & Kemp, 2008; Jenkins, 2014). 
Similarly, resettlement was seen to be different and additional to the political act of enclosure, 
as was displacement of traditional economic activities seen as separate from the subjugation of 
other ways of knowing and being by the dominant extractive ideology.   
 
As outlined in Section 1.4 and Article Three, the eleven factors of extractive dispossession were 
then shared with Communities in an iterative process that refined the factors and intersections 
between them. In achieving our five goals for the research, the concept of extractive 
dispossession was shown not only to be theoretically sound, but also practical, for by examining 
and discussing extractive dispossession with communities we succeeded in making information 
about potential impacts available. This enabled a valuable exchange of knowledge that was 
made possible by participatory engagement and supported by the image translations. The 
experience was described positively by participants; 
 
T  f a  ea  e   de a d  a  a d e a  e  
a d e    d a d ge e   e  eade    
together to help raise our voice. Still we need more help and informati .   
 
N   f a  ea  e    de a d e ab  g 
on our land. It also help us and give us more understanding and power to 
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a d f   g  a d a e d c  (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019, p. 
990).  
 
Despite the success of extraction dispossession as a heuristic and tool, the scale of the needs of 
the Communities was overwhelming, with asymmetries of power, information and influence 
diminishing the Communities  ability to participate in and make informed decisions. More 
specifically, despite 40 years of waiting for development, the Communities  ability to engage 
was undermined by the complex issues, gendered silencing and exclusion, a clash of cultures, 
an inaccessible EIS and a premature political license to operate.  
 




3.4 Unseen Existence (Article Four) 
 
In presenting stories of life from Venembeli (Article Four), I knew I needed an approach and 
style that would make visible rather than dominate their stories43. In Unseen Existence; stories 
of life from Venembeli (Roche et al., in press, p. 1), we started with a narrative preface, which I 
wrote early one morning in Venembeli, to bring the sights, sounds and smells of the village to 
life. An attempt to describe people who lived with the land, rather than just Villagers on a 
proposed mine site. 
B il  a o nd a hill and ne led among  peak  on all ide  he n doe  no  i e 
quickly in Venembeli. With the light comes the sound; roosters crowing, pigs 
squealing, dogs wrestling, birds singing and beetles rustling, alongside the sound 
of splashing water nearby and the thrum of the river at the bottom of the hill. 
Before the sun takes over, the lights from houses shine brightly as they illuminate 
their surrounds through the night... Then come the sounds of people, children 
waking, beginning to play; women starting their daily work, clinking pots, 
lighting fires, and preparing kaikai (food). The volume rises as the light slowly 
increases with the direct beams of sunlight making their way up the hillside.  
There are 90 houses in Venembeli built mainly using bush materials from over 
ten species of diwai (tree). Roofs are made of overlapping sago leaves and kunai 
grass; floors from sawn timber beams or split bamboo... The houses are scattered 
in small clusters, an organic and friendly layout that both connects and separates 
e ended familie Ne  o  o  adjoining most houses is the kitchen, another 
elevated structure typically made from bush materials. Inside, sitting on a 
rectangle of dirt and ash is the wood fire, a slow-burning masterpiece that 
generates enough heat for cooking without wasting fuel or producing excessive 
heat or smoke. A set of bush pole shelves, with washed pots, cups, plates and 
utensils sits either inside or just outside the kitchen. Not every house has a tap, 
but our house has running water outdoors, gravity-fed from a small dam further 
p he hill  (p.1-2).  
I used the narrative form in an attempt to convey the real lives of people at Venembeli; to tell a 
story different to the two-dimensional rendering of their lives in the WGEIS; to create a space 
within the research where the primary goal was to tell human stories and to minimise the 
academic research obsession with engaging with literature, though in truth that is there as well; 
just look in the methodology. The stories were also told in pictures, by Community artists who 
expressed their stories in images, and by Eugene, our team artist who drew to interpret stories 
and capture moments in time. Along with our emancipatory ambitions enacted in process, 
approach and methodology, we also sought to challenge the very paradigm that so constrains 
our usual perspective on impacts, hiding them from view (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 
2017). For the most part the stories stand alone, a testament to people that existed before the 
proposed Wafi-Golpu mine, that exist apart from it now. The process of sharing their stori was 
 
43 Fully aware of the limitations of our mining focused action-research rather than a longer ethnographic account 
of Community life.  
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the first and primary outcome from the research, a second outcome was to describe a contrasting 
methodological approach to that used in the WGEIS, an approach that then provided the basis 
for the third outcome: a theoretical engagement with IA in Article Five (and Section 3.5). 
The first story was about children. Joyful, shrieking children at play in or near the Wafi River, 
away from the gaze of their parents. Climbing trees for coconuts, seeking garlip nuts and 
bashing them between rocks to obtain the delicacy hidden in the hard shell. Indeed, garlip nuts 
seemed to be a rite of passage, where older boys would assist younger children and train them 
to gather the nut without damaging the nuts or themselves. Much time was spent in the River, 
diving for stones, swimming and rafting; again, larger children would assist children as young 
as 3-4 reach the prized swimming spots. The River was entertainer, teacher, babysitter and 
friend maker, with the time spent together vital for the formation of relationships in the future. 
Rather than declining in its significance, the importance of the River increases as the children 
age, providing a kind of liminal space where the usually sharply gendered relations of the 
Village were cast aside to create the space and freedom for friendship and flirtation. Once again, 
the Wafi River, described by a community researcher as the e   a ace e e e  a d 
e  a  e  f e d , was a site of formation of future human relationships (Roche, 
Spencer et al,. in press, p. 7). But my realisation of the day-to-day importance of the River 
could not be f ll  nde ood n il I i ne ed he omen  dail  e of he Ri e  and hea d 
hei  o ie : 
T e R e   a b g g a d e  e  e a d. I s like my mother and help 
part of my life also. I really see that I am connected to the River with everything in 
my life.  
I     da  I ca  ee c ea  a  e e  f Ve e be  V age a d 
e b g e  a  ade  fe e  ea . We d d  need to walk far away to find 
water like women in other places. Thank you for God that he put us in this place 
and made it so special.  
For us women the River is a special place for us to come together; sharing ideas, 
meeting boyfriends, washing clothes, blocking the River to catch fish, using 
traditional ways like cook food with mambo [bamboo] and underground with 
stone a d a   f  g d  e R e  (Roche, Spencer et al., in press, p. 8).  
It became clear that the River served as a meeting place for women, cultivating important bonds 
within a sharply gendered society  unequal in so many ways. More practically, the River was 
also a place to wash bodies, clothes and dishes, and a source of gold, protein, and medicine. 
Also apparent was the importance of non-human relations with the River and surrounds; more 
than the specific sacred places shared and drawn, more than sites and sources of cultural 
materials, there was a deeper relation that hinted at alternate values with ontologies and 
epistemologies that blended newer Western traditions with older ways. 
The last story was both a demonstration of Village interactions with, and dependence on, the 
local environment and desire for Indigenous knowledge to be heard and respected. From our 
numerous stays at Venembeli and other Villages, eating local food and having many food 
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related conservations, we knew garden and bush foods were critical to daily life and identity. 
To further explore these themes, we asked the Community for information about garden and 
bush foods. In keeping with tok stori/tok ples these were first identified in tok ples, then 
translated into Tok Pisin and then English. During our last visit in 2020, the Community 
members effectively took control of the process, with co-author Howard being the scribe over 
several impromptu meetings, with people eagerly gathered to input into and check the food 
lists. Reproduced in part below, the lists contained over forty bush and garden foods with Tok 
Ples (local language), Tok Pisin and English names. We heard many stories that reinforced the 
importance of miyo (Marita, Pandanus), which is a celebrated cultural food (see Fig. 6 in 
Section 2.) that illustrates the importance of, and relations with, the local environment.  
Table 4. Bush foods (Roche, Spencer et al,. in press, p. 10) 
As above, these stories were retold and analysed to assert meaning and the importance of human 
and non-human relations. Together they offer a glimpse of Venembeli now, before the forces 
and factors of extractive dispossession fragment and disemplace the Community. They tell a 
truth about relational complexity that Western processes of IA often fail to see, allowing a 
glimpse of life as it exists now alongside mineral exploration but before mining. The stories 
were also important to the Community as captured by a man who said to a group of young adult 
male researchers:  
These stories and pictures you draw will not only tell our future generations, but 
inform the rest of the world that such places like Venembeli exist and has a 
land that is rich, diverse and abundant (Roche, Spencer et al,. in press, p. 11).  
This comment, alongside others, indicated that the research had helped the Venembeli 
Community achieve a renewed awareness and appreciation of their local sources of human 
flourishing. Whilst encouraging, it is doubtful that this singular reinforcement of local values 
can withstand the combined effects of desire for development, the erosion of agency and local 
values during the pre-mining phase and the Western or Eurocentric model of project design and 
assessment (Frynas & Buur, 2020).  
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As discussed further in Section 1 and Article Four, our Melanesian engagement was 
deliberately decolonial and emancipatory with a methodology and process of sharing, listening 
and recording stories as a respectful process that valorised, rather than ignored, Indigenous 
knowledge. A respect that facilitated the uncovering of relational complexity between people 
and land (Procter, 2020). Rather than using questionnaires, our approach had been to encourage 
stories and then to listen to them, checking back with original orators and hearing variations 
and validations of the stories from community members. This was a deliberate disruption of the 
usual engagement or consultation processes where questions or questionnaires resulted in 
communities responding to mining, such as with CBIA (Lawrence & Larsen, 2017), rather than 
mining seeking to describe communities. I see this uncovering of complex and fluid relations 
as an ethical prerequisite and as a means of understanding place-based relationships that can 
allo  an o ide  o mo e acc a el  ee  local, Indigeno  and Comm ni  pe pec i e  
(Wooltorton, Collard, Horwitz, Poelina, & Palmer, 2020). It is also critical to CBIA and 
important for the reimagining of the future of IA (Bice, 2019; Lawrence & Larsen, 2017). 
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3.5 Understanding why Impact Assessment fails (Article Five) 
Impact Assessment (IA) plays a critical role in the mining industry, assessing impacts as part 
of the regulatory assessment phase of the mine, from construction to post closure, and from 
topics as divergent as solastalgia in resettlement (Antabe et al., 2019) to the impact of marine 
mine waste disposal (MMWD)(Mudd et al., 2020). From a negative rights perspective IA is 
essential to preventing or reducing harm, but in keeping with a more positive interpretation of 
rights, it should also protect the vulnerable and structurally disadvantaged (Kelly, 2004; Roche, 
Sindana, et al., 2019; Roche, Walim, et al., 2019). Given the asymmetries of power, influence, 
education and resources between company and community, these rights certainly apply to the 
mining-affected communities near the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine. It was this ethics-based 
analysis of IA that, contrasted to the lived experience, led to Article Five; entitled 
Understanding why impact assessment fails; a case study of theory and practice from Wafi-
Golpu, Papua New Guinea (Roche, Brueckner, John, Walim, & Sindana, in press). 
In theory, IA is the start of a continuous process, with the assessment being the principal guide 
to identifying and managing impacts for the life of the mine. According to the 
Interorganizational Committee (1995), social impact assessments (SIA) are: (1) a comparable, 
enabling experience at one site to better inform an understanding of risk and assessment at 
another; (2) non exclusionary, for example, where rather than focus on obvious importance of 
e e lemen , i  i  he  meaning , pe cep ion , o  ocial ignificance  of he e change  
that are the most important (p.16). Interestingly, this dual notion of comparable  or at least 
transferrable  knowledges and experiences is echoed in my work. Furthermore, the Committee 
identified important variables, including power and authority, individual and family changes, 
and community resources. Given the complexity of issues relating to asymmetries of power and 
the meanings and significance of change, it is perhaps not unexpected that the discipline of IA 
still struggles with addressing these variables, some twenty-five years later. PNG has its own 
challenges with an IA system that has failed to deliver a robust and credible assessment of 
mining impacts, especially as projects grow in scale overtime (Banks, 2013; Mudd et al., 2020). 
Gi en he inade acie  of he Hidden Valle  mine  EIS, hich e e exposed by the 
sedimentation of the Watut River (Mudd & Roche, 2014; SMEC, 2010a, 2010b), it was perhaps 
not surprising when the Babuaf, Hengambu and Yanta Communities raised concerns about the 
Wafi-Golpu environmental impact statement (WGEIS) during fieldwork for Articles Two and 
Three. Their concerns were grounded in their stories of existence, which I deliberately 
documented separately, recognising that the people exist independently from and before the 
mine. Their stories are presented in Article Four, used in Article Five and discussed below in 
relation to the WGEIS. In response to their expressed concerns, the next phase of research 
analysed relevant sections of the WGEIS, explored how IA was undertaken in PNG and 
examined the general practice of the IA discipline. In designing the research, I had several 
outcomes in mind. Sequentially, the first was to properly see the relationships between people 
and place that had not been included in the IA. The second was to identify whether this was 
specific to the WGEIS or could more reasonably be applied to IA as a profession, field or 
discipline. The third was to assess the WGEIS and inform the WGJV project proponents, 
regulators, leaders and communities to inform their decision-making processes.  
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The research found that PNG had struggled to adequately respond to impacts from before 
independence to the current day with examples from every major mine in PNG. Identified issues 
included: a lack of transparency; gendered exclusion from decision-making; a lack of positive 
contribution to well-being; family fragmentation; violence against women; the intersectional 
disadvantages of women, both in gaining benefits and managing impacts; irregular social 
assessment and monitoring; and the difficult to predict  but nonetheless significant  impacts 
from immanent development. 
 
Article Five then focused on how IA as a practice could inform our understanding of the WGEIS 
by exploring the ethics of IA; how Eurocentric or Western assessment processes failed to see 
relationships between people and place; IA challenges; and the potential for community-based 
impact a e men  (CBIA) o o e come o  add e  ome of IA  failing . We di c ed he 
ethics of IA, using an anecdote to explore how outsiders can satisfy individual ethical standards 
whilst still contributing to a net unethical result, arguing that this was, in part, due to an inability 
to accept ontological plurality, or even to accept that such a thing was possible. Here, normative 
ethical standards, rooted in IA  positivist beginnings, were seen as lagging behind the 
acceptance of different worldviews and value systems in other disciplines (Baines et al., 2013; 
Vanclay et al., 2013). Indeed, I agree with Partidario (2020, p. 147) ho de c ibed IA a  
resting in a comfort zone, using old rules that are good for business as usual but incompetent to 
deal with the magnitude, the speed and the complexity of current global problems and new 
societal dilemmas . B  IA efo m i  po ible, e en i h picall  po i i i  app oache , ch 
as multi-criteria decision analysis able to utilise participative approaches that support plurality 
to overcome Eurocentric assessments (Ortiz, Domínguez-Gómez, Aledo, & Urgeghe, 2018). 
We suggested that more participatory methods of engagement, where power was shared, would 
assist IA to transition from its Eurocentric beginnings to a more ethical, values neutral approach. 
 
Ethics were also tied into evolving IA practices that were capable of recognising other 
ontologies with Aledo-Tur and Dominguez-Gomez (2017) describing multidimensional 
paradigmatic perspectives that allowed for axiological, ontological, epistemological and 
methodological plurality, which reflected our approach and informed our thinking. Similarly, 
Held (2019) identifies Indigenous paradigms in deliberately pursuing decolonial research, 
which again reflected aspects of our practice. While Held identifies sharp distinctions between 
transformative, pragmatic and Indigenous paradigms, I was unwilling to valorise one form of 
knowledge over another especially after witnessing existences that blended and mixed 
paradigms in the Indigenous co-researcher Communities. Again, CBIA was a means of 
overcoming ontological and relational differences and the exclusion of the communities who 
live with the impacts from assessing and managing them (Lawrence & Larsen, 2017). We also 
offered a long list of generalisable IA challenges, acknowledging them as underdiscussed but 
nevertheless useful as an IA flaw checklist or reform agenda that could inform practitioners and 
communities alike. 
 
By analysing the text and contrasting it to the lived experience in Venembeli, Article Five 
identified numerous deficiencies within the WGEIS. The first was a disjunct between the reality 
of extractive-led development in PNG and the unsupported, uncritical assertions of 
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development benefits from the proponent (see Article Two) that reflected a common perception 
of EIS: that they are primarily an approval document rather than a critical assessment of risk 
and reward. The difference between the WGEIS description of local people and their 
relationships with the land was marked, a contest between a richer, lived experienced that 
needed to be touched, smelt and experienced, compared to a two-dimensional rendering based 
on Western concepts of value.  
 
The ma kedl  diffe en  acco n  of Venembeli  e lement history is an illustrative example 
of the clash in values and approaches that generated flawed data for the IA. In this case, a simple 
one-line de c ip ion in WGEIS, hich ga e a e lemen  da e of i hin he la  fo  
ea  ( .12. p.17) robbed the Venembeli Community of decades of history. While the 
methodology behind the WGEIS dating is unclear, our approach started by listening to stories. 
Upon hearing settlement accounts, we realised they did not match the WGEIS, and so on 
subsequent visits, we deliberately sought out village elders and documented their settlement 
histories. The elders and those grouped around during out tok stori were angry at the inaccuracy 
and deception of the WGEIS. This error is particularly important as it equates the Comm ni  
tenure at Venembeli with the mining companies, an erosion of history, tenure and control that 
again undermines the power and agency of local communities. Not only does this error 
challenge the accuracy of the WGEIS more generally, but it also raises ethical questions where 
flawed IA data is created, then presented as fact without supporting evidence.  
 
Other examples are even more disturbing. Where rather than an error in process or data, the 
complex relations between people, place and future (documented in Article Four) are omitted 
from the IA. While acknowledging this could be an error in IA implementation, I suspect this 
indicates a discipline-wide problem, where local, particularly non-Western lives remain unseen 
and undervalued in the Eurocentric assessment processes. In short, the Wafi River was seen and 
described as nature to be exploited, rather than nature that people are in relation with and are 
sustained by. Similarly, the risk assessment was found to be inadequate, with opaque or hidden 
methodologies used as the basis for arbitrary risk assessments. This process led to issues of 
pedestrian road safety being elevated above a multigenerational reconfiguration of gendered 
roles, identities and responsibilities. The former was assessed with a formal questionnaire, 
while the latter was proposed to be resolved with proponent management responses, despite 
gendered inequalities and inequities being widespread in ELD and in PNG.   
 
In sum, Article Five identifies ongoing impacts from mining in PNG, general problems within 
IA and in specific examples in the WGEIS. We contend that the root of these issues lies in the 
contrasts between positivist, constructivist and transformational conceptions of reality and the 
methodologies used to gather and interrogate data. A reality reflected in IA which, rather than 
being a neutral activity, is influenced by values with differing epistemic and ontological 
foundations (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017). In doing so, e e a e Ho i  
arguments (Ho i , 1989, 2011; Ho i  & S che Pea on, 2006) for pluralism in IA, 
supporting them with fresh insights from a live case study at Wafi-Golpu. With a long list of 
challenges and the need for clearer ethics that can respect the plurality of knowledge and 
different values, it is clear that further IA reform is required if we are to achieve a plural mining 
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ethic and create the universal transitions that would ensure ELD creates and nourishes human 











































3.6 A brief summary 
These five articles are bound together by a simple question from the Communities and by an 
iterative process informed by decolonial ambitions to challenge norms and provide information 
in an emancipatory way rather than reproducing exclusions. Together, with support from this 
exegesis, the articles make a purposeful counterbalance to the dominant rationale and 
unquestioned ethics of mining for development. It is a deliberate unsettling that both informs 
Communities and amplifies their voices; a much-needed Southern injection into an industry 
where transient and remote decision-makers decide the future of others. In brief: 
Article One demon a e  he hee  cale of PNG  e ac i e challenge , i h onne  of a e 
metaphorically overpowering the potential of the SDGs and the hoped-for contributions from 
he ELD o h man ellbeing. In doing o, i  alida e  he Comm ni ie  imple e ion, 
demonstrating its broader applicability across PNG and to those with shared experiences 
elsewhere.  
Article Two challenges the usual description of mining benefits, looking beyond GDP growth 
and CSR projects to see and better understand the lived realities, where impacts are felt and 
lived across generations. Critically, this challenge applies not just to the extractive sector but 
also to Northern or imposed development more generally: a challenge to enable local 
leadership and decision-making to deliver on individually and socially defined concepts of 
human flourishing, rather than just implementing generic outcomes or assuming benefits. 
Article Three overcomes flawed and late-timed impact assessment processes by exploring the 
usual impacts from mining, using the lived experience of other mining-affected communities 
to inform those on the precipice of mining about the risks and impacts. An iterative and 
reflexive bricolage of transferred knowledge, Community responses and theory; a combination 
which refines the concept of accumulation by dispossession and identifies eleven factors of 
extractive dispossession that describe the potential impacts from mining.  
Article Four seeks to answer the simple question by turning the research gaze directly onto the 
Comm ni , a he  han j  con ide ing he e ion a  one of mining. B  aking ime o ee  
the Communities, the research illustrates how the blindness of Eurocentric bias is unable to 
appreciate the less visible and intangible human and non-human relations that contribute to 
local understandings of gutpla sindaun; a gaze that can be used to overcome the ontological 
bias of IA.  
Article Five is a response to Community concerns, a more specific version of the simple 
question, that questioned the validity of the IA. It identifies and traces common issues of 
extractive impact in PNG before exploring the ethics and practice of IA; suggesting that 
community-based impact assessment could be used to redress some of the conceptual and 
processual deficiencies of IA. Finally, it explores the WGEIS, demonstrating flaws in that 
specific IA that reinforce the failings of IA as a process and its implementation at Wafi-Golpu. 
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4. Concluding discussion 
 
This thesis was motivated by, and responds to, a simple question: what can we expect from the 
mine? The answer was anything but simple, requiring not just an identification of likely 
extractive impacts (Article Three), but a more nuanced understanding of outcomes and effects 
on human flourishing (Article Two), the telling of unseen stories to make people visible (Article 
Four), and an epistemic critique of a flawed formal IA process (Article Five)  all reinforced 
by first establishing the scale, both temporal and geographic, and magnitude of the existing 
complex and interwoven problems between mines and people in PNG (Article One). Each 
article draws its own conclusions, with clear relevance not just to PNG but to the way 
extractive-led development is imagined and enacted.  
 
This exegesis has supplemented these articles by explaining in Section 1: the re ea ch  
incubation; the rationale behind the applied methodologies; ethical issues for mining and 
research; and the contribution the research makes to theory, extractive practice, methodology 
and the Communities. Following that, in Section 2, I provided additional material, exploring 
concepts capable of disrupting how we conceptualise extractive impacts and development. In 
doing so, I also traced my own stori, which began with a simple question, powered by 
intellectual curiosity and a quest for extractive justice that grew into an iterative and reflexive 
participatory action research process. Section 3 then expanded on each article and linked them 
together, combining the separate strands to tell a single story.  
 
I note that throughout the articles and exegesis, I have woven together experiences, theory and 
Community knowledge, and in doing so, I am aware the stori is incomplete, with much more 
to be learnt and shared. Below, I add to the observations, conclusions and future directions in 
the Articles, though I am mindful that this Community-focused stori has wider ramifications, 
and so encourage and welcome a critical interrogation or application of this work elsewhere. 
In keeping with the thesis methodology, I begin the concluding discussion with a stori, 
juxtaposing a positive picture of change with business as usual. This is followed by another 
four sub-Sections, where I return to the question that drove the research, examine local 







4.1 Mining as if people mattered 
Le  a  b  focusing on the people, rather than the mine. Imagine an extractive sector that 
recognised, respected and valued a plurality of ontologies, where communities were 
empowered, enabled and authoritative, with the knowledge and agency to make their own 
development decisions; to decide their own priorities and futures. This would require positive 
steps to remove the asymmetries (knowledge, power, influence, resources, education) that 
create and perpetuate unequal relations between communities and other stakeholders. This 
would be a challenging transformation for all, but as shown above, the use of participative, 
inclusive and reflexive methodologies could help to ensure that the process of change is led by 
communities, further developing their agency to address their development challenges. 
Now picture an extractive company that respected this, and embraced and implemented the 
principle of subsidiarity based upon a clear acceptance of the importance of self-determination 
in development. This people focused approach would include the sharing of power, with 
Community central to decision-making processes that enabled and contributed to appropriate 
development, nourishing human flourishing alongside the ecosystem processes and non-human 
elements so vital to a good life. This more pluralistic and ethical approach would also benefit 
companies, reducing the cost of conflict and providing investment and management certainty. 
Only then could companies legitimately be able to claim free prior and informed consent or a 
social license to operate. 
But significant change would also be required in the wider extractive sector, with consultants, 
financiers, media, regulators and decision-makers that recognise the structural vulnerabilities 
and challenges host Communities face. Developing processes, for example, such as an impact 
assessment process that avoided Eurocentric bias and addressed the potential impacts identified 
by extractive dispossession and the many challenges facing IA. This would recognise the 
challenges at all levels, from Community decision-making to national political priorities and 
the need to modify and implement processes, procedures, legislation and regulation to ensure 
o come  ha  can o e come he a mme ie  ha  d i e o man  of mining  impac . Thi  i  a
possible future. A future that embraces pluralism where the first objective of extractive
activities is locally defined human flourishing, rather than mere profit.
It is easier to imagine the alternative vision: it already exists. Described above, it is essentially 
the same profit-focused activity that was validated and valorised by an imperialist and 
Eurocentric conceptualisation of individual liberalism  albeit unequally applied. Later, the 
dominant narrative has changed to one of development and poverty alleviation, built on a 
recognition of risk and vulnerability, voicelessness and powerlessness. However, this extractive 
rationale is only skin deep. Beneath the language of development, it remains largely unchanged, 
with remote and transient decision-makers ignoring negative and positive rights and denying 
self-determination as both a constituent part of, and means to, achieve human flourishing. The 
inconsistency of this can be realised through Rasmussen (1999, p. 10), a lifetime libertarian and 
staunch classical liberal who describes how [h]uman flourishing must be attained through a 
person s own efforts and cannot be the result of factors that are beyond one s control . Kno ing 
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this, it is hard to ignore the racial, colonial and imperialist drivers that sit behind this unequal 
application of classical liberal principles.  
Then, there are other challenges to extractivism with critiques of modernity and dependency 
questioning the rationale and practices of the EI. Challenged but undaunted, the practices of the 
industrial extractive sector have changed little, where practices that seem normal from a 
Western perspective can be experienced as loss from a recipient perspective  as captured in 
the factors of extractive dispossession. But now we can also see how industrial mining, like the 
cultures it has grown from, is seemingly unable to recognise a plurality of values, and remains 
confined by a Cartesian dualism that shapes its thoughts, values and actions. This hyper-
separation prevents the industry and decision-makers within from recognising the paradigmatic 
clash of ontologies that undermines IA and drives extractive conflict. To reform, the industry 
needs to demonstrate the innovation it is famous for, though now it must be focused on the 
social impacts of mining rather than technical. The question is whether the extractive industries 
can embrace the future imagined above, or will they remain, at best, blind to injustice, or at 
worst, enactors of injustice? 
A pluralist mining ethic 
Mining as if people mattered is a simple proposition, derived from a quest to answer a simple 
question that in itself illustrates the structural realities of poverty, vulnerability, voicelessness 
and powerlessness. From a global industry perspective, it is long past time that the actual 
outcomes of extraction met the promise of development, a fact that should not require further 
explication or substantiation. Already lagging, it is also time for the extractive sector to 
recognise that it cannot and should not control nor even define development. That a plurality of 
perspectives exists, no less valid than their own, and that development must be local in order to 
be Community-owned and grown. To no longer start with mining, then add development, but 
rather, to start with the Communities and see if and how mining is compatible with their 
development needs and future, however they choose to define it. That is a pluralist mining 
ethic. 
4.2 Answering the question 
The question, what can we expect from the mine? that motivated and guided this research has 
multiple meanings and applications. At its most literal, the question is a simple one which 
reinforces a genuine need for communities to better understand the complexities of mining 
before making decisions and before mining begins. Implicit within the question is a 
demonstrated lack of access to critical (in both senses of the word) information, a deficiency 
that illustrates the asymmetries of power, knowledge and influence that dominate extractive 
relations. The guiding question, drawn from the communities themselves, represents a critique 
of its own, the existence of which is an indictment of current EI processes. 
The concept of extractive dispossession provides a practical response to the question, with its 
eleven factors that identify negative impacts of mining and extractive-led development. Based 
on transferrable experience and knowledge, the factors were refined in the PAR process, with 
PNG examples to provide a specificity that is ironically lacking in project specific IA  as 
evidenced by the WGEIS. Using these factors of extractive dispossession to inform 
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communities could help overcome the lack of information available to communities across all 
stages of mining development. Alternatively, or concurrently, the question can be approached 
first from a community perspective, using the concept of human flourishing to explore local 
values and conceptions of a good life that would inform, or indeed provide the basis for, any 
assessment of positive outcome or negative impact.  
There is also an existential element behind the question, where the act of mining is enabled and 
accompanied by a Eurocentric culture and deliberate acts of ongoing ontological hegemony.  
To a people unprepared, this means the development opportunity they seek could be all-too-
easily accompanied by an existential threat to the current values and ways of being.  Here I 
recall how the Communities readily understood the twin factors of imperialism and 
epistemicide in extractive dispossession, understanding them as their lived reality, rather than 
academic constructs/concepts. A reality uncovered in the fieldwork that applied the concepts 
of human flourishing and extractive dispossession and evidenced by the quotes about the 
changing of gutpla sindaun in Section 3.2. It would be far more honest if extractive-led 
development, at least the way it is currently enacted, was described as bringing revolutionary 
change to all facets of life, including relations in-community, with ecosystems and even time 
itself  rather than a delivery of specific development objectives, such as a road, school or 
health centre. From an existential perspective, the answer would be that the mine will change 
everything. An answer that demands significantly better IA processes and decision-making if 
mining affected communities are to control their own development. 
To be clear, the question what can we expect from the mine? was never one that could be 
conclusively answered by this research, not even for the Communities involved. Rather, the 
purpose was to foreground a recipient, Community perspective that unsettled existing 
extractive orthodoxies. As a transformative project this provided information to Communities 
and amplified their voices, while adding to the research of Howitt (1989, 1996, 2006, 2011) 
and others who have long called for extractive and IA processes that recognised and respected 
plurality. As such, this research provides an example of an inclusive process that could help 
identify and answer the questions other communities about mining and extractive-led 
development far better than existing mining management dominated approaches.  For it is only 
at an intimate scale that we can seek to truly understand how the outcomes and impacts from 
mining might interact with communities, across time and space. 
4.3 Local outcomes 
Outcomes for Yanta, Hengambu and Babuaf Communities 
This decolonial, translational and participatory action research responded to identified need and 
was fuelled by a quest to better understand the drivers of extractive outcomes. One aim was to 
achieve, or at least move a step closer to, extractive justice. The need remains and is reinforced 
in Community voices; 
WGJV used to come and talk and share their own idea and make us believe 
them only and never listen to our views which make us lose faith in ourselves 
a d  a e a d e .  (Roche, Walim, et al., 2019, p. 581) 
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There was some progress, as demonstrated by the lapun Meri in the preface and evidenced by 
the many statements we heard while in community, some of which are published in the Articles; 
N   f a  ea  e    de a d e ab  g   
land. It also help us and give us more understanding and power to stand for 
 g  a d a e d c .  (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019, p. 990) 
You team come and live with us and we learn from you many good information. 
[The] Community realise you come here to help us think about the future. Our 
youths and everyone respect your work that is helpful to the people today and 
tomorrow. (Roche, Spencer et al., in press, p. 12) 
These statements describe positive outcomes, where intentional emancipatory research 
methodologies had meaning and value. A fruitful encounter between academic research and 
Communities that fulfils a practical purpose and contributes Southern perspectives to the 
extractive and development sectors, informing theory and practice (Connell, 2007; Escobar, 
2020). These contributions are inseparable from, and dependent on, the act of listening to 
Communities, sharing taro and knowledge, and amplifying their voices. My hope is that this 
work demonstrates a respect for Indigenous Knowledge that helps us acknowledge and value a 
plurality of existences.   
Outcomes at Wafi-Golpu 
Not much seems to have changed at the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine. Not yet anyway. The 
WGJV has applied, and in all likelihood will continue to apply, the usual industry methods and 
standards, neither better nor worse than the extractive sector they represent. Methods and 
standards that continue to see a separate nature to be exploited, rather than an integral, relational 
nature coexisting and interwoven with the human. But there was some success with my research 
informing the WGJV of Community concerns, particularly relating to displacement; though 
whether this led to improved outcomes remains to be seen. Given the inspiration and focus of 
my participatory action research, the lack of practical effect is disappointing and perhaps 
indicative of the level of interaction between critical social science research and the extractive 
sectors  at least in relation to understanding and mitigating a plurality of social impacts. 
Though to be fair to both the research and the WGJV, the first research outputs Articles Two 
and Three were only published in April and July of 2019 (as opposed to engagement with 
Communities), with Articles One and Four published in June and September of 2020, while 
Article Five was only accepted for publication in March 2021. 
Obstacles and Limitations 
The less positive reality is that despite a specific PAR focus on addressing and reducing the 
asymmetries at the heart of the unequal relations between Community and company, this project 
served more to describe and illustrate the inequalities than it did to change them. Then there are 
also many intractable issues within Community that will continue to dictate the future; 
recreating the typical mining for development trajectories described elsewhere. These include 
the gendered divisions within Community and the almost insatiable quest for modernity, 
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regardless of the immanent effects of extractive-led development.  It is difficult to imagine, let 
alone create just development outcomes for everyone in the Yanta, Babuaf and Hengambu 
Communities, until these and other issues are addressed.  
Unfortunately, while valued by the Communities, our work together is outweighed by forty 
years of expectant waiting for development; dwarfed by the scale of the mine, its monetary 
benefits and the ongoing processes of imperialism and colonial extraction that fuel, protect and 
perpetuate the flawed, but dominant hegemonic discourse of extractive-led development. 
Measured against this impossible yardstick, this research inevitably falls short of its decolonial 
and emancipatory ambitions. It seems if we want to change, or even to just better understand 
the usual trajectory of extractive development on Communities, it will also require an 
overcoming of the asymmetries between reflexive questioning and the current methods and 
rationales of extraction. 
4.4 Impact assessment 
The extent to which IA became central to the Articles and exegesis was originally unplanned 
and, somewhat naively, unexpected. Rather, the deliberate and purposeful focus of the research 
was on the recipient experience of mining, a view grounded in the village rather than focused 
on decisions in boardrooms or consultancies vying for IA contracts. This provided a circuitous 
path to examining IA that by its very nature provides a different perspective from the usual IA 
assessments and research engaging with IA.  Poignantly, the unintended centrality of IA to this 
research mirrors the extent to which IA is central to or even control  people  f e , 
undermining rather than growing their agency. This provides further evidence from a Southern, 
recipient perspective that unsettles assumptions and challenges the practices and ethics of IA  
comfort zone (Partidario, 2020). 
IA (of some kind) plays a critical role in managing extractive impacts. But, as explored in all 
five articles, IA effectiveness and legitimacy are undermined by processes that are management 
focused, ontologically blind, Eurocentric and exclusionary rather than plural and inclusive, and 
finally, flawed, as demonstrated by the list of seventeen challenges in Article Five. In sum, this 
study of theory and practice from the South illustrates inadequacies in IA processes that 
perpetuate injustice, where impacts are managed for their importance to management rather 
than communities.  Meaning the question in reply is, whether these flaws are fatal to IA as it is 
currently conceptualised, institutionalised and practiced. A question which, as evidenced by 
multiple article reviewer and thesis examiner comments, is obviously an important one for 
theoretician and practitioner alike. Clearly, substantial change to IA processes are required, 
though whether that can be done under existing frameworks or requires new ones is a question 
for those closer to the core (core-periphery is discussed in S. 2.1, 2.2). What is certain is that 
regardless of what IA is called, an impact assessment that respects and sees plurality is required 
if trustees and remote-decision makers are to truly understand the impacts on communities in 
the periphery.  
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4.5 Future directions 
It is important to note that this research, whilst purposefully decolonial, participatory and 
translational, is nevertheless constrained by colonial histories and imaginaries, and the unequal 
power relations between authors and Communities (Allen, 2016; L. T. Smith, 2012). It does, 
however, challenge concepts of rigour (discussed in Article Four and Section 1.4) by working 
with entangled and fluid relations enacted within a dynamic and contested political space 
(Stewart-Withers et al., 2014). In short, much remains to be done if we are to decolonise critical 
social research and, echoing pluriversal ontologies, have its credibility and relevance accepted 
by the very Eurocentric and positivist values and processes it seeks to challenge. 
4.5.1. Research informing practice 
While researchers continue to seek opportunities to inform industry practice, there is a lack of 
mechanisms for researchers, especially critical ones, to engage directly with industry and to 
inform industry practice. Indeed, Deanna Kemp (2020), a respected researcher with access to 
the extractive sector through the Sustainable Minerals Institute at the University of Queensland 
a ed ecen l  ha  [ he mining] ind  la gel  o e look  o  chola l  i ing . Tho gh 
this represents a failure of the academic/research and industry sectors, from both an ethical and 
practical viewpoint the lack of interest in social research is inexcusable for an industry with 
such extensive, multigenerational social, cultural and environmental impacts. Troublingly, this 
lack of connection between research and practice contributes to the unjust outcomes that are 
magnified b  ineffec al p oced e , no m  and eg la ion ; and he e ac i e ec o  
declining commitment to, innovation in, and responsibility for, social outcomes (Bice, 2016; 
Gunningham, 2016; Kemp & Owen, 2018). Again, I endo e S l ana  ecommenda ion abo  
the training and education of social researchers (discussed in Section 1.5) and widen it to 
include any social professional in the mining and development sectors (in Johnson et al., 2020). 
But, even if this separation of research and practice can be resolved, questions remain about 
whether the unequal power relations and racial undertones of extractive capitalism can be 
overcome within, and using the dominant Eurocentric ontology (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-
Gomez, 2017; Bice, 2016; Owen & Kemp, 2017). Leading to further challenges about whether 
this research is capable of contributing to meaningful change, or whether, like the Communities, 
the research is similarly overwhelmed by the hegemonic capitalist extractive discourse and 
merely serves to soften the hard edges of extractive injustice. Or to put that another way, does 
the politics of improvement confine our thinking and constrain us from achieving real change 
(Escobar, 2020)? 
Without greater integration of research and practice, improving extractive outcomes seems 
unlikely   at least not in the way they may be understood and prioritised by plural peoples with 
diverse knowledge systems and values. Indeed, if recent progress is any indicator, and there has 
been some; then the extractive sector will continue to plan for, assess and evaluate impacts and 
outcomes remotely, with a Eurocentric perspective that sees individuals still parodied as 
economic man44 and values outcomes only in dollars. Such a view is supported by the lack of 
44 A concept whereby man is an economic creature acting purely for self-interest, see Grampp (1948) for a 
discussion on the evolution of the concept since Smith. 
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change since Howitt (1989) first described the impact of Eurocentric IA. It would appear that 
in inadequately addressing extractive injustices, the industry, governments and IA practitioners 
have chosen the side of the elephant over the mouse45. 
4.5.2 Future research 
In addition to issues raised within the Articles, together the five articles and exegesis can 
contribute towards and benefit from further research, most saliently in these areas: (1) Wafi-
Golpu (2) methodology; (3) human flourishing and extractive dispossession; (4) impact 
assessment; and (5) a plural mining ethic. 
Wafi-Golpu 
In relation to the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine, the next, post-PhD phase of the research should 
be to present, share and discuss the research with all stakeholders. While the research has had 
a strong translational aim, including research translation, dissemination and discussion, more 
work here would inform additional communities and enable feedback from those Communities 
most affected. Sharing the research with other PNG stakeholders would minimise the risk that 
this research becomes as extractive as the processes it studies.  
In terms of practical impact on behalf of the research Communities, the research will be made 
available to the WGJV and the parent companies Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold. 
Opportunities could also be sought to share the information with companies and the extractive 
and research sectors, to encourage critique of this work and to inform research and practice. In 
theory, there is a real opportunity to maximise the translational impact of the research on mining 
practice. This would require a breaking of the barriers between extractive practice and research, 
described by Kemp (2020) above, at a time when the research value and contribution of social 
science to the mining industry and wider community outcomes is poorly understood by the 
extractive sector and the Australian Government. In practice, however, this research is time 
bound, with little opportunity and no resources to expand engagement with industry, or to 
continue the work and relationships with the Communities. Meaning that the full potential of 
this proactive, long-term research built on a depth of Community engagement is unlikely to be 
realised. 
Methodology 
Methodologically, this PAR has demonstrated that the use of yarning, tok stori, and tok stori/tok 
ples is an effective way of researching and engaging with communities on mining, development 
and justice issues. These deliberately decolonial and participatory methodologies provide a 
means of sharing knowledge that helps inform and deliberately share and democratise power 
rather than reinforce existing asymmetries. Indeed, it was only through the application of PAR 
methodologies, that we were  able to make people more visible, overcoming the wilful blindness 
of the abyssal line (Santos, 2018) and using the stories to challenge the ontological basis and 
bias of impact assessments. These transformative methodologies could be further applied in the 
45 F om a o e b  Bi hop De mond T , p io  o 1986 If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have 
chosen the side of the oppressor. If an elephant has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say that you are 
neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your neutrality  (Ratcliffe, 2017). 
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extractive sector and development sectors, particularly in relation to establishing relationships 
with local communities and in understanding and assessing how mining/development may 
impact them. Optimally this would occur with parallel independent and participatory research 
that allows reflective assessment and knowledge sharing. Follow-up research with the 
Hengambu, Yanta and Babauf would allow a critical analysis of these concepts and how we 
applied them. Similarly, application of these methodologies elsewhere (including local 
variants) would allow them to be further tested, informing both in-community research and 
adding to our understanding, and the debate about what constitutes research and assessment 
rigour.  
Human Flourishing and Extractive Dispossession 
Responding to a simple question, the concept of human flourishing and the extractive 
dispossession heuristic were developed to help communities understand how mining could 
affect their current and future lives.  The process, methodology and articles demonstrate how 
recipient focused PAR and information dissemination can enable communities to learn from 
the experience of other communities and to encourage critical analyses of mining or 
development from all stakeholders. Further application, critical review and refinement of these 
approaches are encouraged and required if they are to contribute to answering simple questions 
about mining and other developments elsewhere.  
Impact Assessment 
The Articles and exegesis make a strong critique of IA describing the ind  failure to 
understand specific impacts and an epistemic Eurocentric bias that underpins IA. Both further 
examples from recipient perspectives and epistemic critiques of IA could challenge or reinforce 
the findings here; either outcome would assist in reassessing current IA conceptualisations and 
practice. The application and review of PAR and ontologically respectful methodologies in 
formal IA processes, would test, and  improve the transformative potential of current processes. 
Plural Mining Ethic 
As captured in the title, the thesis calls for a plural mining ethic, one that rejects the liberal and 
developmental justifications for extraction because of their demonstrated failure to understand 
and improve local and plural conceptualisations of human flourishing. This requires an 
expansive understanding of ethics that recognises positive and negative rights; both universal 
and locally defined. Central to this plural ethic is a recognition of multiple ontologies, which 
provides the basis for critique, and development of ethics to guide extractive-led development, 
impact assessment and decision-making processes. Again, there is room for these to be further 
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five articles are either in press or published by Elsevier copyrighted journals. 
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Mining is often portrayed as a contributor to sustainable development, especially so in developing countries
such as Papua New Guinea (PNG). Since 1970, several large mines have been developed in PNG (e.g.
Panguna, Ok Tedi, Porgera, Lihir, Ramu) but always with controversial environmental standards and social
impacts often overlooked or ignored. In PNG, mine wastes are approved to be discharged to rivers or oceans
on a very large scale, leading to widespread environmental and social impacts – to the point of civil war in
the case of Panguna. The intimate links between indigenous communities and their environment have in-
variably been under-estimated or ignored, leading many to question mining's role in PNG's development.
Here, we review the geology of PNG, its mineral resources, mining history, key trends for grades and re-
sources, environmental metrics (water, energy, carbon), mine waste management, and regulatory and gov-
ernance issues. The study provides a unique and comprehensive insight into the sustainable development
contribution of the mining industry in PNG – especially the controversial practices of riverine and marine
mine waste disposal. The history of mining is a complex story of the links between the anthroposphere, bio-
sphere, hydrosphere and geosphere. Ultimately, this study demonstrates that the scale of environmental
and social impacts and risks are clearly related to the vast scale of mine wastes – a fact which remains
been poorly recognised. For PNG, the promise of mining-led development remains elusive to many commu-
nities and they are invariably left with signi!cant social and environmental legacies which will last for de-
cades to centuries (e.g. mine waste impacts on water resources). Most recently, the PNG government has
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moved to ban riverine tailings disposal for future projects and encourage greater transparency and account-
ability by themining sector, including its interactions with communities. There remains hope for better out-
comes in the future.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There is no perhaps other country in the world that has such a com-
plex story to tell about mining than Papua New Guinea (PNG) (e.g.
Connell, 1997) – despite the often geologically young nature of PNG
mineral deposits and an abundance of mineral and other natural re-
sources, it remains contentious as to whether mining's promise has
been ful!lled. In the age of sustainable development, especially consid-
ering the United Nations' Sustainable DevelopmentGoals (or ‘SDGs’),1 it
is critical to understand and evaluate the links between mining and
SDGs that relate to environmental pollution (especially water), energy
and carbon footprints, social issues and especially regulatory and mine
waste management practices (e.g. Franks et al., 2011; Mudd, 2010;
Nickless, 2018; Spitz and Trudinger, 2008).
In light of recent catastrophic tailings dam failures in Brazil (and
elsewhere; see Roche et al., 2017; Robertson et al., 2019), there is con-
siderably greater focus on the potential impacts of tailings spills on the
environment – and yet PNG has allowed direct discharge of tailings to
its rivers and seas for decades. This suggests that there is much to
learn from PNG about the impacts of tailings getting into the environ-
ment, especially as themining industry, governments and communities
alike are hoping to reduce these impacts and improve the sustainability
performance of mines. In other words, PNG provides a clear case study
demonstrating that direct tailings discharge to the environment are
not a viable alternative to tailings dams, and this paper will explore
and justify this position.
In this paper, we review the geology of PNG and brie"y explore its
history of gold (Au), copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and more recent nickel
(Ni)"cobalt (Co) mining. We then examine currently reported mineral
resources andmineral deposit types aswell as synthesizemining trends
over time such asmetal production, grades, tailings andwaste rock. We
also exploreminewastemanagement practices and their associated en-
vironmental and social impacts. Finally, we compile statistics and trends
on the energy, water and carbon intensities of mine production. This
paper is reliant on the author's direct knowledge of PNG mining issues
and the information derived from this experience, especially from nu-
merous community visits to many of PNG's mining districts. The pri-
mary purpose of this paper is to examine key projects such as Ok Tedi,
Porgera, Lihir and Hidden Valley, with uniquely synthesized datasets
for each project. These data are combined to present a comprehensive
synthesis of the links between the lithosphere (i.e. mineral resources),
hydrosphere (i.e. water resources), atmosphere (i.e. greenhouse gas
emissions), biosphere (i.e. ecological impacts and biodiversity) and
the anthroposphere (i.e. humans and associated activities such as min-
ing). For an industry such asmining, it is clear that impacts cut across all
of these critical themes that underpin sustainable development and the
SDGs. In essence, this paper explores the hypothesis that mining con-
tributes to sustainable development in Papua New Guinea.
Overall, the paper provides a unique national level assessment of
PNG's mining industry and the complex environmental and social chal-
lenges faced by communities, governments and companies as they all
work towards achieving better sustainable development outcomes for
a socially-, environmentally- and resource-rich but !nancially-poor
country.
2. Geology of Papua New Guinea
Despite recent research, the details of the geology of PNG remain rel-
atively poorly known, primarily as a result of the combination of very
complex geology and a lack of detailed geological mapping, the logisti-
cal challenges presented by the rugged mountain terrain, dense
rainforest, the lack of modern infrastructure, and the tropical climate
present across much of PNG. This also re"ects a lack of published geo-
chronological, geochemical, and kinematic data for a signi!cant propor-
tion of the units and structures hitherto identi!ed on PNG (Sheppard
and Cran!eld, 2012). In general, the geological history of PNG is domi-
nated by its location within the collision zone between the northward
moving continental Australian Plate and the oceanic Paci!c Plate, with
the majority of the Cenozoic geological processes recorded on PNG re-
lated to terrane collisional events associated with this collision (e.g.
Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012; Williamson and Hancock, 2005). This
makes PNG highly prospective for a variety of mineral deposit types, in-
cluding porphyry, high- and low-sul!dation epithermal, skarn, onland
and offshore volcanogenicmassive sul!de (VMS) and lateritic Ni-Co de-
posits. Interestingly, although the geological history of PNG extends at
least as far back as the Permian and possibly the Archean (e.g.
Baldwin and Ireland, 1995; Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012), themajority
of the known mineralisation only dates from the latest Miocene to the
Pleistocene, indicating a clear relationship between more recent tecto-
nism and magmatism and the majority of the metallogenesis recorded
across PNG (e.g. Hill et al., 2002; Sillitoe, 1997). This relationship contin-
ued beyond the cessation of subduction in this area to b7 Ma, with
ploughing of the Australian lithosphere into the mantle in this area po-
tentially related to the genesis of themore recent (andworld-class) por-
phyry systems on New Guinea, including PNG (van Hinsbergen et al.,
2020).
In broad terms, the geology of PNG is dominated by three major
components, namely the Australian Craton that underlies western
PNG (including the Fly Platform) and the Torres Strait, themountainous
New Guinea Orogen that records the folding, thrusting and metamor-
phism of sedimentary, volcanic and igneous rocks in central PNG, and
the Melanesian Arc, a series of island arcs and associated mountain
ranges to the east of theNewGuineaOrogen. These components are fur-
ther split into a number of tectonic provinces that are generally poorly
de!ned and are bounded by major faults or shear zones (Sheppard
and Cran!eld, 2012). Each of these tectonic provinces has a unique geo-
logical history that in turn has yielded differing metallogenic
prospectivities and endowments; here we focus on the provinces that
host the majority of the mineralisation in PNG, namely (from south to
north) the Fly Platform, the Papuan Fold Belt, and the New Guinea
Thrust Belt, all of which form east-west trending belts within western
PNG, the East Papuan Composite Terrane that dominates the Papuan
Peninsula in eastern PNG, and offshore islands of the Melanesian Arc
and the Tabar–Lihir–Tanga–Feni island chain.
The broad and low-lying Fly Platform is located in southwest PNG and
is underlain by continental crust of the Australian Craton (Sheppard and
Cran!eld, 2012). This region hosts alluvial Au mineralisation in the
Ningerum region to the south of the Ok Tedi mine as well as streams fur-
ther to the east.Weathering of rocks in this regionhas also generated soils
and beach sands that may be prospective for bauxite and heavy mineral
sands resources, respectively, but no economic mineralisation has been
found to date (Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012).
The Papuan Fold Belt lies to the north of the Fly Platform and to the
southeast of the Aure Fold Belt and host a signi!cant proportion of
1 These are a list of 17 major categories of development goals which the international
community will work towards achieving by 2030; see www.un.org/
sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/.
2 G.M. Mudd et al. / Science of the Total Environment 741 (2020) 140375
the mineral resources identi!ed to date on PNG. These include the
porphyry-type Porgera Au and Ok Tedi Cu-Au-Ag mines, as well as the
Mount Kare epithermal and Bolivip Cu-Au prospects (Sheppard and
Cran!eld, 2012) and hydrocarbon resources in the form of the Kutubu
oil and Hides gas !elds.
The major New Guinea Thrust Belt lies to the north of the Papuan
Fold Belt, to the north of the Torricelli and Finisterre terranes, and to
the west of the Aure Fold Belt (Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012). This re-
gion hosts signi!cant amounts of intrusion-related porphyry Cu and
epithermal Au mineralisation, the lateritic Ramu Ni-Co deposit, alluvial
Au resources, and some minor VMS mineralisation. This area also
remains relatively under-explored, meaning that it should be consid-
ered highly prospective for exploration for all of these styles of
mineralisation (Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012).
The East Papuan Composite Terrane dominates the Papuan Penin-
sula in eastern PNG and contains two major units, the ophiolites of the
Papuan Ultrama!c Belts to the northeast and the Owen Stanley meta-
morphics to the southwest, with the latter overlain in places by the
Wau Basin and other units (Sheppard and Cran!eld, 2012). The Papuan
Ultrama!c Belts host minor amounts of Aumineralisation aswell as the
Wowo Gap lateritic Ni-Co deposit and other laterite Ni-Co prospects. In
comparison, the Owen Stanley metamorphics and cross-cutting mag-
matic units are associated with world-class porphyry and epithermal
type deposits, including the Wa!-Golpu Cu-Au-Ag"molybdenum (Mo)
and Hidden Valley-Hamata Au-Ag deposits.
The offshore geology of the New Guinea Islands is split into theMel-
anesian Arc, which consists of Manus, New Britain, New Hanover, New
Ireland, Bougainville and the Solomon Islands, and the Tabar–Lihir–
Tanga–Feni island chain that lies to the NE of New Ireland (Sheppard
and Cran!eld, 2012). TheMelanesian Arc is an Eocene island arc formed
by magmatism associated with the subduction of the Paci!c Plate be-
neath the Australian Plate, a process that ceased as a result of the arrival
of the Ontong-Java Plateau at the trench (Ernst and Jowitt, 2013;
Petterson, 2004). The arc hosts porphyry and epithermalmineralisation,
including theMetawarei, Panguna, and Simuku deposits, as well as sea-
"oor massive sul!demineralisation within the Bismark Sea. In compar-
ison, the Tabar–Lihir–Tanga–Feni island chain hosts epithermal
mineralisation that includes the Ladolam (Lihir) and Simberi Au de-
posits as well as presently forming sea"oor VMS type mineralisation
at Solwara within the Manus Basin (Yang and Scott, 2002).
3. Brief historical review of mining in PNG
Mining has been occurring in PNG for just over a century in Au !elds
such as Misima Island, Wau-Bulolo, Woodlark Island and Mount Kare.
Despite rich grades and promise, these !elds were largely very modest
in nature, with only the Edie Creek mines and Bulolo dredges achieving
any lasting scale and economic returns (e.g. Nye and Fisher, 1954;
Grainger and Grainger, 1974). The tyranny of distance, often mountain-
ous tropical jungles and lack of infrastructure meant high risk and typ-
ically high costs. The arrival of World War 2 in PNG shut down the
entire Au mining industry, only getting re-established in the late
1940's a fewyears after hostilities formally ceased – but it never reached
the same heights (averaging ~9.3 t Au./year in the 5 years before thewar
but peaked at 4.0 t Au in 1952 and then gradually declined; Grainger
and Grainger, 1974). The rich geological promise, however, remained
enticing for mining companies and governments alike.
In the 1960's global mining companies targeted PNG for modern ex-
ploration –with rewards quickly following in the form of the discovery
of world-class and giant porphyry Cu-Au and epithermal Au deposits.
This led to the 1972 development of the Panguna porphyry Cu-Au-Ag
mine on Bougainville Island, the 1984 development of the Ok Tedi por-
phyry Cu-Au-Ag mine in Western Province, the small Mount Victor Au
mine in 1987 in the Eastern Highlands, the Porgera epithermal Au
mine in the Central Highlands in 1990, the Lihir epithermal Au mine
in New Ireland in 1997 andmore recently the Hidden Valley epithermal
Au-Ag mine in 2009. Smaller mines from the 1990s include Tolukuma,
Kainantu, Simberi and Sinivit, as well as major deposits being explored
and considered for development at Frieda River, Wa!-Golpu and
Yandera. The Rami Ni-Co project (near Madang) was built in the late
2000's and began production in late 2012. A mining map of PNG is
shown in Fig. S1 (Supplementary Information).
Mining at the Pangunamine involved the direct discharge of tailings
into tributaries of the Jaba River, a practice known as riverine tailings
disposal, whereas themajority of waste rockwas placed on easily erod-
ible dumps. The substantive scale of social and environmental impacts
from the Panguna mine led to a civil war breaking out in May 19892
that lasted for more than a decade (Havini and John, 2001), before
peace was !nally negotiated in 2002. Riverine mine waste disposal
(RMWD) is still being used at Ok Tedi, Porgera and Tolukuma, which
are all associated with severe environmental and social impacts along
their respective river systems (especially the Fly River system down-
stream from Ok Tedi; see Bolton, 2009; Tingay, 2007).
An alternative method of disposal was used at the former Misima
Au-Ag mine on Misima Island and is currently used at the operating
Au mines of Simberi and Lihir, where tailings are discharged into the
sea at water depths of N100 m. At Lihir, most waste rock is emplaced
in shallow marine waters of the adjacent Luise Harbour, effectively
forming a new land mass. The Ramu Ni-Co re!nery at Basamuk Bay
also now uses marine tailings disposal and began production in late
2012 after a lengthy court case failed to stop this practice. Collectively,
we refer to disposal of mine wastes into the marine environment as
‘marine mine waste disposal’ (MMWD). Major concerns with MMWD
include the unknown but potentially signi!cant impacts on shallow
and deep marine biodiversity and ecosystem processes, the lack of
transparency, the dif!culties of independent monitoring and enforce-
ment (especially in a developing nation context) as well as arguable
"aws in predicting potential impacts during the environmental ap-
provals process (e.g. Vare et al., 2018) – which are absolutely critical
in the face of weak or minimal baseline studies. Ongoing concerns
about MMWD impacts at Basamuk Bay are regularly reported in PNG's
formal and social media (e.g. see the many stories in PNGMW, 2020)
– with reports of a major tailings spill into Basamuk Bay in October
2019 leading to a temporary shut-down of the Ni-Co re!nery and new
litigation cases being lodged in February 2020 based on scienti!c inves-
tigations of the potential impacts on marine ecosystems and local com-
munities (PNGMW, 2020).
By the start of the newmillennium, there was yet to be a major PNG
mine that used conventional engineeredminewastemanagement, such
as a tailings storage facility (or dam) and careful waste rock dump de-
signs to minimise erosion, seepage and environmental impacts. Typi-
cally, the justi!cation for RMWD or MMWD was the strong seismic
risk, high rainfall, rugged topography and intense weathering and ero-
sion rates which made engineering conventional tailings dams and
waste rock facilities dif!cult and expensive (e.g. Stead, 1990). Conven-
tional approaches are required by law in major mining countries such
as Australia or Canada (the most common countries with mining com-
panies active in PNG), as well as other high seismic risk countries such
as Chile, and are considered minimum mining practice (we explore
mine waste management in detail later). Although the Mount Victor
Au mine used a tailings dam in the late 1980s, it was extremely small
(~0.2 Mt of tailings) and not a reasonable analogue for projects some
thousands of times larger such as Ok Tedi and others – and community
concerns remain regarding ongoing metal and chemical leaching risks
from this former Au mine.
2 The genesis of the Bougainville con"ict is complex and outside the scope of this paper
but is broadly agreed to be related to income inequality, different conditions between ex-
pat and local workers, signi!cant cultural con"icts, severe social impacts as well as the ex-
tensive environmental impacts. For further reading, see Connell (1997), Lasslett (2012),
Regan (1998), amongst others.
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In the past decade (Ramu being the exception), it appeared that the
PNG mining industry had begun to genuinely evolve with the Hidden
Valley Au-Ag mine incorporating a conventional engineered tailings
dam, shown in Fig. 1 (seeMudd and Roche, 2014 formore background),
as well as a continuing commitment for an integrated waste rock-
tailings dam facility at the proposed giant Frieda River Cu-Au project
(see Coffey, 2018; PanAust, 2016; PanAust, 2017; PanAust, 2018; XFR,
2009). Although the Golpu Cu-Au project had previously proposed a
tailings dam (e.g. Moorhead, 2012; Moorhead and Cantrell, 2011), in
early 2018 this was changed to favour marine disposal (WGJV, 2018).
We explore tailings disposal and management later in this paper.
Overall, despite an extended history of Au and Cu mining and re-
cent Ni-Co mining, it is arguable and highly contentious as to the na-
ture of the contribution that mining has made to PNG's evolution as
a nation. That is, questions remain about the ability to transform
economic wealth from mining projects to support social, gover-
nance and environmental progress across PNG (e.g. Connell, 1997).
The rich geological terrain promises so much but the navigation of
complex social, environmental, economic and political issues associ-
ated with mining remain as dif!cult as ever – all intimately linked
with perceived and actual impacts of mine waste management
practices.
4. Mineral resources
Here,we classify all knownmineral resources by their reportedmin-
eral deposit type (based on the work of Jowitt et al., 2013; Mudd and
Jowitt, 2014; Mudd et al., 2013a; Mudd et al., 2013b). Most data are
drawn from company !nancial reporting (e.g. quarterly, annual or tech-
nical reports) or relevant technical papers, synthesized into a compre-
hensive database which is regularly updated.
There are a variety of mineral deposit types in PNG, closely re-
lated to its geology and tropical climatic setting, but dominated (to
date) by porphyry Cu-Au, epithermal Au and Ni laterite deposits.
The most recent resources for all projects are compiled in Tables S1
to S3 (Supp. Info.) for Cu, Au and Ni. Many of these resources are gi-
ants, such as the Frieda River group, Porgera and Lihir, whilst others
have above average grades compared to industry averages (e.g.
Golpu is 0.87% Cu compared to a global average mine grade of
0.65% Cu; see Mudd and Jowitt, 2018).
Some limited data are available for grades over time and, although
they do not include all resources known at that time, they are indicative
and provide insight into the changes in the grades of resources over
time. In the 1910s–30s, Au resources were typically ~10–100 kt, with
Edie Creek being up to ~0.5 Mt, and grades mostly 10–30 g/t Au; whilst
Cu resources were also somewhat small at ~5–270 kt and ~ 1.7–4.6% Cu
(see Supplementary Information).
The grade of reported mineral resources for currently and recently
operating Au mines (including Lihir, Hidden Valley, Simberi, Porgera,
Tolukuma) are given in Fig. S2 (we exclude other mineral resources
due to the lack of equivalent data over time). Between 1984 and 2017
the average grade has declined by about one third from 3.6 to 2.3 g/t
Au, despite the emergence of the good grades at Lihir and Porgera.
This is re"ective of the gradually declining grades at these projects as
they move from high grades in their early years (i.e. to earn a quick re-
turn on the capital invested) to larger scales and lower grades as they
expand and mature, as well as the real increase in the price of Au over
this time allowing for lower grades to be mined and processed (e.g.
Mudd, 2010).
Although detailed compiled data over time for Cu resources are not
available, it appears that overall grades are similar since the emergence
of the various porphyry deposits from the 1970s. For example, in 1981, a
compilation of all PNG Cu resources by Rogerson et al. (1986) shows
2635Mt at 0.44% Cu, 0.32 g/t Au to contain 11.7Mt Cu, 850 t Au (this in-
cludes Panguna, Ok Tedi, Arie, Yandera, Laloki and the Horse-Ivaal-Koki
deposits at Frieda River) – identical grades to those in Table S1. Curi-
ously the resource given for the main zone of Ok Tedi also includes
0.011% Mo, although, despite this being in the normal range for Mo ex-
traction at many porphyry Cu mines, Mo has never been reported in
mineral resources after this date and is not extracted (see Mudd et al.,
2020).
For some deposits (or projects), there can bemore than onemineral
deposit type present – and unless detailed reserves-resources are re-
ported, this leaves assigning a principal deposit type a dif!cult task.
For example, although Ok Tedi is broadly considered to be a porphyry
deposit, there is also considerable skarn mineralisation; similarly, the
Ertsberg-Grasberg !eld in Indonesia contains both porphyry and skarn
deposits (see Jowitt et al., 2013).
An unusual mineral resource is the chromite-rich sands of the river
deltas draining coastal mountains of the Morobe Province, reported to
be 103Mt at 2.83% chromite (Lole, 2015). Recently, the Ramu Ni-Co lat-
erite project began extracting chromite but it is not reported in re-
sources (nor in company production data). There also continues to be
signi!cant discoveries, such as the Star Mountains-Olgal porphyry Cu-
Au prospect ~20 km north of Ok Tedi (450 Mt at 0.3% Cu, 0.3 g/t Au),
the Townsville Au prospect ~5 km north of Ok Tedi (19.0 Mt at 4.3 g/t
Au) and the Kili Teke porphyry Cu-Au prospect in the central highlands
(221.5 Mt at 0.35% Cu, 0.25 g/t Au).
5. Mining production trends
The dominantmetals in PNG'smining history are Au and Cu, with Ni
being a more recent addition. Although the early years and up to the
1960s were typically very small to modest scales (the Bulolo dredging
operations being the main exception), the 1970s introduced large
scale mining to PNG – led by Panguna on Bougainville Island and later
joined by Ok Tedi, Misima, Porgera and Lihir. Very minor quantities of
platinum group elements and manganese ore have also been produced
but these are negligible in global terms (see Grainger and Grainger,
1974; Nye and Fisher, 1954).
Fig. 1. The tailings dam at the Hidden Valley Au-Ag project, Wau-Bulolo gold !eld, Papua New Guinea (February 2012).
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5.1. Gold
The available production statistics for Au in PNGare reasonably com-
plete for hard rock mining and dredging (except perhaps the very early
years up to about the 1920's), but there is a lack of historical data on
small scale (or artisanal) mining and prospecting. Historical Au produc-
tion in PNG is shown in Fig. 2 – clearly showing the rise and dominance
ofmajormines such as Panguna, Ok Tedi, Misima, Porgera and Lihir. An-
other important aspect of Fig. 2 is the severe interruption caused by
World War 2, which shut down all production from mid-1942 until
1947, emphasizing the critical role of social (or political) situations in
understanding mineral production trends.
The mining of Au by artisanal miners is dif!cult to quantify, due to
the informal nature of the industry, lack of oversight and the unknown
level of illegal Au sales (e.g. Banks, 2001; Susapu and Crispin, 2001). In
the year 2000, it was estimated that 50,000 to 100,000 people were ac-
tiveminers with approximately ~1.86 t Au exported by artisanal miners
(Susapu and Crispin, 2001). For the year 2015, world Au mine produc-
tion statistics show ~60.0 t Au for PNG (BGS, var.), with major mines
producing 54.6 t Au – suggesting some 5.4 t Au from artisanal sources.
In March 2020, the PNG Mineral Resources Authority reported that
2019 artisanal Au mining produced ~3.7 t Au (PNGMW, 2020). It is
clear that artisanal Aumining is important for local economies and com-
munities, supporting semi and subsistence lifestyles – especially given
the fact that almost all artisanal mining is in rivers, meaning deep per-
sonal and cultural interactions between Au mining and river lifestyles.
Based on a detailed compilation of data by individual mines, the av-
erage Au grade over time is included in Fig. 2. This shows that typically
high grades (N5 g/t Au) persisted until the early 1960's, with the advent
of large scale Cu-Au mines from the 1970's leading to a shift to ~0.5 g/t
Au. The start of Porgera, with initial grades of 60 g/t Au over its !rst two
years (although grades rapidly declined to ~6 g/t Au within several
years), lifts average grades to ~2.1 g/t across PNG. The initial high grades
at Lihir also show a similar effect in the late 1990's as the mine entered
production. Based on reported Cu-Au andAumineral resources, average
grades are likely to stay in the range of 1–2 g/t Au for the foreseeable fu-
ture based on reported reserves and resources (see Supplementary in-
formation). In general, after allowing for alluvial Au production, the
compiled production data accounts for 80–90% of reported PNG Au pro-
duction until 1971, after which it is mostly 95% or higher; demonstrat-
ing that the grade trends shown are a realistic re"ection of the Au
industry across this time. A compilation of available cumulative Au
mine production data to 2018 is given in Table S4 (Supp. Info.) for var-
ious Au !elds and major projects.
An interesting example of a new Au mining project is Kainantu. In
2005, just before commercial development by Highlands Paci!c Ltd., it
had reported grades in ore reserves and mineral resources of 21.8 and
24 g/t Au, respectively, with mineral resources of 55.7 t Au (or 1.79
Moz Au) (HP, 2006). Over 2006 to 2007, despite a design production
target of ~3.58 t Au/year, the mine only achieved annual production of
~0.8 t Au/year – with the mine subsequently shut down and sold, and,
after a period of being owned by Barrick Gold, Kainantu is now owned
by the new company K92 Mining. Although there is little published on
the reasons for such a poor project outcome, it appears that Kainantu
faced the dif!cult ‘nugget effect’ (see Woodward, 2015) – whereby
most of the Au is contained in a small fraction of the vein structures,
making mineral resources assessments, planning and mining more
challenging and risky (e.g. central Au !elds of Victoria, Australia; see
Dominy et al., 2003). Kainantu was re-opened in late 2017 as a new
Au-Cu mine.
5.2. Copper
Although there was minor Cu mining and production in the early
1900's from the Laloki and Sapphire-Moresby King mines, just east of
Port Moresby, PNG began large scale Cu miningwith the 1972 develop-
ment of the Panguna project on Bougainville Island. TheOk Tedi project,
after a few years of Aumining, began Cu production in 1987. Production
over time and trends in grades are shown in Fig. 3. The high grades of
the Laloki !eld effectively show the selective nature of mining but also
the extremely small scale of production. After the closure of Panguna
in May 1989 (see later), this left Ok Tedi as the only Cu mine in PNG –
although the recent efforts to develop the Solwara deep sea mineral re-
sources could see this becoming the next Cu producer (albeit with
extensive project delays due to a variety of complex social, environmen-
tal, political, technical and economic issues; see Baker and Beaudoin,
2013). A small amount of Cu-Au ore was mined from the Kora mine in
the Kainantu region in the 1960's, but this was only of the order of sev-
eral tonnes (Williamson and Hancock, 2005). A compilation of available
cumulative Cumine production data to 2016 is given in Table S5 (Supp.
Info.),with the giant size of Panguna andOkTedimade very clear (espe-
cially when combined with remainingmineral resources which are still
larger albeit at lower grades than production to date). In visits to
Panguna, there is clear evidence of artisanal Cu mining from the waste
rock, tailings and AMD-derived Cu precipitates.
5.3. Nickel
The development of Ni laterite resources is the most recent addition
to PNG's modern mining industry. The Ramu project consists of the
Kurumbukari mine in the highlands (~60 km southwest of Madang)
and the Basamuk Bay re!nery (~75 km southeast of Madang), and
began production in late 2012 after extended (but failed) court cases
Fig. 2. Historical gold production in Papua New Guinea (data to 2018).
Fig. 3. Historical copper production and grades in Papua New Guinea (note: both y-axes
have a different scale for %Cu; data to 2018).
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from local Madang-Bismarck Bay communities to prevent the use of
marine tailings disposal. The re!nery uses the high pressure acid leach
(HPAL) process to produce a mixed hydroxide product containing Ni
and Co. Production has been ramping up, and is now near design capac-
ity, with total production to 2018 of 16.54 Mt at ~1.0%Ni, 0.1%Co for
155.5 kt Ni, 14.9 kt Co. Chromite recently began to be extracted at the
bene!ciation plant at the Kurumbukari mine, but no data has been re-
ported by the joint venture to date.
5.4. Resource-reserve-production case studies
We compiled detailed datasets over time to assess the long-term
trends in remainingmineral resources andore reserves aswell as cumu-
lative production for the Ok Tedi, Porgera, Lihir, Simberi and Hidden
Valley projects, given in Fig. S3 (Supp. Info.). All !ve cases show strong
conversion of mineral resources through ore reserves to cumulative
production combined with a growing endowment over time.
An interesting case is the Misima project, operated by Placer Dome
Ltd. from 1989 to 2004. Reported mineral resources in 1987, just before
development, were 56 Mt at 1.37 g/t Au, 20.9 g/t Ag and containing
76.8 t Au, 1171 t Ag. By the completion of milling in 2004, total produc-
tionwas 87.47Mt at 1.45 g/t Au, 13.2 g/t Ag for production of 115.9 t Au,
563.0 t Ag – delivering a greater Au endowment than the original re-
source but with a low Ag recovery (from a similar endowment of
1155 t Ag).
For Tolukuma (although the data is not shown due to the limited
number of years of production), there also appears to be a common pat-
tern of mineral resources growth and conversion through to ore re-
serves and mine production. The Kainantu project appears to be the
only project where there were dif!culties in converting resources to re-
serves and production – most likely due to the nugget effect (as noted
previously).
6. Environmental and social issues and sustainable development
In this section, we explore the dominant environmental issues and
highlight some of the complex links to social and governance issues.
First, we review mine waste disposal and management practices (i.e.
riverine/marineminewaste disposal or RMWD /MMWD), including re-
cent improvements at new projects such as Hidden Valley. Second, we
compile data on the energy, carbon (i.e. greenhouse gas emissions)
and water intensity of PNG mines. Finally, we make some brief com-
ments on proposed PNGmining projects and note the current commit-
ments by their respective companies.
In identifying some links between environmental and social issues,
we recognise that for mining affected local and indigenous communi-
ties, the issues are always interrelated – a merging of multiple spheres
of impact from intentional and immanent forms of extractive-led devel-
opment (Banks et al., 2013; Roche et al., 2019a, 2019b). The separation
of environmental and social spheres is an arbitrary, western and scien-
ti!c practice built on a reductionist approach (conceptual or lived),
rather than a daily integration with the surrounding environment
more akin to indigenous culture. Not discussed here are the numerous
social and cultural issues associated with mining (e.g. gender, educa-
tion, power dynamics, etc.), that have beenwell documented by a pleth-
ora of studies in PNG (see Burton, 2013; Cueva, 2016; Jacka, 2015;
Kirsch, 2014). More recently, articles on the potential impact of mining
at the proposedWa!-Golpu site illustrate the predictability of mining's
detrimental effects on human well-being (gutpela sindaun) and the
complex, detrimental, intersecting and overlapping impacts on local
communities that remain poorly understood and undervalued in risk
assessment processes (Roche et al., 2019a, 2019b).
6.1. Mine waste disposal and management practices
PNG is one of the exceedingly few countries where mine wastes,
speci!cally tailings and waste rock, are allowed to be discharged into
rivers or oceans – the only other countries which allow such practices
are Indonesia (at Ertsberg-Grasberg and Batu Hijau), Turkey (at Çayeli),
several small mines in Norway, and single small mines each in England,
Greece, Finland, France and Chile (Cardiff et al., 2012; Vogt, 2014). Mine
wastes are also often deposited into freshwater lakes by numerous pro-
jects in Canada as well as at Lower Slate Lake in Alaska, USA (Cardiff
et al., 2012). Althoughmost of these projects are of the order of millions
of tonnes of tailings (or less), sites such as Ok Tedi, Lihir, Ertsberg-
Grasberg and Batu Hijau represent billions of tonnes of tailings and
waste rock each (see Tables S4 and S5) – which invariably represents
a considerable change in the sediment and contaminant loads and geo-
morphology of these rivers or marine areas.
For PNG projects (and elsewhere), themain arguments used to sup-
port tailings and waste rock disposal into rivers or marine areas were
the perceived high risks and costs of engineering tailings dams (or
waste rock dumps) to address high rainfall, dif!cult topography,
weathering and geology and/or signi!cant seismicity (as discussed by
Stead, 1990;Murray et al., 2003). Although this could be easily confused
withmeaning that tailings damswere ‘technically impossible’, it ismore
accurate to describe these factors as leading to high capital and/or oper-
ating costs (especially allowing for post-mining and rehabilitationmon-
itoring and maintenance costs decades or millennia into the future) –
meaning that the use of riverine or marine disposal of mine wastes,
with its lowupfront costs (Franks et al., 2011),was the onlyway to prof-
itably develop the mines at the time. This effectively externalises costs
to the environment and local communities. Typically, decisions to
prioritise cost reduction over environmental and social impact are
made early in the project design phase and are rarely subject to public
scrutiny or detailed independent critique. More positively, and counter-
ing the costs argument, is the recent development of an engineered tail-
ings damat theHidden Valley Au-Agmine inWau-Bulolo Au!eld of the
highlands of Morobe Province (Murray et al., 2010; Rynhoud et al.,
2017) as well as the continuing commitment of the Frieda River project
to build a combinedwaste rock-tailings dam facility (Coffey, 2018). This
proves that it is indeed possible to plan and design a robustly
engineered tailings dam in PNG – similar in concept and nature to
many hydro-electric projects and tailings dams in similar terrains or
contexts around the world (see discussion in Section 3, Supplementary
Information).
In the early years of PNG mining, the size of mines was very small
(even for their timeperiod) and PNG's high energy rivers could, theoret-
ically at least, accommodate very minor quantities of mine wastes rela-
tive to natural sediment loads with low risks (except perhaps near
points of discharge and accumulation). A tailings dam of ~0.2 Mt capac-
ity was built for the Mount Victor Au mine in the late 1980's, whilst the
Kainantu Aumine, operated from 2006 to 2008, also built a tailings dam
with a capacity of ~1.2Mt – both very small in comparison to the scale of
Panguna or Ok Tedi (i.e. ~1000 Mt). During the construction of the
Kainantu tailings dam amajor storm led the dam to !ll withwater – ne-
cessitating the engineers to develop a breach in the dam wall to drain
the water and maintain dam safety.3 There remain concerns from local
communities about the environmental stability of both of these dams,
although technical studies on seepage rates and monitoring of these
dams are not available (and in reality most likely not completed in
any case; e.g. the Kainantu site claims their tailings dam is achieving
regulatory compliance but presents no data, see Woodward et al.,
2017).
3 This riskwas identi!ed prior to site construction in a review of the environmental im-
pact statement for Kainantu and was exacerbated by a lack of local climate monitoring
data (see Mudd, 2004).
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However, the development of giant projects such as Panguna andOk
Tedi changed everything as the additional loads from tailings andwaste
rock simply dwarfed the natural (or pre-mining) sediment loads
"owing down rivers such as the Jaba River for Panguna or the Fly
River for Ok Tedi. Based on the mine waste data from all Cu-Au-Ag
and Au mines (Tables S4 and S5), the total disposal by 2017 includes
~1536 Mt of tailings into rivers, ~230 Mt of tailings into oceans and di-
rect disposal or indirect erosion of up to ~3670 Mt of waste rock;
shown in Fig. 4. This scale is equal to that of the Ertsberg-Grasberg Cu-
Au-Ag project in Papua Province of Indonesia (the western side of the
island of New Guinea), where ~1690 Mt of tailings and ~4,665 Mt of
waste rock have been disposed (or will erode) into the Ajkwa River sys-
tem (see Table S5).
In brief, the main environmental impacts of tailings and waste rock
disposal into rivers are (e.g. Baumgardt, 2006; Da Rosa et al., 1997;
Dold, 2008; Hettler et al., 1997; Hudson-Edwards, 2016; Lottermoser,
2010; Vogt, 2014):
1. increased sedimentation, leading to changes in river hydrology and
often greater "ooding of adjacent "oodplains;
2. heavy metal loads to these aquatic ecosystems, including uptake
through the food chains and potential exposure of subsistence com-
munities living along these rivers;
3. uptake of heavy metals by biodiversity – especially those which can
biooaccumulate up trophic levels in an aquatic ecosystem (e.g.
mercury);
4. effects on biodiversity, driven by lower dissolved oxygen due to
greater suspended sediment;
5. impacts onwater quality, especially if sul!des are present in the tail-
ings or waste rock and undergo oxidation and release high levels of
acids, salts andheavymetals (a process often known as acid andmet-
alliferous drainage or acid mine drainage; aka ‘AMD’).
The social aspects ofminewaste disposal are, like environmental im-
pacts, complex, interrelated and multi-generational. With hundreds of
affected communities, it is impossible to even list all the issues here.
What follows is a brief overview of several examples of RMWD,
MMWD or poor mine waste management to illustrate the seriousness
and breadth of impact and the asymmetric relations apparent in them.
At Panguna, the impact ofminewaste and RMWDwas quickly iden-
ti!ed by locals and researchers alike, with Brown (1974) describing “…
a profound effect on the river system, the vegetation, and the people liv-
ing within the tailings lease area” (page 23). Village relocations, sedi-
ment choked rivers, damage to ecological processes and existing
systems of agricultural and subsistence production were all seen by
Bougainville Copper Ltd. (or BCL) and the colonial administrator,
Australia, as acceptable externalities that could be addressed through
minor !nancial payments. Over time, the signi!cant environmental im-
pacts from riverine tailings and waste rock disposal, combined with
other socio-economic impacts and issues (see Connell, 1997; Dove
et al., 1974), led to entrenched – and in the end violent – opposition
from indigenous communities. In May 1989 a group of landowners
used explosives from the mine to destroy the powerline into the mine,
causing a complete loss of electricity and the mine was shut down and
workers evacuated. The Bougainville Crisis ensued, whereby the local
landowners fought as the Bougainville Revolutionary Army to protect
their land and human rights. The civil war between Bougainvilleans
and PNG's Government and military lasted more than a decade, report-
edly leading directly and indirectly to between 16 and 20,000 deaths
(Havini and John, 2001). The Bougainville case challenged and changed
theway international mining companies approachedmining on indige-
nous and communally owned lands through its contribution to the
MMSD Project4 and subsequent formation of the global industry lobby
group the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) (Filer
et al., 2008). Panguna remains deeply mired in political, economic and
environmental controversy, and, despite desires from selectiveminority
interests to reopen the mine, its future remains deeply contentious –
with the consequences of war still very fresh and raw in the minds of
local people (Roche, 2009). Some photographs of Panguna are shown
in Fig. 5, showing the extent of damage to mine trucks and infrastruc-
ture as well as the signi!cant impacts on the Jaba River and its ecosys-
tems and communities.
For the Ok Tedi project, a tailings dam was under construction dur-
ing project development but the site was destroyed in a landslide on 7
January 1984 less than a year before before production began (Murray
et al., 2000; Zorn, 2018) – triggering the joint venture (JV) led by
Australia's BHP Ltd. to seek and win permission for riverine tailings dis-
posal in less than three weeks (see Bolton, 2009; Connell, 1997; Zorn,
2018). Although this was supposed to be temporary, within a few
years it was made permanent by the PNG Government to allow Ok
Fig. 4. Estimated cumulative waste rock (left) and tailings (right) for Papua New Guinea
(data to 2018).
4 The MMSD Project was the “Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development” Project,
run through the Global Mining Initiative, in order to explore the contribution mining can
make to sustainable development. The Final Report for theMMSD Projectwas launched at
the Earth Summit in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 2002 (see IIED andWBCSD, 2002; plus
Franks, 2015) for a 10 year follow-up of the success of the MMSD in changing the way
mining approaches sustainability issues.
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Tedi to remain pro!table within a global market of lower prices
(Connell, 1997). Waste rock was never explicitly acknowledged as an-
other major source of mine waste to the Fly River system at this time.
Within a decade the increasing social and environmental impacts
from the Ok Tedi project were becoming an infamous case study of
poorly regulated mining in developing countries. The BHP-led JV faced
amajor Australian court case in 1994, which the local Fly River commu-
nities won in 1996 through settlement out of court. This forced a mas-
sive increase in compensation arrangements along the entire Fly River
system and not merely the mine area only. BHP left its involvement in
Ok Tedi in 2001 in highly controversial circumstances whereby the
PNG Parliament passed special legislation to prevent any future liability
to BHP from the project, leaving their 52% majority shareholding in a
trust companyoperating fromSingapore (thePNG Sustainable Develop-
ment Program). Other minority partners at this time were Canada's
Inmet Mining Ltd. (18%) and the PNG Government (30%). After again
passing special legislation in 2013, the PNG Government completely
nationalised and gained 100% control of the Ok Tedi project. Some photo-
graphs of Ok Tedi are shown in Fig. 6, showing the scale of impacts on the
Fly River and its ecosystems and communities. Despite signi!cant"ows of
money to mine landholders and affected downstream communities, the
negative social impacts of Ok Tedi's mine waste are dif!cult to overstate.
The Western Province of PNG – despite the presence of Ok Tedi now for
more than three decades – arguably remains the poorest and least devel-
oped of PNG's provinces. Whilst far from supplicant to the process of
RMWD, the vulnerability and powerlessness of local communities in the
face of environmental destruction, direct human health impacts and cul-
tural dislocation is widespread and long lasting (Kirsch, 2014).
At the Porgera Au mine, tailings are discharged to the Porgera River,
a tributary to the Lagaip and then Strickland Rivers (which then enters
the lower Fly River). Waste rock is distinguished as competent or erod-
ible, with the latter allowed to discharge sediments to rivers. By 2018,
based onmonitoring and assessment over nearly 30 years, themine es-
timates that the total amount of tailings discharged has been 131.5 Mt
whilst erodible waste rock was 479.3 Mt (Tables 4–3, page 44, PJV,
2019). From 2011, a small fraction of tailings are now used as paste
back!ll in former underground mine workings, rising from 1.4% in
2011 to 13.3% in 2017 (PJV, 2018) but declining to 9.4% in 2018 (PJV,
2019). Like Panguna and Ok Tedi, there remains signi!cant controversy
over the extent of environmental, social and economic impacts associ-
ated with RMWD downstream from Porgera (see Burton, 2014;
Coumans, 2011; Filer and Macintyre, 2006; Kirsch, 2014).
An alternative to a local tailings dam is to build a long-distance pipe-
line and pump the tailings to another suitable location which can be
engineered to store tailings safely. For sites such as Ok Tedi and
Ertsberg-Grasberg, this is typically discounted as expensive and
impractical5 (e.g. Rusdinar et al., 2013) – despite both sites having
~130 and ~ 100 km pipelines, respectively, for the transport of Cu con-
centrate through the very terrain they say is impractical for the same
type of pipeline to carry tailings to an engineered dam. Similarly, the
Ramu Ni-Co project operates a 135 km pipeline to transport
bene!ciated ore slurry from the Kurumbukari mine to the re!nery site
at Basamuk Bay on the coast east of Madang.
It is also worth noting that since the late 1990s, as part of the settle-
ment of litigation, Ok Tedi began dredging in the lower Ok Tedi,
emplacing sediments in engineered storage facilities which are similar
to engineer as tailings dams in any case.
A contrary argument is that it might be better to allow tailings and
waste rock to be dispersed gradually in the environment through
Fig. 5. Images of the Panguna Cu-Au-Ag mine, Bougainville Island, Papua New Guinea: the main open cut, including the line of destroyed haul trucks (top left); the delta of tailings and
waste rock downstream of Panguna, including local people left to cope with the ongoing impacts (top right); close up of the line of destroyed haul trucks (bottom left); rock excavator
surrounded by Cu-laden acidic drainage (bottom right) (photographs: Mineral Policy Institute, November 2009).
5 Curiously, the Pangunamine on Bougainville Island in PNGwas in themiddle of build-
ing a tailings pipeline to the sea when civil unrest caused the closure of the mine – show-
ing that such pipelines are indeed recognised as practicable when companies deem them
necessary (for their own reasons or interests).
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RMWDrather than risk a catastrophic dam failure (e.g. Samarco's severe
tailings dam failure in Brazil in November 2015; do Carmo et al., 2017).
However, such a case is never put forward in jurisdictions ofmajormin-
ing countries such as Australia, Chile, Canada, South Africa or the USA
(etc.) – only in developing countries such as PNG or Indonesia. Further-
more, to the authors' collective knowledge, rarely is a comprehensive
comparative analysis of relative risks and bene!ts put forward as part
of justifying RMWD or MMWD.
The use of MMWD is also a feature of mining in PNG. Historically
used at the Misima Au-Ag mine (1989–2004), MMWD is currently
used at the Lihir and Simberi Au mines, at Basumuk Bay for the Ramu
Ni-Co re!nery, was recently approved for a proposed Au mine on
Woodlark Island andmost recently proposed for theWa!-Golpuproject
in Morobe Province (near Lae; see later discussion also). Whilst seen as
less polluting by industry (or, in reality, simply lower cost, like RMWD),
the practice has attracted signi!cation opposition from communities
living near or dependent on marine ecosystems and services for food,
economic or cultural activity (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2015). It is conten-
tious as to whether the direct and indirect social impacts of MMWD are
less than RTD, or even conventional minewastemanagement practices,
but there remains a lack of research to identify impacts that engages
with local concerns and is available to communities. There is clearly a
strong argument for applying the precautionary principle to MMWD
on environmental grounds (Franks et al., 2011), which is further sup-
ported by the connections between mining, water and human rights
(Kemp et al., 2010). Nowhere is this more important than in PNG,
where incommensurable values and clash of cultures can lead to poor
local outcomes (Jacka, 2015; Leach, 2014).
For the Lihir Au project, which sits on a very small (~21 by 12 km),
mountainous and populated island, there is very little land available
for disposal of large volumes of mine waste – and given the steep oce-
anic sides of the island, this led to a proposal for deep sea disposal of tail-
ings and shallow bay disposal of waste rock. Here the economic
preference for a large open pit operation was mainly determinant in ar-
riving at justifying MMWD. Again, it is arguable and controversial as to
whether the sum total of environmental impacts and risks of land-based
tailings and waste rock management are greater in this context than
those fromMMWD. It is clear, however, that the use of deep sea tailings
disposal at Lihir has greatly reduced species abundance and caused
changes in higher-taxon composition (Haywood et al., 2016). Whilst
the full effects of Lihir's mine waste disposal are evident 20 km from
the discharge point and at 2000m in depth, further studies are required
to determine the extent and nature of impacts beyond this distance
(Hughes et al., 2015). It is apparent that the effects on marine biodiver-
sity cover a greater sea "oor area than originally expected and that eco-
logical recovery from deposited tailings is slower than expected (an
outcome also observed at the former Misima Au-Ag mine, which also
used deep sea tailings disposal; see Fallon et al., 2002). Furthermore,
the disposal of waste rock into the shallow waters of Luise Harbour is
often overlooked in comparison to deep sea tailings disposal – but this
Fig. 6. Images of the Ok Tedi Cu-Au-Agmine, Papua NewGuinea, showing open cut mine (top left; 2016 edition, OTML, var.); adjacent town of Tabubil and Ok Tedi river with tailings and
waste rock (top right); tailings in the Fly River"oodplain (middle); vegetation diebackon the Fly River"oodplain (bottom) (all photographs:Mineral Policy Institute, variable years, unless
noted).
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also causes signi!cant impacts onwater quality, the coral reefs and shal-
low marine ecosystem (e.g. Haywood et al., 2016). Despite being
regarded by many as PNG's mining success story, social impacts from
Lihir are equally contentious, with direct bene!ts being offset by social
fragmentation and the inability of technical decision-making processes
to see, value or protect local well-being (Cueva, 2016).
The Hidden Valley project with its engineered tailings dam was
clearly a positive step forward for tailings management in PNG – al-
though it was not able to prevent all mine waste impacts (Mudd and
Roche, 2014). There, incorrect environmental impact assessment and
poor mine management lead to a massive sedimentation event, due
mainly to the dumping of waste rock over the sides of steep mountain
slopes during site construction and early operations (~2006–2010),
with ~20–30 Mt of mine-derived sediment entering the Watut River
(and not mostly the Bulolo River as predicted during the assessment
and approvals process, as discussed further below). Based on best esti-
mates, this approximately doubled the sediment load of the Watut
River, with immediate impacts on water quality, biota and riverbed
morphology affecting the many communities living along and depen-
dent on the river. These errorswere then compounded by poormanage-
ment response and a lack of transparency with multiple breaches of
international standards in the OECD Guidelines and Equator Principles
(Mudd and Roche, 2014). Site practices were changed from ~2010,
such as detailed waste rock planning, design and implementation, in-
cluding triple handling at times, as well as careful separation and man-
agement of mine site waters. This has clearly reduced erosion reaching
off-site and this is evident in environmental monitoring of the Watut
River, such as lower total suspended sediment, copper and zinc levels
(see review by Mudd and Roche, 2014). The social and economic im-
pacts persist, however, especially where the river shifted near Tsile
Tsile, effectively moving the village from the main channel, increasing
their isolation and making river navigation and commerce dif!cult
(Burton, 2013). The lived experience illustrates the two-speed nature
of mining and the Anthroposphere. The Hidden Valley mine was initi-
ated by Harmony Gold Ltd. from South Africa in 2006, with Australia's
NewcrestMining joining inmid-2010 to form the 50–50% ‘MorobeMin-
ing Joint Venture’ (which includes the Wa!-Golpu project). With high
unit production costs that often-exceeded market prices, Newcrest
were keen to forget, selling their half share in the underperformingHid-
den Valley mine in September 2016 for just one dollar, along with pay-
ing US$22.5 million dollar for the resulting mine legacies and eventual
site rehabilitation (see Newcrest, 2016b). The community, however,
livewith the consequences, affected by environmental decline and trou-
bled by their loss of agency and autonomy. The former joint venture op-
erators of HiddenValley are nowproposing themuch largerWa!-Golpu
project (see Tables S1 and S2) between the mid- and lower sections of
the Watut River – and it is these affected communities which they
now need to seek permission from for Wa!-Golpu. It is therefore in
the best interests of Harmony and Newcrest (through theMMJV) to un-
derstand and address the communities grievances.
To describe RMWD and MMWD practices as highly controversial is
perhaps obvious, but they are clearly far from simple. Aerial images of
each of the major mines are shown in Figs. S7 to S12 in Supplementary
Information. Inmany countries, the discharge of tailings andwaste rock
to rivers ormarinewaters is simply not allowed (e.g. Australia, Canada,6
USA, New Zealand, South Africa, etc.; see Lottermoser, 2010; Franks
et al., 2011; Cardiff et al., 2012) – but countries such as PNG or
Indonesia are seeking to promote economic development and view
the risks and impacts from mines such as Ok Tedi and others as worth
the bene!ts (implying that more expensive mine waste management
regimes would make these projects more marginal in their economics).
In reality, the bene!ts are almost always concentrated far from themine
(e.g. Port Moresby or shareholders in the projects in Australia, Canada,
Japan, South Africa, Europe, etc.) whereas the often-high impacts are
local to the project, its river system and adjacent communities (Cardiff
et al., 2012). Mine waste represents a wicked sustainability conundrum
with complex interactions across natural and human spheres. Less well
captured is the complexities of the Anthroposphere, with colonial pasts
and asymmetric relations at the heart of inequalities between propo-
nents, governments and communities – let alone the complexities of
intra-community inequalities and outcomes (e.g. community heteroge-
neity, coastal versus lowland versus highland peoples; rural versus
urban; technocrat, bureaucrat or agrarian; etc.). There is clearly a strong
case for a more ethical, principled approach to managingmine waste in
PNG. A future where the global mining industry needs to implement
consistent standards for mine waste management practices (see
Franks et al., 2011) and be transparent and accountable – especially in
a post-Samarco/Brumadinho mining industry.
The issues of mine closure, rehabilitation and remediation are rarely
addressed in PNG, in large part due to the fact that so few mines have
actually closed and reached this phase of mining. Rehabilitation works
were completed at the Mount Victor Au mine, although no long-term
assessment of its effectiveness is known –with community concerns re-
maining about ongoing pollution risks from the tailings dam in particu-
lar (see PNGMW, 2020). The Sinivit Aumine near the north-east corner
of New Britain operated brie"y (2008 to 2013; see Table S4), but
the bankruptcy of the company has left the PNG Government with the
cost of remediation of the cyanide-impacted soils and waters at the
site (PNGMW, 2020). Given the pending closure of Ok Tedi in the next
several years and the current status of Porgera (see later), this makes
mine closure, rehabilitation and remediation key issues to urgently
address.
Despite the often easily justi!ed pessimism for mine waste man-
agement in PNG, in early 2020 there have been developments which
can rightly be labelled as seismic. In late 2019, PNG's Constitutional
and Law Reform Commission released their review of environmental
and mining laws –with PNG PrimeMinister James Marape announc-
ing on 19 March 2020 that they have accepted the numerous recom-
mendations (DPM-NEC, 2020). Speci!cally – and most importantly –
the use of RMWDwill be banned for all future mining projects to pro-
tect the environment and livelihood of communities. Whilst this will
not change the use of RMWD at Ok Tedi, Porgera or Tolukuma (nor
address cumulative impacts to date and their potential remediation),
it is a very welcome change in policy. Another recommendation was
to incorporate health impact assessments during the approvals pro-
cess for new mining projects. Finally, PNG has refused to approve a
renewal of the mining lease for Porgera (which expired in August
2019 but was extended to 29 April 2020) –whilst it could ostensibly
be viewed as a battle over revenue "ows, the signi!cant environ-
mental and social impacts of RMWD at Porgera are certainly being
used as part of the moral justi!cation for refusing the extension.7
Porgera's future at present clearly remains in political and legal
limbo. It seems there may be signi!cant changes occurring in PNG's
approach to regulating and approving mine waste management in
the very near future.
6.2. Environmental metrics
Over the past two decades there has been strong growth in mining
companies reporting annually on their sustainability performance –
often in conjunction with statutory !nancial reporting. The most com-
mon frameworkwhich is used for such reporting is the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI, 2016), which has many indicators covering economic,
environmental, labour andhuman rights –whilst earlier GRI editions in-
cluded a speci!c mining sector supplement for additional reporting tai-
lored to the mining industry (GRI, 2013). The growing wealth of data
6 Canada does allow the use of freshwater lakes for disposal of tailings at some sites. 7 Based on various media commentary and related sources.
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allows detailed analyses of energy requirements, greenhouse gas emis-
sions (aka carbon intensity), water use and impacts on water resources,
andwhen this is linked to basic mining production aspects such as scale
(e.g. tonnes milled per year), grades (e.g. g/t Au, %Cu) or products (e.g.
Cu, Au), this facilitates a clear comparison between various mines and
their respective outputs. All data has been sourced from corporate and
sustainability reporting from the operating companies (e.g. Newcrest
Mining, Ok Tedi Mining, Placer Dome, Barrick Gold, Inmet, Harmony
Gold, etc.). All results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
6.2.1. Energy
Energy is often a major cost factor in mining (see Leveque et al.,
2014), especially for remote mines which also have to generate their
own electricity. Four different metrics for energy intensity over time
are shown in Fig. S4 (Supp. Info.) for the various PNG mines. For total
energy consumption per tonne of ore processed (GJ/t ore), the four Au
mines show a declining trend over time (albeit with some variability
at times), although theOk Tedi Cu-Au-Agmine shows a gradual increas-
ing trend. At Aumines, this resultwouldmost likely be a result of energy
ef!ciency efforts, but for Ok Tedi it is probably related to the increasing
size and depth of the pit as well as growing electrical energy needs for
ore processing (Fig. S4b). For electrical energy inputs, Misima was rela-
tively stable, Hidden Valley shows a signi!cant decline and then stabil-
ity, and Porgera, being signi!cantly higher relative to Misima and
Hidden Valley, shows a gradual decline. In terms of diesel intensity, all
mines (except Hidden Valley, which only has 2 years of data reported)
show a clear increasing trend over time (despite some variability).
This suggests that as pits enlarge in area, get deeper and have longer
haul roads, this drives up the diesel required to shift a tonne of rock
(i.e. ore plus waste rock) and that these factors are outstripping the im-
provements in haul truck technology, size and ef!ciency. Another inter-
esting observation is that despite the variations in grades (i.e. ~6 g/t in
the earlier days of Porgera and Lihir), the energy intensity for all Au
mines is somewhat similar – all being of the order of 300 to 600 GJ/kg
Au, suggesting that grade alone is not always the driving factor in en-
ergy intensity.
A unique aspect of Lihir is that it is mining within a waning volcanic
caldera – and there is still signi!cant residual heat in the geology
(Melaku, 2005). Initially, this heat was simply vented via steam, but in
2003 a successful 6 MW pilot project was built to convert the geother-
mal heat to steam for electricity production, followed by a 30 MW ex-
pansion in 2004 and another 20 MW in 2008 (Moorhead, 2014). The
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions achieved from the geothermal
power plant (i.e. through reductions in diesel use for electricity) were
certi!ed under the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Proto-
col and then traded as carbon credits. In recent years there have been
some issues with steam productivity from some wells, with the system
only supplying at an average capacity of 21MW in 2016 – and seems to
average between 30 and 60% of electricity consumption for the project.
Although the lack of consistent reporting of electricity consumption
data limits further insight, it is clear that the project has been highly
bene!cial in terms of lowering diesel inputs and greenhouse gas
emissions.
.Another interesting aspect of energy consumption is the recent four
years of data reported byOkTediwhich includes energy used in their lo-
gistics and supply chain (i.e. the barge used to transport concentrates
down the Fly River and to international marine vessels). Between
2013 and 2016, transport-related energy ranged from 1.6 and 3.2 mil-
lion GJ, which adds to total onsite energy consumption of between 3.3
and 5.5 million GJ, respectively – a clearly signi!cant addition of ~52%
in energy requirements. These have been excluded from the tables
and graphs, as the transport and supply chain is unique to every mining
project (especially Ok Tedi); however, on a global basis, it would be im-
portant to analyse total supply chain transport distances (perhaps
weighted by mine production by region).
6.2.2. Greenhouse gas (carbon) emissions
Similarly to energy, unit carbon intensities for ore processed are typ-
ically declining over time for all Aumines, although Ok Tedi is gradually
increasing, shown in Fig. S5 (Supp. Info.). In terms of unit carbon inten-
sities per metal produced, there is often signi!cant variability in all Au
mines with no discernible trend over time, with Ok Tedi again showing
Table 1
Energy intensity for PNG Cu and Au mines (mean ± standard deviation, data count in brackets).
Project (operating years) Electricity Total energy Electricity Mining Metal (Cu or Au)
Source GJ/t ore %renewable kWh/t ore %renewable L diesel/t rock GJ/t metala
Ok Tedi (2003–2018)b Hydro+Diesel 0.26 ± 0.04 (15) 23.5 ± 2.2 (15) 21.9 ± 3.4 (15) 75.4 ± 4.1 (15) 1.01 ± 0.16 (15) 41.3 ± 15.3 (15)c
Porgera (1997–2015)b Gas 1.64 ± 0.35 (19) 0 (19) 81.6 ± 3.8 (7) 0 (19) 0.90 ± 0.12 (7) 434 ± 109 (19)
Lihir (2002–2018)b Diesel+Geothermal 1.39 ± 0.59 (14) IDd (~27.3) 160.3 ± 65.6 (6) 32.9 ± 11.9 (5) 0.99 ± 0.31 (10) 415 ± 150 (14)
Simberi (2016–2017)b Diesel 0.33 (3) NR NR NR NR 311 (3)
Hidden Valley (2011–2018)b Hydro+Diesel 0.67 ± 0.35 (4) 7.9 ± 5.2 (4) 23.0 ± 10.1 (9) 47.0 ± 2.82 (9) 1.14 (2) 412 ± 179 (4)
Misima (1997–2004) Diesel 0.33 ± 0.06 (8) 0 (8) 19.4 ± 0.9 (7) 0 (8) 0.35 ± 0.15 (7) 342 ± 41 (8)
Notes: ID – insuf!cient data; NR – not reported.
a This GJ/t Cu or GJ/kg Au.
b Still operating.
c This is Cu only and does not allocate any value for Au or Ag.
d Due to lack of speci!c electricity generation reporting, it is not possible to reliably estimate the proportion of energy and electricity derived from geothermal energy at Lihir.
Table 2
Greenhouse gas and water use intensity for PNG Cu and Au mines (mean ± standard deviation, data count in brackets).
Project Greenhouse gas emissions Water use or withdrawals Discharged water (DW)
Total Metal (Cu or Au) Total Recycled Metal (Cu or Au) Volume Rate Intensity
kg CO2/t ore kg CO2/t metala m3/t ore % m3/t metal ML/year m3 DW/t ore m3 DW/t metal
Ok Tedib 14.6 ± 2.5 (15) 2.34 ± 0.66 (15)c 2.31 ± 0.86 (16) 72.2 ± 10.1 (16) 367 ± 232 (16)c NR NR NR
Porgera 89.2 ± 14.7 (21) 24.4 ± 4.7 (21) 5.11 ± 0.76 (21) NR 1397 ± 467 (21) 42,404 ± 17,320 (11) 7.79 ± 2.92 (11) 2435 ± 1202 (11)
Lihir 12.5 ± 21.2 (14) 20.5 ± 4.6 (14) 3.93 ± 1.57 (13) NR 1213 ± 665 (13) 149,222 ± 47,652 (11) 27.5 ± 6.3 (11) 7049 ± 1808 (11)
Simberi 20.6 (3) 19.4 (3) NR NR NR NR NR NR
Hidden Valley 41.6 ± 15.0 (7) 28.2 ± 6.3 (7) 1.52 ± 0.56 (4) 50.8 ± 28.9 (4) 746 ± 368 (6) 468 ± 488 (5) 0.14 ± 0.14 (5) 84.6 ± 88.8 (5)
Misima 21.1 ± 4.3 (8) 22.2 ± 3.8 (8) 0.90 ± 0.25 (7) NR 935 ± 411 (7) NR NR NR
Notes: DW – discharged water; NR – not reported; aunits are t CO2/t Cu or t CO2/kg Au; bstill operating; cno allocation given to Au or Ag; years of data give in Table 1.
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a subtle increasing trend over time. Furthermore, despite the variations
in grades between all Au mines, the carbon intensities for Au produced
are all somewhat similar except for Hidden Valley, which also has a low
grade (~1.9 g/t Au; Table S4), but not as low asMisima (1.45 g/t Au; Ta-
ble S4). Given that Misima was solely reliant on diesel for electricity, a
carbon intensive electricity source, and Hidden Valley now enjoys ama-
jority hydroelectric supply with minority diesel, this highlights the po-
tential role that the greater scale plays at Misima – since it had a
greater throughput than Hidden Valley (i.e. ~5.9 versus ~3.6 Mt/year).
For Lihir, although there are signi!cant reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions arising from the use of geothermal steam for electricity sup-
ply, it still maintains an average carbon intensity similar to other PNG
mines such as Porgera or Misima which are (or were) entirely reliant
on fossil fuel-derived electricity.
6.2.3. Water
Fig. S6 (Supp. Info.) and Table 2 show summarisedwater use data for
PNG mine sites. In wet climates there is typically lower incentive for
mining operations to conserve water and so the water ef!ciency of
PNG mine sites is considerably poorer than comparable mine sites in
dryer regions when measured in terms of total water used per tonne
of ore processed or metal produced (see examples provided by Mudd
(2008) and Northey et al. (2013)). Unlike energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions, the general trend at PNG mine sites has
been towards an increase in water use intensity over time – regardless
of whether measured on an ore or metal product basis. A variety of fac-
tors may be contributing to this increase overtime (e.g. processing
changes, increases in water discharged with tailings, etc.). However, a
lack of transparency and inconsistency from year-to-year in water use
reporting at the various mines limits the ability to fully understand
the causal reasons for these changes. There has been some limited prog-
ress towards more consistent water use reporting, with Newcrest
adopting the Water Accounting Framework for the Minerals Industry
(SMI and MCA, 2012) to report water use information for Lihir, which
is gradually being adopted more widely through the global mining in-
dustry (Northey et al., 2019).
The Lihir Au mine is particularly interesting from a water manage-
ment perspective. Extensive dewatering is required to prevent ground-
water "ow into the open pit mine. There has been evidence of
signi!cant seawater intrusion into the dewatered aquifers from the ad-
jacent Luise Harbour, resulting in reduced dewatering ef!ciency and in-
creasing the corrosion rates of pumps (Vogwill et al., 2009). As part of
Newcrest's Lihir pit optimisation project, the 2013 prefeasibility study
proposed a cofferdam be constructed to mitigate long-term seepage
risks at an estimated cost of US$1290 million (Newcrest, 2016a). How-
ever, the subsequent 2016 feasibility study identi!ed an alternative
strategy through the use of a near shore cut-off wall and harbour in!ll,
at a much reduced estimated cost of US$215 million (Newcrest,
2016a). Beyond the management of seepage, dewatering efforts are
also complicated by the hot groundwater temperatures associated
with the active geothermal system. Some aquifer reinjection also occurs
on-site to improve the sustainability of power supply from the geother-
mal resource. The highly saline groundwater from pit dewatering is
discharged directly into the ocean rather than used on-site due to the
sensitivity of the production processes to the presence of chlorides
(Berry and Moorhead, 2011; Corp, 2013; Moorhead, 2014). Therefore,
the rawwater requirements of ore processing are ful!lled by freshwater
sourced from the Londolovit andWurtol rivers located 8 km and 22 km
respectively from the plant. Variability in local rainfall has impacted
production at the Lihir mine site. In early 2011, extremely low rainfall
reduced the freshwater available for the "otation circuit and resulted
in 40,000 oz. Au lower production (Newcrest, 2011b). The site was
also impacted by extremely high rainfall in September 2011, which lim-
ited production from high grade sections of the pit until mid-November
2011 and required an immediate doubling of pit water pumping capac-
ity with expectations of more in early 2012 (Newcrest, 2011a).
The issue of water quality is a vexed one, and, in the authors' experi-
ence, GRI-style reporting still fails to adequately address this critical
area (Mudd, 2008; Northey et al., 2016). An intriguing example, how-
ever, is older reporting by Inmet Mining Ltd., a former minority owner
of Ok Tedi. For 2003 to 2005, Inmet reported metal loads8 discharged
to rivers at Ok Tedi of ~95,000 t Cu and ~21,000 t zinc (Zn) (Inmet,
2006). These metals would be contained in both tailings and waste
rock, meaning the average grade of mine waste discharged to the Fly
River (based on tailings+waste rock data) is ~0.12 and ~0.03% Cu and
Zn, respectively. Ok Tedi also began direct reporting of the quantities
of tailings andwaste rockwith Cu grades in recent annual environmen-
tal reports, shown in Fig. S7. The Cu grades have gone down over time
but ranged from a high of 0.25 and 0.14% Cu in waste rock and tailings,
respectively, to 0.08 and 0.05% Cu, respectively, in 2016. For compari-
son, these Cu grades can represent economic ore at other mines (e.g.
Morenci, USA; Aitik, Sweden; Cadia, Australia; subject to various modi-
fying factors in resource assessments; see data in Mudd and Jowitt,
2018). Although the heavy metal concentrations of discharged mine
wastes are important, it is also the metal concentrations in mixed sedi-
ment down the Fly River system as well as dissolved concentrations in
riverwaters which are crucial in assessing ecosystemand humanhealth
(see Bolton, 2009). The reporting by Inmet and Ok Tedi shows the value
in being transparent about such monitoring. Furthermore, Hidden Val-
ley has released two annual environmental monitoring reports for the
years 2011 and 2012, but nothing more recent. It should also be noted
that Ok Tedi conducts and reports annually on its extensive environ-
mental monitoring, although these are more statutory-style technical
reports to regulators and not GRI-style sustainability reports. A funda-
mental issue for water quality is establishing the impacts due to mining
– which ideally requires extensive baseline studies prior to project de-
velopment as well as upstream and downstream monitoring. We ex-
plore the regulation of water further in the discussion.
6.2.4. Reagents and consumables
The consumption of process reagents, explosives and other consum-
ables (e.g. tyres) atmining operations results in a range of impacts being
generated throughout the supply chains of these products. Often the in-
direct impacts associated with producing and supplying these consum-
ables go unrecognised when assessing the bene!ts or detriments of
mining. Currently the reporting of consumable use by mining opera-
tions is not widespread, however there are some data available for con-
sumables at PNG mine sites. Values are presented as mean (M) plus/
minus one standard deviation (SD) with the number of years of data
(N) in brackets; i.e. M ± SD (N).
The consumption of explosives varies betweenmine sites due to ore
hardness, density, particle size distributions, mine design and also pro-
cessing requirements. Explosive consumption averaged 0.14 ± 0.06
(10) kg/t rock at Porgera, 0.16 ± 0.07 (6) kg/t rock at Lihir, 0.08 ±
0.02 (4) kg/t rock at Misima, and 0.12 (1) kg/t rock at Hidden Valley.
Cyanide is the most common lixiviant used for extracting Au from
ores. Cyanide consumption varies substantially between PNG's Au
mines due to differences in ore mineralogy and processing design re-
quirements. Cyanide consumption averaged 30.5 ± 15 (19) kg/kg Au
at Porgera, 141 ± 12 (8) kg/kg Au at Lihir, 458 ± 119 (7) kg/kg Au at
Misima, and 524±176 (5) kg/kg Au atHidden Valley. Themanagement
and containment of cyanide affectedminewastes is heavily regulated at
Au mines in developed countries due to the potential for large impacts
to ecosystems when these wastes are released into waterways. Conse-
quently, the tailings disposal methods practiced by PNG Au mines
would be considered sub-standard when compared to the global indus-
try. Cyanide accidents such as the one on the Wampet section of the
Bulolo Highway on the 31st January 2012 (to supply Hidden Valley)
8 The reporting is similar to pollutant release inventory systems, such as Canada's Na-
tional Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI), with similar statutory systems in Australia,
USA and Europe.
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have heightened community awareness with testing failing to alleviate
concerns about !sh deaths and wider eco-system and human impacts
(Sawaraba and Rao, 2014).
Another aspect of cyanide use is whether a mine is certi!ed under
the International Cyanide Management Code (ICMI)9. Under the code,
a mine is certi!ed if it meets compliance for the transport, use and dis-
posal of cyanide in a safemanner. The codewas developedmainly in re-
sponse to the Baia Mare tailings over"ow incident in eastern Europe in
January 2000, whereby cyanide-laiden water "owed into the Tsiza and
Danube River systems and caused extensive ecological, social and eco-
nomic impacts (Baia Mare occurred shortly after the April 1998 Los
Frailes-Aznalcollar tailings dam failure in southern Spain) (Rico et al.,
2008). Following Baia Mare, a helicopter carrying cyanide to the
Tolukuma mine accidentally dumped its cargo into the Auger River in
March 2000, also causing signi!cant ecological, social and economic im-
pacts (see Macdonald, 2004). At present, only Porgera (May 2016) and
Lihir (Nov 2019)9 are fully code compliant and certi!ed, whilst Hidden
Valley is intending to gain certi!cation but is not yet compliant and cer-
ti!ed (Edie Creek and Simberi are not considering code certi!cation).
Only limited data is available for other mine site consumables (e.g.
grinding balls, "occulant, cyanide, lime, etc.). The average process re-
quirements for Lihir and Ok Tedi are provided in Supplementary Infor-
mation. Relating the use of these consumables to metrics for indirect
impact, such as embodied energy or greenhouse gas emissions, would
provide more insight into the impacts occurring in the supply chains
that feed PNG mine sites. These indirect impacts can be assessed using
life cycle assessment, which remains an important area for future re-
search to ensure accurate inventory databases for life cycle assessment
studies. Existing life cycle inventory databases have very limited data
for PNG production systems, meaning that the PNG mining industry is
currently being implicitly accounted for using generic datasets for ‘rest
of world’mineral production. Due to this, the signi!cant waste and tox-
icity impacts associated PNGmining are likely to be under-represented
within existing life cycle inventory datasets. The data provided in
Tables 1, 2 and the supporting information may provide an initial
basis for development of life cycle inventory datasets that can accurately
represent the environmental impacts of PNG mining processes.
6.3. Discussion: existing and future environmental standards for PNG min-
ing projects
There are many complex and interrelated aspects of the environ-
mental standards for mining projects in PNG, as noted already. Here
we focus on the key underlying issues, speci!cally the environmental
impact assessment (EIA) process, followed by regulatory and gover-
nance processes, mining and the SDGs, and !nally discuss future pro-
jects and their current proposed approach. The large scale of PNG
mining projects, especially the use of RMWD and MMWD, leads to
signi!cant community concerns for water pollution, land disturbance,
biodiversity, socioeconomic changes and risks for subsistence and
semi-traditional livelihoods.
6.3.1. Environmental impact assessment (EIA) and project con!guration
and scale
Before a large industrial project is allowed to proceed, PNG, like al-
most every other country in the world, requires that it be considered
using an environmental impact assessment (EIA) process (e.g. Harvey
and Clarke, 2012; Elliott, 2014). Through an EIA, a projects' con!gura-
tion, risks and proposed management measures can be examined,
and, if acceptable, approval can be given by government. In theory, the
process should allow a detailed comparison of impacts and bene!ts, es-
pecially across environmental, social and economic spheres. In the case
of mining in PNG, however, the EIA process is proving to be "awed for a
few critical reasons. Below, we present our synthesis and analysis of key
issues which we believe substantiate this claim.
It is widely understood that the scale of mining projects invariably
grows over time (e.g. Mudd and Jowitt, 2018). The project scale and
con!guration presented during an EIA process is only suf!cient for the
company's business case to justify project development – despite the
mineral resources often being recognised as substantially bigger. To ex-
plore this, we compile the initial pre-mining mineral resources of most
PNG mining projects and contrast this with cumulative production by
2017 and remaining resources, shown in Table S6. These data show
that projects always end up much bigger in scale than the EIA process
ever envisaged – which also means much greater risks and impacts as
well as potential bene!ts (see Banks, 2013). The EIA process, however,
never goes back and revisits this fundamentalmismatch –with projects
often continuing or expanding simply as a variation of approval condi-
tions, meaning the public consultation component of an EIA process is
bypassed. Based on the authors' collective experience, this outcome is
also common across Australia, Canada and many mining-dependent
nations.
The Ok Tedi project is a classic case of a poor EIA process, with spe-
ci!c points including:
1. The projectwas approved for construction in August 1981 yet the full
environmental impact statement (EIS) was not released until June
1982 (Townsend and Townsend, 2004) – effectively showing that
the PNG Government wanted the project to proceed and that the
EIS was constrained to assuming the project would proceed and ex-
cluded the alternative of no project, which is a fundamental aspect
of a fair and balanced EIS and EIA process (e.g. Elliott, 2014; Harvey
and Clarke, 2012);
2. Assumed use of a tailings dam – yet the initial dam site was
destroyed by a landslide during construction and the project was
subsequently approved to use riverine tailings (and later waste
rock) disposal (see Jenkins, 2016; Townsend and Townsend, 2004);
3. Impacts assumed to be very local to the mine area only (e.g. Jenkins,
2016; Salomons and Eagle, 1990) and not reaching down the entire
Fly River system – yet the onset of RMWD ensured extensive im-
pacts, with the estimate of "oodplains affected always being under-
estimated; speci!cally:
a) within the !rst decade of operations, sediment loads reaching the
Fly River estuary increased from 85 to 120million tonnes per year
(Mt/year) (Salomons and Eagle, 1990, cited by Apte and Day,
1998) – led by a nearly ten-fold increase in tailings and waste
rock leaving the Ok Tedi site over that originally expected (Zorn,
2018);
b) between 1985 and 2000, sediment loads in the Ok Tedi at
D'Albertis Junction,10 more than 100 km downstream from the
mine, increased from pre-mining loads of 3–5 to ~45 Mt/year
(Pickup and Marshall, 2009);
c) by the early 1990s, widespread community concerns were being
expressed at the rapidly growing extent of impacts on the down-
stream Fly River environment and communities, especially greater
overbank "ooding due to increased sediment loads and associated
forest dieback – leading to international protests and eventually a
successful litigation case in Australia which forced themine to pay
extensive compensation to affected communities along the entire
Fly River system (e.g. Jenkins, 2016; Kirsch, 2003; Pickup and Cui,
2009);
d) by 2000, the estimate of affected "oodplains was 1347.7 km2
(2002 Edition, OTML, var.);
e) by 2016, the estimate of affected "oodplains was 1954.1 km2 and
was predicted to reach 2395 km2 – noting that 313 km2 was
9 List of current mining companies who are signatories to the International Cyanide
Management Code https://www.cyanidecode.org/signatory-companies/directory-of-
signatory-companies (Accessed 7 March 2020).
10 This is the con"uence of the Ok Tedi with the Fly River system (i.e. between Atkamba
and Nukumba on Fig. S15).
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demonstrating “some form of recovery” (page 2, 2016 Edition,
OTML, var.) (the assessments of affected "oodplain area over
time is given in Fig. S14). Although it appears as though the area
of affected "oodplain has started to plateau, the area under recov-
ery has declined from a peak of 527 km2 in 2005, suggesting a
long-lasting impact on the Fly River "oodplain ecosystems and
the communities that depend on them;
4. Scale of project now far exceeds original expectations (see Table S6)
– which could be viewed as a blessing (i.e. economically) or a curse
(i.e. environmentally), but it certainly means that the scale of envi-
ronmental and social risks continues to grow as mine waste con-
tinues to enter the Ok Tedi-Fly River system;
5. Assumed trickle-down economics would deliver substantial devel-
opment progress in the region – yet Western Province remains
PNG's least developed despite Ok Tedi;
As stated eloquently by Townsend and Townsend (2004) (page 19):
“The most obvious weakness is a vast underestimate of the volume
of waste rock and tailings that would enter the river system. The project
for which the EIS was written was not the project that was built …”.
It should be noted that in 2000 the Ok Tedi mine life was planned
until 2010, and in order to extend beyond this, legislation was passed
in the PNG Parliament in 2001 to facilitate BHP's exit from Ok Tedi, es-
tablish new environmental monitoring requirements as well as com-
munity consultation along the entire Fly River system (essentially all
communities impacted by Ok Tedi's operations) (see Kirsch, 2014;
OTML, various). By 2006, as community engagement continued along
the Fly River, mine life had been extended to 2013, and in 2011 ex-
tended to 2015, with further community agreements being signed in
2012 and PNG legislation passed in 2014 to extend mine life to 2025
(OTML, various). In reality, although the project extensions are often
presented as economic saviours (especially by Ok Tedi Mining Ltd. and
the PNGGovernment), formany Fly River communities itmeans greater
impacts and for longer – based on Table S6, totalminewastewill nowbe
some four times larger than the original proposed project (if not even
greater). Despite the impending deadline of 2025, Ok Tedi is still inves-
tigating new possible projects, including the Townsville Au prospect
~5 km north and several near-mine targets, albeit noting the “environ-
mental constraints due to riverine tailings disposal and waste disposal”
(page 35, 2019 Edition, OTML, various).
It is hard to understate the complexity and scale of impacts and is-
sues with Ok Tedi, but it clearly highlights the challenges in proposing
largemining projects in remote areas on indigenous lands in a develop-
ing country – especially projects that inevitably get much bigger over
time. From a sustainable development perspective, the Ok Tedi case
continues to shine as a poor example of global mining standards but
also a crystal-clear example of the intimate connections between the
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, atmosphere and anthroposphere.
For the Hidden Valley project, although a well-engineered tailings
dam was built (see Murray et al., 2010), the early years of construction
and operation saw signi!cant erosion ofwaste rock into theWatut River
system. The 2004 EIS, however, predicted minor erosion and that this
would drain equally to both the Bulolo and Watut Rivers (see
Fig. 16b) – yet in reality some 90% of the erosion entered the Upper
Watut River (Mudd and Roche, 2014). At the Lihir project, Corp
(2013) noted that there was active consideration to building a coffer
dam in Luise Harbour to mitigate saline intrusion through groundwater
into the active pits – suggesting the engineering is possible to build such
large dam structures at sites like Lihir.
Although the signi!cant controversies at other PNG mines are not
reviewed in detail herein (namely Misima, Porgera, Lihir and Ramu), it
is our view that the EIA process has not delivered a robust view of likely
project scales and risks – which is a major part of the reason that com-
munities remained concerned over the extent of impacts from such
mines. In other words, communities have expected a certain range of
impacts but perceive the actual impacts to bemuch bigger and arguably
worse – an issue which, in the authors' collective experience, is also ob-
served in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and other mining-dependent
countries.
Finally, it is worth noting that the EIS's for Wa!-Golpu and Frieda
River were released in late 2018, both remain in the public consultation
and engagement phase and with approvals expected in 2020/21. The
proposed method of tailings management for Wa!-Golpu is MMWD
into the Huon Gulf, though concerns about impacts and opposition
from local communities and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of PNG
challenge the acceptability and viability of the concept. Although the
Freida River project is proposing to construct an integrated tailings
and waste rock storage facility (Coffey, 2018), this approach remains
controversial amongst host communities and civil society groups.11
6.3.2. Regulatory issues for water quality
Although there are a range of regulatory issues concerning mining
and the environment in PNG, we will focus here on water quality
since this is a fundamental risk factor for ecosystem and public health
impacts (plus water quantity issues are typically not an issue given
PNG's high rainfall). Typically, water quality has been regulated by the
selection of a compliance point downstreamof aminewith set statutory
criteria after allowing for a ‘mixing zone’. Initially, criteria set in the
1980s to 1990s were somewhat arbitrary (especially given the lack of
cohesive PNG standards or guidelines), but after the new Australian
guidelines for freshwater quality protection were released in 2000
(ANZECC and ARMCANZ, 2000), these have been progressively adopted
and supplemented with other national or international guidelines for
ecosystems or drinkingwater (compiled in Table S7, Supplementary In-
formation). Some notes on each mine (based on their respective
reporting):
• Porgera (PJV, 2019) – trigger values are used to guide risk assessment
for ecosystem protection and drinkingwater for human health, based
mostly on Australian guidelines with some international sources. A
mixing zone is applied down the Porgera and Lagaip rivers to just
past the con"uence of the Ok Om and Strickland River, a site called
SG3 (~180 km downstream from the mine). The monitoring map is
shown in Fig. S15. Although the criteria are close to theANZECC guide-
lines, this is after substantial dilution and mixing down the Porgera
and Lagaip Rivers – also meaning that impacts along the mixing
zone are not given strict criteria such as the ANZECC guidelines (espe-
cially close to the mine and direct discharges). For tailings discharge,
the annual volumetric limit is set at 56.35 Mm3; based on ~5.5 Mt
being discharged, a particle speci!c gravity of 2.7 t/m3 and an average
slurry density of 20% (based on PJV, 2018), this means ~10.2 Mm3 per
year – showing that the limit is very generous and provides no incen-
tive to minimise discharge volumes or metal loads dispersed into the
freshwater environment.
• Hidden Valley (MMJV, 2013) – the Nauti compliance point in the
Watut River is ~20 km downstream from the mine (e.g. MMJV,
2013). Only treated water was expected to be discharged to the
Watut River, plus there were supposedly no villages along the river
between the mine and the nearest village at Nauti. The compliance
monitoring maps are shown Fig. S16a and b. There are, however,
two villages in between the mine and Nauti, namely Heyu and
Hikinangowe. Furthermore, the cyanide detoxi!cation treatment
plantwas not performing to the required standard in late 2011 (resid-
ual cyanide levels were higher than desired), which, combined with
high rainfall, caused a rapid build-up of water in the TSF. The mine
sought and received approval to discharge at a greater rate with
slightly elevated cyanide concentrations (MMJV, 2013), which caused
signi!cant concern in theWau-Bulolo region – although it was clearly
not RMWD nor was it highly contaminated waters (i.e. heavy metal-
11 For example, see https://savethesepik.org/.
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rich AMD waters), the community was clearly worried that the mine
could be heading towards this.
• Ok Tedi (OTML, various) – the mine used to have a compliance point
~175 km downstream for Total Suspended Solids (TSS, or particulate
matter) of 940 mg/L (Townsend and Townsend, 2004), but after
2000 a new regime was adopted based on drinking water guidelines
since the Ok Tedi itself was severely impacted above ecosystem pro-
tection values. This was soon realised as inappropriate to protect the
water quality and uses of the Middle and Lower Fly River sections,
and from 2006 a new regime was adopted whereby monitoring
along the entire Ok Tedi-Fly River systemwould be compared against
the 95% ecosystem protection levels from the ANZECC guidelines (see
Table S6). The compliancemonitoringmap is shown Fig. S17.Whilst it
is acknowledged that these values may be exceeded, even regularly
(page 22, OTML, 2017), this is a more progressive approach – but it
still ignores the long-term issues of bioaccumulation in the aquatic
ecosystem, the complex interplay with "oodplain geomorphology,
acid mine drainage risks from exposed iron sul!des and related
metal mobilisation.
• Lihir (LGL, 2008) – concentration limits are set for the tailings slurry
(see Table S6) but there are no speci!c regulatory criteria for marine
water quality. An extensive range of monitoring is undertaken to as-
sess any dispersion or mobilisation of sediment and metals, including
marine water quality, biodiversity and sea"oor sedimentology, but
this body of work is not publicly reported.
There are no details available for the regulatory criteria applied
for the Simberi Au mine, the Ramu Ni-Co re!nery at Basamuk Bay
nor the recent approvals for Woodlark Island. The approach to regu-
latory criteria has certainly improved over the past two decades in
PNG, moving from a single, distant compliance point which allows
for very generous dilution to adopting Australia's modern ecotoxico-
logical approach to deriving freshwater quality criteria (e.g.
Table S6). This does not absolve the fact that the way compliance is
assessed is still very distant down-river – effectively still allowing
major impacts on river systems and the ecosystems and communi-
ties that depend on the river, especially within the ‘mixing zones’.
After all, PNG's young geology and high energy rivers naturally
carry substantial sediment loads, meaning the modern regulatory
approach is still reliant on dilution to mitigate risks and impacts.
Our synthesis of the regulatory criteria for water quality compliance
is shown in Table 3, including relevant information and strengths
and weaknesses, highlighting especially the importance of transpar-
ency and public reporting.
6.3.3. Governance issues
The role of governance is absolutely crucial in ensuring the role that
mining can play in helping or hindering a country such as PNG in work-
ing towards the SDGs. There are several key governance issues which
stand out with respect to mining:
• Resourcing – government agencies, in reality, are not resourced suf!-
ciently to achieve the expectations of communities in their scrutiny of
mines and companies. Statutory groups are seen to be the protector of
public interest and are expected to be independent of industry, but
without suf!cient resourcing they cannot perform their duties. This
leaves companies as effectively self-regulating, and given the history
of mining in PNG, this often leaves a deep sense of mistrust of both
mining companies and government agencies – which affects all in-
volved and not just communities.
• Enforcement – there is a widespread perception, and indeed reality,
that mines are poorly regulated since the PNG government rarely en-
forces environmental conditions. For example, although the Hidden
Valley project clearly operated outside its approved environmental
management program in its early years, there was no penalty applied
to themine at all. Even though themine has publicly acknowledged it
was the cause of the extra sediment loads in the Watut River, there
was no legal or other action by the Department of Environment and
Conservation nor the Mineral Resources Authority (except perhaps
to trust the mine to address the issues, including compensation to
some communities).
Table 3





Water quality basis Transparency# Strengths Weaknesses
Ok Tedib Fresh Along entire river
system




• Clarity on compliance
• Fails to address bioaccumulation of metals and long-term
acid drainage risks
• Still allows signi!cant impacts along river system








• Clarity on compliance
• Fails to address bioaccumulation of metals and long-term
acid drainage risks
• Still allows signi!cant impacts along river system
Hidden
Valley
Fresh ~20 km downstream
(Nauti)
Unclear Medium • Extensive monitoring




• Some clarity on
compliance
• Fails to address bioaccumulation of metals and long-term
acid drainage risks
Lihir Marine Tailings discharge
point
Unclear Low • None identi!ed • No public transparency
• Uncertain compliance
• Unclear scienti!c basis
Simberi Marine Unclear Unclear Low • None identi!ed • No public transparency
• Uncertain compliance
• Unclear scienti!c basis
Ramu Marine Unclear Unclear Low • None identi!ed • No public transparency
• Uncertain compliance
• Unclear scienti!c basis
Notes: #Based on public reporting and scienti!c justi!cation of compliance regime (Low= no public reporting or explanation; Medium= infrequent public reporting and explanation;
High = frequent public reporting (e.g. annual), clear scienti!c explanation and regular review and improvement in regime criteria).
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• Ramu Ni-Co Re!nery, Basamuk Bay – as part of the community-led
court case to stop the use of MMWD by the Ramu project, a series of
conditions were set, including public reporting of the monitoring of
tailings disposal impacts on the marine environment. As of the date of
this paper, there is still no such public reporting – and no action by
PNG statutory agencies to enforce such conditions and reporting either.
• Public Environmental Reporting – since 2000 there has been a strong
uptake of public reporting of statutory environmental monitoring and
management, such as annual environment reports, but almost entirely
by Ok Tedi and Porgera and not many others. For example, annual re-
ports have been released since ~2001 for Ok Tedi and since 2009 for
Porgera, but only 2011 and 2012 for Hidden Valley and only 2005 to
2007 for Lihir, whilst other mines have not done this. These reports
are crucial in many ways; !rstly because mines claim to be in compli-
ance and such reporting allows an assessment of these claims; secondly
because they allowamuchmore sophisticated understanding of the ac-
tual extent of monitoring and impacts at each mine, especially long-
term trends over time; and !nally they allow independent assessment
of the environmental reality for eachmine–moving beyondperception
only to allow review of actual data. It is interesting to note that for
Newcrest's mine at Cadia Au-Cu-Ag in New South Wales, Australia,
they are required by law to release such reports annually on their
website but not for their Telfer Au-Cu mine in Western Australia –
nor do Newcrest practice this for the Lihir mine. In the modern age,
public access to compliance monitoring is crucial and a key test of cor-
porate transparency.
• Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) – the EITI began
shortly after the 2002 Earth Summit in Johannesburg, South Africa
(Harmony Gold's home country), and aimed to facilitate better trans-
parency around the governance of revenue "ows from resource extrac-
tion. PNG of!cially joined the EITI in 2014, with annual EITI reports
available from 2013 to 2016. These reports give clarity to the produc-
tion of various resources (despite some missing data and minor vari-
ances between company and EITI data), their export value and
revenues to government – although signi!cant data gaps and inconsis-
tencies clearly remain to ensure accurate and responsible governance.
It also remains unclear to what extent the EITI can assess the effects
of special tax credits and development deals and the potential revenue
loss thismayhave led to for the PNGgovernment. Although the EITI can
track revenue "ows to and within government, it cannot address the
way that payments are distributed within communities. For example,
royaltiesmaybepaid to a village chief as per a development agreement,
but this is then shared mostly with sons whilst daughters receive very
little –meaning poor gender equity (a critical SDG).
There remain many strands of the governance of the extractive re-
sources sector in PNG which still need substantial improvement. Al-
though some mines are clearly adopting more transparent governance
(e.g. Ok Tedi, Porgera), many others remain behind (e.g. Hidden Valley
last released an annual environmental report for the year 2012). The
role of the PNG Government and its statutory agencies remains crucial,
but they are collectively perceived to be poorly resourced and
ineffective.
6.3.4. Mining in PNG and the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
The history and status of mining in PNG raises serious questions
about the role thatmining can or should play in broader national devel-
opment through to local community development. For PNG, these is-
sues deserve considerable research and analysis which are clearly
beyond the scope or ability of this paper. However, we include some
succinct points to provide some context for the oft-repeated mantra
that ‘mining brings development’.
The UN Development Program (UNDP) has been reporting their
‘Human Development Index’ (HDI) assessment of countries now since
1990. Whilst there are issues with the data underpinning HDI and
contention about its utility in assessing human development status (in-
cluding the impacts on human development from a severely degraded
environment), it is at least a continuing and independent assessment.
For PNG, it scored a HDI value of 0.471 in 1990 and 0.543 in 2018 –
both years placing it in the ‘low human development’ category (UNDP,
var.). This marginal improvement suggests that PNG's long-term focus
on the extractive industries as the means of economic development
since independence in 1975 has failed to deliver the anticipated im-
provements in human development outcomes at the national level
(Banks, 2014). Signi!cant reforms are therefore required to ensure
that extractive industries make a greater contribution to human well-
being in PNG.
In recent years, the SDGs have become an important lens to assess
development priorities, especially in developing countries such as PNG
and for large-scale industrial sectors such as mining (e.g. Nickless,
2017, 2018; Reis Monteiro et al., 2019; Yakovleva et al., 2017). Many
of the 17 SDGs relate directly to the role that mining projects can con-
tribute to (e.g. clean water supplies, jobs, education), whilst others are
more indirect or perhaps nebulous (e.g. gender equity, peace) (e.g.
CCSI, 2016; Fraser, 2019) – but in PNG, mining can also strongly hinder
SDG progress (e.g. polluted rivers, loss of land, fractured communities,
unequal wealth distribution, etc.), as clearly evidenced at mines sites
such as Panguna, Ok Tedi, Porgera and others. A positive example is
the Hidden Valley mine which, after the recognition of excessive
waste rock erosion into and sedimentation of the Watut River, funded
new water supplies for a variety of villages along the river as part of
compensation and, perhaps more importantly, acknowledgement of
the mines' impacts (SDG 6 Water, plus others to a lesser extent).
Though, as discussed above, better practices, more accurate impact as-
sessments and effective regulation could have avoided the water con-
tamination issues in the !rst instance.
The global mining industry is increasingly using SDG-style thinking
to underpin its approach to sustainable development and the way that
mines and mining companies can contribute to the achieving the
SDGs inmany developing countries – such as the ‘TenMining Principles’
promoted by International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM, the
industry's representative body) (ICMM, 2020). The principles build on
previous work in this area by the ICMM, and importantly, all member
companies are bound to implement these principles in their mines
and activities. It is worth noting, of course, that the approved standards
for PNG mines could be seen to contravene most (if not all) of these
principles, depending on whether the perspective is from community,
industry or government.
Finally, a major issue in assessing the actual contribution of mining
to human development in PNG is the lack of detailed socioeconomic
data (e.g. health, education, wages, demographics) – including assess-
ments prior tomining projects proceeding, appropriatemonitoring dur-
ing operations and assessments again after mining has been completed
(see Banks, 2014). For example, the Misima Au-Ag mine operated for
15 years but there has been no follow-up study to assess the develop-
ment effects of mining (similar could also be said for environmental is-
sues). At present, there are no such detailed studies known to the
authors.
7. Summary
Despite the wealth of mineral resources and opportunity present in
PNG, the mining industry has played a controversial role in develop-
ment of the country over the past century. The complex geologic prov-
inces that underlie PNG (Australian Craton, NewGuinea Orogen and the
Melanesian Arc) have been shown to host world-class mineral deposits,
with potential for further discoveries into the future. However, the pro-
cesses used to exploit these deposits in PNG have fostered economic in-
equalities, damaged social cohesion and caused considerable
environmental degradation and complex social and environmental
mining legacies that will remain into the decades and centuries to
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come. The approaches taken to managing and regulating large-scale
mines – especially their wastes and tailings – in PNG are sub-par by
global standards, and this has been compounded by an under apprecia-
tion during approvals processes of how the scale of mining projects and
themagnitude of waste volumesmay change through the life of a mine.
Many of the social and environmental impacts arising from these pro-
jects are associated with the magnitude of mining wastes as well as a
lack of recognition and consideration of the immanent impacts from
extractive-led development. Through outlining the history of mining in
PNG and highlighting the key factors that have led to the emergence of
these issues, we hope that new approaches to governance and manage-
ment of resource projects in PNG will emerge. Shifting the balance for
mining being a force for sustainable development, rather than its' bane,
will require PNG regulators and mining operations to signi!cantly im-
prove the governance of mineral resource projects, adopt international
best practices for mine waste management and to genuinely respond
to the diverse needs and concerns of communities and stakeholders.
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1. Historic Au and Cu Reserves 
Some historic Au and Cu ore reserves include (Grainger & Grainger, 1974; Nye & Fisher, 
1954): 
 
x Gold (lode, with goldfield or island noted, year of estimate); 
o Kulumadau (Woodlark Island): ~6 kt ore at ~21.4 g/t Au for ~130 kg Au (1918); 
o Mount Sisa (Misima Island): ~406 kt ore at ~6.4 g/t Au for ~2,600 kg Au (June 1937); 
o Umuna (Misima Island): ~340 kt ore at ~9.2 g/t Au for ~3,130 kg Au (~1937); 
o Kulumalia (Misima Island): ~41 kt ore at ~10.5 g/t Au for ~430 kg Au (1938); 
o Golden Ridges (Wau-Bulolo): ~152 kt ore at ~31 g/t Au for ~4,710 kg Au (1938?); 
o Andersons Creek (Wau-Bulolo): ~5.1 kt ore at ~15 g/t Au for ~76 kg Au (1938); 
o Karuka (Wau-Bulolo): 30.7 kt ore at 10.7 g/t Au for ~328 kg Au (March 1941); 
o Surmans (Wau-Bulolo): ~18.3 kt ore at ~12.2 g/t Au for ~223 kg Au (1941); 
o Enterprise (Wau-Bulolo): ~61 kt ore at ~9 g/t Au for ~549 kg Au (March 1941); 
o Enterprise (Wau-Bulolo): ~70.9 kt ore at ~10.7 g/t Au, ~107 g/t Ag for ~759 kg Au, ~7,600 
kg Ag (1946); 
o Mount Victor (Eastern Highlands): ~102 kt ore at ~8.4 g/t Au for ~857 kg Au (~1961); 
o Clarke Ridge (Wau-Bulolo): ~51 kt ore at ~3.8 g/t Au for ~194 kg Au (~1961); 
o Upper Ridges (Wau-Bulolo): 464.3 kt ore at 4.0 g/t Au, 8.0 g/t Ag for ~1,855 kg Au, 
~3,710 kg Ag (1970); 
x Gold (alluvial, with goldfield or island noted, year of estimate); 
o Upper Mambare River (Astrolabe): ~0.28 Mm3 at ~0.8 g/m3 for ~220 kg Au  although it 
was later acknowledged by the company that the ground was not as profitable as 
expected (~1938); 
o Double Chance (Misima Island): 1.1 Mm3 at ~0.74 g/m3 for ~814 kg Au (1939); 
x Copper (sulfide or oxidised, with field noted, year of estimate); 
o Elvina (sulfide, Astrolabe): ~5.4 kt ore at 3.1-3.02-0.25% Cu-Zn-Pb for 0.17-0.16-0.01 kt 
Cu-Zn-Pb (~1918); 
o Dubuna (sulfide & oxidised, Astrolabe): ~25 kt ore at ~4% Cu, ~6.3 g/t Au for ~1 kt Cu, 
~158 kg Au (~1926); 
o Kupei (sulfide, Bougainville Island): ~5.1 kt ore at 3.2% Cu, 13.9-9.2 g/t Au-Ag for ~0.16 
kt Cu, ~71 kg Au, ~47 kg Ag (1936); 
o Laloki (sulfide, Astrolabe): ~270 kt ore at 4.57% Cu, 6.3 g/t Au containing 12.3 kt Cu, 
1,700 kg Au (1941); 
o Sapphire-Moresby King (oxidised, Astrolabe): ~9.1 kt ore at 1.7% Cu, ~15 g/t Au for 
~0.15 kt Cu, ~137 kg Au (1941); 
o Mount Diamond (sulfide, Astrolabe): ~24 kt ore at ~4.3-0.9% Cu-Zn, ~1.7-9.2 g/t Au-Ag, 
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2. Consumables for Ore Processing at Lihir and Ok Tedi 
Some data for Lihir was reported by Corp (2013) and are assumed to be expressed per tonne 
of ore processed: 
 
x Grinding balls 0.8 kg/t 
x Mill liners 0.12 kg/t 
x Flocculant 0.12 kg/t 
x Cyanide 0.63 kg/t 
x Lime 12 kg/t 
x Flotation collector 0.17 kg/t 
 
Hulmes et al (2013) also reported some data for Ok Tedi that is more explicitly divided into 
individual processes and is once again assumed to be expressed per tonne of ore processed: 
 
x Grinding media 
o SAG Mill  125 mm steel balls 160 g/t 
o Ball Mills  75 mm steel balls 170 g/t, 30mm HiCr balls 30 g/t 
x Copper Flotation 
o Limestone 2600 g/t 
o Collector (Flottec M2801A) 16 g/t 
o Frother (Flottec F173) 19 g/t 
o Sodium hydrosulfide 21 g/t 
x Pyrite Flotation 
o Potassium Amyl Xanthate (PAX) 46 g/t 
o Defoamer (Flottec X600-02) 4 g/t 
x Dewatering 
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3. Selected Examples of Hydroelectric Power Stations and Tailings Dams in 
Mountainous and Seismically Active Regions 
The most common arguments in Papua New Guinea against tailings dams are the 
mountainous terrain, high rainfall and high seismic or earthquake risk. Whilst these risks are 
real, this does not prevent the ability to design, build and operate a tailings dams in such 
contexts  it simply makes it more expensive than normal (sometimes considerably), especially 
if very cheap options such as riverine or marine tailings disposal will be approved by the 
government. Although a detailed cost analysis is outside the scope of this paper, we provide 
a partial list below of tailings dams and hydroelectric dams in mountainous and seismically 
active regions of the world as evidence that such structures can indeed be built safely. It is 
also beyond the scope of this analysis to review the hydrologic, geologic and seismic design, 
construction and operation of each facility  but what this list does suggest is the extensive 
nature of how such facilities are investigated, designed, built and operated safely around the 
world to address these three key risks (across concrete arch or earth and rockfill or other 
engineering design concepts). 
 
3.1 Hydroelectric Power Stations by Selected High Seismic Risk Countries 
x World hydroelectric power capacity by 2018 (including dams and other forms) (IHA, 2018): 
o China  341,190 MW 
o Japan  49,905 MW 
o New Zealand  5,346 MW 
o Indonesia  5,314 MW 
o Chile  7,271 MW 
o Papua New Guinea  234 MW 
 
x Papua New Guinea 
o Yonki-Ramu 75 MW hydroelectric system (PPL, 2017) 
 
x Indonesia 
o Cirata 948 MW and Saguling 797 MW hydroelectric dams in West Java (PTIPL, 2018) 
 
x Chile 
o Ralco 690 MW, Pehuenche 570 MW, Pangue 467 MW and El Toro 450 MW  
hydroelectric dams (amongst others) (EGCSA, 2018) 
 
x New Zealand 
o Clyde 432 MW and Roxburgh 320 MW hydroelectric dams (CEL, 2017) 
 
3.2 Tailings Dams by Selected High Seismic Risk Countries 
 
x Chile 
o Andina, El Teniente, Chuquicamata, Escondida, Los Pelambres, Collahuasi, etc  
indeed any tailings (or hydroelectric) dam in Chile has to address seismic risks, 
especially given the significant failures during the 1965 and 1985 earthquakes (see 
Kossoff et al, 2014)  but it is worth noting that over the last decade, which has included 
several earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 8 on the Richter Scale, there have 
been no reported tailings dam failures. This shows that Chile has learnt the lessons of 
earlier earthquake-induced failures and can now build and operate tailings dams to 
address seismic risks. It should also be noted that Chile has a typically arid to hyper-arid 
climate, meaning that rainfall is not a primary engineering consideration in tailings dam 
design and operation. 
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x New Zealand 
o Waihi (as noted by Maton et al, 2015), Reefton and Macraes gold mines 
o New Zealand typically has high rainfall and wet climates 
 
x New Caledonia 
o Goro nickel-cobalt mine and refinery (technical sources are not available for this site; for 
an aerial view, see Michel, 2018) 
o New Caledonia has high rainfall and wet climates 
 
x Laos 
o Phu Kham copper-gold mine (see PanAust, 2018) 
 
x Japan  the strong March 2011 earthquake (summarised from Ishihara et al, 2015): 
o More than 20 tailings dams remained intact in eastern Japan 
o Curiously, at the former Ohya mine, the Kayakari tailings dam failed (due to liquefaction; 
operated 1951-66) and Takasega-mori tailings dam (operated 1966-72) remained intact 
and undamaged (both dams also survived a much closer but not as strong earthquake 
in 2003) 
o This shows the ability to engineer dams for earthquake risks  but it requires constant 
monitoring and maintenance 
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Figure S1: Map of mineral resources and mining projects in Papua New Guinea 
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Figure S2: Trends in mineral resources and ore grades for major operating and recent gold 
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Figure S3: Long-term trends in reported ore reserves, additional mineral resources and 
cumulative production for Ok Tedi (top  Cu left, Au right), Porgera (middle left), Lihir (middle 
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Figure S4: Long-term trends in energy intensity by Cu or Au mine: (a) energy intensity per 
tonne of ore processed (GJ/t ore); (b) electrical energy input per tonne of ore processed 
(kWh/t ore); (c) diesel consumption per tonne of rock mined (ore plus waste rock) (L/t rock); 




Figure S5: Long-term trends in carbon intensity by Cu or Au mine: (a) carbon intensity per 
tonne of ore processed (t CO2/t ore); (b) carbon intensity per metal extracted (kg CO2/t Cu or 
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Figure S6: Long-term trends in total water intensity by Cu or Au mine: (a) water intensity per 





Figure S7: Tailings and waste rock data for Ok Tedi  quantities (left) and Cu quantity and 
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Figure S8: Aerial view of the Ok Tedi Cu-Au-Ag mine and nearby town of Tabubil, showing 
the adjacent rivers choked with mine waste (image: GE, 2019, date unclear but believed to 




Figure S9: Aerial view of the Porgera Au mine, showing the extent of erosion of waste rock 
and tailings in the rivers (image: GE, 2019, date approximately 13 June 2010) 
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Figure S10: Aerial view of the Kurumbukari Ni-Co-Cr mine, showing the extent of area 
impacted by mine operations (image: GE, 2019, date approximately 18 May 2011  just prior 





Figure S11: Aerial view of the Hidden Valey Au-Ag mine, showing the extent of mine-related 
infrastructure and open cuts (image: GE, 2019, date approximately 25 November 2016) 
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Figure S12: Aerial view of the Panguna Cu-Au-Ag mine, showing the Jaba River choked with 
mine waste (image: GE, 2019, date approximately 31 December 2015) 
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Figure S13: Aerial views of Lihir Island (top) and the Lihir Au mine (bottom), showing the 
erosion of waste rock dumped in the adjacent Luise Harbour and extent of land used by the 
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Figure S14: Estimate of affec ed floodplain along he Fl  Ri e  em d e o Ok Tedi  e 
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Figure S15: Water monitoring map for compliance at the Porgera Au mine with the SG3 
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Figure S16a: Watut River water quality monitoring map for the Hidden Valley Au-Ag mine 
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Figure S16b: Regional map for the Hidden Valley Au-Ag mine with the Nauti compliance site 
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Figure S17: Water monitoring map for compliance at the Ok Tedi Cu-Au-Ag mine (page 21, 
Figure 6 from OTML, 2017) 
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5. Tables 
 
Table S1: Copper-gold mineral resources by project, Papua New Guinea (2015 or most recent data available prior to this; sorted by Cu size) 
Project Deposit Type Mt %Cu g/t Au Others Mt Cu t Au 
Frieda River Groupa Porphyrya 2,837 0.45 0.23 0.54 g/t Ag 12.78 661.2 
Golpu Porphyry 1,073.9 0.87 0.59 1.1 g/t Ag, 0.0094% Mo 9.34 633.6 
Panguna (Bougainville) Porphyry 1,838 0.30 0.34 - 5.51 627.5 
Ok Tedi Porphyry 911 0.43 0.52 - 3.92 473.7 
Yandera Porphyry 747.6 0.33 0.068 1.4 g/t Ag, 0.006% Mo, 0.07 g/t Rec 2.47 51.1 
Star Mountains-Olgal Porphyry 450 0.3 0.3 - 1.35 135.0 
Kili Teke Porphyry 221.5 0.35 0.25 0.017% Mo 0.78 55.4 
Kodu (Mount Bini) Porphyry 276 0.27 0.30 1.7 g/t Ag, 0.0077% Mo 0.75 82.8 
Simiku (Simku, Simuku) Porphyry 200 0.36 0.06 2 g/t Ag, 0.0061% Mo 0.72 12.0 
Arieb Porphyry 164b 0.32b 0.1b 1.7 g/t Agb 0.52 16.4 
Nakru-1 Porphyry 38.4 0.60 0.28 1.80 g/t Ag, 0.0014% Mo, 0.0066% Pb, 0.0019% Zn 0.23 10.7 
Solwara 1 VMS 2.57 7.7 5.8 30 g/t Ag, 0.7% Zn 0.20 15.0 
Kainantu Epithermal  low S 5.5 1.8 8.0 30 g/t Ag 0.10 44.1 
Nambonga Porphyry 39.8 0.21 0.79 2.9 g/t Ag,  0.084 31.4 
Mount Kren-Puand Porphyry 20d 0.3d - - 0.060b  
Solwara 12 VMS 0.23 7.3 3.6 56 g/t Ag, 3.6% Zn 0.017 0.8 
Laloki (Cu)d Sediment-hosted Pb-Zn? (Sedex?) 0.373
d 3.93d 3.75d 10.7 g/t Ag, 2.51% Znd 0.015d 1.4d 
Sinivit Porphyry 1.856 0.27 3.6 - 0.005 6.7 
Noracd Skarn 0.42d 1d - - 0.004d - 
 TOTALS 8,828.1 0.44 0.32 ~0.46 g/t Ag 38.86 2,858.9 
Notes: high / low S  high / low sulfidation; aFrieda River Group includes the Horse-Ivaal-Trukai (HIT), Koki, Nena, Ekwai and Ok Nerenere depsoits; bNena is a high sulfidation 
epithermal deposits (and includes arsenic and antimony); crhenium (Re) grade not code-based value (but is included for completeness); dhistoric resource estimates and not 
code-compliant. References include company annual or quarterly reports, presentations, brochures or websites, except Frieda River-Ok Nerenere (Williamson & Hancock, 2005) 
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Table S2: Gold mineral resources by project, Papua New Guinea (2015 or most recent data available prior to this; sorted by Au size) 
Project Deposit Type Mt g/t Au g/t Ag t Au t Ag 
Lihir Epithermal  low sulfidation 780 2.3 - 1,799.0 - 
Porgera Epithermal  low sulfidation 76.0 3.95 - 300.2 - 
Wafi Epithermal  high sulfidation 136.1 1.65 - 224.6 - 
Hidden Valley Group Epithermal  low sulfidation 111.0 1.47 26.7 163.5 2,968 
Townsville Skarn 19.0 4.3 - 81.7 - 
Simberi Epithermal  low sulfidation 44.2 1.6 - 70.7 - 
Woodlark Island Group Epithermal  low sulfidation 45.1 1.5 - 67.7 - 
Mount Kare Epithermal  low sulfidation 42.5 1.54 13.5 65.5 574 
Kerimenge-Lemenge Epithermal  low sulfidation 55 1.0 - 55.0 - 
Crater Mountain (Mixing Zone) Epithermal  high & low sulfidation 24 1 - 24.0 - 
Imwauna-Normanby Epithermal  low sulfidation 1.8 12.2 20 22.0 36 
Laloki (Au)a Sediment-hosted Pb-Zn (Sedex) 0.9a 21.9a - 19.7a - 
Fergusson Island-Gameta Epithermal  low sulfidation 24 0.8 - 19.2 - 
Fergusson Island-Wapolu Epithermal  low sulfidation 7.6 1.55 - 11.8 - 
Sinivit Porphyry 2.05 3.48 - 7.1 - 
Metaworeia Epithermal  low sulfidation 8a 0.85a - 6.8a - 
Mount Pencha Epithermal  low sulfidation 1.5a 2.9a - 4.4a - 
Sehulea-Weiokoa Epithermal  low sulfidation 1.71a 1.36a 12.3a 2.3a 21a 
 Totals(Au) 1,380.4 2.13 ~2.6 2,945.1 3,599 
 Totals (Cu-Au) 8,828.2 0.32 ~0.46 2,858.9 4,043 
Notes: anot code-based resources (but included for completeness). References include company annual or quarterly reports, presentations or brochures, except Kerimenge-
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Table S3: Nickel mineral resources by project, Papua New Guinea (2015 or most recent data prior to this; sorted by Ni size) 
Project Deposit Type – Primary Deposit Type – Secondary Mt %Ni %Co Mt Ni kt Co 
Mambare Limonite Oxide 162.5 0.94 0.09 1.53 146 
Wowo Gap Oxide-hydrous Mg silicate Oxide-hydrous Mg silicate 125 1.06 0.07 1.33 88 
Kurumbukari-Ramu Limonite-hydrous Mg silicate Oxide-hydrous Mg silicate 127 1.0 0.1 1.25 130 
Lake Trista Oxide-hydrous Mg silicate Oxide-hydrous Mg silicate 70a 0.68a - 0.48a - 
Frieda Rivera Hydrous Mg silicate Hydrous Mg silicate ~23a,b ~0.9a,b - 0.21a,c - 
Koreppaa Hydrous Mg silicate Hydrous Mg silicate 13.3a 0.71a - 0.10a - 
  Totals 521.2 0.94 0.07 4.88 364 
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Table S4: Gold mine production data to 2018 (sorted by size of mine waste, Mt milled+Mt waste rock) 
 Project Field Period Method Mt milled (Mt tailings) g/t Au g/t Ag t Au t Ag 







Porgera Central Highlands 1990-2018a OC+UG 135.7 5.57 ~1 650.0 ~116b 479.30c 433.22c 
Lihir Tabar Islands 1997-2018a OC 136.7 4.04 - 466.5 »6.6b 582.7T 
Ok Tedi (Au only) Western Highlands 1984-1986e OC 16.3 ~3.2 ~1.3 36.0 11.7 14.9d - 
Hidden Valley Wau-Bulolo 2009-2018a OC 31.96 1.75 ~25 46.31 ~506 ~30f ~146f 
Simberi Tabar Islands 2008-2018a OC 26.48 1.25 - 28.18 - ~37.8b,T 
Edie Creek Wau-Bulolo 2014-2018a OC 0.011 7.6 ~8.8 0.084 0.073 ND ND  






Misima (Placer Dome) Misima Island 1989-2004 OC 87.47 1.45 13.2 115.9 563.0 347.8T 
Tolukuma Eastern Highlands 1996-2014 UG/OC 2.686b 11.9 >25b ~29.5b >40b 2.79T 
Golden Peaks Wau-Bulolo 1953-1977 UG 1.476 4.8 - 6.57 - ND 
Wau Wau-Bulolo 1985-1987 OC 1.118 1.20 >0.2b 1.01 >0.12b ND 
Sinivit-Kavursuki New Britain 2008-2013 OC 0.580 3.7 >0.5b 1.18 >0.15b >0.13b,T 
Misima Gold Reefs (NG) Misima Island 1935-40 UG 0.426 ~10.0g - 4.27 - ND 
Golden Ridges Wau-Bulolo 1933-1977h UG 0.384 12.9 - 4.79 - ND 
Kainantu Eastern Highlands 2006-2008 UG 0.307 6.91 - 1.88 - ND 
Fergusson Island-Wapolu Fergusson Island 1995-1997 UG 0.273 ~1.6 - 0.29 - 0.325T 
Upper Ridges Wau-Bulolo 1938-1968h UG 0.249 14.0 - 2.88 - ND 
Cuthbert's Misima Goldmine Misima Island 1935-1949 UG 0.205 ~8.0g - 1.64 - ND 
Mount Victor Eastern Highlands 1987-1990 OC 0.199 ~3.6 ~2.4 0.64 0.36 0.186T 
Edie Creek-Karuka Wau-Bulolo 1936-1941 OC/UG 0.199 ~11.6g ~221g 1.93 7.95 ND 
Block 10 Misima Gold Mines Misima Island 1914-1922 UG 0.103 ~12.3g - 1.27 - ND 
New Misima Goldmine Misima Island 1928-1935 UG 0.076 ~8.5g - 0.65 - ND 
Day Dawn Wau-Bulolo 1931-1935 UG 0.054 17.7 384 0.64 0.59 ND 
Gold Mines of Papua Misima Island 1933-40 UG 0.041 ~6.5g - 0.26 - ND 
Clarkes Ridge Wau-Bulolo 1986 OC 0.04 2.8 - 0.11 - ND 
Misima-Mount Sisa Misima Island 1938-1939 UG 0.036 ~27.4g - 0.98 - ND 
Umana Misima Island 1925-1927 UG 0.028 ~10.5g - ~0.29 - ND 
Rough Ridge-Juno-Jumbo Milne Bay 1938 UG 0.0016 ~16.6g - 0.027 - ND 
Scottish Queen Misima Island 1953-55 UG 0.0012 ~31.1g - 0.038 - ND 
            
    Totals 426.2 3.73 >5 1,367 >1,240 >2,100T 
Notes: OC  open cut, UG  underground; ND  no data; TTotal waste rock reported only; Compiled from company reporting, Grainger & Grainger (1974), Hooper (2003), Lowenstein (1982),Neale (1994), 
Nye & Fisher (1954); aStill operating at ea  end; bSome data estimated or incomplete; cThe Porgera joint venture reports waste rock in this manner (Table 4-3, page 44, PJV, 2019); dAccording to 
data and statements in OTML (2017), effectively all waste rock is considered erodible and discharged to the Ok Tedi system (see page 10); eAdditional Au ore processed 1987-89 but data mixed with 
Cu-Au ore processing (specific Au-only production is reported as 17.3 t Au); fThis split of erodible e  compe en  a e ock i  he a ho  be  e ima e  ba ed on p blicl  a ailable epo  and 
data (see Mudd & Roche, 2014); gYield only and not assayed ore grade; hProduction very spasmodic and not continuous during this period (especially during World War 2). 
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Table S5: Copper mine production data to 2017a (sorted by size of mine waste, Mt milled+Mt waste rock) 
Project Period Method Mt milled %Cu g/t Au g/t Ag Mt Cu Conc. Mt Cu t Au t Ag 
Mt 
Tailings 
Mt Waste Rocka 
Erodible Competent 
Ok Tedi 1984-2018b OC ~755.4c 0.78c 0.80c ~2.1c 16.44 4.848 461.9c,d ~976c ~755 ~1,298e - 
Panguna 1972-1989 OC 675.4 0.52 0.63 1.53 10.17 2.988 305.6 786.3 665.2 570.0T 
Kainantu 2017-2018b UG 0.083 ~0.38c ~19.0c ~5.5c NR 0.00031 1.45 0.35 0.083 ~0.125c 
Laloki Group 1907-1970f UG ~0.056 ~11 - - - ~0.0062 - - ~0.050 ND 
              
   ~1,430.9 ~0.66 ~0.77 ~1.9 26.61 7.843 771.3 1,763 ~1,404 ~1,836 
              
Indonesian Projects              
Ertsberg-Grasberg 1972-2017b UG-OC ~1,730c 1.06c 1.12c 3.6c ~39.5c 15.739 1,597c 3,873c ~1,690c ~4,665T 
Batu Hijau 1999-2016b OC 680.8 0.61 0.45 NR ~11.1GG 3.555 248.6 NR ~670g 1,960.7T 
Notes: NR  not reported; TTotal waste rock reported only; Compiled from company quarterly and annual reporting (Grainger & Grainger, 1974; Nye & Fisher, 1954); aBased on 
reporting, waste rock is split into directly discharged or erobile material versus competent or stable material (see respective site references); bStill operating at ea  end; csome 
data estimated (e.g. from graphs or other data and sources); dincludes ~17.3 t Au derived from gold-only ore (Au vs Cu-Au ore processing not reported separately between 1987 
to 1989); eAccording to data and statements in OTML (2017), effectively all waste rock is considered erodible and discharged to the Ok Tedi system (see page 10); fProduction 
very spasmodic and not continuous during this period (especially during World War 2); gBased on historical concentrate data, approximate only. 
 
 
Table S6: Comparison of pre-mining mineral resources, cumulative production (to 2018) and remaining mineral resources (2018) 
Project 
Pre-Mine Mineral Resources Cumulative Production (to 2018) Current Mineral Resources 
Year Basis Mt ore %Cu g/t Au g/t Ag Mt WR Mt milled %Cu g/t Au g/t Ag Mt WR Mt ore %Cu g/t Au g/t Ag 














~2.1 ~1,298 776 0.44 0.52 ~2
b 
Panguna 1971 Company 944 0.48 0.56 - - 675.4 0.52 0.63 1.53 570.0 1,838c 0.30c 0.34c - 
Porgera 1989 Company 50.8 - 7.6 - - 135.7 - 5.57 - ~956 76.4 - 4.57 - 
Lihir 1992 EISd 168 - 3.6 - ~600 136.7 - 4.04 - 582.7 690 - 2.3 - 
Hidden Valley 2004 EISe 36.2 - 3.2 - ~275 31.96 - 1.75 ~25 ~176 89.3 - 1.43 27.4 
Simberi 2007 Company 17.77 - 1.37 - - 26.48 - 1.25 - ~37.8 70.9 - 1.6 - 
Misima 1986 Company 56 - 1.37 20.9 - 87.47 - 1.45 13.2 347.8 - - - - 
Notes: Basis  the source for pre-mine mineral resources, either the original environmental impact a emen  ( EIS ) o  he compan  epo ed mine al e o ce  he ea  befo e 
p od c ion a ed ( Compan ). All da a compiled f om compan  a e l  and ann al epo ing ( nle  o he i e no ed). aOk Tedi EIS (Maunsell, 1982); bValue assumed due to 
lack of reported value (value adopted is similar to typical ore milled grades and historical data); cAssumed unchanged from 2016 (2017 reporting not available); dLihir EIS 
(Anonymous, 1992); eHidden Valley EIS (Enesar, 2004). 
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Table S7: Compilation of key water quality criteria by mining project 
Mine [Reference] 
Fresh / River Site pH TDS TSS Cyanide Sodium Sulfate Chloride Fe 




~175 N [1a] - - 940 - - - - - 
~2001-2006 [1b] ~165-175 A/N [1b] 6.5-8.5 500 - - 180 250 250 0.3 
post 2006 [1c] see [1c] see [1c] - - - 0.007 - - - ID 
Porgera [2] Fresh ~180 SG3 6.5-9.0 - - - - - - - 
Lihir [3] Marine - - - - - 20
WAD 
9.9Free 
- - - - 
Hidden Valley [4] Fresh ~20 Nauti - - - - - - - - 
            
ANZECC 99% Valuesa,b [5] 
Fresh - - - - - 0.004 - - - ID 
Marine - - - - - 0.002 - - - ID 
 
Mine [Reference] 
Fresh / Ag As Cd Cr Co Cu Hg Ni Pb Se Zn 




- - - - - - - - - - - 
~2001-2006 [1b] - - 2 - - 2,000 - - 10 - 3,000 
post 2006 [1c] 0.05 24 / 13c 0.2 ID / 0.01d ID 1.4 0.6e 11 3.4 11 8.0 
Porgera [2] Fresh 4.0 50 1.0 10# - 10  50 3.0 - 50 
Lihir [3] Marine 600 75,000 1,000 - - 33,000 250 3,050 6,000 - 50,000 
Hidden Valley [4] Fresh 50 50# 10 50# 1 1,000 2 1,000 5 10 5,000 
             
ANZECC 99% Valuesa,b [5] 
Fresh 0.02 1 / 0.8c 0.06 ID / 0.01d ID 1.0 0.06e 8 1.0 5 2.4 
Marine 0.8 ID 0.7 7.7 / 0.14d 0.005 0.3 0.1e 7 2.2 ID 7 
Notes: Fresh  freshwater; Marine  marine water; TDS  Total Dissolved Solids; TSS  Total Suspended Solids; N  Nukumba village; A  Atkamba village; WAD  weak acid 
dissociable cyanide (i.e. a measure of cyanide bound with other metals or molecules); Free  this is dissolved cyanide in either hydrogen cyanide or just cyanide form (these are 
the most toxic forms); ID  insufficient data; aValues for 99% protection of aquatic ecosystem species; bThe ANZECC guidelines were updated in 2018 but these values have not 
been included since all mines have been using the previous 2000 values.; cThese values are for As species of As-III and As-V, respectively; dTrivalent and hexavalent forms of 
Cr (i.e. Cr-III / Cr-VI); eInorganic form of Hg. [1a] Ok Tedi  compliance ba ed on TSS only at Nukumba (see Figure S17) (Townsend & Townsend, 2004); [1b] Ok Tedi  compliance 
based on Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (e.g. NHMRC, 2004) at Atkamba and Nukumba (see Figure S17); [1c] Ok Tedi now tests compliance against the 95% ecosystem 
protection values from the ANZECC guidelines (i.e. ANZECC & ARMCANZ, 2000), at a range of sites down the entire Ok Tedi-Fly River system, as explained in OTML (2017); 
[2] PJV (2018); [3] LGL (2008); [4] MMJV (2013); [5] ANZECC & ARMCANZ (2000); #Chemical form not specified (total metal can be assumed). 
Note: The ANZECC guidelines were updated in 2018 but these values have not been included since all mines have been using the previous 2000 values. 
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A B S T R A C T
The gap between the rhetoric and reality of extractive-led development (ELD) looms large over the dominant but
flawed discourse of mining for development. Seeking to better understand outcomes from ELD we apply a human
flourishing perspective, exploring yet-to-be-experienced impacts in a potentially inflammatory political process.
This action research is designed to assist communities respond to the proposed, but yet to be approved Wafi-
Golpu project in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea. The research exchange documents with a clear
voice community concerns about: a lack of information; anxiety about intentional and immanent impacts;
fundamentally di!erent conceptualisations of what human flourishing is; a lack of development, services and
facilities; unrealistic expectations; and, most powerfully, an undermining of individual and collective agency. We
find that despite forty years of waiting for mining, the consent process to date is unjust, flawed and inadequate,
de-legitimising any future claims to informed consent. While the immediate practical, on-ground outcomes of
this action-research for the communities has been positive, longer term outcomes are yet to be determined. The
concept of human flourishing o!ers a useful and insightful perspective that can inform communities, govern-
ments, proponents and researchers alike about the potential impacts of ELD on human well-being.
1. Introduction
Normative understandings of the impacts of extractive-led devel-
opment (ELD) on local communities typically gives primacy to Western
notions of development that often fail to see, respect or value other3
ways of being; a continuing process of imperialism and colonisation,
regardless of intent. Assessment processes for extractive projects ex-
acerbate these injustices through a technical, individualised and com-
passionless demonstration of technocratic science and the power and
magic (not science) of markets and financialization. Seeking a di!erent
perspective, one that can educate and empower rather than dispossess,
we ask communities about local conceptions of human flourishing and
the possibilities of ELD. The result is a prioritising of the least heard,
contributing a grassroots voice to the dominant western or management
discourse on ELD. Embroiled in a politically charged mine approval
process running over 2018/19, we hear from the Hengambu, Babauf
and Yanta peoples who live near the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine in
Papua New Guinea (PNG). Like many mining a!ected communities,
they are currently faced with critical, if not existential decisions that
will determine the future well-being of their communities. These are
decisions that are inevitably based on a poor understanding of potential
community outcomes and impacts, where almost all of the information
available to them is based on, designed, supplied and directed to fulfil
the goals and values of other, non-community stakeholders.
In this paper, part of a larger action research project, we use the
concept of human flourishing as a heuristic tool to engage the Babauf,
Hengambu and Yanta communities and share information, fore-
grounding and highlighting community views to better understand
what ELD looks like from their perspective. Preceding extractive de-
velopment, rather than documenting existing outcomes, their story
provides an insight into host community understandings of ELD. We
begin with a brief primer on ELD and an introduction to human
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.exis.2019.02.002
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flourishing, which o!ers a universal, but individualised perspective on
ELD outcomes. Enmeshed in a live and potentially inflammatory poli-
tical process, we then explore methodology, ethics and risk, and lim-
itations. Mindful that human flourishing (gutpla sindaun4) is in-
dividually defined, self-directed and social, the empirical section is
structured around community responses, exploring their under-
standings of life, before and alongside ELD. In the discussion, we ana-
lyse issues and concerns raised by the communities and share some
observations of human flourishing as an engagement and information
sharing tool. Then, given the action-orientation of the research, we
conclude with some reflections on the process and current situation for
communities a!ected by the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine.
2. Understanding extractive-led development
There are many ways to examine and analyse the outcomes from
ELD. In asking the question “is mining good for development?’ Graulau
(2008) identifies how an academic or management understanding of
the extractive industries' contribution to development has changed over
time. A critical juncture was the rise of the World Bank’s structural
adjustment programmes in the 1980s and the Washington Consensus
style reforms that created protected opportunities for the global ex-
tractive industry (Belem, 2009; Hilson, 2004). Boosted by the Brundt-
land Commission’s endorsement of an economic growth response to the
sustainability crisis (including justice and equity), these initiatives
drowned out the growing criticisms of capitalist development in the
periphery (Brundtland, 1987). This deliberate, pro-growth liberal-
isation included explicit goals that e!ectively prioritised the safety of
corporate loans and foreign direct investment returns over the rights
and well-being of local people. The e!ect of these policies, as described
by Akbulut et al., 2015, p. 744 was an “…increase in income inequality,
intensification of class injustice, increased exposure to financial in-
stability, ecological degradation, enclosure of the commons through
privatization, and a deepening of commodification of former non-
market spheres of socio-economic life…”. More recently, the ontolo-
gical clash at the source of these impacts has become better understood,
ironically at the same time as the social function of the mining industry,
encompassing its relationships with communities, has been described as
in decline, with misunderstandings and asymmetric power creating
conflict over di!ering conceptions of value and sense of place (Acuña,
2015; Hemer, 2016; Kemp and Owen, 2018).
It did not take long for others to challenge the liberal economic view
of ELD. Auty’s (1993) resource curse hypothesis questioned the role of
extractives industry at a national economic level, though the debate is
far from over with some evidence of success in low to middle income
countries as well as real obstacles to securing the assumed development
benefits promised by ELD (McMahon and Moreira, 2014; Roberts,
2015). We argue that the di!erences between success and failure is
often one of measurement and scale. For example, national economic
growth might look good, while obscuring less positive local economic
and non-economic impacts. Indeed, over time the more intimate e!ects
of the resource curse have become better understood, for example: with
local dependence on primary commodity exports found to negatively
a!ect health and education outcomes; where a lack of capacity to
manage and leverage benefits can create and/or exacerbate social un-
rest and inequality; and the gendered nature of ELD that diminishes
women’s decision-making roles while exposing them to dispropor-
tionate risks and harms (Cust and Poelhekke, 2015; Jenkins, 2014;
Loayza and Raddatz, 2010). These and other interrelated negative im-
pacts can be intensified by problems in other areas such as: uneven
benefit distributions: the volatility of commodity cycles: poor revenue
streams: health and livelihood impacts from pollution: financial fluc-
tuations: and poor governance. Factors that can all a!ect a country’s
contemporaneous and future ability to improve positive social devel-
opment outcomes (Carmignani and Avom, 2010; Le Billon and Good,
2016; Sexton, 2018).
Given the specific pro-poverty focus of the World Bank and the
dominant discourse of mining for development,5 a poverty lens, despite
its limitations, provides useful insights into the ability of EI to con-
tribute to development. Unfortunately pro-poverty ELD is di"cult, with
Pegg (2006) e!ectively demolishing the theoretical rationale for pov-
erty alleviation from ELD using the World Bank’s (2001) own Attacking
Poverty report. His application of poverty tested the claims of ELD and
found that an absence of required preconditions6 restricted the ability
of the extractive industries to live up to the promise of development.
More recently, a meta-analysis of 52 empirical studies found industrial
mining to be linked to the exacerbation of poverty (Gamu et al., 2015).
Emphasising the importance of local governance and the weakness of
corporate social responsibility, they identified 13 linkages between
poverty and extractive industries. Adding further weight to the
strengthening critique of the pro-poor potential of ELD, Loayza and
Raddatz (2010) found that the composition of growth was critical and
that labour intensive industries such as agriculture and manufacturing
were more likely to aid the poor than resource development.
With clear implications for human flourishing, the UNDP (2014) has
described poor human development outcomes from extractive in-
dustries throughout PNG. For example, despite individual success
stories at Porgera, there is evidence of significant social and environ-
mental e!ects from both intentional and immanent development7
(Banks, 2000; Golub, 2014; Jacka, 2015b). Even the provision of widely
accepted intentional goods, such as health services, has been di"cult
with problems evident in service access, post mining services and the
e!ect on community resilience (Kuir-Ayius, 2016). The impact of ELD’s
immanent impacts in PNG has been more widely identified by Banks
et al. (2013) with Leach (2011, 2014) providing nuanced examples of
how living on the edge of mining at Ramu can impact the social fabric
of communities and the environment they depend on. In Morobe, en-
vironmental impacts and gender inequalities from mining at Hidden
Valley (Burton, 2013a,b,c) provide specific, individual examples of
impact while past extractive activities and the prospect of future mining
have already altered and solidified social boundaries - changing the
fabric of social organisation within and between communities (Bacalzo
et al., 2014; Beer and Schroedter, 2014; Halvaksz, 2008, 2014).
Alongside many others, the perspectives and studies above e!ec-
tively illustrate how ELD can cause and/or exacerbate a range of ne-
gative impacts that significantly impact on the well-being of local
communities. The question is not whether this happens, but what will
happen to Wafi-Golpu communities if mining proceeds? Action-re-
search is teleological: here the aim is to inform communities of po-
tential impacts and apprise other stakeholders of critical, local issues
and perspectives that could a!ect well-being. Conceptual rather than
prescriptive, the objective is to demonstrate why ELD needs to give
4 Human flourishing is translated in Tok Pisin as gutpla sindaun or alter-
natively as gutpela sindaun which Bainton (2006) uses in relation to mining on
Lihir Island, describing it as meaning good life style or good ways of living, it
required little explanation and was immediately understood and readily used by
community. We see human flourishing and eudaimonia as broadly synonymous,
with more or less similarities with the term well-being dependent on its ap-
plication, here we use well-being as a description of aspects of a good life rather
than a measurement.
5 Meyersfeld (2016) o!ers a di!erent EI narrative - ‘the myth of mining’.
6 Attacking Poverty identified three key pre-conditions for poverty alleviating
development, that remain aspirational today; (1) pro-poor public and corporate
governance; (2) much more e!ective social and environment policies; and (3)
respect for human rights (World Bank, 2003).
7 Intentional development is deliberate (i.e. a school or bridge), while im-
manent development is a spontaneous outcome of industrial capitalist devel-
opment that is chaotic and often conflictual (Banks et al., 2013; Cowen and
Shenton, 1996).
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priority to the well-being of communities as it is defined by themselves.
The key is to more fully understand others’ experience of living with
extractive industries, then to identify what produces positive outcomes
rather than negative impacts. This is useful for communities impacted
by the Wafi-Golpu mine as well as on a generic industry scale, where
the approach can be transferred from one site to another, improving
practice and outcomes. Importantly, if we acknowledge a local defini-
tion of what makes humans flourish, then extractive projects could be
designed with this as a primary goal rather than local impacts being
managed merely as reputational risk factors, or regulatory obstacles to
be explained away (Howitt et al., 1996).
3. Human flourishing and ELD
Wanting more than a focus on management problems, we sought an
approach that more clearly identified the lived experience of ELD. This
work follows contemporaneous applications of human flourishing
elsewhere, most notably Evensen and Stedman’s (2017) application to
expectations of fracking in the United States and research by Nguyen
et al. (2017) on inequalities from resource extraction in Vietnam. Plural
and complex, human flourishing (eudaimonia8) o!ers a conceptual
perspective that enables us to understand human well-being as a uni-
versal concept, but also sees, respects and values other, local and in-
dividualised conceptions.9 Put more simply, human flourishing is a
universal concept that is applied di!erently everywhere. For ELD, it
overcomes the weakness of traditional, compartmentalised indicators
and allows a focus on the holistic reality of local experience. At its
simplest, human flourishing comprises both goods (i.e. material well-
being, knowledge, health, friendship, beauty) and virtues (i.e. faith,
integrity, courage, temperance, justice) (see Rasmussen, 1999, p. 4).
But we need more than these basic necessities and capabilities to
flourish, for a good life also encompasses our actions, our reasons for
them, how we treat others, and our relationship with nature and/or the
spiritual realm. Critically, these goods, virtues, actions and relation-
ships are at once partial realisations of, but also the means to achieving,
human flourishing.
The weakness and strength of applying human flourishing to a de-
velopment justice issue arise from its conception in ancient Greece and
its incorporation into Western liberal philosophy. We see strength from
deliberately applying a liberal perspective that cannot be dismissed or
disentangled from the philosophical basis of extraction. For at the heart
of economic liberalism is individual liberty, where individuals have
negative rights (a right not to be subjected to harm) and protection
from transgressions on their life, liberty and property. Rights that are
extended with a more progressive rendering, where positive rights
(proactive, positive actions) protect individuals from unfair inter-
ference and recognise a “…deeper vulnerability for us all in the absence
of material, economic and cultural advantages” (Kelly, 2004, p. 284).
The weakness of the application of human flourishing to ELD is that it
applies Western thinking to a deliberate recognition of plural, in-
digenous and individualised non-hegemonic values. An uncomfortable
choice where overcoming asymmetries driving unjust outcomes today
is in conflict with the ‘politics of recognition’ (Coulthard, 2014). But we
see this work as a challenge to colonial and capitalist structures and
ongoing oppressions, not an argument for moral or legal rights that
already exist. Further, we contend to have overcome this weakness, at
least in part, by seeking out and foregrounding values identified by the
Hengambu, Babauf and Yanta peoples. Our focus was deliberate. In
seeking to challenge the status quo, we wanted to extend and localise a
tool that communities could use, identifying their concerns in a context
that decision-makers could not ignore.10 We acknowledge that this
approach does not obviate the need to apply indigenous perspectives to
more deeply understand other ways of seeing a good life or human
flourishing; indeed, we welcome, invite and encourage participant ac-
tion research in this area.
While the basis for our conceptualisation of human flourishing is
neo-Aristotelian,11 it is expanded to also encompass and reflect a range
of other moral theories and non-Western perspectives that are also
aimed at living a good life (Joshanloo, 2013; Kleinig and Evans, 2012;
Thompson, 2018). Joshanloo (2013, p. 483) describes a profound dif-
ference between a focus of self-enhancement that is readily apparent in
the Western, liberal, self-focused and capitalist understanding of sub-
jective well-being; to achieving self-transcendence and contentment
which entail more socially focused goals and values of “…compassion,
empathy, care and respect…” that emphasise the importance of rela-
tional well-being (McCubbin et al., 2013). Di!erent values are also
apparent in South American and African conceptualisations of the good
life as in Buen Vivir, Samak Kawsay and Ubuntu and the challenge they
represent to current conceptions of development (Ho!mann and Metz,
2017; Kothari et al., 2014; Vanhulst and Beling, 2014). Common among
these and many Eastern traditions is a greater respect for, and emphasis
on, harmony with nature, rather than the domination of, and mastery
over nature (Jordan and Kristjánsson, 2016; Plumwood, 1993). To-
gether, the plethora of perspectives helps illustrate the danger of in-
dividual, material and Western conceptions of well-being continuing
the long processes of imperialism and colonialism; instead of being able
to see, value and understand indigenous and other perceptions of living
well (Yap and Yu, 2016).
Our application follows Rasmussen’s12 (1999) conception of human
flourishing,13 using and developing our capabilities to fulfil our human
potential. He identifies six elements of human flourishing, describing it
as a view of human good that is “…objective, inclusive, individualised,
agent-relative, self-directed and social” (numbering removed) (Rass-
mussen, 1999, p. 3). These form the basis of a universal, yet nuanced
plural understanding of human flourishing that we applied with com-
munities. Objective can be a pejorative term when exploring other
value systems; here it means that human flourishing is a universal good,
in the same way that knowledge is good for everyone, despite knowl-
edge being individualised (Rasmussen, 1999, p. 23). The universal in-
cludes rather than precludes the individual. Another way of under-
standing human flourishing as an objective good would be to apply
Rawls’ (1971) ‘veil of ignorance’ test; would we think the outcome
others experience was fair if applied to us? Surely a good life is a uni-
versal goal, a shared goal that none should seek to deny another.
Inclusivity comprises goods and virtues (see above) and
8 Eudaimonia was translated for many years as happiness, but in recent
decades human flourishing has been widely recognised as the more accurate
translation (Conklin, 2015). Without homogenising di!erent perspectives, we
see human flourishing as sharing basic elements (while lacking others) with
other traditions/approaches focused on the good life and living well.
9 Reflecting Wolbert et al. (2015) approach in education, we seek an under-
standing of how ELD can enable human flourishing rather than a theoretical
deliberation on eudaimonia.
10 Mindful that such an approach could, like others, be co-opted by other
stakeholders.
11 In acknowledging the Aristotelian roots of human flourishing (eu-
daimonia), we reject his privileged male minority view and expand eudaimonia
to include all humanity without precluding its application to non-human life -
noting that the application of flourishing to other life forms would further
challenge our thinking about proportional development and the importance of
relationships with the non-human (Mathews, 2016; Norgaard and Reed, 2017).
12 Alternatively, Alexander (2013, pp. 2-3) identifies a pluralistic human
flourishing including “… individual autonomy, personal security/privacy,
personhood, self-determination, community and equality.” With some clear
commonality with Rassmussen.
13 There are other views, including the less well known eu zên (living well, a
good life) rather than eudaimonia, further reflecting similarities with non-
Western philosophies and responses to extractivism (Elder-Woodward, 2014;
Vittersø, 2016).
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relationships that can be “…pursued for their own sake and still be a
constituent of human flourishing (Rasmussen, 1999, p. 5)”. Critically,
these goods and virtues are individually defined; no two actualisations
of human flourishing are the same. It follows that they must also be
agent-relative, where individual, social and cultural di!erences are
highly significant, an intimate part of human flourishing. Though open
to criticisms of relativism (Harman, 1983), this agent-relative under-
standing of human flourishing is saved, or at least ameliorated by the
explicit focus on the importance of social factors and community; al-
though this by no means prohibits local transgressions of more uni-
versal norms or values. Much more than passive happiness, human
flourishing is self-directed and can only “…be attained through a per-
son’s own e!orts and cannot be the result of factors beyond one's
control” (Rasmussen, 1999, p. 10). More than just consent, this cri-
terion requires control, which, given human flourishing’s social nature
should also include a collective capability for self-determination for
human flourishing that is achieved with, and in relation to, others
(Murphy, 2014). Securing certain goods and virtues may be mean-
ingless without social and cultural context: in short, humans are not
atomistic but are socially intertwined creatures where the social is vital
in itself and for individual human flourishing (Barnett and Rasmussen,
2001; Biddle and Swee, 2012). These elements enable us to understand
how human flourishing can be at once plural and universal, for it is how
these interrelated elements are manifested that helps us identify and
live out what a good life means for each of us.
It requires little experience or imagination to see that a large mine,
designed, financed and managed from overseas to make a profit for the
company and shareholders would struggle to deliver locally defined
agent-relative, self-directed or social goods and virtues. Indeed, there is
a direct conflict between the values of corporate stakeholders and host
communities, despite them all pursuing their own personal well-being.
For example, external, absent decision-makers implementing generic
processes based on corporate values are unlikely to support individually
agent-relative outcomes or facilitate self-direction. With the successful,
e"cient and trouble-free operation of a mine relying on, and defined
by, external values, which are then imposed upon communities and
cultures with other values. This subjugation of one culture by another is
perhaps the most heinous of impacts, as it changes social relationships
and community structures now and into the future (Santos, 2014). Si-
milarly, while mines do provide many benefits to host communities,
they cannot be described as an inclusive constituent as they focus on
ends at the expense of a journey that needs to be both ends and means.
Furthermore, the ends (benefits) are often outweighed over time by
negative immanent social impacts such as impacts on social cohesion,
health, and equity (Horowitz et al., 2018).
To illustrate this with a deliberately binary example, a mining
company with a corporatist, Western perspective will value particular
skills such as engineering, law, finance, public relations and geology
that are all required to construct a mine. Potential impacts are mea-
sured with a Western scientific approach and detailed in lengthy,
technical and compartmentalised impact assessments that follow
Western legal and regulatory processes premised on the primacy of
rational science, individual liberty and property. Potential rewards re-
flect Western conceptions of self-enhancement, emphasising outcomes
such as formal education, individual rewards, participation in global
capitalism and material well-being (i.e. Western housing). Meanwhile,
recipient communities may have a very di!erent world view, and
therefore a di!erent understanding of the same mine. For example, a
hybrid, semi-subsistence community’s values would be more place-
based, with interdependent social and environmental needs such as:
local trade and barter; water, food and housing from the local en-
vironment; and knowledge of the local environment, ecological pro-
cesses and hands-on skills (Anderson, 2011; Conroy, 2013; Panelli and
Tipa, 2007). Living a more communal life based on healthy common-
pool resources and dependent on strong community relationships, a
community-driven impact assessment would emphasise connectivity
and maintaining ecosystem services and provide more socially or-
ientated rewards (Lawrence and Larsen, 2017). The reality is some-
where in between, with some development professionals mindful of
local values and individuals in communities keen to maximise in-
dividual opportunities. Nevertheless, the juxtaposition illustrates how
ELD begins with, and is built upon, di!erent visions of a good life,
perspectives that have been long recognised in the literature but ig-
nored in ELD practice.
4. Methodology, ethics and risk, limitations
4.1. Methodology
This paper is part of a project informed by transformative, partici-
pative14 action research (PAR) principles. Mindful of di!erent ratio-
nales, approaches (Bradbury, 2015; Tacchi et al., 2003), advantages,
tensions and criticisms of PAR (Caxaj et al., 2012; Janes, 2015; S.
Jordan and Kapoor, 2016; Walker, 2017), the project and approach are
outcome rather than (sub)discipline focused. Dealing with mostly yet-
to-be-experienced impacts and responding to gaps in information and
capacity, the opportunities for in-field participatory research of events
and impacts were limited. Instead, the research is based on mutual
sharing of di!erent knowledge, focusing on what the Yanta, Hengambu
and Babauf Communities could expect from ELD. The approach is de-
liberately bottom-up, an intended bias towards hearing ‘southern
voices’ and a privileging of the voices of the least heard that are often
excluded in the process and theorising of post-colonial development. An
approach that consciously seeks out and amplifies the views of local
people physically or metaphorically distant from structures of power
and representation (Connell, 2007). While this approach was originally
established out of respect for, and a desire to engage with, all a!ected
people, it is also an e!ective strategy given the collusive corruption in
the PNG extractive industry that favours proponents, local o"cials and
representatives over the poor and marginalised (Burton, 2017).
The empirical research for this paper was undertaken in May-June
2018. The team consisted of the first three authors who had been
working with Watut Valley and Morobe communities individually or
together since 2011. Over four days of in-country research training,
four di!erent conceptualisations of ELD (development discourse,
human flourishing, poverty and extractive dispossession) were ex-
panded and adapted to inform communities in PNG of the likely im-
pacts from ELD. While all four conceptualisations informed our
thinking, they were separated as much as possible during discussions
and in field notes. Due to space constraints, only human flourishing is
examined here, with extractive dispossession discussed in a companion
article and poverty and development discourse reserved for later work.
The participants represented three groups; women, men, and mixed
gender, with a focus on community members and landowners rather
than local elites or appointed representatives who have other avenues
of information and influence. Apart from a deliberate seeking out of
women we had had previous conversations with (< 10), the process of
participant selection was organic and messy. Initial contact could stem
from a variety of events such as: contact or conversations in previous
years; curiosity in a visiting troupe in a remote village; chance meetings
on the truck or the walk into and around communities; friends/relations
of whoever we talked to or were hosted by; and by request, when
people we met insisted that we visit/return to their community.
Essentially, news of our arrival would spread, people would come to
talk, times for discussion would be agreed, meetings would be delayed,
and self-selected participants would return to di!erent areas of the
14 This paper will be made accessible to mine-a!ected communities, with
physical copies of the article as well as a condensed and translated version
distributed and presented to communities with opportunities for questions,
criticisms, clarifications and feedback.
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village asking others to join them; with participation otherwise a!ected
by daily realities, ability and time to participate.
While the aim was for small groups, inclusive outdoor meetings and
significant interest meant that others frequently joined during the ses-
sions. The sessions started with a brief explanation of the purpose of our
visit (based on requests and engagements from previous years) where
we sought and obtained consent. After first checking whether the term
gutpla sindaun was understood, meaningful and appropriate, initial
conversations and information sharing kick-started a yarning metho-
dology which was selected for being: respectful; culturally appropriate;
supportive and able to accommodate di!erent levels of formal educa-
tion; and suited to action research into extractive conflicts (Bessarab
and Ng’andu, 2010; Sehlin MacNeil, 2017; Yunkaporta and Kirby,
2011). The yarns, with frequent tangents and non-sequential discus-
sions, started with participant reflections on human flourishing in their
community (Leeson et al., 2016; Yap and Yu, 2016). Alongside specific
female encouragement, the self-selection of participation and openness
to all seemed to result in a plurality of contributions, and roughly even-
gendered participation with less than expected domination by those
(overwhelmingly men) in leadership roles. Gender separated groups
allowed women to speak more freely than in mixed company where
men often dominated. Interestingly, in one village separate groups were
merged after discussions on gendered inequality and women’s role in
consent and decision-making, resulting in more equal contribution from
men and women.
In smaller groups (< 15), the team endeavoured to facilitate ev-
eryone’s active involvement, though some participants were content to
just listen. Other sessions grew large (several groups had over 50 par-
ticipants), where discussions with a central few attracted others who
surrounded us, listened and also contributed. There was also a sig-
nificant number of impromptu meetings and side discussions with team
members having many one-on-one or multi-party discussions prompted
by questions from the community or following on from previous ses-
sions, often over tea, meals or incidental meetings. We recorded names
and details of 133 participants, with an estimated additional 250 people
participating informally: participants came from seven communities
living on the proposed mining lease - adjacent to, or downstream from,
the proposed mine. Interviews and meetings were conducted in Tok
Pisin and English, with notes coded against topics to facilitate the
identification and analysis of common themes and to capture specific
responses to information sharing and contributions to the yarning ses-
sions. With the emphasis on southern voices, respondents’ contributions
have been foregrounded and presented as stated, with Tok Pisin to
English translations that reflect the grammar and informality of the
yarning sessions.
4.2. Ethics and risk
Large scale extractive projects are often controversial, with their
inherently environmentally destructive activities and uneven benefits
and impacts generating social and economic disruptions that create and
exacerbate existing tensions and conflict. In PNG with its 830 languages
and clan groupings, extractive conflict builds on normative tensions and
conflict between communities, their government and the inter-
nationally dominated extractive sector (Feeny et al., 2017). Due to
these tensions and conflicts, any participation in examining potential or
current impacts and benefits from ELD in PNG presents risks. Balanced
against this is the slow violence of multiple poor inter and in-
tragenerational outcomes substantiated in the literature and evident
elsewhere in PNG (UNDP, 2014).
Mindful of both the risk of participation and inaction, the ap-
proved15 methodology sought to reduce risk to participants by
anonymising all responses. It follows that all participants and responses
are anonymous, with a deliberate, geographically composite, de-gen-
dered mixing of views to prevent more vulnerable groups, particularly
women, from being identified - though sometimes the nature of the
comments makes some group identification apparent. Consent pro-
cesses were di"cult, with Western academic notions of documented
consent conflicting with local norms. Formal consent to participate as
required by the University Ethics Committee was met with suspicion, a
more than reasonable reaction in a climate where consent, agreement
and even consultation records could be manipulated or misrepresented.
Where we had ongoing relationships, our Western processes were tol-
erated and partially fulfilled, at another community the meeting was
delayed for over thirty minutes as we e!ectively tried to justify why our
cultural process should be followed by another culture. This clash of
cultures, exacerbated by unbalanced risks, demonstrated how uni-
versity processes and reputations are privileged over real-life harms and
dispossessions – yet another example of ongoing ‘academic’ imperialism
(Ghosh, 2018). A compromise emerged where we made available, read
from and referred to consent forms and project descriptions with par-
ticipants giving or withdrawing consent by voluntary participation,
with some choosing to formally record their participation. Further re-
search and reflection are required on the purpose, method and appli-
cation of research consent and ethics processes that do not impose
views or make unreasonable demands on other cultures.
4.3. Limitations
Seeking to capture and publish views in real-time also presents some
di"culties. By definition, although built on previous engagements, the
field time was relatively short with two to four days spent in each
village.16 The task was further complicated by the lack of information
about the Wafi-Golpu project and the obvious confusion in the com-
munities about impacts, benefits, negotiation processes and plans for
the future. Additionally, formal education levels are low, with most
women restricted to lower primary education, with the highest reported
education of grade six. The men and some male youths also have low
levels of formal education, though there are exceptions with several
respondents reporting grade ten and twelve level education. This means
that while the results reflect community views, it is anticipated that
some views are based on incorrect information and general mis-
understandings – reflecting wider asymmetries of knowledge, education
and information.
The organic, free flowing selection process of participant self-se-
lection also means that participants’ powerful statements are not ne-
cessarily representative. Nor can it be quantified as to whether state-
ments represent shared or common views and concerns. While we
deliberately focused on reflexive engagements with participants and
authors learning from each other, we recognise that larger, longer-term
and representative engagements would add additional dimensions to
this study. Though we reiterate that deficiencies and asymmetries of
information and problems with inclusion and exclusion, particularly of
gender, would restrict the depth and representativeness of such ap-
proaches. This could in part be addressed by community-controlled
assessment processes, which would generate locally important in-
formation in more inclusive ways. It would also reflect the importance
of self-direction within human flourishing and more widely in relation
to other aspects of self-determination (Lawrence and Larsen, 2017). A
limitation of the anonymising is a reduction in our ability to document
group-specific concerns or enable follow-up of specific concerns by
other stakeholders.
The biggest limitation for the research was the inadequacy of time
and resources in relation to the complexity of the issue, the number of
15 Murdoch University, Ethics Ref 2016/230. Mining, risk and vulnerability in
the Watut River valley.
16 Four communities had been visited before, two were recommended from a
meeting, one requested we visit.
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people impacted by the mine and the logistical di"culties of reaching
communities. Despite addressing potential impacts from a mine that has
been coming for forty years and contains thirteen million tonnes of
gold, this research was enabled through pro-bono contributions, charity
support and a Murdoch University scholarship. So, although this re-
search raises significant concerns about the current assessment, nego-
tiation, consent and approval processes, it only scratches the surface,
and much more independent work is required. Particularly useful
would be further applications of this approach and comparisons with
other a!ected communities to see whether participants reflect situa-
tionally specific or more shared understandings of gutpla sindaun.
5. Gutpla sindaun (human flourishing)
Before sharing our four di!erent conceptualisations of ELD, we first
heard from participants about what gutpla sindaun meant to them;
“Life is connected to the environment, life is good, life without money is
free and good”.
“Good relations in community, with neighbours, where women feel free
to work together in the garden, washing, fishing.”
“Gutpla sindaun is community respect, work together in unity, good
food”.
“Today my gutpla sindaun is very good. I have plenty of good environ-
ment, garden food, protein and good water.”
“Today our gutpla sindaun is good, no noise”.
“Road connecting our village and kids going to school is gutpla sindaun”
“Gutpla sindaun is in the environment around us, it helps us and provide
food for us.”
“Our gutpla sindaun is good, religion is good, no fighting, gutpla sindaun
in community is good.”
“Free food, housing, water in our village now is gutpla sindaun.”
“In the time of our ancestors til today, us people used to respect our
leaders and also men and women. We used to work together to make
gardening, fishing, hunting and also used to move freely in the forest.”
“Our traditional ways of sharing things in common is best gutpla sin-
daun.”
These responses, which were typical of those focused on the current
situation in communities, indicated strong values attached to: tradition;
‘free’ environmental goods such as water, food and housing; quiet;
sharing; peace and safety in the village; religion; respect and unity;
access to forest commons and the strength and importance of living in
community.
There were also two longer, listed responses from di!erent villages
that were remarkably similar and came across as quite poetic, despite
the trials of field-note taking;
“Our livelihood in the past til today was very good
it has good water
it has good houses
it has good forest
it has plenty of food and animals
it has good ways of respect and also Christian here
everything that happen is making us happy for our gutpla sindaun.”
“Our life is good, our spiritual life is good
plenty of food
very good river, it has plenty of fish and also full of gold
good houses
our food like taro and banana makes us big and strong
good land
good forest, full of animals
everything is good and close to us and makes our living nice and very good.”
Together, these responses identify the fundamental connection be-
tween environment and people, explicit in references to water, land/
forest, houses, food (protein, animals, taro and banana), which are
further reflected in comments that identify closeness, strength and
abundance. The importance of relationships, apparent in daily village
life and a fundamental part of semi-subsistence living, is explicit in their
references to tradition, relationships, respect and unity. Though having
heard, participated in and witnessed the yarning conversations our-
selves, we note and emphasise that the text alone fails to portray the
sense of collectiveness and intensity of community, together with a
connectedness to the natural world that pervades the villages. The re-
peated emphasis on good is hard to misunderstand, though it would be
wrong to assume that this related to everything or that everyone had
the same understanding.
References to God and religion were also common with yarning
sessions and meetings frequently started and/or concluded with a
formal prayer. One participant said “(W)when women and youths go to
church and allow God to control their lives it is gutpla sindaun” which al-
luded to the gender divisions within society. Another participant
identified the centrality of God to their understanding of the future,
saying “(W)we are concerned about our future. The pastor told us we will be
well protected by God, under God’s protection, services we like but I am
worried about the bad impacts.” These responses are indicative of the
interweaving of religion into everyday life, where God is part of daily
village discourse. They reflect a contradictory situation where there is a
fatalistic trust in God ensuring good outcomes that simultaneously
obscures deeply felt anxieties about coming changes and discourages
advocacy. This is important as the dominant discourse and secular
approach to understanding ELD impacts could overlook or misread
genuine fears and concerns.
The general positivity of the comments does not mean that everyone
was content with the situation, with some participants identifying real
problems and deficiencies, including;
“No road, no health centre, no school, no doctor and medicine”
“No paid teacher, no good aid post, not enough medicine and doctors and
nurses, we find it hard when women need to give birth, it is a big problem
for us.”
“We are living in the big bush; we need to get the road to connect us."
“We want our place to be a better place to live, the government has not
brought services to us."
“We live in the thick forest where no road for access, but life is good. And
we also need the road.”
So, while valuing current ways, there was a clear, widespread and
common desire for the benefits that accompany capitalist development.
The value placed on the exploration road associated with the mine, for
example, was very high, as it increased mobility, allowing: the sale of
garden produce; travel for education; family visits; and religious pur-
poses. At the same time, poor roads, or lack of access to one, generated
resentment towards both the Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture (WGJV) and the
government, and generated frustrations at the inequity of access, and
hence opportunity, among villages. Opportunities for better health and
education services were also highly valued, with acknowledgement of
improved access from the mine road.
From a comparative human flourishing perspective, several factors
illustrate how the usual Western conceptions of value and development
di!er from local values. Apparent in their demeanour, and reflected in
their statements, the villagers placed a high value on their traditional
lifestyles, with their gutpla sindaun dependent on a healthy environment
and access to basic environmental needs. Just as important were com-
munity relationships where good relations built on respect and unity
were a central part of gutpla sindaun. Religion was also very important
with God being a fundamental part of daily life and an evident respect
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for religious leaders in matters of spirituality, daily life and develop-
ment. These connective and collective values cannot be provided as
benefits from a mine, they are examples of a local conception of human
flourishing, where a good life is achieved through living.
6. The future, mining and gutpla sindaun
When asked for initial reflections on gutpla sindaun many of the
participants wanted to immediately talk about mining. While this was
understandable given the authors long-term mining focused engage-
ment in the areas and high levels of anxiety about the proposed mine
within the community, it also indicated that for many, their, and the
mines’ future were inextricably linked. This was illustrated for us by the
comments of a community elder who remembered when exploration
first commenced in 1977. They conveyed a sense of a community ex-
pectation as they waited 40 years for the mine; and confusion, with
their forebears neither fully understanding the impact of extractives nor
consenting to mining. This duality of expectation and apprehension was
to be a common theme.
Often participant comments about ELD expectations suggested
naivety and expectation, with a common theme of having high hopes
for ELD despite knowing very little about mining. One young partici-
pant captured the sense of expectation and unknowing, saying “I hear
that mining will come to my community and I thought it would bring money
and make life easy to live a good life – I don’t really know about mining.”
This confusion about development was also apparent in contradictory
beliefs where mining was simultaneously going to make life good and
easy while at the same time they identified already existing anxiety
about future impacts and mine-related social breakdown. Some were
very aware of what they didn’t know, one participant said “…we have
no educated men or women, we are hopeless and voiceless in the mining
activities”. This was supported by others which spoke of an absence of
information and understanding, with one saying “(W)e really don’t know
all about what is mining.” Together these comments capture how a lack
of information and the ability to interrogate it created an emotionally
apparent sense of isolated powerlessness. Several participants identified
the authors as the only source of independent information about the
impact of mining on the community. While pleased to hear the value of
our previous visits, we heard the loss of agency, felt the weight of re-
sponsibility and our own powerlessness to help communities as they
sought answers, certainty and more control over development and their
own future.
Some had very optimistic views about future ELD, seeing benefits
and opportunities from mining associated development. Many state-
ments were indicative of a widespread welcoming of the benefits of the
mine and reflected the community-identified needs of improved edu-
cation, roads and health services. For example;
“Mining project change gutpla sindaun – good road link.”
“Mining must plan for our education from primary to university.”
“When I have a good house, electricity and money it is a good life.”
“WGJV17 sponsoring children school fee is gutpla sindaun.”
“We will have to bake well and sell donuts and bread to earn cash in-
come.”
“We must have education so will help gutpla sindaun.”
At times, however, the belief in mining as the answer to all devel-
opment needs was overpowering;
“Mining will bring everything into my life for my gutpla sindaun.”
“From my view when the mine operates I will have money and will travel.
I will request WGJV to help my school. The mine will give me whatever I
like.”
While the statements reflect a positive welcoming of the mine, ex-
perience from Porgera for example, illustrates how this heightened and
unrealistic expectation for the mine to provide everything will be a
source of social unrest and conflict (Jacka, 2015a).
There was also a clear recognition of existing and coming change;
“My life is connected with the environment and it makes my life really
good, but today the mining come and change many things. Now I see that
many things we should depend on is starting to leave us and the mining
did nothing to support us”.
“Western (development) model came and change the lifestyle of our
gutpla sindaun, of our life.”
While the exact changes in the first statement are unspecified, they
could simply reflect more universal concerns over loss of traditions,
modernity and globalisation rather than specific mining impacts. But in
an area of low development, the omnipresent dominance of the mining
project over time meant that it has become the virtual face - if not the
actual cause - of change. The second statement identifies a distinct
di!erence in development that speaks directly to the self-directed and
individualised conception of human flourishing. Neither positive nor
negative about change, the statement identifies how the Western model
of development will change the very nature of their gutpla sindaun, of
their life.
Then there were others who clearly identified existing and future
loss and anxiety from mining, saying;
“Our living today is we are connected to every environment which make
our living good. Today we are afraid that WGJV will come and destroy
everything and everything will leave us.”
“I am not happy our land will go, we will have no better life."
“The mine will bring more outsiders into the community. The youths will
get drunk, marriage breakup, men will bring sickness (STD’s, HIV Aids)
to us women. The young people will not participate or go to church.”
“The bad side of the development is here for us to worry about the en-
vironment.”
“We fine today, mine will destroy us.”
“WGJV came and took every good thing already.”
These statements cover future, present and past, with varying foci of
religion, marriage, disease, land and life. Together they illustrate a si-
tuation of great stress and anxiety where a strong sense of power-
lessness and voicelessness evident during the sessions is suggested in
the resigned acceptance of impacts over which they have little control.
Others identified general concerns, in part a typical lament, but also
attributed to a lack of government services and/or any significant im-
provements in services from mining, despite 40 years of mining ex-
ploration activities in their area;
“We are living in the big bush; we need the road to connect us.”
“Religion and faith will go away.”
“Our way of living goes worse.”
“No good health centres for women delivering babies, mother dies, child
dies.”
“Today we still have no school or health (facilities), our road is no good
and it still need maintenance.”
Several of the young men knew of potential problems from mining,
17 Many di!erent names are used for the mining company, we have used
WGJV (Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture) throughout for simplicity which is the 50/50
entity owned by Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold and the entity most fa-
miliar with local communities.
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indicating a general awareness of some of the many problems between
mining companies and host and downstream communities in PNG,
saying;
“I see in Madang18 what mining do to landowners, then relocate them
and live in tent … I really don’t want that to happen in my village.”
“I saw in Ok Tedi19 the big mining pollution fallout because of sedi-
mentation build-up. With Wafi-Golpu they must make a good place for
their waste.”
“I see the biggest pollution at Hidden Valley20 and mining problems. I
don’t really like that same thing to happen in my village and e!ect my life
and connection to the environment.
The complex nature of impact and benefit in relation to gender was
evident in a simple identification of good and bad; “(M)ining is good and
bad, the good is school, health and road. The bad is man losing his wife,
marry other women, get drunk and getting STDs/HIV Aids.” Interestingly,
though this gender focused concern was more common among female
participants, it was also evident in male responses. One participant
captured both the consequences and cause of changed gender relations,
saying “(M)arriage will breakup, men will misuse money.” Concern about
marriage was common, with clear community-wide concern about the
number of men from outside already marrying into communities to take
advantage of benefits and opportunities of the coming mine. One par-
ticipant o!ered evidence of mining migration and social change, which
is a significant source of mining-related social disruption in PNG
(Bainton and Banks, 2018), saying, “(I)n the past women marry inside
community, but last year, 2017, five outside men marry into the commu-
nity.”
Overall, the views above paint a complex image, with participants
simultaneously welcoming, but anxious and fearful of ongoing and
anticipated changes. At times inconsistent or contradictory, the views
are indicative of the range of mis/understanding about the potential
impacts and benefits of mining at Wafi-Golpu. Some comments were
simple but nevertheless perceptive, such as the opportunities for
baking, a tempered expectation that may be more realistic than others’
dreams of the mine providing everything. Others expressed a deep
understanding of the clash between the hegemonic Western and hybrid
Melanesian cultures. Most participants were focused on immediate
needs or problems, indicating that despite a 40 year gestation, com-
munities were still focused on overcoming pressing needs rather than
basing their responses on a long-term understanding of impact and
opportunity.
7. Discussion
Seeking to capture and share the views of communities, we hesitate
before trying to synthesise the di!erent views, preferring to let the
many responses above speak for themselves. But given the potential
impacts from the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine it is important to recognise
the gap, if not incommensurability, between local understandings of
human flourishing and the usual model of ELD. In undertaking action-
orientated research we are mindful that our collective work with
communities should assist them, amplifying the voices of a!ected
communities whom we had the benefit of working with, some recently,
some over many years. We begin with the same heuristic we shared
with communities and the six elements of human flourishing, before
reflecting on human flourishing as a tool and making some final ob-
servations about Wafi-Golpu.
7.1. Gutpla Sindaun and ELD
The conception of human flourishing as a shared universal good was
first evident in the four-day preparation workshop, where the concept
was enthusiastically adopted and translated. Indeed, the Australian
author’s concerns about the transferability of the concept were sum-
marily dismissed by the two PNG authors, who immediately identified
the suitability and applicability of the concept to communities. The
term was recognised, understood and used by many participants in later
discussions, with subsequent feedback indicating it had allowed them
to think about more than just direct mining issues and instead to think
of the whole of community well-being, including future generations.
The engagement by communities and the initial comments on local
gutpla sindaun illustrate how the concept applies widely, yet it is also
local and specific.
The inclusive and interdependent nature of indigenous perspectives
elsewhere is also evident in gutpla sindaun, with many references
throughout and especially in Section Five (Sangha et al., 2015b). Par-
ticipants clearly identified locally valued inclusive goods, services,
virtues, ideals and relationships that are vital to daily life and the
achievement of human flourishing. This enables those from other cul-
tures to see how positive outcomes from ELD can benefit, while impacts
will diminish daily life. Perhaps most aptly summed up in the ob-
servation “WGJV came and took everything good already” a view which
counters the other benefits WGJV has delivered to communities (WGJV,
2018). The sheer variety of comments, from positive to negative and
from specific to philosophical illustrate how human flourishing must be
individualised and agent relative. Making it clear that any attempt to
deliver generic ELD predicated on outsiders’ values would ignore het-
erogeneous local values, that di!er from not just the hegemonic norm
based on Western values, but from each other.
Human flourishing was chosen as a concept because it is both uni-
versal and specific, allowing communities the space to identify their
own values, desirable goods and outcomes, and visions of the future. It
is used in direct opposition to the overt management focus of problem
identification and solutions that rob local peoples of control over their
own lives. A process where transient and external actors make decisions
with long-term ramifications for the recipient communities, but of little
consequence to themselves. There is no doubt that the 40 years of an-
xiously waiting for development has resulted in a culture where
WGJV21 has become the local hegemon, an unchallengeable authority.
Somehow, whether deliberately or not, the process to date has robbed
the community of agency, where they expect the decisions that will
a!ect them to be made by others. Many were troubled by this and re-
peatedly sought information from the authors with regard to specific
issues such as the value of gardens, resettlement, house design and as
the process by which values of graves and gardens were determined.
While the relationship between community and personal flourishing
may be questioned by secular, individual and materially-focused
Western perspectives, it required little elaboration in the communities
we visited. Participants responded positively to examples from else-
where, perhaps because Ubuntu, Buen Vivir and Samak Kawsay reflected
similar sentiments to the Melanesian Way,22 and are also reflected in the
18 Referring to the Ramu Nickel mine in Madang Province
19 A controversial mine site which disposes of tailings and other mine waste
into the Ok Tedi and Fly River systems.
20 The Hidden Valley mine is located 60 km upstream on the Watut River and
was operated by the Wafi-Golpu proponents. From 2011 it caused significant
riverine sedimentation and raised levels of anxiety about mining impacts in the
adjacent and downstream communities who live on, or within several kilo-
metres of the Watut River, which is the major river in the region (Roche and
Mudd, 2014). Two of the authors and several community members visited the
mine together in 2014, others have also visited or worked there, and are aware
of its benefits and its environmental and, to a lesser extent, social impacts.
21 While the approval process is legally controlled by the PNG Government,
their relative absence at Wafi-Golpu and the dominant presence of WGJV leaves
them visually and e!ectively in control of the process.
22 A term popularised but deliberately left undefined by Narokobi (1983)
capturing how Melanesians wanted to live and develop. The essence of the
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preamble to the PNG constitution with its specific references to: integral
human development; equality and participation; natural resources and
PNG ways (PNG Constitution, 2019, pp. 1–4 pmbl). These values were
evident in participant comments, demeanour and lived reality, where
village life is more social and interdependent with close neighbours;
with the state a remote abstraction, and basic health and education
services absent or intermittent. With many comments identifying con-
nections and relationships, both human and non-human, it is vital these
less visible social interactions are carefully protected and nurtured
when planning for, designing, implementing or measuring ELD out-
comes and impacts.
But perhaps the most immediately important result from using
gutpla sindaun based engagement was the enlarged perspective it pro-
vided to participants to think about their own community. Rather than
be constrained by a focus on issues important to mine management
and/or documented in the EIS; this expanded view allowed a much
larger exploration of well-being for individuals and communities. An
expansion which empowered participants as they shifted focus from
what the mine wanted and controlled to what they wanted for their
own community, now and in the distant future.
7.2. Using human flourishing as a tool
As action-research practitioners, our experience of using human
flourishing as a tool for understanding how extractives could impact on
local well-being was positive, with the authors receiving strong positive
feedback from groups and during casual conversations. Its applicability
was further reinforced when participants used and developed the con-
cept during yarning and in conversations shared in debriefing and
analysis sessions. Although all of the elements of human flourishing
were useful, given the current Wafi-Golpu approval processes, three
stand out. That communities had a right to pursue gutpla sindaun; that
they could define it; and that they did not have to stand by passively
while others decided their future. Indeed, their very well-being, how-
ever defined, must be sought through their own e!orts and not con-
trolled by others. While it is not possible to further examine the ap-
proach here, we recommend the approach to others seeking to explain
the potential impacts of ELD in ways that recognise the plurality of
well-being, gives voice to communities and empowers participants. We
leave the final world to a participant which sadly captures why such an
approach is needed; “WGJV used to come and talk and share their own
idea and make us believe them only and never listen to our views which make
us lose faith in ourselves and our value and power.”
7.3. Extractive led development at Wafi-Golpu
Apparent in the comments above, the participants and communities
value and seek opportunities that development can o!er. Also apparent
is that sharing some common values, such as health and education,
means that ELD can deliver valuable benefits to communities, parti-
cularly in the short term. But this does not mean that the values of the
community are aligned with the WGJV, or that the company has un-
derstood local values. Indeed, this contest of world views was concisely
captured by the participant in Section Six in a simple statement about
Western development changing the lifestyle of their gutpla sindaun. A
vivid warning about the potential and far-reaching consequences of
imposing a model or conceptualisation of development at Wafi-Golpu
that does not reflect, respect and support local conceptions of human
flourishing.
Forty years of waiting for ELD was a dominant theme. Again and
again the local imaginary was one of mining as the only source of de-
velopment, reflecting a lifetime of being exposed to the fetishism of
subsoil resources (Kneas, 2017). Where the magical possibility of mi-
neral wealth captures the imaginary of successive generations so that
they seemed unable to comprehend a future without mining (Halvaksz,
2008). A never-quite-present future where mineral wealth becomes
more valuable than any other thing - regardless of its contribution to
human flourishing. And as alluded to by the elder’s (Section Six) duality
of expectation and apprehension, resulting in a frustrating, timeless
waiting for mining, full of uncertainty and powerlessness as communities
wait for development (Beckett, 2006; Graver, 2004). A waiting that
seems to have reinforced WGJV’s authority over communities that
many still find di"cult to challenge, with the authors frequently asked
variations of: but what do we do? we don’t agree with the mining
company; how can we challenge/question/disagree with the WGJV?
While the impacts of this multi-generational powerless waiting for de-
velopment are yet to be fully analysed, it has clearly: undermined de-
velopment alternatives; reduced criticisms of or resistance to aspects/
all of the mine; reinforced feelings of powerlessness and voicelessness;
devalued locally developed opportunities; and influenced project as-
sessment and community decision-making.
Also evident were adaptation and mental conditioning, with a
limitation in ambition and imagination where the positive outcomes
sought were limited to ongoing challenges of education, first aid and
road access (Sen, 1999). Participants were partially satisfied with the
limited existing benefits, such as a road that stopped at the exploration
camp, a multi-purpose building for elementary school with volunteer
teachers and a first aid post also at the exploration camp. When com-
pared with the dollar value of the Wafi-Golpu deposit, and the financial
rewards for WGJV owners Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold, the
local conceptions of ELD outcomes were extremely limited. This in-
dicated a lack of knowledge about the dollar value of the project and
the community’s ability and power to leverage long-term outcomes
from intentional development that would support their well-being. It
also indicated a narrowing of the local, holistic and integrated view of
gutpla sindaun evident above, to one focused on more Western and
utilitarian benefits, a clash also evident in Australia where Newcrest
Mining is headquartered (Sangha et al., 2015a).
Our final observation is that the process of securing community
consent for the mine is flawed. Based on our community engagement,
which occurred just weeks before the environmental impact statement
(EIS) was released, it is clear that while anxious about impacts, the
communities are ill-prepared and ill-equipped to understand the long-
term outcomes of ELD, let alone understand, or respond to, the as-
sessment, approval and regulatory processes. This undermines the
communities’ ability to leverage positive, intentional development
outcomes and leaves the many risks from immanent development un-
acknowledged and unaddressed. Indeed, far from making a case for
Wafi-Golpu to proceed, the twenty-four-chapter EIS report, its addi-
tional five attachments and twenty-six appendixes serves to illustrate
how inaccessible and dispossessive Western impact assessment pro-
cesses are. In short, genuine community concerns about impact or op-
portunity are magnified by an inaccessible process that renders com-
munities powerless to challenge and change the mine's development
outcomes – with the usual mining approval processes in PNG reinfor-
cing rather than overcoming these deficiencies. Before Wafi-Golpu
proceeds, the massive asymmetries of power, information and influence
will need to be overcome if the mine is truly to help local communities
flourish. For if the mine is approved now it will entrench inequalities by
prioritising the financial rewards of other stakeholders over the gutpla
sindaun of local communities. To be clear, we are not saying the com-
munities have rejected the mine, indeed they seek the usual benefits
from development. Rather, it is unambiguously apparent that there is
significant conflict, perhaps even incommensurability between the
planned mine and local values and aspirations, that must be addressed
if the Yanta, Babauf and Hengambu communities are to experience
(footnote continued)
Melanesian Way is reflected in: spiritual; authentic (not a carbon copy of others
culture); a communal, cosmic vision; and one of interdependence with the
animal and plant world.
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gutpla sindaun in the future.
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A B S T R A C T
Inspired by questions from local communities about the potential impacts of large-scale extractive activities, we
used others’ experience to identify and illustrate intentional and immanent impacts from extractive led devel-
opment (ELD). Recognising the capitalist driver of global extraction and needing to capture the harsh, but often
obscured reality of local experience, we turned to theories, applications and experience of dispossession. Based
on Holden, Nadeau and Jacobson’s (2011) application of Harvey’s (2003) theory of accumulation by dis-
possession (AbD) in the Philippines, we identified eleven separate but interrelated and overlapping factors of
extractive dispossession which provide the specific detail required to identify and understand extractive impacts.
These were then discussed and tested with communities potentially impacted by the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine
in the Morobe province of Papua New Guinea. Participant responses indicated the value and utility of this
recipient-view perspective of extractive impact in an interactive and iterative approach that informed com-
munities about potential impacts and documented their concerns with process and outcome at Wafi-Golpu -
which is already a site of multiple dispossessions. The research outcome is a practical heuristic with specific
factors that enhances our understanding of potential impacts from ELD and can assist in applying concepts of
dispossession and accumulation to development impacts.
1. Introduction
The impetus for this paper arose from ongoing engagement and
direct requests for information from the Yanta, Babauf, and Hengambu
communities3 in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea (PNG).
Seeking to understand the potential (negative) impacts of the Wafi-
Golpu mine, the communities wanted an identification of impacts from
a recipient, rather than the usual management, perspective. Acknowl-
edging and needing to overcome this management bias we turned to the
concept of dispossession to more accurately identify and describe the
local, lived reality of impacts from extractive led development (ELD) in
the global South. Encouraged by West’s (2016) application of dis-
possession to various development issues in PNG and Harvey’s (2003)
concept of accumulation by dispossession, we follow and extend
Holden, Nadeau and Jacobson’s (2011) examination of extractive im-
pacts in the Philippines. From there we establish eleven factors of ex-
tractive dispossession that provide specific detail for understanding the
dispossessive impacts of ELD. While our focus is on identifying in-
dividual factors of dispossession, the factors are also interrelated and
overlapping, a fact that became more apparent when we shared and
tested the factors with communities potentially impacted by the pro-
posed mine. Their responses, presented below, helped validate the ap-
proach as well as identify many concerns, anxieties and impacts at
Wafi-Golpu that have not been addressed by the proponents (the Aus-
tralian based Newcrest Mining and South African Harmony Gold) or
PNG authorities.
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We deliberately merge political economic theory with a process and
focus more befitting development geography - seeking to inform the
Babauf, Hengambu and Yanta Communities, as well as use their con-
tributions to inform theory and practice. We begin by describing the
context and the larger project; this is followed by an introduction to
understanding extractive impacts, explaining the reasons and rationale
behind extractive dispossession, and methodology. Then we outline the
factors of extractive dispossession alongside participant responses, re-
flecting a process that respects the development of the concept for and
with mining-a!ected communities. The final discussion makes ob-
servations on the applicability of the concept of extractive dispossession
and what it tells us about process and outcomes at Wafi-Golpu.
2. Context and project
This research is part of a project that responds to community con-
cerns about the impacts of extraction. Transdisciplinary in conception,
the project is guided by the authors’ commitment to participant action
research principles (PAR), with a mixed methodology that is iterative
and reflexive. One way of situating this purposeful work is through the
prism of Yali’s question4 which questions uneven development
(Errington & Gewertz, 2004). If Yali wanted action rather than mere
explanation, then this action-orientated research is a meaningful re-
sponse to his question (Leach, 2008). For we seek to not just describe,
explain and understand the lack of respect and recognition for Papua
New Guineans by old and new colonialists; but, together with our co-
creators, to interrogate and challenge the extractive processes that
continue to deliver uneven development in PNG.
Inspired by, and responding to the experience and concerns of
communities a!ected by mining, the project is an expression of and
response to the agency of individuals and communities who sought
assistance, demanded answers, responded to information, inspired and
supported us, and co-created this research. With equivalent but di!er-
entiated roles, the project is a combination of Western and Indigenous
knowledge5 that seeks to inform communities and other stakeholders
about the potential impacts of extractive-led development. Di!erent
lenses explore, explain and understand the impact of extractive in-
dustries: written as stand-alone articles with separate foci, the sum of
the parts enables a deeper examination of a complex situation.
The first lens is a Papua New Guinean application of a neo-
Aristotelian conception of gutpla sindaun (human flourishing) to identify
components of good living and how they might be a!ected by ELD
(Roche, Walim & Sindana, 2019). This second article (expanded further
below) applies the concept of dispossession based on others’ experience,
to identify and explore the negative impacts of ELD. These two articles
pragmatically use Western lenses to interrogate ELD to make the ana-
lysis practically useful in responding to the challenges of a specific
mining proposal, discussed further in Roche et al. (2019) A third per-
spective utilises a tok stori methodology to explore the views and values
of a Yanta Community to better understand ELD (see Sanga et al.,
2018). Further and future work will be determined by the events un-
folding in PNG and the co-creators of this research.
We have deliberately adopted a bottom-up approach, an intended
‘Southern’ bias that privileges and amplifies the voices of the least
heard, those literally and metaphorically distant from sources of power
and decision-making (Connell, 2007). We consciously avoided the usual
focus on corporate and state-managed processes, and instead focused on
community voices and concerns. In doing so we demonstrate respect
and acknowledge the legitimacy of community voices, without needing
to reference the activities of others. A privileging of the least heard is
also an e!ective strategy given the collusive corruption in PNG’s ex-
tractive industry, which favours the interests of local elites, proponents
and o"cials over the poor and marginalised (Burton, 2017).
Purposeful in design and application, the research responds to
community concerns and direction. In doing so, we recognise the value
of longer PNG studies that describe and untangle understandings and
responses to ELD and the complex relations between actors, customary
and modern conceptions and utilisations of land, the impact of capit-
alism, agency, relationships with other actors across time and space,
and power dynamics (see Bainton, 2010; Banks, 1997; Golub, 2014;
Jacka, 2015; Kirsch, 2014; Stead, 2016). We also acknowledge that ELD
o!ers many benefits or opportunities that are desired and pursued by
the very communities and individuals we have worked with here. Our
intent, however, is to provide a counter-perspective that challenges the
dominant narrative about the positive outcomes from ELD, a process
designed to provide balance and greater understanding for specific
communities and other stakeholders, and to inform future extractive
projects. While the results of the research are yet to be realised, one
potential outcome is that it assists those seeking ELD to better under-
stand the impacts of both intentional and immanent development, and
thereby achieve more favourable outcomes for communities.
The research focuses on the Yanta, Hengambau and Babuaf
Communities potentially impacted and concerned about the proposed
Wafi-Golpu mine in the Morobe Province of PNG. The proposed gold,
copper and silver mine is 65 km southwest of Lae, the capital of Morobe
Province in Papua New Guinea. First discovered 40 years ago, it is
jointly owned by Australian company Newcrest Mining and South
African Harmony Gold. The project, which is expected to cost US $5
billion to develop, is undergoing assessment in 2018/9.
3. Understanding extractive impacts
Conceptualising extractive dispossession has been a slow process.
For twenty years6, simultaneously expectant and anxious communities
would ask variations of what can we expect from the mine? - hoping for
positive life-changing benefits but remaining anxious about negative
impacts. Positive benefits, like schools, first aid posts and roads are well
known, but these can be all-too-easily overwhelmed by negative im-
pacts or dwarfed by the processes of immanent development7 (Banks
et al., 2013; Cowen & Shenton, 1996; Maiava & King, 2007). Usually,
the proponents' answer to questions about impacts is that it depends on
the specifics of the project, which are then examined in the environ-
mental impact statement (EIS)8 . In practice, the EIS is focused on im-
pacts relevant to and/or seen from a management perspective and
comes towards the end of project design. This makes it inadequate in
scope and purpose; and too late, as by the time the EIS is written a
project will have significant corporate momentum and will have se-
cured a political license to operate9, making the assessment process a
forgone conclusion (Bice et al., 2017). That is certainly the case with
the Wafi-Golpu proposal, which has had many strong statements of
political support over many years, with a controversial MOU signing
4 Yali’s question was, “Why you White Men have so much cargo, and we New
Guineans have so little?” and was used by Diamond, (1998) in situating his
narrative; other authors, including Errington and Gewertz (2004) apply a cri-
tical rather than literal response to Yali’s question.
5 Recognising these imprecise terms fail to capture the di!erent knowledge
systems in any depth.
6 The first author has been working on mining-related development issues
since the late 1990s, the second author has over fifteen years’ experience with
extractive issues in PNG, the third author has a long-term focus on the gendered
impacts of development in PNG.
7 Intentional development is deliberate (i.e. building of a school or bridge),
while immanent development refers to spontaneous outcomes of development
that can be chaotic, negative and conflictual.
8 Or variants such as social impact assessments (SIA) or social and environ-
mental impact assessment (SEIA).
9 Where political support, based on a projects’ economic potential, masks and
subordinates the social and environmental concerns that would normally a!ect
community perceptions and support or consent for a project.
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timed to demonstrate a business-friendly PNG for the December 2018
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) meetings (Murray-Atfield,
2018). This sidelining of community concerns is magnified by im-
manent impacts which are often unacknowledged and seemingly the
responsibility of no-one10. The challenge was to overcome gaps in
knowledge, informing communities of impacts that they might experi-
ence; rather than wait for unknown specificities and unaddressed issues
in the EIS. Along the research journey, it also became apparent that
experience in the periphery could and should inform theory and praxis,
expanding the scope of our purpose by combining the practical with the
theoretical (Connell, 2007).
Having successfully presented a verbal literature review of mining
outcomes to communities during previous visits to PNG, we again
turned to the lived experience of others to inform communities of po-
tential impacts. To be clear, this was an assessment of potential nega-
tive impacts (rarely properly conveyed to communities) rather than the
positive benefits that are communicated by mining companies, well-
known and expected. It was not our aim to examine company values,
processes and actions, nor was it an attempt to measure, evaluate or
balance positive against negative. The intent was to provide informa-
tion to communities to assist them to more fully understand the nature
and outcomes of ELD and then amplify their voices. What was apparent,
however, was that the sheer number of impacts and volume of in-
formation could easily overwhelm predominantly verbal cultures with
low levels of formal education, written English skills and technical lit-
eracy. In short, potential impacts needed to: (1) be evaluated from a
recipient point of view; (2) be identified, especially those impacts that
are usually overlooked; (3) be collated to make the varied, complex and
interrelated impacts comprehensible; (4) be made accessible in a
manner that respected and engaged participants and communities; and
(5) if possible, inform theory and praxis with experience from the
South.
The lens and language of dispossession was seen as most suitable11
to the task, with its explicit focus on the impact on people - mothers,
fathers and children making up communities with connections to land
as well as generations past, present and future. It presents a counter-
balance to other perspectives which can easily succumb to myths of
development, the glib obfuscation of CSR, or a laudable, but flawed
focus on poverty (Gilberthorpe & Banks, 2012; Meyersfeld, 2016; Pegg,
2006). Importantly, dispossession, with a strong foundational frame-
work of Primitive Accumulation (PA) and Accumulation by Disposses-
sion (AbD)12, speaks at multiple scales as it also recognises the im-
portance of political economy and the logic of capitalism. A logic where
over-accumulation drives globalised industries into a sort of imperialist
overdrive, seeking temporary spatial fixes to keep the engines of ac-
cumulation moving. For alongside State actors, it is the profit motive
that drives ELD. The work of Holden et al. (2011), which describes the
dispossessive Philippine extractive experience based on PA and AbD
became an obvious starting point, and led, eventually, to the concept of
extractive dispossession, which we outline in section four.
4. Methodology and terminology
Following initial work by the first author, the authors undertook
four days of in-country preparation to make the concepts more relevant
to PNG and accessible to communities13. The factors were then pre-
sented in Tok Pisin14 and English, along with accompanying illustra-
tions to six communities a!ected by the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine as
part of a yarning methodology (Bessarab and Ng’andu, 2010; Sehlin
MacNeil, 2017; Yunkaporta & Kirby, 2011), which shares much in
common with the tok stori approach that is part of Melanesian life
(Sanga et al., 2018; Stead, 2013). The illustrations15, (figures shown in
relevant sections below) presented on A3 size pages, provided an ac-
cessible starting point, helping to sponsor involvement and discussion,
but became less important as participation increased throughout each
session. Where possible we held women’s and men’s discussions sepa-
rately, which is a common practice responding to cultural norms and
sharp gender divides in PNG, that allows women’s voices to be heard
more fully (see Jolly et al., 2012). Apart from a deliberate seeking out of
women we had prior contact with (< 10), participants self-selected
following an organic and messy process that was a!ected by proximity,
curiosity, chance encounters during travel into the communities and the
network of our hosts. Based on initial discussions, times for meetings
were set with participants, who would return to the inevitably delayed
meetings, often bringing others with them. This self-selection, com-
bined with our deliberate focus on villagers rather than leaders, en-
couraged a diversity of participants, with most actively contributing
during the meeting.
While we aimed for small groups (6-15), a high degree of interest
and open outdoor meetings meant that groups frequently grew during
the yarning/tok stori sessions. Sessions sometimes grew large (several
had over 50 participants) resulting in a greater proportion of partici-
pation from a core of participants. More than 350 participants from six
villages were involved in sessions, and we participated in many im-
promptu conversations and small meetings. Meetings and conversations
were conducted in a mixture of Tok Pisin and English, translated as
required into English in the field by the second and third authors and
then coded to facilitate later analysis.16
4.1. A note on terminology
Prior to its use here, the term extractive dispossession has only been
used in passing and is thus open to new applications and interpreta-
tions. Mondaca (2017) uses the term to describe an accumulation of
capital, while Bond and Ruiters (2017) use it to describe a history of
uneven development in Johannesburg. Neither applies it specifically to
the extractive industry. There is, however, a considerable body of work
10 For example, there is no mention of rape in the 6000+ page Wafi Golpu
EIS despite rape being recognised as a problem throughout PNG that has been
exacerbated at other extractive sites (Manning, 2016; Wafi Golpu Joint Venture,
2018).
11 The first author reviewed stories (articles, reports, films) of extractive
outcomes at a variety of scales and the theories used to analyse them as part of
this project, the selection of dispossession was personal, based on the aims
above and years of experience and engagement with mining-a!ected commu-
nities.
12 Mindful of the intertwining of primitive accumulation and capitalist re-
production (Harvey, 2003), we concur with and adopt Holden et al.’s (2011)
focus on impact rather than type of accumulation. This follows Chattopadhyay
(2014), who encompasses both while continuing the focus on the practical ef-
fects of accumulation. Extractive dispossession is solely focused on those being
dispossessed. From a recipient perspective, it matters little why an extractive
company wants their land and whether its previous or ongoing accumulation, it
is the reality of dispossession that is important.
13 The methodology is more expansively described in a companion article that
examines ELD at Wafi-Golpu through the lens of human flourishing (Roche
et al., 2019).
14 A creole language, the lingua franca spoken throughout PNG
15 The images were designed to be conversation starters, a recognition that
translating the often complex (and academicised) factors of dispossession might
be di"cult. In keeping with the research intent, they reflect the potential for
negative outcomes from extractive-led development and are based on existing
experiences from ELD. Fig. 5.5, for example, is based on the experience at Ramu
nickel mine where the resettled were initially given tarpaulins and nails to
construct new dwellings (Stead, 2016). Figure captions were developed during
writing to help the viewer understand the focus.
16 Participants and places have been anonymised, and ‘WGJV’, the acronym
of the ‘Wafi Golpu Joint Venture’, which is the current mining company, has
been used throughout as a synonym for the many forms of the company name
and other terms such as ‘mining’ and/or ‘company’ used by respondents.
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that applies either primitive accumulation or AbD to issues and impacts
relating to the extractive industries17. This work continues that focus by
providing specific factors that describe how the forces of accumulation
and dispossession are enacted and experienced in ELD. A related term,
agro-extractive dispossession, which focuses on agriculture has also had
little use, seemingly first used in the literature by Moore (2010) in his
analysis of neoliberalised capitalism, and more recently by Masalam
(2017) to describe the impact of globalised colonial capitalism on
peasants in Indonesia. Though the similar term, agribusiness dis-
possession has been widely used, with Cáceres (2015) for example,
describing how agribusiness in Argentina dispossesses Campesinos in a
variety of ways.
5. Extractive Dispossession
Holden et al. (2011) identified seven ways18 in which indigenous
peoples in the Philippines were dispossessed by mining; fraudulent
consent, physical displacement, destruction of sacred sites, environ-
mental impact, social impact, replacement of traditional economies and
militarisation. We suggest that these factors are generalizable to other
states and can provide an industry-specific understanding of the dis-
possessive impacts of ELD; extending the concept of dispossession to a
range of physical and socially constructed goods that can be applied to
other communities. This wider application was first suggested from
PNG references used in the framing of Holden’s article, the first author’s
PNG and mining experiences and is supported by recent analysis of
dispossession and mining elsewhere (Freslon & Cooney, 2018; Howlett
& Lawrence, 2019). Some of the factors are specific, emphasising what
could easily be missed when impacts are identified for management
purposes and/or by experts from other cultures; while others, such as
social and environmental, are catch-alls for a plethora of impacts that
could be further separated and identified depending on each circum-
stance.
After detailed reading and reviewing of international and PNG ex-
tractive experiences, four additional factors: gendered inequality and in-
equity; enclosure of the commons; poor and degraded facilities and ser-
vices; and imperialism and epistemicide, were added to the seven from
Holden et al. (2011) and the concept of extractive dispossession emerged.
It is not intended that every factor would need to be present to satisfy a
condition of extractive dispossession. As described in section three, the
aim was to make the information accessible, with the specificity of the
factors teasing apart the complex whole to assist communities to under-
stand potential ELD impacts from a recipient perspective and provide a
language that enabled their concerns to be voiced. The factors also en-
courage the identification of impact elsewhere, facilitating comparative
studies, and a more precise application of theories of dispossession to the
extractive industries. It is envisaged that other factors, relevant to the
experience of ELD elsewhere could also be identified, or indeed the scope
could be widened to other types of development dispossession that impact
on communities on the periphery19.
In isolation, individual impacts may be identified and described as
an issue to be managed, with an unspoken, but implicit inference that
alleviation of impacts is just a management solution away. Or they
could be overlooked or unreported. But by identifying and stressing the
individual factors we can see how ELD does far more than just separate
people from their land. Together, the breadth and depth of impacts;
impacts that are a felt, lived, experience - are breathtaking. Where in-
dividual lives, communities and cultures are stressed, fragmented,
coerced and forever changed by the decisions of others until people
become strangers in their own land. In reality, every extractive impact
is felt as dispossession, where valued things are taken or degraded and
connections severed, altered or diminished.
Many of the factors are interrelated and overlapping, where the
nexus and interactions between factors of dispossession both magnify
and obscure impacts. For example, Holden et al. (2011) describe the
intimate relationship between physical displacement and the destruc-
tion of sacred sites. Such interactions are particularly evident in gen-
dered impacts, with cross-overs between: militarisation, and rapes by
security forces; resettlement and enclosure, through diminished avail-
ability of subsistence food; epistemicide, ignoring women’s knowledge
and culture; social impacts, through increased disease and domestic
violence; and fraudulent consent, by consultation processes excluding
or marginalising women. The incidence and impact of di!erent factors
of dispossession creates a multiple burden,20 which is made more likely
through intersectionality as demonstrated in New Caledonia, Australia
and PNG21 (Horowitz, 2017; Manning, 2016; Osborne et al., 2019). The
further intersection of multiple dispossessions with intersectionality
spawns and feeds a process which overlooks, ignores or reinforces the
complex and causal relationships between extractive dispossession and
the identity and social realities of impacted peoples.
Next we describe the factors of extractive dispossession along with
the images used in the field. The factors are also presented in Table 1,
with descriptions of general e!ects, Tok Pisin title translations and PNG
examples. Necessarily brief, we foreground and magnify the voices of
participants and then either elaborate on their concerns or identify
other components of the factors of dispossession. We acknowledge each
factor is complex and multifaceted and would benefit from further
elaboration elsewhere.
6. Factors of Extractive Dispossession
6.1. Gendered inequality and inequity
The disproportionate impact of industrial mining on women is well-
established in the literature with links to the destruction of cultural
forms and female roles, access to environmental services, domestic
violence, silencing and misrepresentation, environmental degradation,
unfair benefit distribution, violence and rape. (Byford, 2002; Hill et al.,
2016; Jenkins, 2014; Manning, 2016) (Fig. 1).
With Wafi-Golpu still in the exploration phase, participant com-
ments anticipate rather than document actual impacts seen at mine-
sites elsewhere, although some female participants were aware of po-
tential harms, having heard of the prominent and shocking examples of
violence and rape at the hands of security and police forces at the
Porgera mine-site over many years (Albin-Lackey & Ganesan, 2011;
Human Rights Clinic & International Human Rights Clinic, 2015;
Manning, 2016). Here women spoke more of gendered disconnection
17 For example: Gordon and Webber (2008) explore how mining in South
America is driven by imperialism and accumulation; Einzenberger (2018) ap-
plies the politics of dispossession to a mine in Thailand; Perreault (2013) ex-
amines accumulation and dispossession by mining companies’ use of water in
Bolivia; Ayelazuno (2011) uses in-depth participant interviews to explore
peasant dispossession in Ghana; while Hall (2012) provides a comprehensive
understanding of di!ering conceptions of primitive accumulation.
18 In extending and conceptualising Holden et al., work we have used ‘factors’
rather than their ‘ways’.
19 The heuristic could also apply to other large scale projects such as dams
(Makki, 2014), alternate energy projects (Yenneti et al., 2016) and conservation
(West, 2016). The application of the framework to periphery within core ex-
amples is also possible having been described by Harvey (2003) as part of the
formulation of accumulation by dispossession and applied elsewhere (Roy,
2014; Sassen, 2010).
20 Crenshaw (1989) uses the term 'multiply burdens' in relation to inter-
sectionality.
21 We have not engaged in the discussion of indigeneity as Papua New
Guineans usually do not self-identify as indigenous, instead seeing themselves
as the people of PNG or Melanesia rather than being defined by their di!erence
to colonial others - though they would clearly fulfil other characteristics of
indigeneity.
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and silencing and the e!ects on women in the future;
“Loss of gardens, soil for gardens, women lose.”
“Women will lose touch with our traditional ways and knowledge, lose
love and respect of culture, we will also lose our spiritual faith, our be-
lief.”
While gendered impacts have been described in the literature, the
importance of gendered inequality and inequity in relation to ELD
remains under-recognised and underestimated, with a hyper-masculi-
nised industrial mining industry that reinforces and introduces new
forms of gendered inequalities (Lahiri-Dutt, 2012). In PNG where
gender distinctions are sharp, often violent and reinforced by tradi-
tional cultural mores and new Christian values, gendered inequality is
already a significant issue (Jolly et al., 2012). There, the collision of a
masculine extractive industry with already sharply gendered commu-
nities can quickly become collusion between male elites. This experi-
ence is evident elsewhere in the Pacific with Horowitz (2017)
Table 1
Extractive Dispossession – Maining come rausim gutpela sindaun blong yupela.
Factors of dispossession General Examples Tok Pisin PNG Examples
Gendered inequality and
inequity2
Where hyper-masculinised mining reinforces existing
and introduces new inequalities in discourse,
representation, ideology and action.
Meri inogat numba na luk
suve
1. Women not included in decision making and miss out
on their share of benefits.
2. Women more vulnerable too and a!ected by social
changes, violence, rape and loss of status
3. Mining consultation processes perpetuate gender
inequality.
Fraudulent consent1 1. Inadequate or uninformed consent
2. Omitting individuals/segments of community from
consultation and decision-making processes.
3. Proponents creating representative structures for
communities
Gaimon wanbel 1.Poor access to relevant information and lack of
transparency, no FPIC.
2. Information generally inaccessible, overly technical
and focused on company not community needs.
3. Inadequate representation; where community
representatives are men, can be poorly educated, living
away from community or stand to disproportionately
benefit.
Poor and degraded services and
facilities2
State withdrawal in anticipation of transfer of
responsibility to mine proponent/operator
Service blong manmeri
bagarup
Government services and facilities poor or in decline,
particularly evident in health, education and roads.
Enclosure of the commons2 1. Alienation and commodification of communal/
common, subsistence and/or ancestral lands,
2. Accumulation of water rights
Komini lusim pawa na
graun blong ol
1. Loss of communal lands, shared hunting/foraging
lands
2. Lose of access and connection to land and scared sites




In/voluntary resettlement and separation/severing of




1. Problems with accessing full tenure rights on new
lands or compensating others for loss of access.
2. Community disruption, change to social relationships.
3. Loss of access to small gold mining.
4. Separation from ancestors, sacred sites and special
trees/resources.
Destruction of sacred sites and
places1,2
Destruction of physical places, relationships to non/
human and flow on impacts to culture and society.
Bagarapim ples tanbu 1. Ancestors are present across time in the environment.
Important for ceremony.
2. Loss and destruction of old/current cemetery.
3. Reduced access to natural materials, ie clay, body
paints, healing medicines, bilum dyes
Imperialism/ epistemicide2 1. where industrial mining is predicated on western
values/economic liberalism and isn’t aware of,
ignores, disregards, disrespects and supplants other
world views.
2. Erosion of the structures, relationships and
processes that give society form and function
Autsait lain kontrolim
yumi and kilim pasin
tumbuna blong yumi
1. Continuation of colonial development approach by
corporations.
2. Mining predicated (and assessed) on western values
that ignore, disregards, disrespects and supplants local
ways of knowing and being.
3. Enforced formalizing of previously fluid relationships
with land.




The commodification of existing economic (non/
monetary) activities, exposing communities to
impacts of globilisation
Emi senissim kastom na
ikonomi blong yumi
1. Become reliant on kina rather than homegrown food.
2. Loss of traditional ways/songs associated with hybrid
subsistence.
3. Women lose status as traditional roles no-longer as
valuable as male earnings.
Environmental impacts1 1. Land alienation, water/air/ground pollution,
physical separation.
2. Impact of land required for sustenance and/or
economic activity.
Bus, graun na wara
bagarup
1. Land alienation, water/air/ground pollution, physical
separation.
2. Degradation of land required for sustenance, building,
water supply, economic activity, cultural activities.
Social impacts1 Disease, domestic violence, prostitution, crime,
cultural dislocation, poverty, food insecurity
Bagarup blong
community
1. Increased alcoholism and domestic violence
2. Increased prostitution, STD, and related crime,
3. Cultural dislocation, poverty, food insecurity.
4. Change in women’s roles and values.
Militarization, conflict and
violence1,2
State or private security forces involved in killings,




1. Increase in state oppression and violence.
2. Increased armaments, violence and intimidation.
3. Gender based violence.
4. Prioritisation of mine security over local
communities.
1 Described in the Philippines by Holden et al. (2011) after Holden, Nadeau, and Jacobson (2011)
2 Added/adapted by Roche
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describing the exclusion of women from extractive related decision-
making processes in New Caledonia. The retrogradation22 described by
Horowitz is evident in Morobe with companies seemingly unable or
unwilling to overcome the cultural and industry silencing of women.
At Wafi-Golpu, the emergent feminisation of the mining industry
identified by Lahiri-Dutt (2015) is limited to a few paid roles. Where
even positive interventions, like the locally valued training provided by
WGJV in cooking goods for market sale, are undermined by deep-
rooted gendered roles and inequities that restrict female representation.
Several male respondents made this clear saying;
“We men used to stop our women not to talk and make decisions at the
meeting time. Our women are to give birth to child and look after family
only.”
“We men see the women as nobody and shut their mouth every meeting.”
Interestingly, the second comment was said in sympathy, seemingly
recognising the need for change and the potential for poorer outcomes
that could arise from a lack of female voice and agency. Women re-
cognised the problem, contributing causes and increasing agency saying;
“In the meeting we women have no power to talk or make big decision we
also have no educated women – that is a big problem for us women”
“We women (must) fight for our rights and now we can talk about and
make decision in meeting”
6.2. Fraudulent consent
Philosophically, consent is a simple issue, with self-determination a
fundamental part of human flourishing23 (Rasmussen, 1999), and a
universal ethic that applies to all. Consent is also integral to the moral
basis of property rights which underpins western liberalism24 and ac-
cords people absolute rights over their own lands (Lea, 1997). But this
right, so foundational in capitalism and the West, was denied during
colonialism and continues to be fraudulently denied to communities
today – seemingly on the basis that communal ownership and alternate
tenure systems are incommensurable with globalised extraction and
foreign direct investment (FDI) (Fig. 2).
In addition to basic ethics, there is much to guide the EI with a
multitude of international agreements on Indigenous rights and free
prior informed consent (FPIC) processes (Hanna & Vanclay, 2013). In
practice, however, local consent processes can be unclear, complex and
messy where traditional leadership may clash with calls for wider
participation (UNDP, 2014). Nor is implementation simple, with
Macintyre (2007) questioning whether FPIC is possible, let alone
practicable in PNG. Similar to problems at the Ramu nickel mine, where
information deficiencies undermined consent (Kemp et al., 2015), re-
spondents identified significant problems with access to relevant in-
formation and poor communication between WGJV and community,
saying;
“WGJV never listened to our voice or our decision, none.”
“In our community we don’t understand many information WGJV and
how they work with our leaders.”
“WGJV takes notes, but (provides) no answers.”
“WGJV make a survey already but they didn’t come back to us with the
report.”
And between community leaders and community;
“Our leaders never inform us of what WGJV said, they also not enough
understand enough of the information so it makes all the community not
understand all the mining will do. We just follow them and what WGJV
said.”
“No, the men leaders never came to us and informed us about any de-
cision. The landowner representatives and WGJV do not inform us.”
Strong concerns over the impact of the lack of information and its
disempowering e!ects were also apparent in feedback and requests for
more information, especially from women;
“We are close to (signing) the MOA but do not really understand it. So,
this information you bought is really important as it helps us understand
more about it…”
“Please can you come and give us more information that will help us
women more.”
“I really want more of this kind of information. We still need more of
your information. It has opened my eyes and empowered me.”
While agreeing with many of the concerns and obstacles to FPIC
identified by Macintyre (2007), the participants' statements raise sig-
nificant concerns and, we argue, question the legitimacy of the current
process. Perhaps the di!erence is that we see consent as integral to
human flourishing, a fundamental prerequisite for gutpla or gutpela
sindaun in PNG, rather than a process focused on mining approval
(Roche et al., 2019).
Di"culty in achieving consent is also compounded by the violent
asymmetries of power, information, knowledge and resources between
local communities and the usually combined forces of proponent and
government. In that messy reality, obligations and principles are easily
avoided, as evidenced by the optional ethics of the ICMM, of which
Newcrest Mining is a member, who only expect members to engage in
FPIC when required under national legislation (Hanna & Vanclay,
2013). Corruption can also deliver fraudulent consent with Burton
(2017, p. iv) finding a degree of collusive corruption where local o"-
cials and proponents are advantaged at “…the expense of poor rural
people on whose land mining takes place, or who su!er preventable
environmental impacts, and for whom social development indicators
have not improved as they should have”. Burton documents numerous
examples where inadequate information and mis-identification of
Fig. 1. ‘Gendered realities’.
22 Defined as “a specific form of cultural violence: an anachronistic narrative
that ignores social transformations, reinforces pre-existing forms of oppression,
and places the blame squarely with the other culture (Horowitz, 2017, p. 1423).
23 Human flourishing is a translation of Aristotles concept of eudaimonia
which is focused on living a good life – explored at length in a companion
article (Roche et al., 2019) which discusses its application with the Yanta,
Hengambu and Babauf Communities.
24 Alternatively, we could recognise non-western ontologies where self-de-
termination may be (1) central to cultural survival, (2) can be explicitly counter
to the hegemonic values implicit in extractavist developments, and (3) not
ceded to higher authorities, a value mirrored in principle of subsidiarity.
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landowners has undermined consent processes. Acknowledging many
other obstacles, here we explore just one, a lack of information - which
on its own has undermined the consultation process at Wafi-Golpu,
negating any claim of achieving community consent.
6.3. Poor and degraded services and facilities
Alone amongst the other more widely reported factors, degradation
of services is solely derived from our PNG experience. Not clearly evi-
dent in the formal literature, but anecdotally reported and accepted is
the withdrawal of state-supplied services and facilities from areas of
exploration and mining. Essentially the Government presumes the
companies will take over critical services; unfortunately, in practice,
services are poorly distributed, inaccessible and intermittent, as ex-
ploration expands and contracts and companies and their re-
presentatives come and go (Fig. 3).
There are, however, documented examples of poor and degraded
services near the Hidden Valley mine, which sits upstream of Wafi-
Golpu on the Watut River and was formerly operated by the Wafi-Golpu
proponents. Amongst numerous references to poor health services,
Burton (2013a) refers to a mine report where serious health problems,
including malaria, TB, malnutrition and pneumonia were “…com-
pounded by a deteriorating and unreliable government [health] ser-
vice” (Jackson, 2004; cited in Burton, 2013a, p. 109). For women, the
situation is even worse, with unexplained male to female ratios at the
lowest end of international comparisons indicating a gendered disparity
in access to essential health services.
Another example, driven by poor planning and avoidance of the
development forum process at Hidden Valley mine, is the failure to
e!ectively determine responsibility for road maintenance resulting in
poorly maintained roads, which then led to reduced village access –
itself a factor in access to health and education services (Burton &
Ongugulo, 2011). A reversal of the principle of subsidiarity, with in/
decisions made elsewhere causing cascading and cumulative impacts on
recipients deprived of a voice in decision-making.
In community, the distinction between poor and degraded services
seemed less important. The reality was an absence of services that
seemed permanent rather than a more recent deterioration. Concerns
about roads, health and education were apparent in participant re-
sponses;
“Haus sik25 has no medicine, schools no materials, road not very good.”
“Our health problem is not enough medicine, no ambulance, doctors and
nurses never stop fulltime, school is very far from us, not enough tea-
chers, the road is no good, not enough trucks.”
Problems with services could, in part, be due to the forty years of
exploration, where expectations and reality seldom met, as well as a
real increase in, but still inconsistent, services derived from more recent
exploration and construction. Regardless, it was clear that participants
expected a much higher level of service and attributed significant re-
sponsibility to WGJV;
“WGJV built the elementary school and train teachers but they have not
been paid”
“WGJV built road but it isn’t maintained”
6.4. Enclosure of the commons
PNG is a communal land with 97%26 of its four hundred and sixty
thousand square kilometres still under customary ownership27. Any
new development of scale requires the consent of landowners. It is a
place where the land “…owns the people rather than people owning the
land” (Sack, 1974, p. 200). The importance of customary land is vividly
described in a much-quoted article from (then) young PNG scholars;
“Land is our life. Land is our physical life-food and sustenance. Land
is our social life; it is marriage; it is status; it is security; it is politics; in
fact, it is our only world. When you [the Administration] take our land,
you cut away the very heart of our existence. We have little or no ex-
perience of social survival detached from the land. For us to be com-
pletely landless is a nightmare which no dollar in the pocket or dollar in
the bank will allay; we are a threatened people” (Dove et al., 1974, p.
182) (Fig. 4).
There is much tension, however, between customary tenured lands
and the system of alienation that has arisen since colonialization, re-
sulting in conflict from ongoing re/assertions of customary ownership
(Filer, 2014). Where fluid tenure regimes with multiple layers of land-
use do not fit neatly with western concepts of either alienation and
individual freehold, or more formalised common-pool resource gov-
erning systems (Golub, 2007; Jacka, 2015; Ostrom, 1990). This absence
of a formal tenure system, means that new land users, such as EI, need
to identify and negotiate access and consent with landowners in pro-
cesses which are often beset by corruption and illiteracy and under-
mined by a dysfunctional legal framework, captured bureaucracy and a
Fig. 2. ‘Whose consent?.
Fig. 3. ‘Temporary development’.
25 First aid post or hospital
26 A further 11% has been controversially alienated through 100 year special
agricultural and business leases (SABL) (Filer, 2014).
27 Karigawa (2018) describes how major clan ownership, evident through
incorporated land groups (ILG) is actually a layered framework with land
ownership asserted across smaller clan, family and individual scales.
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di"cult development forum process (Filer, 2014; Karigawa et al.,
2016). Interestingly, problems with benefit distribution is described by
Karigawa (2018) as the main cause of the breakdown of communal land
ownership in PNG. This suggests a need for new forms of benefit dis-
tribution and management that are more capable of capturing and then
fairly distributing the benefits from ELD without disrupting communal
tenure.
On a more practical level, the importance of the commons and
communal land is self-evident in villages where people share access to
and the use of water, rivers, trees for building and animals for hunting.
There the community view was quite clear; they lived with and un-
derstand ELD's threat to the commons. Identifying concern, sorrow and
loss as new limits prevented them from accessing and using shared
areas, now and for future generations;
“I am worried we cannot go into the area that belongs to us.”
“Me, I still worry about our environment as mining will destroy every-
thing and my sons will not be able to go hunting, cutting tree for building
houses – that they didn’t tell us yet.”
“I feel sorry for my land, forest, traditional medicine. I will lose them
forever and how will it return back to me.”
“Me feel really bad that WGJV put a stop to me using the area for food
and things.”
6.5. Disemplacement - physical displacement and separation
Originally proposed as resettlement, the language of the EI, this
factor was redescribed as disemplacement28 during fieldwork, which
was seen as a much richer and more accurate description of the mul-
tiple, more-than-physical impacts of separation from land. Hemer
(2016) applies de Wet’s concept of disemplacement to PNG, which re-
cognises the importance of emplacement and identification with the “…
right of members to derive sustenance, society and significance from
the place they hold in common” (de Wet, 2008, p. 118). Critically there
were also Lihir communities not resettled, who were nevertheless still
disemplaced without moving (Nixon, 2011) (Fig. 5).
This more nuanced understanding of resettlement sees and reflects
the multi-layered and interwoven role of land in social reproduction
that is evident in respondents’ comments;
“I find it very hard for me to lose my place and move to a new location. I
will lose my good-life and my living which I use to eat good food, making
garden”
“We the people of _____ we really don’t like to relocate to other people’s
land. It will be very hard for us to do, gardening, hunting, fishing, tree for
building houses.”
“When we go (are resettled) to _____ I will be worried about the future for
the children. Life will be very hard for us.”
Writing of resettlement in relation to Lihir, Hemer (2016) describes
how complex and shifting relationships over mine life make the iden-
tification of inherently complex and changing issues extremely di"cult.
On Lihir Island, which is perhaps the best example of resettlement on
PNG, resettlement conflict was caused by a rushed process which over-
emphasised compensation rather than focusing on the long-term, mul-
tigenerational social and political issues. At Porgera, possibly PNG’s
worst resettlement example, in-migration and project expansion have
exacerbated a range of problems, including the gendered violence dis-
cussed above, which seem intractable (Kemp & Owen, 2015). At Wafi-
Golpu where resettlement is being negotiated amidst a lack of clarity,
there is apparent stress in communities with an evident sense of pow-
erlessness and a lack of information and understanding magnified by
fear and anxiety;
“People don’t understand lots about resettlement and the plan. They also
don’t know about the negotiation with the Government and WGJV.”
“When I heard about resettlement, I was thinking about leaving, unsure
of the new location. I used to cry every night about what life will be like
after resettlement.”
“WGJV tell them to agree with what WGJV want. The people have no
power to make decision and are also afraid of WGJV. That if they speak
out WGJV will harm them.”
Some were resigned to resettlement; others were opposed to
moving:
“WGJV have to make house for every children from today and the long
run future. WGJV must build a very strong house.”
“WGJV told us to move to _____, but we don’t want to. We said this is our
sister land and mother give birth to us here so we will not be moving”
Evident in the comments and apparent in many questions to the
authors about road access, timing and housing design was the total lack
of power and control people felt over a resettlement process that would
Fig. 4. ‘Excluded’.
Fig. 5. ‘Resettled.
28 We used de Wet (2008) disemplacement rather than Cernea (1997) dis-
placement as we believe it more accurately captures the emotional impact of
severed connections, rather than merely moving place. Although Cernea’s
concept is rich and details eight risks of impoverishment (landlessness, job-
lessness, homelessness, marginalization, food insecurity, increased morbidity,
loss of access to common property resources, community disarticulation), many
of which are reflected in the factors of extractive dispossession.
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determine where they would live in the future, when they move and the
design and construction of the houses they would live in. Community
awareness of the impact of the implicit reconfiguring of social relations,
evident in disemplacement on Lihir, was less apparent at this stage,
with an understandable focus on more immediate concerns.
6.6. Destruction of sacred sites, sacred places
Here, the title of the factor generates questions rather than clarity.
Rather than defining a factor, it highlights their significance as it in-
troduces us to a complexity of understandings of ‘sacred’, which are
unable to be captured or reduced. Rather than a constructed or physical
place that might be deemed sacred from a western perspective, here we
attempt to capture connection to country; by seeing and valuing the in-
tegrated social, cultural and environmental links between humans and
the processes that connect them to the places they live (Fig. 6).
Sehlin MacNeil (2017, p. 35) captures how sacred can be di!erent,
describing the spiritual link between the Adnyamathanha (from Aus-
tralia) who place emphasis on sites, natural objects and places as “…
bearers of culture, language and history.”; while the Laevas (from
Saami lands) reindeer herders focused on the “…wellbeing of the
reindeer and the land’s capacity to sustain them…”. This complexity of
sacred is also evident in PNG. Levinson's (2008) work on Rossel Island
documents the fundamental di!erences in the way land and seascapes
are seen, what constitutes the sacred, and the cultural and linguistic
barriers to even understanding others’ view of the sacred. And we have
already seen the quote from Dove et al. (1974, p. 182) in section 6.4,
demonstrating how land is sacred, central to life and, in a traditional
cultural sense, beyond commodification. Echoing Holden et al. (2011),
we prefer an expansive conception of sacred places that captures in-
terconnected spirituality, processes and relationships, as well as sites.
Notwithstanding the above, even sacred sites are contentious in
PNG, where on the surface new Christian faiths appear to have replaced
old beliefs. The truth is somewhere in between with old and new beliefs
existing side-by-side, and would require an independent, sensitive and
lengthy engagement to accurately identify. Perhaps lacking the time,
trust or permission of the people, the current EIS fails to identify or
describe all the sacred sites, while simultaneously assuming that ‘ap-
propriate rituals' and market-based compensation29 will somehow le-
gitimise their destruction (Wafi Golpu Joint Venture, 2018). WGJV’s
inability to e!ectively or respectively engage with sacred sites is also
demonstrated in Venembeli, where new graves are dug and relatives
buried in a hillside cemetery, which like the village, must be moved if
mining is to proceed.
A simpler, more place-based, and western approach seems to
dominate participant responses, though our in-field experience suggests
that process and relationship sacredness is equally relevant, even if less
apparent in responses. We believe this may have been biased by
Christian teachings, the mining industry’s Western understanding of
sacred, and perhaps a lack of nuance and understanding in our own
approach, which has also been a!ected by these factors. What is ap-
parent from participants is an anxious concern about the destruction of
sacred places and the processes by which they are identified, docu-
mented and valued;
“We have place of spirit, lakes, swamps, our water of waters – when our
people die the spirit goes there and lives; this has been spoilt by the
WGJV."
“Already WGJV has spoilt our secret place – we believe our death spirit
of our dead people go there to rest.”
“Our environment is full of sacred sites, all of them now in SML. WGJV
did values report but didn’t bring the report back.”
“We sell our sacred sites to WGJV, but WGJV will not pay for it. So, they
do drilling and spoilt our sacred sites badly.”
“Everything in the SML area; like animal, sacred sites, materials for
building houses, paint for bilums30, rope for bilums, rope for bows and
arrows. This is our only environment that connect with us and help us
living and children for school and also make money.”
6.7. Imperialism and epistemicide
Potentially just too abstract to be relevant to communities, the
concepts of imperialism and epistemicide31 were quickly understood by
participants who experienced them as inherited historical drivers and as
a daily reality in contemporary life. Their responses demonstrate both
understanding of concept and an application to their own lived ex-
perience where they describe externally imposed changes providing less
than hoped for, a loss of traditional ways and an emasculating loss of
hope, faith, value and power in themselves;
“Western model (of development) came and changed the lifestyle, of
our human flourishing and our life.”
“That truth, it really happen now. We all thought that mining (devel-
opment) would do everything to change our living. We lose hope about
our self that we can make change in our own life.”
“WGJV used to come and talk and share their own idea and make us
believe them only and never listen to our views which make us lose faith
in ourselves and our value and power.”
“Women will lose touch with our traditional ways and knowledge, lose
love and respect of culture, we will also lose our spiritual faith, our be-
lief.”
“Our customs and values, like taro and bananas, are now for sale for
kina32 …”
This local understanding brings to life the reality in PNG, where ELD
is driven by capitalist logic that seeks more profitable extractive op-
portunities in non-capitalist strata, where mines like Wafi-Golpu
Fig. 6. ‘Powerless’.
29 Payment of compensation for damages is a well-established cultural prac-
tice in PNG that has been widely adopted by the EI and used by communities to
maximise benefits from mining (Filer & Macintyre, 2006).
30 Bilum is Tok Pisin for the ubiquitous string bag made and used throughout
PNG.
31 We note that in combining the impacts of imperialist capitalism and epis-
temicide we have provided an illustration of how the EI contribute to McBrain's
(2016) concept of the necrocene.
32 PNG Currency
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become just another site for globalised entities to exploit – a spatio-
temporal fix for both company and global political economy (Harvey,
2003; Luxemburg, 1951). Gordon and Webber (2008) describe a new
wave of extractive imperialism where dispossession is central to
method and e!ect. A reality when ELD is driven by the profit motive of
outsiders and elites rather than local development outcomes and
dominated by layers of corporate imperialism where corporates control
or influence government processes, provide services and maintain their
own security forces, which are often blended with state forces. The
clash of ontologies and intertwining of corporate and state imperialism
is further illustrated through government policy and regulation (Acuña,
2015), where the globalised EI is sanctioned and supported with risk
insurance, diplomacy, Washington Consensus style reforms and direct
military support – with the Panguna mine and resultant Bougainville
crisis a relevant example (see Havini & Johns, 2001) (Fig. 7).
6.8. Displacement of traditional sustenance and economic activities
This complex factor is often underestimated by proponent and
community alike as they both seek the benefits that extractive devel-
opment o!ers. There are, however, real impacts from the change in
culture and value systems from the positive outcomes that communities
seek. One of those is the change in, and devaluing of women’s tradi-
tional pre-market roles while depriving them of opportunity in the
development process (Chattopadhyay, 2017), a fact many women
identified before mining even starts;
“We women lose our identities and values as a woman.”
“We women knows our status as women and who we are, today our
women lose power and our traditional position.”
“In the past we never sell our food or bilums. We give to our own family
and give to big gathering and also for dead and new married. Today we
start to sell our bilums because the WGJV has built a road for mining.”
“Many of the womens traditional ways like making bilums and tradi-
tional grass skirt is started to gone away.”
This loss of traditional roles and culture on the edge of mining33 has
been observed elsewhere in PNG, particularly with the Reite commu-
nities impacted by Ramu Nickel mine in the Madang Province (Leach,
2011, 2014). There, desiring of, or feeling pressured to develop, rural
people engage in cash cropping or ancillary services, a change which
can easily unbalance long-term social customs that underpin village
function and the production of subsistence goods and services. In re-
cognising the particularly gendered role of taking food produce to
market, Leach (2011) describes a process where the Reite seek out
market opportunities to supplement their semi-subsistence or hybrid
lifestyles. This is an understandable response to the opportunity mining
brings – a response that, given the small purchasing power of the fi-
nancial return is driven more by imagined wealth, aspiration and fan-
tasy than rational economic behaviour; with the small surplus value
being extracted through unpaid production and reproduction that
changes the very nature of socially constructed gender roles and posi-
tions (see Chattopadhyay, 2017) that is evident in partcipants' com-
ments (Fig. 8);
"Now we women are doing all the activities, more than man; man do less
work."
“We never see money from company, only men get it.”
These changes are linked to a loss of autonomy and sovereignty over
land, where traditional land ownership and economies, and customary
and collective values are seen as obstacles to development rather than
the foundation of local cultures and economies (Anderson, 2011; Leach,
2014). Elsewhere in PNG, Pacheco Cueva (2016) identifies how a
change from subsistence to market dependence has meant exposure to
global capitalist forces on Lihir Island that have created additional
political and economic fragmentation.
6.9. Environmental impacts
The factor of environmental impacts is a catch-all factor that could
easily be broken down into further categories as specific impacts are
identified. Initially, and more generically, however, we can identify
impacts across five phases of mining; exploration, development, op-
erations, closure and post-mining. These phases produce typical im-
pacts such as clearing of vegetation, water use, pollution (noise, light,
dust, chemical), ecosystem disruption, erosion and sedimentation
(Fig. 9).
From a recipient perspective, especially in semi-subsistence com-
munities, the social and environmental impacts of extraction are in-
extricably linked with multiple interwoven interactions. For example,
the sedimentation of the Watut River, caused by the Hidden Valley
mine, raised the riverbed and resulted in loss of gardens, inundation of
villages and the redirecting of the arterial waterway away from the
Tsile Tsile community (Burton, 2013b). Cascading e!ects included:
clearing land to establish new gardens; altered diets from reduced
availability of fish; building new dwellings from bush timbers; and the
Fig. 7. ‘Others’ values’. Fig. 8. ‘Progress’.
33 Impacts on edge are di!erent, with the Reite impacted by physically re-
mote mining, while the Yanta, Hengambu and Babauf already impacted by
future mining.
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isolation of people from the main channel a!ecting transportation for
education, health, family and trade of garden products and commod-
ities such as cocoa. The connections between social and environment
and sense of loss are evident in participants’ comments;
“Loss of gardens, soil for gardens, women lose.”
“I am still afraid cause this will impact on my life and my children in the
future.”
“Our natural forest will be gone, finished like in Africa.”
"WGJV can come, but it must not destroy everything for the future
children to see."
Other participants described environmental values or identified
observed and feared impacts;
“We have many important trees for medicine and food, come trees and
plants we eat leaf and fruit and tree for building house.”
“We make garden in the forest which makes our life very good.”
“The land will crumble into dust from blasting.”
“The animals ran away due to sound.”
There was also a sense of powerlessness in the face of environmental
destruction, where impact and loss were identified alongside manage-
ment solutions that worked elsewhere but seemed out of place or in-
appropriate in the largely intact environments around Wafi Mountain;
“We want environmental management to protect the environment that is
a!ected. Fish, eels from our tunnel lake will be polluted.”
“We need to establish a botanical garden for every plant and animal
species in place.”
“Today we have strong connection to our environment and nothing bad
happen, but we know what will happen when mining operates and de-
stroy everything forever. So, we want WGJV to build a zoo or botanical
garden to keep our plants for medicine, animals and paints.”
The western solutions of zoos and botanical gardens jarred with the
more locally informed perceptions of environmental impact. Rather
than dismissing these comments, we see them as an illustration of the
fragmented knowledge villagers have access to, which can hinder ra-
ther than assist the comprehension of complex and interrelated causes,
e!ects and solutions.
6.10. Social impacts
The range of social impacts from ELD can be diverse, culturally
specific, multi-generational, gendered, individual, collective, lengthy
and interactive with other factors. In short, anything that impacts on
people is a social impact: this includes, for example, human health and
well-being, relationships, community interactions, environmental de-
gradation, infrastructure, changes in culture, personal and property
rights and their fears and aspirations (Vanclay et al., 2015). Dependent
on di!erent conceptions of well-being which are individualised, agent-
relative, self-directed and social, the impacts of ELD would be experi-
enced di!erently by all (Rasmussen, 1999). By definition, a considered
understanding of social impacts would be dependent on long-term,
respectful and participative processes (Fig. 10). Examples of varied
impacts from Wafi-Golpu include:
“Men might enjoy this life but not think of wife and family and bringing
Aids/HIV home to them both and their children”
“In the past until today our community stay well, no alcohol, no argu-
ment to fight”
“Displacement already happen – fish die, water change colour and po-
sition, sediment build up.”
“The mine will bring more outsiders into the community. The youths will
get drunk, marriage breakup, men will bring sickness (STD’s, AIDS/HIV)
to us women. The youth will not participate, go to church.”
While seen as conceptually di!erent by Vanclay et al. (2015), the
di!erence between an impact and a social change process can be hard
to distinguish on the ground. Their example of a modest increase in
population growth as social change can be compared with genuine
community fears and anxieties of small changes in population compo-
sition, where ELD leads to an increase in outsiders, especially those
marrying into the community. This was reported in several villages,
with one already experiencing an increased level of marriage to men
outside the community. This demonstrates two critical points, the first
that impacts need to be seen, described and assessed from a recipient
point of view, as such small changes could easily be dismissed as on-
going social change or not of su"cient magnitude from a distance.
Secondly, that the immanent impacts are potentially more disruptive to
social cohesion over time than the more visible, intentional outcomes;
“Can see that many young man/meri34 play gambling, marry outside and
not in village and bring outside man to village.”
“In the past women marry inside community, but last year, 2017, five
outside men marry into the community.”
Fig. 9. ‘Land, wara buggerup’. Fig. 10. ‘Tension'.
34 In Tok Pisin, man = man, meri = women
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Trying to assess and manage social impacts from mining has created
an industry of itself; indeed, Vanclay et al’s., (2015) report is an insightful
guide on how to do just that. Interestingly both they and Pacheco Cueva
(2016) make similar points about engagement processes for identifying,
tracking and responding to social impact needing to be genuine to succeed.
Worryingly for Wafi-Golpu, Newcrest Mining also operates the mine at
Lihir Island in PNG, where commitments to tracking impacts are motivated
by a desire to “…mitigate increasing social and political tensions with the
development of the mine…” rather than on the lived experience and well-
being of local communities (Pacheco Cueva, 2016, p. 236). Based on
conversations, community responses and several years of intermittent
contact35 with Newcrest, the social impact assessment processes for the
Wafi-Golpu mine fail the genuineness test by once again focusing on risk to
the mine, rather than on impacts and risk to communities.
6.11. Militarization, violence and conflict
While the nature, duration and intensity of militarisation, vio-
lence and conflict is situationally dependent, the impacts are similar,
encompassing both the immediate bloody and violent process of
accumulation described by Marx (1906) and the systemic, long-term
consequences of Nixon’s (2011) slow violence. Violent deaths are
better documented than slow violence; for example in the Philippines
militarised encounters relating to a long-running anti-capitalist in-
surgency, resistance to mining and religious sectarianism causing
40,000 deaths (Holden et al., 2011). Whereas Papua New Guinea is
rightly infamous for the Bougainville Crisis, which grew from re-
sistance to the Panguna mine and caused some 16,000-20,000
deaths, mainly civilian, from a blockade of the Island (Havini &
Johns, 2001). The systemic impacts are perhaps even worse, where
militarised mining and individual acts of violence suppress dissent
and suppress the right to self-determination that is a vital determi-
nate and pre-requisite for human flourishing. This erosion of
peaceful existence was described by participants (Fig. 11):
“Our way of working together is finished, no respect for leaders, there is
conflict between the people, all this kind of behaviour started to grow
slowly, slowly.”
“The WGJV musts have respect for the community, deal with conflict in
MOA.”
Smaller scale militarisation is common in PNG, where mines are
islands of development that attract and generate conflict, where private
mine-site security forces and police intermingle and are associated not
with law and justice, but with arbitrary violence and fear. A reality
already experienced, before the mine was approved, constructed and
operational and described by participants:
“We don’t want company to take police to come and destroy and attack
us.”
“This year, June 2018, WGJV took seven taskforce police and one CID
(criminal investigation department) come to arrest us women. WGJV said we
women had supported our children to steal from WGJV, they put gunpoint at
us at 7 pm at night. Later WGJV found it not the truth and send them out.”
“We saw this (conflict and militarisation) happen two times already.
WGJV believe we have some stolen some of the property of WGJV and
they send police to us men in the first incidence and in the second straight
to the women.”
The authors gained some insight into the reality of fears over vio-
lence and a one-sided application of the law when we were warned to
not visit a village that night as locals were concerned for our safety.
Police from outside the area had been brought in, in response to a re-
ported theft at the Wafi-Golpu exploration campsite and were being
hosted by the mining company. A rumoured police raid, expected that
night, was felt and described as a dangerous situation and families were
leaving the village. On another trip, a heavy police presence created a
state of anxiety and fear for safety in the community rather than ex-
erting a calming or moderating influence.
This factor also evolved during community engagement, from an in-
itial focus on militarisation, which is probably more relevant to the
Philippines or the Democratic Republic of Congo, to a wider focus that
also includes conflict and acts of violence. This encompasses primitive
accumulations’ disproportionate impact on women who (as described in
sections 6.1 and 6.2) are often marginalised by mining decision-making
processes (Mies, 1998). In PNG, the extractive industry is also associated
with extreme acts of sexual violence that perpetuate and magnify the
already violent nature of gender relations (Biersack et al., 2016; Johnson,
2010). Examples of systemic rape and gang rape at Porgera by mine-site
security forces are well-known throughout PNG and widely reported in-
ternationally (Coumans, 2017; Human Rights Clinic & International
Human Rights Clinic, 2015; Human Rights Watch, 2010). While not re-
ported during our yarning/tok stori sessions, we suspect this is due to the
stage of mining, the sensitivity of the issues and a lack of specific focus
during research, which will be addressed in future works.
7. Discussion
Extractive dispossession was developed as a concept to help iden-
tify, explain, foresee and avoid or mitigate impacts from ELD. It follows
the work of Smith (2007) and Marx (1906) who originally recognised
the process of primitive accumulation, later expanded by Luxemburg
(1951) to include imperialism in the periphery and recognised and
made relevant today by Harvey (2003) through his concept of AbD. Its
basis, however, is the work of Holden et al. (2011) who so accurately
captured the lived experience of mining in the Philippines. We contend
that extractive dispossession satisfies our five objectives (section three).
Firstly, it brings to life the lived reality of experience rather than sa-
nitising it with CSR jargon or unquestioning, culturally blind notions of
development. It then uses lived experience to identify ELD impacts and
highlights their intersections, including those missed when the focus is
on management problems. Third, the collation and explanation of fac-
tors made the complex comprehensible; with presentations, images and
lengthy interactive discussions, then we demonstrate respect by re-
turning to the communities and making accessible and sharing the
product36 of our co-research with more iterative yarns. And lastly,
Fig. 11. ‘Extractive violence’.
35 The first author has meet and corresponded with representatives of
Newcrest Mining since 2012 in a separate role with the Mineral Policy Institute. 36 Over successive visits, with copies of this article (and/or earlier versions)
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extractive dispossession, built upon Holden et al.’s (2011) work in the
Philippines and developed for and with PNG communities, can con-
tribute to a better understanding of EI impacts allowing the Southern
experience to inform theory and praxis.
7.1. Extractive Dispossession as a heuristic and tool
We started this article by describing why and how we developed
and then shared a heuristic for informing communities about the po-
tential impacts of ELD. From the start the process was teleological;
designed to answer community questions about the impacts from
mining, though its ability to also contribute experiences from the per-
iphery to theory and praxis was evident early in the journey. We ac-
knowledge that further examination of existing ELD sites with other
communities would perhaps have been a more logical sequential choice
had we had the time or capacity, but this action-research needed to
respond to community-identified needs. Though having witnessed its
utility, we can confidently suggest and encourage the use of extractive
dispossession as a tool for communities to use in identifying and
understanding ELD impacts. We recognise the need for further work37
on extractive dispossession and encourage its application elsewhere,
both theoretically and in the field, to further test, critique and expand
on the factors of, and intersections between, extractive dispossession.
Despite having previously experienced the power and utility of
sharing academic concepts with communities in PNG, the first author
was still concerned about the relevancy and complexity of imperialism
and epistemicide as factors during the preparatory workshop. These
concerns were quickly dismissed by Papua New Guinean co-authors
who were confident in its relevancy and our ability to communicate it
to communities. They were correct as communities quickly demon-
strated understanding and application of the concepts based on the
first-hand experience (see section 6.7) demonstrating the need to ac-
cess, and ability to comprehend, complex information when it was
made more accessible and less threatening. Indeed, another valuable
part of the process of engagement was to provide the language and
concepts to people to enable identification and discussion of impacts.
Meaning that while communities were already concerned, they were
corralled and restrained by EI jargon, such as the impersonal, logistical
nature of resettlement rather than the violent and ongoing separation of
Table 2
Intersections between factors of Extractive Dispossession.
(footnote continued)
and a condensed and translated version, along with the opportunity for ques-
tions, complaints and feedback, and identification of additional research re-
quirements.
37 While unable to discuss further here; we encourage further engagement
between extractive dispossession and other fields such as intersectionality and
slow violence.
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disemplacement. Or, with generally low levels of formal education and
an almost total lack of information, participants simply lacked the in-
formation or technical language skills to make their fears known. In this
regard, the illustrations helped with initiating conversations by making
the technical more visible; we see further development of the use of
images and translated materials a respectful and important contributor
to local participation in research, consultation, assessment and nego-
tiations.
Interestingly, what started as a tool for community engagement and
education on separate impacts of ELD became more powerful in its co-
implementation and write-up. While we and Holden et al. (2011) had
recognised connections between factors, the scale and intensity of in-
tersections and overlap surprised us. The potential intersections pre-
sented in Table 2 below identify the complexity of living with or
seeking to prevent or minimise, extractive dispossession. A particularly
striking example was the pressure participants and communities were
under to formally agree to resettlement in isolation from consideration
of other impacts. The resettlement process, led by the proponent rather
than the community or independent experts, was focused on securing
consent for resettlement before other processes such as the environ-
mental assessment and the MOA negotiations. What our shared (par-
ticipant researchers) experience uncovered was significant anxiety
about the multiple points of dispossession or impact that intersected
with the single factor of disemplacement. Unable to further explore the
intersections in this paper, we contend that they demonstrate the
complexity of managing extractive dispossession and the need for a
people-focused, rather than a problem-focused approach.
With fieldwork, writing and publishing all occurring within the
process of mine project assessment - the results from this participant
action-research are yet to be determined; though it is clear that the
concept of extractive dispossession was a useful heuristic to assist Wafi-
Golpu communities better understand ELD outcomes, as indicated in
feedback comments below (and in section 6.2):
“This information really helps us understand our status and role as
women and help us to hold hand together without women’s leaders to
work together to help raise our voice. Still we need more help and in-
formation.”
“Now your information really help us to understand more about mining
on our land. It also help us and give us more understanding and power to
stand for my rights and make discussion.”
7.2. Outcomes at Wafi-Golpu
As is evident in the many comments above, participants from the
Yanta, Babauf and Hengambu communities are aware of, and con-
cerned about, the potential negative impacts from the Wafi-Golpu mine.
Unfortunately, despite being in a period of mining assessment and ne-
gotiation, participants in communities have been told little about a
range of potential, even likely, negative impacts from ELD, despite an
e!ective political license to operate already granted by the PNG
Government (see Murray-Atfield, 2018). As described in section 6, the
tool facilitated the identification of genuine concerns, experiences, fears
and anxieties which have been exacerbated by confusion and an almost
total lack of relevant, independent information. While we acknowledge
that others, particularly male elites, may have had better access to in-
formation, it had not been made available to the participants in this
research.
The links between gender inequality and inequity and fraudulent
consent are stark, with female and male comments identifying ongoing
cultural norms that entrench inequality and the need for change.
Gendered inequality and inequity are also evident in access to health
services, displacement of traditional activities and roles, economic and
social impacts, and lastly militarisation, violence and conflict. And
while not as evident in participant comments, gendered inequality can
also be seen to intersect with sacred sites and places, and through im-
perialism and epistemicide. If non/corporate engagement can easily be
‘double blind’ to gender and indigeneity and overlook multiple burdens
of disadvantage, it may be possible the proponents are also unaware of
how the multiple intersections between factors of extractive dis-
possession and gendered disadvantage are present at Wafi-Golpu
(Gibson & Kemp, 2008). While having witnessed the exclusion of, and
distress of, female community members, it is evident that Wafi-Golpu is
another example of retrogradation where mining is exacerbating ex-
isting gendered inequalities (Horowitz, 2017). This is not to cast all
women as victims, nor do we place all the blame for all gendered in-
equalities on the EI - but to recognise that intentional and immanent
development from EI has a specific and gendered e!ect on women.
Preferring to let the participants speak for themselves (section 5) we
hesitantly o!er a simplified statement based on participant responses
that identifies a range of factors-specific problems at Wafi-Golpu: (1)
gendered exclusion from decision making; (2) fraudulent consent due to
information deficiencies and a corrupt process – which indicate further
asymmetries of power, resources and influence; (3) poor and/or de-
graded health, education and transport services; (4) enclosure and se-
paration from common land; (5) genuine fears about disemplacement
and lack of information, certainty and input into resettlement agree-
ments and outcomes; (6) a misunderstanding of, and respect for, the
significance and well-being value of sacred places; (7) a loss of self-
belief, values and customs from systems of development blind to other
ways of being; (8) displacement, particularly of women’s traditional
roles and increase in women’s work burden; (9) destruction of the en-
vironment, with reduced access to resources and ongoing threats to
plants, animals and processes; (10) unacknowledged social impacts,
such as from changes to community composition; (11) anxiety, conflict
and militarisation from unequal applications of the law and the vul-
nerability of communities, particularly women. Taken together these
overlapping factors represent both the abrupt, immediate impact from
ELD and the slow violence of an extractive, capitalist model of devel-
opment on semi-subsistence communities. The fact that these impacts
and concerns are evident prior to approval and construction is of great
concern and foreshadows more dispossession if or when mining pro-
ceeds.
Given the complexity of issues, the e!ective silencing of women and
the limited scope of this work we contend that the issues identified here
are just the tip of the iceberg – with each factor needing further ex-
amination to more fully understand impacts at Wafi-Golpu within the
context of complex relationships and competing objectives. While
communities want development, they are under pressure, anxious and
clearly seeking the information they need to make informed decisions.
Instead, consent and negotiation processes are being undermined and
delegitimised by a lack of accessible and independent information, in-
adequate and gendered consultation, and a clash of cultures and mis-
understandings - all of which are being suppressed by a premature
political license to operate; a reality that the inaccessible EIS38 does
little to overcome. Instead, asymmetries of power, influence, informa-
tion, experience and resources combine to dispossess communities and
erode the agency of communities to question the inevitable impacts
from Wafi-Golpu. It seems likely that the path of ELD at Wafi-Golpu will
follow in the footsteps of the Philippines as described by Holden et al.
(2011), with communities experiencing the poor outcomes experienced
elsewhere. Sadly, perhaps the final validation of extractive disposses-
sion will be derived from the future experience of Wafi-Golpu com-
munities for whom the impacts of multiple, interrelated and over-
lapping dispossessions are just beginning.
38 The EIS is long, complex and written in technical English which is beyond
the capacity of many villagers who have limited formal education or written
English literacy, and for most, physically inaccessible with no copies in the
villages.
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A B S T R A C T   
This article presents stories of life from Venembeli, a remote village in the hinterlands of Papua New Guinea. 
Caught up in a contentious mining development, villagers both long for and fear the development promised by 
global capitalism. But with a forty year development history, the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine has become the only 
lens through which the present or future is imagined and understood. We contend that this cultural hegemony 
has twisted the way stakeholders understand the mine's outcomes and impacts. Mindful of the power of language 
and dominant cultures, we adopt a refined version of the Melanesian tok stori methodology to capture stories 
that, together with illustrations and our own observations, make visible and amplify the stories from Venembeli. 
The stories illustrate a di!erent reality to those presented in the usual western, technical and reductive impact 
assessments; o!ering insights into a complex human story that requires contemplation and empathy if the 
communities are to be valued, heard and respected. The outcome of telling these stories is uncertain, but this 
emancipatory participatory action research will help readers and stakeholders to better understand the com-
munity, and to prioritise their human flourishing to ensure positive, rather than negative mining legacies.    
- 
1. Preface: seeing Venembeli 
Built around a hill and nestled amongst peaks on all sides, the sun 
does not rise quickly in Venembeli.2 With the light comes the sound; 
roosters crowing, pigs squealing, dogs wrestling, birds singing and 
beetles rustling, alongside the sound of splashing water nearby and the 
thrum of the river at the bottom of the hill. Before the sun takes over, 
the lights from houses shine brightly as they illuminate their surrounds 
through the night. The recent advent of a!ordable solar has made ar-
tificial light a reality, a fact that the constant illumination seems to 
celebrate, or at least bear witness to. Then come the sounds of people, 
children waking, beginning to play; women starting their daily work, 
clinking pots, lighting fires, and preparing kaikai (food). The volume 
rises as the light slowly increases with the direct beams of sunlight 
making their way up the hillside. 
There are 90 houses in Venembeli built mainly using bush materials 
from over ten species of diwai (tree). Roofs are made of overlapping 
sago leaves and kunai grass; floors from sawn timber beams or split 
bamboo (see Fig 1.). Many of the homes display modern additions such 
as steel ridge capping, steel roofs (kapa) and netted windows. There are 
some houses that would not look out of place in Lae, the capital of 
Morobe Province, with interior walls lined and painted. The houses are 
scattered in small clusters, an organic and friendly layout that both 
connects and separates extended families. These clusters are sur-
rounded by many fruiting trees including; rambutan, guava, coconut, 
mango, pineapple, banana, sago, galip nut, pawpaw, breadfruit and 
pandanus, as well as buai (chewed with mustard and lime to produce a 
mild stimulant), noni (a medicinal plant), herbs and bright colourful 
flowering plants - the village is vibrant with life. Next to, or adjoining 
most houses is the kitchen, another elevated structure typically made 
from bush materials. Inside, sitting on a rectangle of dirt and ash is the 
wood fire, a slow-burning masterpiece that generates enough heat for 
cooking without wasting fuel or producing excessive heat or smoke. A 
set of bush pole shelves, with washed pots, cups, plates and utensils sits 
either inside or just outside the kitchen. Not every house has a tap, but 
our house has running water outdoors, gravity-fed from a small dam 
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further up the hill. 
Home to over four hundred people, 40 per cent of whom are chil-
dren under 16, Venembeli is in a state of transition, adjusting to the 
influences and impacts of colonisation, Christianity, cultural change 
and the fluctuations of the international gold price. This is neither a 
traditional paradise nor a modern dis/utopia; just a community trying 
to maintain traditions and adapt to change. Venembeli, along with the 
nearby villages of Hekeng and Nambonga3 is predominantly sub-
sistence-based, relying on the local environment for their drinking and 
washing water, bush (gathering, hunting, fishing) and garden foods, 
medicines, housing materials, cash crops, alluvial mining, play and 
cultural uses. Like many other communities in Papua New Guinea 
(PNG), Venembeli is largely Christian but retains beliefs and customs 
following older, pre-Christian traditions. Gender divisions are sharp and 
reflected in the overwhelming male-dominated leadership structures, 
domestic roles, gardening, socialising, and disparate levels of educa-
tion, voice and power. All three villages are expected to be resettled to 
allow the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine to proceed; in Venembeli's case, 
the proposed resettlement location is now uncertain, but at the time of 
research (2020) there were no resettlement options near a river com-
parable to the Wafi River. 
2. Introduction 
Using an emancipatory,4 participatory action research (PAR) ap-
proach to intentionally serve those who are at risk of becoming mar-
ginalised and dispossessed by mining development, we5 share stories 
about life and relationships in Venembeli. Together we make a clear 
statement of existence and life that does not require another event to 
define it. Mindful of the power of language and dominant cultures, we 
adopt a refined version of the Melanesian tok stori (literally, to share 
stories) methodology, which we describe as tok stori-tok ples (sharing 
stories in your language), as we sought to uncover and describe some 
truths about human and environmental relations in the village of Ve-
nembeli. 
We start with a discussion of the tok stori-tok ples methodology, 
which builds on earlier work6 and provides a foundation to relate, 
discuss and understand a series of vignettes that describe aspects of life 
in Venembeli. While not a comprehensive ethnographic study, the 
stories from Venembeli nevertheless provide insights into village life 
and the importance of the Wafi River. The stories are brought to life by 
images, some from the community and some from Eugene, an artist and 
teacher from Lae who heard and then visually captured the stories 
shared with us. Keen to let the stories speak for themselves, we close 
with a brief discussion on understanding impacts and social complexity. 
Being mindful of our responsibility to our co-researchers (the Ve-
nembeli community), this article reminds us to genuinely see and value 
the lives of people in the Global South. 
Conversely, the juxtaposed reality is that our interest in Venembeli, 
along with many readers and stakeholders,7 was prompted by 
Fig 1. Venembeli.  
3 Despite having previously co-researched with the Hekeng, Nambonga and 
surrounding communities, this research is restricted to Venembeli, though we 
expect similar stories could be shared in those communities. 
4 Encouraged by Mary-Rose and Rita (section 3.), we realised that we needed 
emancipatory methodologies, though we understand that emancipation is not 
ours to deliver or even define. 
5 Authorship and ownership are complicated in this article. With equal but 
di!erentiated roles, some separation is required. In this article ‘we’ refers to the 
University Team as the article's principle writers. Whereas the Venembeli 
Community contributors, who provided the local stories, are described as co- 
researchers; we use the term co-researcher rather than research participant to 
(footnote continued) 
describe Venembeli contributors because they were involved in shaping the 
research, the methodology and even the analysis in our process of repeatedly 
returning to the community to talk through the research findings. While not 
completely satisfied with this separation, it was deemed necessary to ensure 
responsibility for the final text lay with those who wrote it. 
6 Part of a larger PAR project, the first article (Roche, Walim, & Sindana, 
2019) explores extractive-led development and communities through the con-
cept of gutpla sindaun (also spelt gutpela), which translates as human flourishing. 
The second article (Roche et al., 2019) explores potential impacts using a dis-
possession lens, translated as maining come rausim gutpela sindaun blong yupela. 
7 Stakeholders include: villagers and communities; local leaders; local, pro-
vincial and national government; regulatory bodies; media; community orga-
nisations; researchers; global mining companies; financiers; consultants; and 
employees. 
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development interests from the Global North. In this case, a proposed 
mine that positions Venembeli as a contentious site of opportunity and 
impact. Venembeli typifies how our attention to, and interest in, the 
value of others’ existence is often not appreciated until a Western de-
velopment scheme is proposed; a sad indictment on our assumptions 
about people, social change and development. Nevertheless, we seek to 
better understand and assist the community by responding to an as-
sessment and approval process for the Wafi-Golpu8 mine that has failed 
to genuinely ‘see’ and hear the people who live in Venembeli. Indeed, 
the main impact assessment document, the environmental impact 
statement (EIS),9 has rendered the villagers of Venembeli as two-di-
mensional beings and their land fit only for mineral exploitation. This 
regulatory assessment gives primacy to identifying potentially positive 
intentional development outcomes while it minimises or ignores the 
many potential negative mining legacies created by both intentional 
and immanent development.10 We deliberately counter this neo-
liberal11 and dispossessive process with a glimpse of the community 
that is Venembeli. Our approach can thus be juxtaposed against a 
mining design, impact assessment and technocratic approval process 
that prioritises an extractive culture while subverting and rendering 
unseen the local way of being. 
We want to emphasise that this article is intentionally written to 
give primacy to local voices, which in the telling, raises questions that 
cannot be answered here without overpowering their stories. In that 
sense the article is, in-part, a performative work that reinterprets and 
honours the intent of our tok stori-tok ples methodology. Valuable in 
their telling here, the stories both contribute to and invite further work. 
An obligation we will partially fulfil in a companion article which uses 
PNG's mining experience, impact assessment (IA) theory and practice 
and Community stories to analyse the Wafi-Golpu EIS (Roche et al., 
review). 
3. An evolving methodology 
These stories12 were recorded over three visits to Venembeli 
throughout 2019 and 2020, which built on an ongoing engagement 
with the community since 2014.13 Some of the stories were shared at 
the river where villagers gather to wash bodies, clothes and dishes, to 
play and to engage in alluvial mining. Other stories were shared during 
research briefings and discussions stemming from research in previous 
years, spontaneous conversations while preparing or eating kaikai and 
drinking tea, when villagers deliberately sought information from the 
visiting researchers, or in meetings under houses away from the hot 
sun. Most conversations attracted others, a sort of organic tropical 
snowballing recruitment that drew in new community co-researchers. 
Interviews were in English or Tok Pisin14 with notes and quotes trans-
lated by the authors in the field and at an end-of-trip two-day work-
shop. 
The ethics of engagement were core to project design and con-
tinually re-evaluated.  Documented in part in our earlier work 
(Roche et al., 2019a, 2019b), our initial engagement in Morobe was 
invited, with our outreach slowly spreading to other communities. 
While formal university consent procedures proved awkward in this 
context (Ghosh, 2018; Roche et al., 2019), our repeated visits and 
purposefully emancipatory approach resulted in relationships that 
could no-longer be described as merely researcher and participant. In-
deed, we developed friendships and obligations that surpass this work. 
Rather than being a journey from anthropology to activism, this en-
gaged anthropological work grew from frustration with the unjust 
outcomes of extraction (Kirsch, 2006, 2014, 2018)15; instead of be-
ginning with anthropology and finding injustice, we found injustice and 
turned to ethnographic and PAR methods. 
We note the value of Burton's (1991) early work on social mapping 
in PNG which would usefully inform any IA in PNG. Also valuable was 
his approach - evidenced by the application of the  multidimensional 
poverty index - to understanding the impacts from the Hidden Valley 
mine and the willingness to make the consultants reports publicly 
available (Burton, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c). Longer form ethnographic 
methods in Morobe also have much to o!er in developing a deeper 
understanding of existing and changing social relations and how these 
might be a!ected through mining and other development (see  
Bacalzo, 2019; Bacalzo et al., 2014; Beer and Church, 2019; Beer and 
Schroedter, 2014; Halvaksz, 2008, 2015; Kuir-Ayius, 2016;  
Moretti, 2006). Whereas our focus is on development, with an approach 
that seeks to deliberately unsettle the orthodoxies of extraction 
(Cornwall, 2018). Aware that this work creates more questions than can 
be appropriately answered here, we intend to reflexively and critically 
explore the project approach and methodology in forthcoming pub-
lications. 
Our methodology has evolved over time as we responded to the 
community co-researchers and learnt more, incorporating or being in-
fluenced by new (to us) concepts. One important conversation influ-
encing our approach occurred in early 2019 was with Mary-Rose and 
Rita from the Melanesian Organisational Development Ltd (MODE),16 
an NGO based in Lae. Interestingly, the discussion centred around two 
concerns: the need for a Melanesian perspective with a terminology 
capable of seeing Melanesian values and customs; and a perceived lack 
of freedom from Western, capitalist and Christian hegemony.17 That 
particular tok stori included reference to antecedents, or at least pre-
cursors of recognition. First, in the Pacific Way (Crocombe, 1976), a 
term later repurposed by Boydell (2016) when recognising the conflict 
and contestation between Western and customary values. Second, in the 
Melanesian Way (Narokobi, 1983), a creative term with ethereal qua-
lities of an authentic (not a copy of other cultures) and communal 
modality marked by an interdependence with the animal and plant 
world.18 Both of these concepts encouraged us to find a language and 
methodology that genuinely saw, heard and respected a Papuan19 
8 Named after local landmarks, the proposed mine is known as the Wafi- 
Golpu Joint Venture (WGJV) a 50/50 joint venture between Newcrest Mining 
from Australia and Harmony Gold from South Africa. 
9 The impact assessment for the proposed Wafi-Golpu will be further analysed 
in a forthcoming article, the environmental impacts statement is available here 
https://www.wafigolpujv.com/eis987654321 
10 We see the distinction between intentional development and immanent 
development, (unplanned, chaotic, organic) as critical to understanding ex-
tractive-led development in PNG (described by Banks et al., 2013, 2017;  
Cowen and Shenton, 1996) which we have explored elsewhere (Roche et al., 
2019, 2019b). 
11 Following Harvey (2006) neoliberalism describes an approach where en-
trepreneurial freedoms are considered as the best way of maximising human 
well-being. 
12 Co-researcher comments have been anonymised to protect vulnerable in-
dividuals and groups. For further details see discussion in Roche, et al. (2019b). 
We have also refrained from using specific stories, especially in relation to 
courtship and women that could identify individuals in a small community. 
13 The authors have visited Venembeli approximately ten times since 2014, 
initially over of several days (also visited other communities), then finishing 
with three, one weeklong engagements during 2019 and early 2020. 
14 Tok Pisin is the lingua franca of Papua New Guinea. 
15 We also recognise the lively debate about the relationship between an-
thropology and the extractive industry in PNG that has informed our work (see, 
for example Ballard and Banks, 2003; Burton, 2014; Coumans, 2011;  
Hyndman, 2001; Jacka, 2018; Kirsch, 2007; West, 2016) 
16 MODE closed in January 2020 
17 The term hegemony is applied generally, as in a dominant ideology that 
permeates thought and action. 
18 See Dobrin and Golub (2020) and Bashkow (2020) - and the associated 
special edition of the Journal of Pacific History (Vol 55:2) - for an in depth 
discussion of Narokobi's influence on PNG and the Melanesian Way. 
19 The term Papuan was identified by PNG contributors as appropriate and 
emancipatory. 
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existence. 
Having started our earlier engagements with a yarning approach,20 
it was just a matter of time and learning before we adopted the more 
Melanesian, tok stori, methodology (Geia et al., 2013; Yunkaporta and 
Kirby, 2011). Described as a “…Melanesian Pacific relational mode of 
communication widely practiced and understood…” it is a metho-
dology capable of recognising other ontologies (Sanga et al., 2018, p. 
3). Or to put that more practically, tok stori is a two-way process of 
disclosure with an emphasis on relationality and mutuality 
(Stead, 2013) that encourages and facilitates group discussion where 
“…a story is constructed by speakers and listeners” (Sanga and 
Reynolds, 2019, p. 12). These perspectives gave structure and process 
to our purposefully emancipatory and participatory approach. Though 
in applying tok stori here, we acknowledge the di!erence between the 
longstanding use of tok stori amongst wantoks (close relations/ships 
marked by relational reciprocity) and our more purposeful and con-
temporary PAR application (Sanga et al., 2018). This di!erence is il-
lustrated by the fact that our Papuan fieldworkers were more successful 
than the Australian in achieving an emotional connection in tok stori 
(Fasavalu and Reynolds, 2019). We suspect this could be due to cultural 
or personal di!erences, language barriers, or from the legacy of colo-
nialism that underscores privileged researchers from settler countries 
regardless of their good intentions.21 Critically for this work, tok stori is 
a process that celebrates the very idea of Melanesianism; taking an 
intentionally decolonial approach that seeks to overcome culturally and 
ontologically blind and dehumanised knowledge generation re-
miniscent of impact assessment (Kabutaulaka, 2015; Sanga et al., 
2018). We note similarities with Pascoe et al. (2019) PNG work which 
uses ‘storying’ to capture Indigenous stories that challenge and com-
pliment western conceptions of climate science. 
Aware that tok stori22 was developed alongside and shaped by the 
very forces of cultural hegemony that we sought to understand and/or 
sidestep, we sought a more emancipatory approach. Here we were in-
fluenced by our own experiences in PNG and by the interaction of 
Westernised extractive industries with local and/or Indigenous com-
munities who possess their own ontologies. To be brief, the re-emer-
gence of old cosmovisions and non-Western paradigms in the global 
South (i.e. samak kawsay, ubuntu and ecological swaraj) has demon-
strated the validity and necessity of valuing and using other ontologies 
to understand and overcome the challenges of our unsustainable ex-
istence and allow all beings to flourish (Kothari et al., 2014;  
Roche et al., 2019a; Solón, 2018). Within these ontologies we found 
shared elements in PNG, with Sanga et al. (2018) describing tok stori as 
a language of resistance. We wholeheartedly agreed, and encouraged by 
our conversation with Mary-Rose and Rita, wanted to further develop 
tok stori as a guiding methodology for our research engagement with 
communities in the Watut River Valley. 
After much deliberation, we devised and adopted the tok stori-tok 
ples methodology,23 an extension of tok stori where co-researchers were 
asked to think and talk among themselves in their own language; one of 
approximately 850 in PNG that are described in Tok Pisin as tok ples. 
The aim was to focus attention using the villagers’ own language, and 
thereby remove the barriers imposed by seeing and describing values 
imposed by languages with di!erent ontological and epistemological 
foundations. This encouraged our community co-researchers to connect 
with their culture and values that are often unseen, or rendered in-
visible by outsiders. We sought to actively encourage community co- 
researchers to deliberately think in their own language rather than just 
to obtain a translation of responses to questions or conversations guided 
by another ontology. Our intention was to enable and facilitate multi- 
lingual co-research that was decolonial and emancipatory, supporting 
independence rather than being designed and/or enacted in ways that 
constrained (Smith, 2012). 
To implement tok stori-tok ples we started with a time respectful 
approach, where authors travelled to meet with groups where they 
were, which was often along the River washing, chatting and pan-
ning for gold. When researching along the River, one, two or three 
PNG24 co-authors25 walked along the riverbank, making contact 
with whoever was there at the time. After initial chats, sometimes 
assisted by the customary sharing of buai, the conversation followed 
the tok stori-tok ples approach. Apart from a deliberate seeking out of 
women to overcome gender based marginalisation, the encounters 
were random with participants choosing whether to cease or modify 
their activities and participate. Reminiscent of Cornwall (2018), we 
also used visual methods to uncover stories, where after being 
provided with drawing materials the community artists would leave 
to draw in private, before returning to discuss the images with 
Eugene. Some co-researchers contributed both written and illu-
strated stories while others just used one format. Fig. 2 depicts one 
riverside tok stori, with Eugene capturing women sharing stories 
with Nawasio at the River. 
Reflecting Melanesian adaptability, our methodology morphed in 
application, with a residual positive e!ect from our earlier recognition, 
valuing and respect for their stories and Ples (village, community) ob-
viating the need for a more structured approach in the later fieldwork 
visits. This was reinforced by the team's T-shirts, which said Tok Stori / 
Tok Ples on the front and Stori bilong Mi (story belong me), Graun bilong 
Mi (Ground belong me) on the back. The T-shirts, which were given to 
about thirty co-researchers, were a visible and tangible demonstration 
of our awareness of and respect for local and Indigenous26 knowledge, 
ways of being and the specific research contributions made by in-
dividuals from Venembeli. 
Again, there was purposeful intent in our research; as informed by 
previous engagements, we regarded many community stories as un-
heard. Critical stories of relations that are invisible to the neoliberal 
procedures that dominate impact assessment (Bond et al., 2020); a 
blindness that becomes permanent through the biased and constrained 
presentation of reality in impact assessment documentation. In parti-
cular, we suspected that the Wafi River, which enables and provides for 
so many visible activities, was also the site of significant less-visible 
interactions that are vital to social organisation in the village; that in 
addition to practical tasks, physical sustenance and a source of gutpla 
20 Initially the research was based on a yarning approach, perhaps most suc-
cinctly described as an Indigenous Australian cousin to the Pacific tok stori (see  
Roche et al., 2019a). 
21 It is also apparent that using tok stori, like other well-intentioned ap-
proaches, could be co-opted by other stakeholders or used to capture exclu-
sionary consultation and decision-making practices perverting the ethics behind 
the intent (Balaton-Chrimes and Stead, 2017; Coulthard, 2014). 
22 We thank an anonymous reviewer for questioning our use of the term ‘tok 
stori’, noting that our application of tok stori responds to academic methodol-
ogies, whereas in community just ‘stori’ would su"ce. We agree and see this as 
an ironic mirroring of the very processes of western dominance that our 
methodology set out to overcome. 
23 While we found no record of such an approach, it is likely to have been 
used given the significant amount of multi-lingual research in PNG. Obviously 
longer-term and ethnographic studies would have the advantage of greater 
knowledge and fluency in the local tok ples. 
24 The sole non-PNG'ean researcher was deliberately excluded from these tok 
stori-tok ples discussions as his presence (including gender, skin colour and 
perceived knowledge/cultural authority) was deemed to be a distraction from 
hearing local voices and stories. 
25 No named co-authors are from Venembeli, Nawasio is from Morobe while 
Howard and Eugene resettled in Morobe from the Madang and Milne Bay 
Provinces. 
26 Although the communities do not readily identify as Indigenous [identi-
fying locally (ples), as well as Melanesian, Papuan and Papua New Guinean, 
apart from self-identification, they satisfy any criteria for indigeneity so we use 
the term indigenous knowledge to situate their work in international con-
versations. 
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sindaun27 (human flourishing), the Wafi River is also a site where re-
lationships with each other and the land and water are maintained. Fur-
thermore, it appeared that these relational qualities were ignored or un-
seen by the mining proponents, and consequently, undervalued by the 
communities as they became enamoured by the benefits that mining 
money could bring. In the process, vital components of life that ensure 
gutpla sindaun were rendered invisible, ignored or not adequately valued. 
Following the drafting of this article based on the 2019 fieldwork, 
stories from it were discussed with the Venembeli community when the 
fieldworkers returned in early 2020. The article was subsequently 
modified, with new information and stories added and clarifications 
and corrections made. Like our earlier research, the article will be made 
available in its full journal form and, in a combined English and Tok 
Pisin summary (a de-academised version), and it will be presented and 
discussed with the community following publication. 
Finally, we see this collection of voices as an example of social mapping, 
not just of land ownership or use, but of interactions and relations across 
space and time. Indeed, the exercise utilised here follows a specific land use 
mapping activity in 2016, where despite intending and being prepared for 
implementing a digital GIS methodology, we turned to analogue techniques 
in the field. While hand drawn maps and stories proved to be a better 
method of engagement, the methodological change also recognised the risk 
that digital maps could be inappropriately used as evidence of land use. This 
could easily create tension and conflict between fluid and overlapping land 
claims. In this way, our research recognises and responds to the notion of 
land use as socially complex, fluid, temporally continuous and “…depen-
dent on the ecological integrity of regional ecosystems, not individual land- 
use sites (Joly et al., 2018, p. 339).” Therefore, rather than mapping (the 
specific, time-bound, isolated places and activities), we have used the voices 
of Venembeli as a narrative of the social complexity and engagement with 
the surrounding ecosystems. 
4. Stories of life from Venembeli 
These vignettes are a sample of the social complexity 
of life in Venembeli and the distinctive role the River has in people's 
lives. There are also other stories away from the River, and as such, 
these stories should be read as an example of more widespread con-
nections and relations rather than as outliers. Below, using the ex-
periences of children, village courtship, the experiences of women and 
food, we tell of relationships, connections, sustenance and social re-
creation. 
4.1. Pikininis (children) 
Venembeli children spend at least a part (several hours or more) of 
every day playing in and adjacent to the Wafi River. In PNG, children 
often have much more freedom and independence than is conceivable 
in the industrial cities of the metropole (Connell, 2007). Think of long 
walks, young children imitating their parents and skilfully using large 
bush-knives, free to climb high trees for coconuts or play for hours, 
away from the direct gaze of parents. In Venembeli, we witnessed small 
groups of 3–6, or in larger swarms of 10+ children playing in the 
waters of the River, along its banks and in the Village. The children play 
— inter alia — a seemingly universal game of diving for treasure, in this 
case for a white stone that stands out from the otherwise washed 
smooth grey river stones. Fig 3. depicts two children at play in the 
River, along with the motion and joy captured by Eugene, the image 
evokes the sounds of water, joyful shrieks of children, the hum of the 
forest and the smell of cool freshwater on a hot day. 
At other times children played land-based games on the River flats 
with balls, sticks and imaginary items and beings that adult researchers 
could fail to see. Marbles, a game played with small, toughened glass 
balls is widely and continuously played, with moving versions of the 
game as well as the usual universal circle, which attracted larger groups 
and spectators. The groups, while often dominated by older boys, in-
cluded many girls and ranged in age from approximately 4–12 years. As 
they grew older, children played less by the River, though they could be 
seen assisting the women with washing, gardening and cooking or 
undertaking their own alluvial mining activities from an early age. 
From what we observed,28 the River performs many valuable 
Fig 2. tok stori-tok ples by the River.  
27 See Roche et al. (2019b) 
28 Rather than converse with the children in organised meetings, we chose to 
observe their behaviour in informal settings, such as when swimming in the 
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functions for children, not limited to a site of free and imaginative play, 
unsupervised time, washing and swimming, and teaching each other 
how to obtain their own bush foods. In addition, the River also acts as 
an entertainer, babysitter and teacher, giving time and space for the 
parents to undertake daily tasks (gardens, mining, community), care for 
smaller children or to find time to themselves. While group relation-
ships are not always harmonious, acts of care are common amongst the 
children, such as helping a younger child reach a favoured spot on the 
opposite riverbank, or helping them crush open the garlip nuts with 
rocks. This time spent together is vital in the formation of oneself in 
today's relationships and in the relationships that would come to form 
the basis for village relations in the future. The relationships between 
people and the River are captured in Fig 4., which shows a complex 
river life that imbues the quotidian routines of the Village; people are a 
part of, not apart from, the River. 
4.2. Taim blong bung na stori (courtship) 
This next stori surprised us, as despite earlier visits over five years, 
we had not been privy to this particular story, which captures the im-
portance of the River for gender relations in Venembeli. But while the 
stori is a positive one illustrating daily life, complex relations and 
connectivity, it first requires an understanding of the customary gen-
dered relations in a PNG village to appreciate the way the River flows 
through village life and reproduction. 
The typical gendered divisions in semi-subsistence communities in 
PNG are apparent in daily life, where women and girls are responsible 
for: cleaning of dishes, clothes, houses and young bodies; firewood 
collection and cooking; water carrying; child rearing and the bulk of the 
day-to-day work in the gardens. Separation by gender is evident in daily 
conversations, at church services and in activities during free time - 
though familial relations often cross these gendered boundaries. These 
gendered roles and separation are indicative of the wider situation in 
PNG, which has a record of gendered inequality and violence 
(Macintyre and Spark, 2017). The nature of gendered relations is ob-
servable in towns and remote villages alike and readily apparent in PNG 
Facebook conversations that often document domestic abuse and pro-
mote the submission of women to their husbands (first author's own 
experience). 
During 2019 we heard stories of the River as a site of flirtation, 
away from the fixed and dominant gender divisions in the village. 
Young women and men would mix freely away from the observation of 
parents and village or church leaders. We learnt that the River is a site 
of personal exploration where future marital and other relationships are 
formed or strengthened, constituting a vital part of village relations and 
reproduction. In this way, the River becomes a kind of liminal space 
(Turner, 1969; van Gennep, 1960) where a spatial transformation of the 
customary gender norms occurs; a space where young women and men 
flirt and explore relationships. In this case, the behaviours and social 
relations that occur at the River (the liminal space) are distinct from the 
Fig 3. Pikinini's playing in the River.  
Fig 4. Complex river relationships.  
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gendered norms adhered to in the Village (the non-liminal site). During 
our tok stori-tok ples conversations, women shared stories of these en-
counters and ‘boyfriends’ from the past to much communal laughter. 
Multiple storytellers told how women would splash the water, creating 
sounds that attracted the young men, who often shared gifts such as fish 
or buai, either given directly or through intermediaries such as younger 
siblings (See Fig 5.). One co-researcher explained the “river is a place 
where men and women start their friendship”. Perhaps just as importantly, 
the River enables youth to choose their own prospective partners rather 
than the more traditional approach where parents guide or organise 
marriages. Eugene captured some of the encounters shared with us, 
such as in the composite image of Fig 6, which depicts three scenes, 
including an in-river encounter and a young couple walking back to the 
Village. 
In early 2020, when we revisited the stories with community 
members, an even deeper story emerged. Where previously the River 
was described as a meeting place, we now heard that it was also the 
site, or formation of, otherwise illicit (by community standards) re-
lationships that could result in pregnancy and sometimes marriage. The 
stories became more complex and varied with some involving sex at the 
Fig 5. Flirting.  
Fig 6. River romance.  
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River and other late-night couplings, some arranged by torchlight flash 
signals beckoning lovers to the bush (see Fig 6.). The stories indicated a 
willingness of the youth to flout village rules on courtship and sex, 
violating social norms and spurning traditional beliefs about the danger 
to one's physical health of having sex in the bush. This generational 
contest over courting, marriage and sex is hardly new or unique to 
Venembeli, but rather indicates a more common experience with cul-
tural change driven by exposure to outside ideas, values and customs. 
While we appreciated the story's new complexity and the resistance 
and romance of the non-sanctioned relationships, our initial point of 
interest remained; the River was a vital site for the formation of re-
lationships and the reproduction of the community. Initially what 
prompted our interest was that none of the possible sites for resettle-
ment of the Venembeli community were adjacent to a River like the 
Wafi. Instead, sites were remote from water sources or only had access 
to small streams. Our concern and research focus on the importance of 
the River, uncovered in this and other stories, was that the complex 
relations between individuals in direct relation with the River and its 
environs, the Village and indeed the future – remained unseen and 
unvalued. 
4.3. Meri (women) of Venembeli and the big river  
I feel very strong and am filled with happiness when I stay in the River, 
and I also see this River is like a mother to me.  
While male speakers dominate mixed community gatherings, when 
asked, the women of Venembeli were keen to share stories about their 
daily reality. Some stories were practical accounts of what the River 
provided, such as protein and fish. Others, like the quote above, were 
more existential, describing feelings, emotions and human-environ-
mental relationships. Below, the co-researcher commences by identi-
fying the existential before listing nine important attributes that the 
Wafi River provides to their community, some of which relate to allu-
vial mining as the main source of funds for women. 
As a woman in Venembeli Village I am really very happy about this big 
river, which is very important to us as it really helps all our livelihood and 
our body.  
1 Buying roofing iron and materials for building house  
2 Buying food for family  
3 Buying clothes for family  
4 Catching fish, eels and prawns for protein (Fig. 7)  
5 It is also like medicine to us  
6 [A place where] we meet and tell stories, wash and feeling happy and 
strong  
7 Has a secret place  
8 Meeting place for man (man) and meri (woman) to meet and get 
married, and also for telling stories  
9 Help the church and the government when they ask for support for 
money29 
Later she expanded, demonstrating a strong focus on access to river 
water and as a gift from God where the River was a blessing for the 
women of Venembeli, saying “(I)n our tok stori today I can see clearly that 
we women of Venembeli Village and the big river has made our life very easy. 
We didn't need to walk far away to find water like women in other places. 
Thank you for God that he put us in this place and made it 
so special.” 
The practical list above was a shared one, with many female co- 
researchers identifying similar points, sometimes during the same tok 
stori, but also in other conversations and across our numerous visits to 
the community. Other practical River activities and uses include tra-
ditional cooking, source of medicine (including surrounding environs), 
money for school fees, kitchen utensils, buai and spark (smokes or ci-
garettes). 
Some of these were captured by another co-researcher when she 
told us,  
This big River we still use it the same as our ancestors used to use it. For 
us women the River is a special place for us to come together; sharing 
ideas, meeting boyfriends, washing clothes, blocking the River to catch 
fish, using traditional ways like cook food with mambo [bamboo] and 
underground with stone and also work for gold in the River.  
Another had a very practical list saying “(T)his river each day it give 
me gold and every day I have money to buy what my family and I need, 
like salt, sugar, tea and co!ee, cooking oil, rice, soap, flour, clothes, 
school fees, protein, buai and smoke, pots and plate.”  
It is, however, the existential, and non-physical aspects of living 
with the River that often remains unseen. While it might be possible for 
an impact assessment to count the value of alluvial gold or the number 
of fish caught (see Fig 8.); we asked our co-researchers to tok stori about 
what the River means to women in terms of their own lives? The 
women shared their personal insights with us:   
This river is like medicine to me and my family. When we get sick we go 
swim and recover.  
[After gardening] I hurry to the River and wash away all the dirt and 
sweat on me.  
When I am sick I go wash in Wafi River and feel my illness is gone.  
The River it stay in the past with our ancestor until today in our gen-
eration. Our ancestor use this big River for drinking, cooking, swimming, 
catching fish, (and) respecting the river's secret place.  
The River is a big strong and power over the land. It's like my mother and 
Fig. 7. Fishing with traditional net.  
(footnote continued) 
river, playing games, helping parents. 
29 Our translations reflect the grammar and informality of the tok stori ses-
sions. 
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help part of my life also. I really see that I am connected to the River with 
everything in my life.  
These quotes pictured and imagined in relation to village life make 
it possible to see how relations with each other and the River are more 
than a simple list of environmental services. 
The River nurtures the women of Venembeli but it also helps them 
achieve independence. As alluded to above (Section 4.2) the gendered 
nature of relationships in PNG can make women more vulnerable. After 
hearing for many years about the importance of gold to meet daily 
needs and other expenses (school, health, transport), tok stori-tok ples 
elicited truths about alluvial gold mining as a source of independence 
for women of Venembeli. In particular, we heard how alluvial gold was 
important for women's independence as a critical source of funds, 
especially for single mothers, widows and women whose husbands did 
not support them adequately. The River was described by one co-re-
searcher as a kind of automatic teller machine30 where they can pan for 
alluvial gold to fund expenses as they arise, “The River is also like a bank 
to use, from our ancestors until today with us and our children.” 
This emancipatory role of the River for vulnerable women needs 
further investigation, both to properly value the complexity of social 
functions served by the River and also to understand and justly manage 
impacts on women arising from the mine and its attendant resettlement 
process. Village relationships were of course heterogenous in nature, 
some relationships were more equal than others with some women 
telling stories of working together with their husbands in the garden 
and gold mining. It is undeniably clear that quotidian relations with the 
River and its surrounds, just like human relations, are gendered, com-
plex, multifaceted and individual. They require nuanced, culturally 
sensitive and ontologically accepting eyes and ears if they are to be seen 
and heard. 
4.4. Kaikai - Local food, local culture 
Demonstrating the complexity of human/environment interactions 
and a desire to be heard, recorded and known, once asked to engage in 
tok stori-tok ples, co-researchers were keen for us to learn and record 
their language. This marked a change, where previously, conversations 
were held in English or Tok Pisin with just a few local words taught to 
the non-PNG researcher, such as potok niva, sukui niva, bukin niva (good 
morning, afternoon, evening); much to the general amusement of those 
around when the terms were either used and/or mispronounced. 
Conceivably this reaction was due to the novelty of outsiders engaging 
with their language, and through it with their local knowledge systems 
or perhaps it reflects a universal desire to be heard. From our ob-
servations, both factors were relevant; there was an evident need to be 
heard, valued and respected in the process of research that was ap-
parent in the vigour and enthusiasm with which participants con-
tributed as community co-researchers. 
The food lists below (Table 1) identify some of the gaden (garden) 
and bus (bush – the surrounding environment) foods eaten in the Vil-
lage,31 a process that started with identifying Tok Ples foods and then 
the identification of the corresponding Tok Pisin and finally English 
Fig 8. Woman fishing.  
30 A perspective and term we had heard before in villages along the Watut 
River Valley (Boylan, 2014). 
31 Bush and garden foods dominate the diet and are eaten alongside rice at 
most meals with tea, sugar and salt. Other store foods, such as noodles, tinned 
fish and dry biscuits are less regular treats. 
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words. The draft lists were first compiled and recorded in 2019 and 
enthusiastically checked, corrected and added to in the field visit in 
2020 during group-based, open-air activities. As made clear by our 
community co-researchers, there are many more garden and bush foods 
than those identified here, but these lists of forty garden and bush foods 
provide a means of illustrating the richness, dependence and strength of 
physical and cultural connections that the people of Venembeli have on 
and with the local environment. Evident from the lists is a degree of 
specialised knowledge, such as the yams gembra and gora, the second of 
which is softer and identified as better for old people and babies. Foods 
more recently introduced into the garden provide evidence of adapta-
tion,  such as the tamato with the identifiably English spelling and the 
introduced taro garam. Bush foods are much in demand as a protein 
source and are known as abus in Tok Pisin, literally translated as protein. 
These range from the more exotic bus, such as gii (beetles) and busip 
(cat), to the more frequent favourite of weyambe (eel), caught in 
abundance from the River and smoked while we stayed in the Village.  
Miyo (Tok Pisin-Marita, English-Pandanus) is a good example of food 
that is more than sustenance; a celebrated food that fulfils not just the 
function of improving flavour, but also marks a cultural event. On one 
visit, to prepare a pandanus meal as a special treat for the research 
team, a group of women and children walked to garden and bush to 
obtain food and the pandanus flowers, which were then collectively 
processed down by the River. That evening the pandanus sauce was 
used to improve the usual rice, niyang (taro) and neg (leafy green ve-
getables) meal for the visiting researchers. There were questions and 
evident curiosity regarding the team's enjoyment and views on the local 
speciality, not just from those we shared the meal with, but other 
community members who knew that it was being prepared for us and 
those that had helped harvest and prepare the meal. At an earlier visit, 
the pandanus was one of the foods drawn (Fig 9.) by a co-researcher, 
alongside the tok ples and tok pisin words and an explanation that 
translates as, ‘sauce to flavour food’. There are five di!erent types of 
Miyo, which grows in wet soils both in the Village and the bush, though 
generally people just refer to red or yellow varieties. 
Table 1 
Garden and Bush Foods eaten in Venembeli.     
Bush Foods 
Tok Ples Tok Pisin English  
Bik bus poul bushfowl 
Bok Pik pig 
Bu mango buai betelnut 
Busip Pusi cat 
buwemen Kavivi forest betelut 
Croc Mamut bandicoot 
Gee Bintang sago grapes 
Gii binating blg kapiak beetles 
gikya or gwimbe Muruk cassowary 
giyamkesi Tarangau eagle 
Gop kuru mambu bamboo shoot 
Gwange bikpla rat huge rat 
Huva Bisin bird 
Imim palang pis grille fish 
Karua Karua fish 
Kasi Kindam prawns 
Kokasi Kapul cuscus 
Koo Mumut bandicoot 
Kweler Kakaruk chicken 
Kwemg Koki cocotoo 
Lekum Sikau wallaby 
Lewill Palai lizard 
longenung taun fruit taun fruit 
mamayi swit gorgor spicy gorgor 
Mun Rat rat 
Na Dok dog 
Nagal Kokomo hornbill 
nambina Kolpis fish 
Nolan kiau blg sako green vegetable 
nombong Grasopa grasshopper 
ondumba water frog water frog 
Oniola mausgras pis fish 
Oop bikpla karuka nut 
Sap Cheeze (nut) (NCE) 
Seng white wel fowl bushfownl 
tatapmun liklik buai jungle betelnut 
Uwa Pisin bird 
wagapam Cuscus cuscus 
wanggolo Gorgor gorgor 
wanglokompun Gorgor spicy gorgor 
We stonhet pis fish 
Wenfu Frog frog 
weyambe Malio eel     
Garden Foods 
Tok Ples Tok Pisin English  
agakngalu Tapiok cassave 
Ainian Anian onion 
Akba grin fen green fern 
Bin Bin bean 
Bok Pik pig 
Bua bikpla pitpit pitpit 
Buu Buai betelnut 
Cutema kokomba cucumber 
Digong Banana cooking banana 
Embe longpla yam long yam 
Galip Pinat peanut 
Garam taro kongkong taro (introduced) 
Gemba Yam yam 
Gora Mamy yam (smaller and softer) 
guvava Guvava guvava 
gwangnangu Fern fern 
hecnau Tapiok cassava 
huwanggu Tulip tulip (NCE) 
Kaeli Abika aibica 
katemanikwem Melon water melon 
kawasung Muli lemon 
keeting sotpla pitpit short pitpit 
Kolak Kakaruk chicken 
koluwa Kaukau sweet potato 
koniola wara kres water crest 
landis brus kabis cabbage  
Table 1 (continued)    
Garden Foods 
Tok Ples Tok Pisin English  
lembo lombo chilli 
Lia kawawar ginger 
lipanga grin fern green fern 
Milu snek bin snake bean 
Miyo Marita pandanus 
Neg Greens leafy green (NCE) 
Negia Mango mango 
Neya Galip garlip nut 
ngiang Taro taro 
nomungnongu kumu mosong fig leaves 
panak painapol pineapple 
pendi Rais rice 
Pil Bean bean 
pungen Pumken pumkin 
sokom Kon corn 
tamato tamato tomato 
Wena Aupa (soft green veg) (NCE) 
wongora kokonas coconut 
wowi kumu mosong kumu mosong 
Yaev suga sugar cane 
NCE = no common equivalent.  
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5. Discussion  
These stories and pictures you draw will not only tell our future gen-
erations, but inform the rest of the world that such places like Venembeli 
exist and has a land that is rich, diverse and abundant.  
The quote above was directed at the male youth (young men) of 
Venembeli by a man in his late twenties, exhorting them to value their 
identity and culture and to think about the welfare of future generations 
- but it applies equally well to our purposeful intent here. For, in 
identifying and responding to ‘blindness’, where unseen existences were 
overlooked and undervalued by mining companies, we have sought to 
share stories from Venembeli as it exists now, on the temporal precipice 
of industrial mining. Having been privileged to visit and live amongst 
the Venembeli community, we see in these stories glimpses of life, 
depicting complex relations between humans and the non-human that 
are essential to individual and collective human flourishing. 
Community stories which create a space where potential impacts and 
negative mining legacies can be seen and understood in relation to the 
life of a community. Stories that demand full recognition and respect 
for di!erent ways of being and further challenge the flawed impact 
assessment systems in PNG (Mudd et al., 2020). 
The four tok stori above cover various aspects of life in Venembeli: 
Kaikai from the gaden and bus of enormous variety that provides phy-
sical and cultural nourishment; Taim blong bung na stori as the means for 
transgressing traditional gendered social norms, individual freedom 
and the future of the Village; Pikininis who play and grow in the pre-
sence of the River, giving another meaning to the concept of River as 
Mother; and Meri who grow the food, raise the children and sustain the 
community, nurtured by the “big river”. Within these stories we can see 
(or imagine) children playing, cultural feasts, environmental depen-
dence, domestic chores and women's financial independence – all cru-
cial moments of locally defined gutpla sindaun (human flourishing) 
(Roche et al., 2019). These stories of existence are part of Venembeli's 
story as it is now, existing alongside mineral exploration; o!ering a 
glimpse of life in Venembeli before mining and the inevitable dis-
possession, disemplacement32 and fragmentation of a community. We 
contend that without further explication, these stories tell a truth about 
relational complexity and of the need to understand communities in 
their own locale, with their own values, ambitions and of ways of being. 
Impact assessments that fail to engage with local livelihoods and in-
digenous knowledge systems, continuing a negative legacy of coloni-
alism and Western imperialism, that subjects people to alien ways and 
views without even the grace to see and value theirs. 
As part of a deliberately emancipatory, decolonial and Melanesian 
approach, the adaptation of tok stori to tok stori-tok ples emerged as a 
means to hear and see village life. Prompted by the academy, chal-
lenged by strongpla meri (powerful women) and motivated by our co- 
researchers we needed a deliberately respectful engagement that could 
genuinely see another's knowledge; thereby acknowledging and valuing 
other ontological beliefs and formations. Designed and implemented by 
a PNG and Australian research team, we believe the methodology of tok 
stori-tok ples and the values implicit within were appropriate to unsettle 
taken-for-granted development orthodoxies, recognising that challen-
ging the benefits of mining could generate disquiet (Cornwall, 2018). 
Though we note that our entangled relations and motivations also make 
it di"cult to apply the concept of research rigour to this qualitative 
action-research, which by its nature is relational, situational and time 
specific (Stewart-Withers et al., 2014). Structured by design, in prac-
tice, when repeated at subsequent visits, our methodological approach 
gave way to a more organic, flexible engagement with the community 
leading us on our own process. An immanent adaptation of metho-
dology where Papuan influences improved academic design. We regard 
their leadership and methodological improvements as a success. 
As a purposefully emancipatory refinement of an existing metho-
dology, we can see utility in further application of the methodology in 
PAR and impact assessment inside PNG and the Pacific, and in using the 
more general approach to understanding local ontologies elsewhere, a 
process that could equally be applied to other types of development. 
Such an approach could help address the constant tension between the 
quantitative and Western methods that dominate IA, and the qualitative 
and participatory approaches required to understand socially con-
structed impacts (Stewart-Withers et al., 2014). It also recognises the 
reality of assessing and understanding impacts from multiple paradigms 
and plural ontologies if we are to truly meet the goals of IA (Aledo- 
Tur and Dominguez-Gomez, 2017). More generally, we see this as a 
necessary step to correct settler-colonial IA processes where a lack of 
recognition erases relations and fails to recognise the complexity of 
connections between Indigenous Peoples and their land (Procter, 2020). 
We also contend that more needs to be done to understand the impacts 
of the  ‘presource curse’ impacts that arrive in the period of waiting for 
development, in this case a period of fourty years (Frynas and 
Buur, 2020).  Further, this social mapping of complex and fluid rela-
tions can be understood as a variation of community based impact as-
sessment (CBIA) recommended by Bice (2019). And while we deliber-
ately focused on stories of existence rather than respond to specific 
impacts, this work extends the discursive space in impact assessment, 
where Indigenous knowledge and self-determination are valued 
(Lawrence and Larsen, 2017). 
It is di"cult to disentangle the approach of tok stori-tok ples from our 
ongoing and multi-year relationships and commitment, which provided 
the foundation for its deliberate application.  Of many possible ex-
planations we suspect that our intentional recognition of the im-
portance of local knowledge clarified our previous engagements and 
relationships. Arguably, this increased the power of the community 
who then reciprocally returned our recognition of value and respect. It 
seems that by us respecting their knowledge and ways of being, it 
elevated their own knowledge and culture in their own minds. This idea 
was prompted through the process of sharing tok stori's and feedback 
from the community;  
Your research team with Murdoch [University] helps us to see the good 
of our culture, traditional billum, medicine, ways of respect and share 
food, care for others.  
Fig. 9. Miyo (pandanus).  
32 See Roche et al. (2019a) for an application of de Wet's (2008) concept of 
disemplacement to Wafi-Golpu and PNG where the case is made that dis-
emplacement more accurately captures the emotional impact of severed con-
nections, compared to the frequently used, management focused and dis-
passionate term, resettlement. 
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Your team come and live with us and we learn from you many good 
information.  
[The] Community realise you come here to help us think about the fu-
ture. Our youths and everyone respect your work that is helpful to the 
people today and tomorrow.  
Today in our tok stori I really see the importance of the river, it is not 
separate us human beings from the land. We all connect with water and 
land. Water or River has a very big role in our life as women.  
This is not to cast the research team as good, or powerful, but as 
mere practitioners who valued the local when the march of Western 
hegemony fails to acknowledge di!erent ways of seeing or being in the 
world. In other words, our process was valued only because the usual 
processes are inadequate. In comparison, we ask whether the proce-
dural blindness of the extractive industries is wilful, ontologically based 
or perhaps just a result of the banality of corporate structures and 
motivations (Balch and Armstrong, 2010). Regardless, the outcome is 
that corporate processes fail to see communities as they are. While we 
are unable to examine the ethics of agency within impact assessments 
here, the inability of individual agency to overcome procedural or 
structurally entrenched injustices and inequalities demands further at-
tention; a discussion which we plan to contribute to in the future. 
Finally, while these truncated stories cannot make life in Venembeli 
fully visible, their purpose will be served if they prompt the imagination 
and allow readers and stakeholders to see how lives need to be un-
derstood within their own context and ways of being. How could an 
outside actor understand the importance of the Wafi River if they are 
unable to see the many connections and functions the River serves the 
Venembeli community, from courtship to education, child minding, an 
escape from the heat and a source of independence for women? What is 
certain, is that having participated in this research, the Venembeli 
community has a renewed awareness of the local sources of human 
flourishing. This awareness and valuation of the local faces significant 
pressure as the desire for development and modernity, combined with 
impact assessments that are underpinned by Western values, act to 
devalue the very sources of human flourishing that sustain the com-
munity; a fact further complicated by unrealistic expectations and the 
inability of extractive industries to deliver. Critical to understanding 
this is that while this mine (like Ramu Nickel) will bring development, 
the well-being of the community will still be overwhelmingly depen-
dent on social connections and environmental goods, see Fig 10. 
(Leach, 2014). Further research e!orts that explicitly values and em-
braces indigenous and local knowledge and ways of being will assist 
communities and other stakeholders to create positive legacies, with 
outcomes than enhance the human flourishing of communities, rather 
than negative mining legacies that erode gutpla sindaun. 
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 1 
Understanding why Impact Assessment fails; a Case Study of Theory and Practice from 
Wafi-Golpu, Papua New Guinea 
 
Abstract:  From an instrumental or management perspective, impact assessment (IA) is a 
process of identifying impacts, finding solutions and achieving project approval. A recipient 
community, however, has a completely different perspective. For them the IA is about living 
with impacts, individually and collectively, perhaps over generations, and contested processes 
of self-determination, consultation and exclusion. IA practitioners live in a third space, usually 
bound to the proponent but also aware of responsibilities to communities and eco-systems. 
Seeking to better understand how IA is practiced and experienced, we explore the proposed 
Wafi-Golpu mine, located in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea. Determinably 
focused on local perspectives and effects we situate the proposed mine within the context of 
the national mining experience and discuss how international IA practices see local and/or 
Indigenous communities. We find that the Wafi-Golpu IA is blind to local ways of being and 
seeing the world, with an opaque and arbitrary assessment that reflects its technical and Western 
basis and bias. We finish with observations about the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine and IA that 
is relevant to regulatory processes, as well as making a decolonial, Southern contribution to IA 
theory and practice, extractive industry regulation and mining-affected communities elsewhere. 
 
Keywords  
impact assessment (IA); mining; community-based impact assessment (CBIA); Indigenous 





This research began with and responds to Communities1 in Papua New Guinea who asked 
questions about the likely impacts from mining2. The aim was to share and exchange knowledge 
with mining-affected Communities, a process involving theory, as well as sharing international, 
provincial and local experience. After exploring extractive impacts more broadly, the research 
for this article explored impact assessment (IA) with Communities who felt excluded from the 
IA process and had strong concerns about its accuracy and validity. 
 
From an instrumental or management perspective, IA is a process of identifying impacts, 
finding solutions and achieving project approval. In practice, however, IA has developed into 
complex, technocratic and time-consuming processes that can frustrate proponents and 
Communities alike. Acknowledging the complex relations between communities and extractive 
industries, we3 examine the Wafi-Golpu Project Environmental Impact Statement (hereafter 
WGEIS4) using community perspectives that emphasise human flourishing5 to make visible 
what is missing from the IA. Rather than a comprehensive or technical review of the 6,800 page 
WGEIS, however, the focus is on how non-western realities are seen, described, experienced 
and excluded.  
  
This participatory action research (PAR) based review serves two purposes. The first is to report 
on a process that wove extractive sector and Indigenous knowledge6 together to critique the 
 
1 Capital C is respectfully used when referring to specific Communities, or their ownership over something i.e. 
knowledge. 
 
2 While specifically focused on IA, this article builds on four previous and linked articles focused on PNG and 
mining at Wafi-Golpu. (1) Mudd, Roche, Northey, Jowitt, and Gamato (2020) e plores PNG s mining ind s ry 
and its impacts on people and place; (2) Roche, Walim, and Sindana (2019) examines extractive outcomes through 
the concept of human flourishing; (3) Roche, Sindana, and Walim (2019) explore extractive dispossession; and 
(4) Roche, Spencer, John, Walim, and Sindana (in press) explores methodologies and shares stories from 
Communities. 
 
3 Authorship and ownership are complicated in this article. With equal but differentiated roles, some separation is 
required. In this ar icle e  refers o he Uni ersi  Team as he ar icle s principal writers. Whereas the Venembeli 
Community contributors, who provided the local stories from Indigenous knowledge, are described as co-
researchers; we use the term co-researcher rather than research participant to describe Venembeli contributors 
because they were involved in shaping the research, the methodology and even the analysis in our process of 
repeatedly returning to the community to talk through the research findings. While not completely satisfied with 
this separation, it was deemed necessary to ensure responsibility for the final text lay with those who wrote it.  
 
4 Rather than reference each component separately, when referring to the WGEIS we will cite, in-text, the 
number/letter of the volume/chapter/appendix and page number as per the WGEIS table of contents. While other 
assessments of the WGEIS have been reported, none have been released to the public, and so this review, which 
will be translated and distributed to affected communities, provides a deliberate counterbalance to the technical 
WGEIS. 
 
5 We prefer the complexity and emphasis of human flourishing (Roche, Walim, & Sindana, 2019) when it comes 
to describing impacts on people rather than the potentially meaningless term of mining sustainability (Kirsch, 
2009), though we do use it to speak to international conversations (Mudd et al., 2020). 
 
6 Although the communities do not readily identify as indigenous (identifying locally  - ples), as well as 
Melanesian, Papuan and Papua New Guinean), apart from self-identification they satisfy any criteria for 
indigeneity; we thus use the term Indigenous knowledge to situate their work in international conversations.  
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WGEIS (Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture, 2018), exposing flaws that will have real life consequences 
for generations. The second purpose is to utilise this local experience and Indigenous 
knowledge to contribute to IA research and practice; to listen and learn from mining affected 
communities to inform how we conceptualise and operationalise IA as an international practice.  
 
After a brief description of the methodology (Section 2) and Community (Section 3), the 
different scales (national, international/sector, local) of IA are explored in three main sections: 
first, in Section 4., we present a truncated PNG mining history illustrated by examples of 
community experience; second, in Section 5., we engage in a broader international discussion 
of IA, discussing ethics, evolving IA practice, community based impact assessment (CBIA7) 
and Indigenous knowledge and IA challenges; and third, in Section 6., we examine the WGEIS, 
focusing on the development justification, stories of life on the Wafi River, a contested 
settlement history and risk assessment. The elements are then combined in Section 7., a 
concluding discussion to identify points of failure that can inform regulators and stakeholders 
as well as contributing to theory, practice and praxis elsewhere.  
 
Figure 1. Mines in Papua New Guinea  
 
2. Methodology and theoretical context 
Part of a larger study8, the fieldwork methodology for this paper is extensively discussed in a 
sister article entitled Unseen existences: stories of life from Venembeli, Papua New Guinea  
(Roche et al., in press) which details an evolving methodology from earlier research. In brief, 
we applied a deliberately decolonial and emancipatory participant action research (PAR) 
approach using tok stori (to exchange stories) and tok stori/tok ples (to exchange stories from 
local language) methodologies which are exchange-based approaches of listening and speaking 
with an emphasis on mutuality and relationality (Sanga & Reynolds, 2019; Stead, 2013). But 
even these decolonial methodologies do not avoid the potential for western epistemologies to 
dominate the research, a fact further complicated by the disparity in formal, western education 
levels between university academics, co-authors and local Communities. To overcome this we 
have used PAR, given primacy too and amplified local voices, and deliberately merged 
Melanesian, Southern and Northern concepts and methodologies - though we note that the 
research still needed to engage Western debates to fulfil its action-research agenda. 
Undoubtedly, more can be done to overcome epistemic bias and to allow a pluriversal debate 
capable of overcoming ontological bias and processual norms and practices to develop; we 
regard this work as contributing towards, rather than exemplifying this goal (Allen, 2016; 
Álvarez & Coolsaet, 2018). Critically for this research, the methodologies challenge the abyssal 
line9 identified by San os  (2018) and are capable of recognising other ontologies, uncovering 
values that are often unseen or rendered invisible by those with mono-ontological philosophies. 
 
7 O Faircheallaigh (2017) ses he similar erm comm ni -con rolled impac  assessmen  (CCIA). 
8 See related articles in footnote 2. 
9 Describing how modern Western thinking creates dividing lines (dualisms) and distinctions and then denies the 
existence and knowledges of those on the other side of the line (Santos, 2007). 
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Or, as described by Escobar (2020), methodologies of ontological politics capable of 
contributing to the creation of pluriversal transitions10.   
 
Demonstrating agency and research involvement and direction, stories told by members of the 
Community highlighted deficiencies in the WGEIS, prompting a modification of our research 
focus to concentrate on what their tok stori s had uncovered. The result is a weaving together 
of our industry and their local and Indigenous knowledge to provide a case study that identifies 
challenges to the IA sector and research and critiques related sections of the WGEIS . Given 
our PNG Community focus, we have used examples from other minesites in PNG (see Figure 
1) to illustrate extractive impact, rather than undertaking a full PNG IA review, though 
acknowledge it would add further detail to this already complex story.  
 
We chose the Watut Valley as the delineation of focus as many of the communities had been 
impacted by the Hidden Valley mine and relied on the Watut River or its tributaries for water 
to cook, wash, play, cool and undertake artisanal gold mining (ASM) (Boylan, 2014; Mudd & 
Roche, 2014; Mudd et al., 2020). While capacity constraints narrowed this research to 
Venembeli, previously (2012-2018) the authors have engaged a much wider group of Wafi 
Communities from the Yanta (Nambonga, Pekumbe, Venembeli), Babauf (Babwaf) and 
Hengenbau (Hekeng) language groups (see Figure 2). Based on this long-term engagement, we 
maintain the research also represents a generalisable and wider reality applicable to other 
communities in the Wafi-Golpu area, notwithstanding the heterogeneity within and between 
communities.  
 
Figure 2. Wafi Communities 
 
Additional information and interviews were sought from the Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture 
(WGJV)11 and the WGEIS consultants. Yet, despite ongoing communications with WGJV we 
were unable to resolve issues of access, possibly owing to the sensitivity of the information 
sought and our action research orientation that elevates community over company interests12. 
We see considerable benefit in future cooperation to better understand community and company 
perspectives and made an open-ended invitation for WGJV to dual author an analysis of the 
WGEIS.   
 
3. Venembeli 
The Venembeli13 Community, home to over 400 people (illustrated in Figure 3), is typical of 
many remote Morobean communities in the region; they are predominantly subsistence-based, 
building their own houses, growing their own food and suppling their own water with little 
 
10 Referring to an ontological politics that recognises radical interdependence and is unconfined by binaries (i.e. 
mono versus plural) that combines work from South and North to create just transitions for human flourishing 
(Escobar, 2020). 
11 In keeping with earlier articles, we use name WGJV for the various mining entities that are involved at the 
proposed Wafi-Golpu mine.  The JV is owned by Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold.  
12 The first author has engaged with WGJV and parent company Newcrest since 2012 in a role with the Mineral 
Policy Institute and then also as a PhD researcher from 2015.  
13 See Roche et al. (in press) for more descriptive narrative of, and stories from Venembeli.  
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local government intervention or assistance. The village sits above the Wafi River, which is a 
source of water and a site for playing, mining and washing, while simultaneously being a place 
to escape to or to meet with friends and family.  The Community14 are keen to engage in the 
market and purchase necessities and luxuries from the proceeds of artisanal mining and to a 
lesser extent, from formal employment. Deeply gendered in daily life, including domestic work, 
childrearing, formal education attainment and decision-making, the gender divide is reinforced 
by a mix of Christian and pre-Christian beliefs and traditions. 
 
Fig 3. Venembeli 
 
4. Social Impacts from Mining in Papua New Guinea 
In this section, we present a truncated history supported by examples to provide context and 
identify challenges for mining in PNG to purposefully explore issues and social impacts that 
relate to and were raised by, the Wafi-Golpu Communities. The aim is not to review PNG EIS 
processes but to identify pervasive impacts and perennial challenges. Indeed, it was common 
mining experiences in PNG and internationally that led to the development of extractive 
dispossession, a concept that describes 11 factors of impact, including gendered inequality and 
inequity; fraudulent consent; enclosure of the commons; disemplacement; destruction of sacred 
places; militarization and conflict; common social impacts (i.e. disease, cultural dislocation); 
environmental impacts; displacement of traditional activities; and, particularly relevant to this 
work, imperialism and epistemicide, where colonial development practices ignore, disrespect 
and supplant local ways of knowing and being (Roche, Sindana, et al., 2019). We note that the 
link between mining trends  evident at multiple PNG mine sites  and the social and 
environmental impacts has been well established (Mudd et al., 2020), with a lack of governance 
contributing to increased community resistance to mining s social and environmental impacts. 
 
Over thirty years ago, Dove, Miriung and Togolo (1974) outlined how land is everything in 
PNG; that land could never be permanently alienated from the people. This is perhaps best 
explained as an incommensurability between those whose world view saw commodified land 
to be exchanged and those who saw land as an inseparable part of themselves.  Dove et al. 
(1974, p. 189) also identified long-term issues with full disclosure and transparency describing 
how [T]he people ere old onl  of he benefits  and all negative effects of the mine were 
concealed from them . By the 1980s further evidence of the clash between transnational mining 
enterprises and communities was captured in a poignant letter from Father John Momis (2001, 
p. 2/399) to the Chairman of Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL). Momis states that BCL is a 
faceless corporation  whose executives inhabit a fantasy world  unable to see, respect or 
engage in Melanesian Ways15. In the same year Hyndman (1987, p. 28) described [A] long 
series of ecocide disasters ...  a  Ok Tedi mine and the interruption of subsistence and cash crop 
 
14 Capital C, Communities denotes specific communities or their ownership over something; small c, communities 
is used in the general sense.  
15 The term Melanesian Way term was popularised but deliberately left undefined by Narokobi (1983). It captures 
the relational way Melanesians wanted to live and develop. The essence of the Melanesian Way is reflected in a 
spiritual; authentic (not a carbon copy of others) culture with a communal, cosmic vision at one with the  
interdependence of the animal and plant world. See Ritchie (2020) for a de ailed acco n  of Narokobi s ork and 
the formation of the Melanesian Way. 
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production due to the enormous environmental damage at Panguna; both sites have significant 
and long-lasting social impacts stemming from environmental destruction. 
 
With the forced and violent closure of Panguna and the resultant Bougainville Crisis that caused 
16,000-20,000 deaths, Papua New Guinea became an international mining hot spot for all the 
wrong reasons (Havini & Johns, 2001)16. While some saw Panguna as a unique conflagration, 
Clairmon e s (1992) review identified structural barriers to, and questioned the ability of the 
ind s r  o con rib e o PNG s de elopmen . He describes he si a ion as [Y]e  ano her 
macabre reminder of the extent to hich PNG s econom  has been s r c red in he in eres s 
of expatriate big capital in blatant complicity with political interests at home and abroad  (p. 
582). Barriers to an effective contribution from the mining industry to human development in 
PNG remain, with more recent studies identifying a lack of contribution to well-being (Banks, 
2014); a disconnect between development rhetoric and practice and a gap between development 
aspirations and reality on the islands of Lihir and Simberi (Richardson, 2018; Richardson, 
Hughes, McLennan, & Meo-Sewabu, 2019); and obstacles in accessing health care in pre, 
operational and post mining phases at Hidden Valley, Lihir and Misima mines (Kuir-Ayius, 
2016). 
 
Part of the mining ind s r s response o he forced clos re of Pan nga as he Mining 
Minerals and Sustainable Development (MMSD) review, which was effectively commissioned 
by the Global Mining Initiative, the precursor to the International Council on Mines and Metals.  
The PNG baseline study (Banks, 2001), for the review identified numerous issues and 
knowledge gaps, the most relevant to our work, being (1) the lack of studies and understanding 
of mining s effec  on social and economic change from both immanent and intentional 
development; (2) poor communication; (3) impact of mine waste; and (4) the lack of effective 
social assessment and monitoring. Further, Banks describes the application of social assessment 
and monitoring as irregular, pointing to a lack of interest from corporates and poor government 
enforcement. These problems remain pervasive, as documented by Pacheco Cueva (2016) at 
Lihir, where a lack of transparency, political asymmetries between company and communities 
and a reduced state role all contributing to social conflict; where the company is seen to be 
more focused on the acquisition of legitimacy rather than the lived experience of social impacts. 
At the same site, Hemer (2016, 2018) describes gendered fears of violence around the mine site 
and avoidable conflicts caused by development induced displacement. 
 
Gendered impacts from mining in PNG are inescapable. Byford (2005) describes a lack of 
omen s par icipa ion in decision-making on Misma, despite women there suffering the 
gendered impacts of mining common at other mine sites in PNG including increased workload 
due to male absenteeism; family fragmentation; prostitution; rape; single motherhood and 
domestic violence. Women s e cl sion from extractive decision-making has always been a 
challenge in PNG, with gendered traditions, conservative Christianity and a masculine mining 
industry combining to deny women a voice as well as disproportionately distributing benefits 
 
16 Estimates on the number of deaths from the crisis vary from 10,000-20,000 (Alley, 2003; Lasslett, 2014) with 
others identifying combat deaths of between 1000-2000 (Adamo, 2017). 
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to men (Burton, 2013; Macintyre, 2002). The in ersec ionali  of mining s gendered impac s 
continues with Manning (2016) linking the long-term sexual violence at the Porgera mine to 
structural violence and dispossession.  The need for gender-focused reform in Pacific resource 
exploitation is well established, with Scheyvens and Lagisa (1998) producing a framework to 
assess omen s marginalisa ion and to reform industry practice. More recently Horowitz has 
described the silencing of women in the Pacific through retrogradation, which is a specific 
form of cultural violence: an anachronistic narrative that ignores social transformations, 
reinforces pre-existing forms of oppression, and places the blame squarely with the other 
c l re  (Horo i , 2017, p. 1423). 
 
Long recognised but poorly understood in development and mining sectors, immanent 
development represents a significant part of the change, positive and negative, that large-scale 
mining brings. While intentional development, such a school or bridge is easy to see, immanent 
development, which is unplanned, spontaneous, chaotic and potentially conflictual is much 
harder to predict (Banks, Kuir-Ayius, Kombako, & Sagir, 2013; M. Cowen & Shenton, 1996; 
Maiava & King, 2007). Negative impacts can include the breakdown of social fabric, as 
described above on Misima by Byford (2005) and for  the Reite Community, by Leach (2011, 
2014). Li ing on he edge of he Ram , he Rei e s people s semi-subsistence lifestyles 
responsible for most of their food, water and housing, was disrupted by their desire to enter the 
market and sell food to the mining company. While access to market was ostensibly a positive 
outcome, the result was a fragmentation of culture and the peoples  long-term relationship with 
their land. There were also unintended consequences at the Ramu mine refinery in Basamuk 
Bay where the refinery caused gendered effects, changing the masculinity of young men (Kuo, 
2019).  
 
5. Impact Assessment Perspectives  
International IA theory and practice can have enormous impacts on how normative IAs are 
performed. Here we explore IA concepts and practices that can inform our analysis of the 
WGEIS. In doing so, we recognise the many divisions or specialisations of IA (Morrison-
Saunders, Pope, Gunn, Bond, & Retief, 2014) and arguments about ontology and Indigenous 
knowledge (Blaser, 2013; Chandler & Reid, 2018) but leave those debates to elsewhere, while 
we maintain our more grounded focus. For our more practical orientation we recognise that 
multiple worlds coexist without arguing for superiority of an ontology or valorisation of a 
particular knowledge over others and use IA as an all-encompassing and general descriptor. 
 
5.1 Ethics and Impact Assessment 
Having explored the ethics of research in our own work, including the adoption and adaptation 
of  methodologies capable of recognising other ontologies that elicited stories about values 
rather than answers to questions, we came to see that the ethics of IA as central to its application 
and continued development (D. Lawrence, 2013). This view was further influenced by an 
informal conversation amongst Australian scientists, highly educated people with the skills and 
experience to understand the biophysical world and industries  effect on it, or to write an EIA.  
The quandary put to them, which centred on IA, was this; if e er  e per , scien is  and 
consultant had done an ethical job but the IA still produced unjust outcomes for local 
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communities, did he nj s  o come mean ha  in s m, i  as an ne hical assessmen ?  Almos  
unanimously it was agreed that ethically completing a segment of the IA did not absolve you 
of responsibility in contributing to an unethical outcome. The question of how to resolve this 
quandary remains unanswered. 
 
Here the normative standards of IA ethics presented by F. Vanclay, Baines, and Taylor (2013) 
are a useful ethical guide, accessible and understandable to practitioners and researchers alike. 
Their article provides extensive detail and covers, for example, general ethical goals for 
practising professionals, principles for researchers/practitioners and potential actions for ethical 
practice. The article also addresses the need for ethical research with indigenous communities 
but stops short, however, of recognising different worldviews or how to respond to differing or 
incommensurable values and ontologies in an IA process. The companion article by Baines, 
Taylor, and Vanclay (2013) extends more valuable advice to IA researchers and practitioners, 
but again stops short of acknowledging a plurality of worldviews and advises techniques, such 
as signed consent forms, which demonstrates ethical intent but  as we have found  can conflict 
with local values and ways of relating (Roche, Walim, et al., 2019). While not specifically 
focused on ethics, Hanna, Vanclay, Langdon, and Arts (2016) make a strong case for a more 
ethnographic approach to IA, including the recognition of Indigenous self-determination and 
problems with externally designed and science-based approaches. More recently the 
impor ance of al erna e cosmologies and epis emologies  has been recognised, but are still 
situated within and constrained by a Western conceptualisation of IA, rather than the power 
sharing equivalency we argue for (F. Vanclay, 2019, p. 129). 
 
We contend that there is a disconnect, or perhaps just a time lag, between these normative ethics 
and the gradual trend from the original positivist domination of IA to a more post-positivist or 
constructivist understanding (Bond, Pope, Retief, & Morrison-Saunders, 2018; Loomis & 
Dziedzic, 2018). Now a substantial evolution is required if IA ethics are to align with the 
paradigmatic representations and decolonial perspectives of IA that are capable of addressing 
ethics with axiological, ontological, epistemological and methodological plurality as well as 
the spiritual dimensions of well-being (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; 
Chuengsatiansup, 2003; Hanna et al., 2016; Held, 2019). Whether IA as it is theorised and 
practiced today is capable of such a transition remains an open question.  
 
A pluri-ontological ethics is not new, and significant contributions from Plumwood (1993), 
Connell (2007), Tuhiwai Smith (2012) and Santos (2014) inform own our approach. Indeed, 
we see this work as a challenge to abyssal thinking by supporting in principle, and in action, an 
ecology of knowledges (Santos, 2007) and a pluriversal politics (Escobar, 2020).  Further, while 
mindful of the propensity of Western constructs and researchers to dominate, we have sought 
to engage in and support intercultural translations in their didactic (includes: combining 
individual and collective, oral and written) and diffuse forms (from informal and collective 
work) (Santos, 2018, pp. 32-33). We believe our own work that pre-empted and paralleled the 
formal WGEIS suggests a more value-neutral, ethical mode of engagement; a process where 
power should be contested and shared. Industrial mining needs to adopt this pluralist mining 
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ethic if human flourishing is to be the primary goal, rather than a casualty of extractive 
development. 
 
5.2 Evolving IA Practice 
Rather than transverse the history of IA, which has been done by others, we succinctly outline 
the ontological challenge by narrowing our initial focus to the works of Richard Howitt, who 
has long discussed the dominance of Eurocentrism in IA. Writing about Australian social 
impact assessment (SIA) in 1989, Howitt identified how SIAs had two different approaches, 
one that empowers the state and the proponent, allowing proponent commissioned research to 
be reasonabl  charac erised as pos  fac o j s ifica ion of prede ermined o comes  (1989, 
p. 159).  The alternate approach is more community orientated, a deliberate focus on, and 
advocacy for, the community, especially indigenous, interest. An emancipatory approach that 
privileges self-determination.  
 
In a second, more tangential work Howitt and Suchet‐Pearson (2006) address the issue of 
ontological pluralism in management  making it strongly applicable to how mining impacts 
are identified and managed  They describe impacts [W]here e en imaginaries ha e been 
deeply colonised by the dominant Eurocentric discourse, it is not just the relationships of power 
that need to be reshaped, but also concepts, language and images used to describe, analyse and 
address he processes  (p. 324).  This description accurately describes Western technocratic IA 
and resonates with the experience of mining-affected communities in colonised countries. 
Then, in Theoretical Foundations Howitt (2011, p. 90) brings these concepts together, first by 
describing IA as a  technology that reinforces centralised power in states and state agencies 
and pri ileges he po er of corpora e de elopers  He then describes the failure to see the 
reali ies of on ological pl ralism  (p. 90) despite the related concepts of well-being, 
diversity and subsidiarity being included in the International Principles for Social Impact 
Assessment (F. Vanclay, 2003); an irony compounded by the ontological focus of his own 
chapter being largely neglected in more normative writings on international mining despite 
being published in the respected IA handbook (F. M. Vanclay & Fonte, 2011). Ho i s ork 
is reflected elsewhere with the need for pluri-ontological IA processes reinforced by identifying 
problems rather than people; in seeking technical solutions rather than people orientated ones; 
in assuming equivalence often through compensation rather than acknowledging 
incommensurability; and its role as a hegemonic tool for neo-liberal capitalism (Bond et al., 
2020; Li, 2011).  Some IA specialisations, such as health, have recognised the importance of 
challenging IA s paradigmatic assumptions, though we are unsure how much this has 
influenced extractive focused IA practice (Haigh, Harris, & Haigh, 2012).  
 
Relevant, but unable to be fully explored here, are other non-Western ontologies that after 
decades or centuries of suppression are re-emerging and challenging the supremacy of western, 
anthropocentric and individualistic capitalism and its associated IA practices (Kothari, 
Demaria, & Acosta, 2014).  One example from the Ashaninka People in the central Peruvian 
Amazon illustrates how other ontologies are often tied to alternate conceptualities of wellbeing 
as shown by Barletti (2016, p. 50) who describes   ellbeing s in ima e connec ion i h 
place and place-based conscio sness . As discussed above, the ability to see, respect and 
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include pluri-ontologies in IA and in research generally is providing a new values or ethics-
based frame that encompasses different ways of seeing and being, where people are impacted 
by colonial past, present and future (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017; Held, 2019). The 
relevance of pluri-ontologies should not be underestimated in understanding the impacts and 
complexities of intentional, immanent and Indigenous development, nor the role or 
questionable ethics of external trustees deciding the development futures of communities based 
on colonial ontologies or corporate objectives (M. P. Cowen & Shenton, 2008; Maiava & King, 
2007).  
 
5.3 CBIA and Indigenous Knowledge 
Alongside the gradual evolution from positivist IA, has been a growing recognition of the 
importance of Community engagement and participation in decision-making in achieving just 
outcomes that are capable of supporting the flourishing of local communities.  Howitt (1989, 
p. 158) describes an early example of more respectful Indigenous engagement for the then 
proposed Argyle mine in Australia with a dual process of expert and Aboriginal advisory panels 
in an IA project that so gh  o ad oca e he in eres s of local Aboriginal comm ni ies, hile 
maintaining wider credibili  (p. 158). Further, O Faircheallaigh (2017) sees opportunities in 
CBIA/CCIA to properly identify impacts on communities; influence decision-making; address 
imbalances of power; and recognise Indigenous knowledge and authority. 
 
A recent CBIA was undertaken by the Sami Community of Semisjuar Njarg who together with 
R. Lawrence and Larsen (2017) assessed impacts in parallel and in response to the proposal to 
construct an open-pit copper mine that would interrupt traditional Sami lifestyles. Their CBIA 
process, which was a community response to an EIA that failed to recognise their concerns, had 
three distinct ingredients: (1) independent researchers as resources (Lawrence and Larsen); (2) 
a shared governance process with Community; and (3) fed into an ongoing permitting process. 
The Community, which held fundamentally different views [to the company] on what 
cons i ed he legi ima e scope of he EIA  (p. 1174), sought a genuine understanding of 
impact, while the company, like its industry peers, regarded the process as a means of achieving 
approval. In the end, the incommensurability between Sami and Western perspectives and the 
ways in which knowledge was constructed and used were pivotal points of disagreement.  
 
Both of these examples respected and incorporated Indigenous Knowledge and mark a 
progression towards an IA where the focus is on the community, with impact assessment a 
learning process, rather than a proponent-based assessment endpoint (Johnston, Davison, 
Lkhagvasuren, & Janes, 2019; Sánchez & Mitchell, 2017). If implemented, such an approach 
would represent a seismic shift in IA, where communities have plans of their own and undertake 
IA to guide their own development future, responding to new development proposals from a 
position of strength and shared understanding. A critical part of this transition is overcoming 
the entrenched and disputed power relations that are rooted in colonial relations, dominate 
community-company interactions and produce poor extractive outcomes (Aledo-Tur & 
Dominguez-Gomez, 2017). A reality described decades ago by Howitt (1989) and reinforced 
by researchers encouraging the extractive industries to improve outcomes make mining more 
responsible (Bice, 2016; Owen & Kemp, 2017).  This evolution can be more easily understood 
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sing Larsen s (2018) scalar framework17 which provides a means of understanding alternate 
approaches. The framework positions increasing levels of community owned/managed 
influence in relation to the timing of IA. A critical example would be the scoping study, early 
on, before the proponent has committed to a project. It is at this stage we see the greatest 
opportunity to recognise and incorporate disparate views, values and ontologies into IAs. 
Though even this initial engagement would benefit from more pluralistic regional strategic 
assessments to understand community values and aspirations alongside resources and 
vulnerabilities.  With co-management or community ownership of IA a means of ensuring 
greater recognition of plurality throughout the stages of project design and assessment. 
 
5.4 Challenges for Impact Assessment 
Above we have focused on the ethical and ontological challenges, suggesting a continued 
evolution in practice, with community focused and controlled IA offered as a means of 
achieving power sharing within pluri-ontological IA. There are, however, specific related 
challenges that can be usefully identified to guide understanding and practice. Rather than 
starting with a proposal, our starting point is the goal the human flourishing of Communities, 
with just and appropriate development. Relying on O Faircheallaigh (2017), he a hors  
experience and extensive reading of IA literature, the list of challenges include: (1) dominance 
and control of IA by project proponents; (2) the exclusion of communities from processes 
(un/intentional); (3) the prioritisation of economic benefits over impacts; (4) an excessive value 
placed on management perspectives; (5) focus on approval rather than accurate assessment; (6) 
narrow scope of IA and ignoring indirect and immanent impacts; (7) unrealistic budgets and 
timeframes that reduce effective participation; (8) asymmetry of power, knowledge and 
resources between community and company; (9) relative weighting of identified impacts; (10) 
IA for approval rather than ongoing management; (11) collusive corruption of agencies and 
leaders/elites; (12) political licence to operate overriding proper assessment processes; (13) 
opaque risk assessment methodologies; (14)  focus on technically solvable management 
problems and solutions rather than lived impacts (i.e. resettlement rather than disemplacement); 
(14) overestimating benefits, underestimating impacts; (15) a lack of clearly implemented IA 
ethics and standards; (16) a lack of verifiable specificity with unreferenced/supported 
statements with no/limited peer review; and finally (17) assumed ontological 
commensurability. While unable to further expand on these challenges due to space constraints, 
we contend they represent generalisable challenges that continue to undermine the function and 
legitimacy of IA with many evident in the WGEIS. Overcoming these and other challenges is 
i al if IA is o become  li le more han a feeble a emp  a  projec  legi imisa ion  (Esteves, 
Franks, & Vanclay, 2012, p. 37). 
 
6. Wafi-Golpu EIS Competing Realities; the Wafi-Golpu EIS 
Costing 30 million Kina ($12 million AUD), the WGEIS is a formal, technical document of 
over 6800 pages, with a fifty-two-page executive summary that is also available in TokPisin 
(Ukaha, 2018). We make no attempt here to review the WGEIS in its entirety as the scope of 
this exercise is beyond this paper. Instead, we focus on areas identified by our tok stori with the 
 
17 Larsen s (2018) approach is based on self-determination and human rights justifications, which are 
components of our pluri-ontological approach and prioritising of human flourishing.  
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Venembeli Community and from previous engagements with the Yanta, Hengambu and Babuaf 
Peoples. These provide illustrative examples of the chasm, perhaps incommensurability, 
between community and company values and the different imaginaries and languages used to 
conceptualise and describe them (Martinez-Alier, 2001, 2014). We have not undertaken an 
analysis of formal EIS engagement processes as the quantitative data supplied by the proponent 
(WGEIS 5-1/20), is, like the values that underlie it, incommensurable with the local experience. 
For example, no copies of the EIS were provided to the Communities, who complained to the 
authors about externally controlled and secretive research that created resentment and 
magnified exclusion. Alongside development hegemonies, this practical exclusion, multiplied 
by asymmetries of power, knowledge, influences and resources meant that there was little 
opportunity for PNG Communities to adopt strategies that challenge the Western rituals of 
verification or use the formal spaces of participation to protest or redistribute power (Escobar, 
1995; Leifsen, Sánchez-Vázquez, & Reyes, 2017; Li, 2015; McKinnon, 2007).  
 
6.1 Proponents Justification for Wafi-Golpu 
To support its case for approval the WGEIS references (2-4/6) PNGs constitutional goals 
(PNGDSP), Development Strategic Plan 2010-30 and the PNG Vision 2050. This is not an 
unusual practice and in a positive way recognises that the mine needs to contribute to PNG s 
development consistent with that established by the representative government of the people. 
Yet, it also provides early evidence of the reliance on motherhood or aspirational statements to 
signal intent, rather than a critical review or evidence-based practice as would be required in 
more rigorous, referenced and/or independently peer-reviewed process.  
 
For example, the PNGSDP, which reflect egalitarian ambitions for a PNG model of 
development, are presented in one dimension, as if the listing of them would suffice. Missing 
is an engagement with the complexities of achieving them, their contested origins (Kari, 2005) 
or the failure of successive governments since independence to implement, or live up to them 
(Narokobi, 2016). This means the promises of the mine s development contribution are 
disconnected from reality and based on heroic assumptions that perennial PNG development 
challenges can be overcome. With no hint of irony, the WGEIS authors purport an ability to 
deliver on the elusive goals of integral development and equality and participation, albeit with 
no reference to how an industrial mine would achieve or conflict with, for example, PNGSDP 
goals such as Papua New Guinea Ways , which explicitly calls for: PNG forms of 
participation; small scale development; respect for culture and traditional ways of life; and the 
value of traditional villages and communities (Independent State Of Papua New Guinea, 1975, 
p. preamble). Blithely asserting to a capacity to deliver on these ambitious goals despite the 
well-established lack of connection between industrial mining and sustainable human 
development in PNG (Banks, 2014) suggests a willingness to only examine what aids approval 
rather than informs assessment processes. The WGEIS uses the same uncritical approach in 
relating the proposed mine with PNG s Strategic Plan and Vision, despite the fact that Plan 





6.2 The Wafi River 
The Wafi River, which swirls around the village of Venembeli on the hill above, is regarded by 
the Community as a big river.  While far smaller than the Watut River it feeds into, the Wafi is 
large enough to run freely and to escape the heat of the day.  Explored at length in a sister article 
(Roche et al., in press) the significance of the River to Community was brought to life through 
stories and art. We present a brief synopsis here. The first story explores the River as a site of 
play and formation for children, which for many hours of the day provides a site for 
unsupervised time to play, to learn skills from, and with friends and to develop friendships that 
form the basis for future village relations. The second story describes the River as a liminal 
space, where the usually sharp gendered relations are transformed and young people are freer 
to mix, play and flirt. As well as providing a place of youthful joy, the River is again the site of 
formation, where relationships are fostered, marriages arranged and relationships 
consummated. The third story tells of the importance of the River to women, with one 
describing i  as I feel very strong and am filled with happiness when I stay in the River, and I 
also see this River is like a mother to me  (p.11). Critically, in addition to a place of happiness, 
the River also provides a vital source of fish protein, a place to wash, mine gold and perhaps 
most importantly, a oman s space where friends meet and laugh on a daily basis. The ability 
to mine gold is also apparent with women using their earnings to buy food, clothes, medicine, 
education and housing. This was found to be particularly important for vulnerable women such 
as single mothers, widows and women whose husbands did not support them adequately. We 
suspect that our understanding of the Rivers  importance is just beginning as these stories were 
only shared after many years of patient fieldwork and the adoption of decolonial and 
emancipatory methodologies that encouraged the mutual exchange of stories.  
 
To identify whether the importance of the Wafi River might be recognised in the WGEIS we 
target-read relevant chapters/volumes featuring discussions on rivers and social impact18, and 
performed electronic searches of the term afi ri er . All identified references are presented 
in the Table 1. There were no additional mentions of consequence in either of the Mine Closure, 
Cultural, Environmental or Social Management Plans.  
 
It is hard to reconcile the realities presented by these two accounts. The Community stories 
demonstrate the lived importance of the Wafi River, which performs a multitude of functions 
essential to the human flourishing of the Venembeli Community. The synopsis above, along 
with those statements and stories in previous articles also identifies a relationship with the land 
that transcends utility, providing evidence of values based on other worldviews or ontologies. 
In contrast, the WGEIS recognises the importance of River as a site of alluvial gold mining but 
with none of the nuance about its value to mothers and vulnerable women or its role in the 
formation of relationships and the social reproduction of the Village. The conflict between these 
two descriptions, these two realities, is real, with unseeing WGEIS descriptions incapable of 
identifying or understanding impact from a Community perspective. 
 
 
18 Note while biological and scientific studies in the WGEIS may find or describe likely social impacts these are 
then transferred to the relevant social chapters. 
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Table 1. References to social values of, or impacts on Wafi River in the WGEIS 
 
 
Chapter WGEIS page 
reference 
Description of reference to Wafi River (WR) in text (not in 
maps/tables)  
 
8. Physical and 
Biophysical Environment 
Characterisation 
8-6, 8-23, 8-30  Geophysical and study area descriptions 
12. Socioeconomic 
characterisation 
12-21 Alluvial gold mining among Tier 1 (closest to mine) villages, 
more common on WR 
 
12-25 Existing gardens causing sedimentation of WR, mention of 
WR as site for washing 
13. Cultural Heritage No mention 
18. Socioeconomic IA 18-23 Expected sedimentation of the Wafi River deemed to be 
minimal and expected to progressively decline within 18-24 
months 
18-24 Residual (no time span given) effect of sedimentation on 
freshwater assessed as low for the WR 
18-24 Residents of Nambonga, Hekeng, Venembele and Pekumbe 
may need to find new sites for alluvial gold mining 
19. Health Risk A 19-25 Likely timeframe for contaminated water to reach the 
Nambonga Creek and WR has not been estimated, but 
reasonable expected to persist for 50 years following mine 
closure 
19-30 Treatment of contaminated water from seepage and/or crater 
lake overtopping discharges to the WR System to meet water 
quality criteria prior to discharge to the environment and until 
such time that closure objectives are met.  
 
20. Cultural Heritage IA No mention 
App. T Socioeconomic 
baseline 
p.76, p.78 Alluvial mining methods and frequency in the WR. No 
outsiders engaged in alluvial mining in the WR, methods of 
mining. 
p.111 WR catchment details 
App. U Cultural Heritage p. 63 Wire bridge as a historical site 
App. W Human Risk p.14, 16, 19 Environmental, catchment and village descriptions 
p.29, 30, 83, 
60, 61, 86, 
Table D 
Study scope, details of assessment points similar data to 19-
25, contaminant concentration levels, source data table 
p.41 Details importance of rivers generally for fishing, washing and 
alluvial mining 
p.118  Poor quality of groundwater feeding ER post mine closure  




6.3 Settlement History 
The WGEIS ambitiously sets out to record the settlement histories of the potentially affected 
Communities. Here we address only the settlement history of Venembeli, also spelt 
Venembele19. The WGEIS describes how [T]he people from Venembele originally came from 
Parakris in Zenag (Mumeng) and initially settled in the two villages upstream: Pokwana and 
Zilani. The  se led in Venembele i hin he las  40 ears  (12-17).  This account of settlement 
history, which is incompatible with accounts from the Venembeli Community, is unsupported 
apart from reference to unpublished and inaccessible social baseline studies.   
 
The Comm ni s acco n  of se lemen  is complex and recounted by several individuals over 
multiple visits with similar details providing validation. The settlement path to Venembeli, 
which was originally a seasonal hunting area from the early 1900s, can be traced from 
movements from the settlements of Touvil and then to Arkay during WW2, a significant event 
that enabled more precise dating of settlement patterns. Prior to WW2 and before permanent 
settlement, the Venembeli site was used for two to three months a year to access fresh hunting 
grounds. Due to problems with water access in dry seasons and steep hillsides the Community 
moved from Arkay to Venembeli, which had the bigger Wafi River and more reliable sources 
of drinking water. By the early 1950s there was a permanent settlement at Venembeli with 
additional Community and family members moving there in subsequent years. In the 1960s 
artisanal gold mining was firmly established at Venembeli and since then has been the major 
source of cash for the Community. While details may vary, we believe the settlement stori 
indicates historic connections to Venembeli with a permanent occupation 20 to 30 years longer 
than stated in the WGEIS.   
 
This inconsistency between settlement accounts was revealed during fieldwork as we sat and 
tok stori with the Community, which included looking at our digital copy of the EIS. Given that 
there was no copy of the WGEIS available in the village, this was part of a process of sharing 
information and knowledge to ensure our co-research had value for the Community. The senior 
male leaders were angry at the account in the WGEIS and asked us how WGJV could be 
allowed to write such rubbish 20. This is not a simple or meaningless error, as by describing 
the settlement time as after mining exploration, the proponent is establishing a discourse of 
equivalency with the Community, or even making a claim (as has happened verbally) that the 
Venembeli Village is only there because of the proposed mine.  While unable to determine all 
the reasons for the different settlement accounts, many of the IA challenges outlined above, 
along with inappropriate methodologies could all contribute to the dramatic inconsistency 
between local knowledge and what is presented in the WGEIS. 
 
6.4 Determining risk assessment 
There were a number of impacts recognised in areas very important to individual and collective 
identity, the role of women and human flourishing: impacts that are also important to cultural 
identity and social cohesion which are an integral part of village-based life. Four of these 
 
19 Spelt Venembele in the EIS documents, we continue to use the spelling Venembeli as first told to us in the 
Village without claiming that either is more correct. 
20 We are paraphrasing here to be more polite. 
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impacts, with the proposed management response (in italics) and residual risk assessment are 
paraphrased and presented below (WGEIS table ref and volume-page in brackets). 
1. High initial significance for life of mine was attributed to disruption to existing cultural 
ties (s72, 18-68) for life of mine (LofM). The proposed management measure was to 
respect existing local ties, traditions and sense of place and to be fair and transparent 
in land access. The impact deemed to be of unlikely/moderate/moderate residual 
significance. 
2. High initial significance for LofM was attributed to disruption to sense of place (s28, 
18-61) due to disturbance or restricted access. The proposed management measure was 
to respect existing local ties, traditions and sense of place and to be fair and 
transparent in land access. Impact deemed to be of possible/minor/moderate residual 
significance. 
3. High initial significance for life of mine was attributed to a reduction in social cohesion 
(s73, 18-65) for LofM. The proposed management measure was to manage 
compensation obligations and to variously establish, engage and facilitate capacity 
development, build social capital and support local enterprise measures in the 
Community. Impact deemed to be of possible/minor/moderate residual significance. 
4. Very high significance was attributed to an increase in domestic responsibilities for 
women (s31, 18-62), but inexplicably, this was deemed to be only during construction 
despite the mine offering on-going direct and indirect employment and other economic 
and social disruption. The proposed management measure was consultation and 
individual and community capacity development (see 18-51). Impact deemed to be of 
likely/moderate/high residual significance.  
 
Despite the potential significance of (1) disruption to cultural ties, (2) loss of sense of place and 
(3) a reduction in social cohesion, none of the three risks were deemed to have more than 
moderate residual significance in the WGEIS risk assessment. The assessed significance of all 
three risks was decreased from the initial impact due to assumed outcomes from the proposed 
management responses (shown in italics above) such as respect, transparency, engagement and 
management of compensation. While linked to management plans, little detail was provided on 
the rationale for the risk assessment and on how different responses would be designed, 
implemented and assessed throughout the LofM. Without detail or supporting documentation 
we are unable to elaborate on or further analyse the risk assessment processes or the adequacy 
of the related management responses. 
 
Of the four risks above, the only risk deemed to be high was (4) increased work for women to 
be addressed by WGJV implement[ing] proactive measures to promote gender eq i  (18-
51). It remains unclear how an outside agency (WGJV) can implement measures adequate to 
the challenge of gender equity in PNG. Also, the risk was assessed for the mine construction 
only, which seems unrealistic in light of other factors, such as the other three above, liable to 
trigger extensive social fragmentation due to impacts and outcomes from both intentional and 
immanent development. Without adequate explanation and evidence-based justification, these 
risk assessments strike as arbitrary determinations and responses from anonymous or 
unaccountable authors who, unlike the Community, bear none of the risk of failure. 
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7. Concluding Discussion - combining the elements: local, national and international  
Above we described social impacts from mining in PNG and then explored international IA 
theory and practice to inform an in-depth look at components of the WGEIS, providing 
observations and experiences from different scales to better understand how IA is, and might 
be practised. While each section offers its own insights, here we combine some elements to 
allow a critique of the WGEIS, further develop our challenge to the abyssal line and make a 
combined South-North contribution to IA theory and practice (Connell, 2007; Escobar, 2020; 
Santos, 2018).  
 
7.1 PNG and Wafi-Golpu 
PNG s mining e perience has been mi ed, ith positive development contributions 
overshadowed by a failure to deliver improved wellbeing for the majority of PNG citizens 
(Banks, 2014). As outlined above, we can see how particular impacts, such as incommensurable 
conceptions of land and the gendered exclusion from decision-making and benefit-sharing have 
challenged and marred the extractive industry in PNG from before independence. There are 
q es ions of ransparenc  and legi imac , i h he as mme ric po er of faceless corpora ions  
determining peoples  futures, the direct opposite of power sharing modes seen as the key to 
reforming industrial mining (Owen & Kemp, 2017). Then, by applying Larsen s (2018) 
framework, we can characterise the WGEIS community engagement as consultation with 
limited influence over scoping, evidence generation or significance, with exclusion at each 
stage a considerable barrier to meaningful community involvement, reducing the effectiveness 
and credibility of the IA. No  a posi i e finding for PNG s IA s s em.  
 
Also evident is a desire for development, though these aspirations are confounded by 
unintentional impacts and the potential for negative immanent development. This is not an 
isolated case, with mining central o Prime Minis er Marape s ake back PNG  disco rse, 
which is reminiscent of conflicts between Buen Vivir and extractivism in Ecuador (Kama, 2019; 
van Teijlingen & Hogenboom, 2016). Here differences in language and understandings are 
critical, with misunderstandings and multiple interpretations magnified by the forty years the 
Wafi Communities have been waiting for development (Martinez-Alier, 2014). Roads, for 
example, are imagined as an entrée to modernity (Dalakoglou & Harvey, 2012), whereas in 
practice they are problematic - with a lack of Community access to mine roads,  roads as a 
source of uncontrolled immigration and the fact that the Village access roads are only proposed, 
not guaranteed in the WGEIS. This fe ishi a ion of mining s de elopmen  po ential, aptly 
described by Bridge (2004, p. 241) as he alchemic transition of mere dirt into wealth 
beyond the dreams of avarice  further undermines and complicates the pluri-ontological 
conversations required to understand and mitigate extractive impacts (Kneas, 2017).  
 
In justifying the mine based on its future contributions to the PNGSDP goals and the well-being 
of PNG, the WGEIS avoids many complexities and the proven inability of industry or state to 
deliver to date. Also apparent is a comparative disjunct in depth between Community stori of 
the River and the WGEIS assessment, even though we could only present their stori in synopsis. 
If shared and understood more fully the relationships nurtured and wellbeing provided by the 
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River and the surrounding ecosystem would reinforce the inadequacy of the risk assessment 
process that fails to properly see or value local ways of being, or to protect vulnerable groups.  
 
But our review was also limited, and by no means a comprehensive assessment of the entire 
WGEIS. Indeed, our focus was pre-determined by areas of concern raised by participant action 
research with the Community. So, in deliberately seeking out problem areas in the WGEIS it is 
possible these results are not indicative of the wider IA process, although there are additional 
issues raised by Communities that we were unable to address here. We contend our review is 
an indicative rather than a representative sample, that nevertheless raises significant issues that 
question the quality and validity of the WGEIS. As an IA, the WGEIS is long, and 
comprehensive  yet flawed; and in failing to provide a credible assessment it fails its own 
raison d tre.  
 
In sum, we can see common social impacts from mining in PNG that are affected by, and raise 
questions about, international IA theory and practice, which in turn influenced how the WGEIS 
was conceptualised, designed and performed. Meaning that many of the challenges are not 
specific to the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine but are instead relate to IA as a practice and are 
affected by structural forces and ontological biases. This in part explains, but does not resolve 
the significant issues of credibility, with untested or unsupported motherhood statements, a lack 
of transparency and an absence of the local people in the WGEIS. Indeed, rather than 
multidimensional beings in relationship with each other, the environment and time, the 
communities described in the WGEIS appear barely two dimensional  merely management 
problems to be solved with consultation plans and capacity building. 
 
7.2 Reforming IA theory and practice  
Our exploration of IA outlined an ethical conundrum, whereby ethical guidelines and normative 
practices can still result in a combined unethical outcome. We suggest this is in part due to the 
mono-ontological theories that underpin IA, restricting its focus and ability to see relationships 
not easily recognised or understood by a modernist Eurocentric perspective as well as IA 
practices that privilege individualism and reductionist science. Acknowledging that IA has 
evolved from its positivist beginnings we identify approaches that could inform impact 
assessment, allowing IA to move beyond Eurocentrism as the dominant, singular modernity 
and embrace an ontological messiness, a pluriverse where worlds co-mingle, and impacts 
cannot be understood from a single vantage point (Aledo-Tur & Dominguez-Gomez, 2017). 
Importantly, this is not an anti-Western or anti-European sentiment, but a true recognition and 
valuation of plurality, which includes both Indigenous and Western conceptualisations of the 
world (Esteva & Escobar, 2019). But to be clear, this new conceptualisation demanded by the 
South goes far beyond a recognition of cultural difference in development planning and IA. 
Rather, it is an assertion that the current IA and development processes is but one way of seeing 
and being in the world and that the decolonising of development and IA requires a sharing of 
power, including an acknowledgement of and correction to the various asymmetries that 
dominate extractive relations today (Klein & Morreo, 2019; Owen & Kemp, 2017).  
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CBIA is offered as an example that involves communities and respects local and Indigenous 
knowledge, but we further propose a more comprehensive mining ethic that empowers and 
supports community-controlled IA that deliberately prioritises human flourishing. Such a 
pluriversal transition would require IA processes to reflect Community development aspirations 
and plans rather than just responding to a mining proponent or project-focused IA (Escobar, 
2020). In terms of reforming current IA, we see much in this assessment of the local that could 
inform normative IA theory and practice; one idea would be to overcome ethical reductionism 
within IA to ensure that an overall project assessment is not less ethical than the sum of its 
parts. Challenges to IA are legion, and we recognise our list identifies deficiencies rather than 
solutions and instead offer it as a hybrid checklist-cum-reform agenda.  
 
We acknowledge that recognising a plurality of knowledges could be challenging for both the 
mining sector and IA theory and practice as it sits uncomfortably with their positivist 
foundations and scientific orientation.  Indeed, just as some in industry are still coming to terms 
with acknowledging cultural difference in ethics and practice, this growing awareness of 
ontological plurality demands not just respect for difference, but ontological equivalency.  In 
relation to our work above, we are well aware that the stori shared with us over the research 
project is just a small segment of life, a slither of knowledge shared because it relates to how 
the team and Community saw the mine. But we also know we have yet to hear or uncover stori 
of local ontologies that were not prompted by this externally imposed development.  
 
It could be argued that a better IA process would be able to identify, describe and manage 
relationships that are unfamiliar to, and unseen by, the IA investigators. This would suggest 
that although the WGEIS is flawed and at least partially blind to local values and experience, 
that a better IA would not be. In short, IA processes are fine, the flaw is in their execution. Part 
of our response to this self-identified critique, is yes, perhaps that is possible. But we also posit 
that at a minimum, an acceptance of the possibility of plurality is required to implement 
methodologies that can see experiences and relationships from outside a singular modernity; 
even more so if an IA team is dominated by positivists or convinced of the validity of current 
IA assessment processes and prepared to merely recreate them, pre-satisfied that they are 
adequate to protect non-Western communities from unseen and multigenerational impacts.  It 
seems fitting that IA, which seeks to reduce impacts and improve outcomes for communities, 
must hear and learn from the plethora of Southern voices to become capable of truly recognising 
plurality and to prioritise Community-specific conceptions of human flourishing. 
 
We see rich ground for further work, with additional targeted and epistemic IA critiques that 
allo  he adeq ac  of IA s approach o be assessed at a deeper, rather than technical level.  
These could test the need for a pluralist mining ethic and ensure that Southern perspectives 
continue to inform IA as it is practised today and what it evolves into tomorrow. Preferably, 
such critiques would be based on trust-building and participative engagement with communities 
to uncover the stories that normative IA assessments miss. As described above, many of the 
challenges are grounded in the theory of IA rather than being project-specific, and we thus see 
further research required on ethics for individuals as well as composite assessments and 
mechanisms that ensure that IA processes challenge processual, structural and ontological 
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barriers and constructs, helping to emancipate communities rather than reinforcing 
asymmetries. Finally, in terms of research-in-action, we see much potential for greater 
community control of IA for all communities, a process that in addition to identifying impacts 
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6.6 Article Summaries and Tok Pisin Translations 
Below are summarised and translated (into Tok Pisin) versions of Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 which 
were made publicly available and distributed to Communities in Morobe Province. Article 5, 
which was only accepted in March, will also be translated, made available and 
distributed to Communities. 
11th August 2020 Available at http://charlesroche.co/ Summarised by Charles Roche, Translated by Howard Sindana  1 
Mining in Papua New Guinea: A complex story of trends, impacts and governance 
Maining long Papua Niugini: Plenti stori, impacts na gavanens 
This synopsis was prepared as part of a series research translations relating to mining in PNG, and the 
proposed Wafi-Golpu mine in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea. Because the article contains 
a lot of data which cannot be summarised, this summary is brief, giving an insight into the main article 
in accessible language. Article numbering below relates to the original sections in the article Mining in 
Papua New Guinea: A complex story of trends, impacts and governance co-authored by Gavin Mudd, 
Charles Roche, Stephen Northey, Simon Jowitt and Gama Gamato, which is an academic journal paper 
and fully referenced version. Copies and more information is available from Charles, via 
charles.roche@murdoch.edu.au or phone +6145901714 or Howard on +675 7141 0311.  
Dispela sotpela ripot ol ibin redim hap blong ol research wok blong mining insait long PNG, na dispela 
Wafi Golpu main ibai kamap long Morobe Provins long Papua Niugini. Bikos dispela pepa igat plenti 
infomesen ino inap long mekim sotpela ripot, dispela em sotpela samari o ripot, we igivim lukluk igo 
insait long bikpela bodi blong stori mekim isi long rid. Igat namba long ripot tamblo makim stat na 
sections blong article Maining insait long Papua Niugini: A comples story of trends, impacts and 
governance co-authored by Gavin Mudd, Charles Roche, Stephen Northey, Simon Jowitt and Gama 
Gamato, dispela em bikpela save pepa na olgeta referens. Ol kopi na moa infomesen istap wantaim 
Charles, charles.roche@murdoch.edu.au or telefon +6145901714 o Howard long +67571410311 
1. Introduction: PNG has an interesting mining story and provides a case study of balancing the 
negative impacts from mining with the pursuit of sustainable development. The article provides a 
unique national level assessment of the mining industry and the social and governance challenges that 
must be overcome if PNG is to reduce the negative impacts from mining and achieve sustainable 
development.  
Stat: PNG igat interesting maining stori na givim case stadi long luksave long nobut blong main lukluk 
igo insait sustainable divilopmen. Pepa ripot igivim unique Nesenol level assessmen blong maining 
industry na sosel gavernens salens we  ol mas stretim sapos  PNG laik daunim impact nogut blong 
maining na kisim gutpla divilopmen. 
2. Geology: Despite a century  of mining, the geology of PNG is not well known due to the difficulties 
of mapping its mountainous terrain, climate and its logistical and infrastructure challenges.  
Stadi blong minerals: Maski handet yia main istap, geologi o wok blong minerals long PNG ino kamap 
klia long wanem em hat long putim long piksa map bikos em maunten tumas, climate inogut na hat 
long go mekim wok na not gat rot na bris. 
3. Brief mining history: Mining in PNG started with rich grades and small scale operations at Misima, 
Woodlark, Wau-Buloloo and Mt Kare. After closing during WW2, the mining industry restarted in the 
la e 1940 , b  i  a  no  n il he 1960  ha  global mining companie  a ed targeting PNG for 
e plo a ion. Pang na, a  PNG  fi  big mine, a ing in 1972 until the large scale of environmental 
and social impacts led to the Bougainville Crisis.  
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Sotpla histori blong maining: Maining insait long PNG stat wantaim strongpla grade na liklik skel 
operesen long Misima, Woodlark, Wau-Bulolo na Mt Kare. Bihain long pas long WW2, maining 
inda i a  gen long la e 1940  a ol bihain liklik long 1960  ol maining kampani blong o ld a  
lukluk long Papua Niugini long wok exploresen o painim aut. Panguna ibin wanbawan bikpla main 
blong PNG. Em stat long 1972 inap bikpla bagarap blong environment na manmeri bungim hevi na 
dispela kamapim Bougainville Crisis. 
Then Ok Tedi was developed in 1984,  Porgera in 1990 and Lihir in 1997, with the Hidden Valley and 
Ramu mines developed in the late 2000 .  The e and malle  mine  a e ho n in map 1, belo . Apa  
from Hidden Valley, which built a tailings dams, the other mines disposed of their mine waste into 
PNG  i e  and ea .  
Na Ok Tedi ibin divilop long 1984, Porgera long 1990 na Lihir long 1997 wantaim Hidden valley na 
Ram  Main di ilop long la e 2000 . Dispela na ol liklik main kamap lo map 1 aninit. Narakain long 
Hidden Valley, husait mekim tailing dam, ol arapla maines tromoi pipia blong main blong ol igo insait 
long ol wara na sol wara blong PNG. 
4. Mineral resources: The article presents data on mineral resources drawn from company reports and 
technical papers, showing that ore grades are declining. 
Minerel risos: Dispela pepa tokaut long mineral risos infomesen ikam long kampany ripot na teknikel 
pepa  isoim olsem ore grade wok long igo daun.  
 
5. Mining production trends: The dominant metals in PNG have been gold and copper, with nickel 
mined more recently.  The article presents and discusses the data in table and graphs 
Main kamapim mineral luksave: Ol metal long PNG ibin gold na copper wantaim nickel ol digim 
sampela yias igo pinis. Pepa itokaut long data istap long tebol na graphs. 
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6. Environmental and social issues: this section explores significant environmental issues such as 
marine and river mine waste disposal and then links them to social and governance issues. The article 
does not fully explore social impacts, but does recognise western and scientific practices often 
misunderstand the importance of environmental and social impacts, these are explored more fully in the 
sister articles on Wafi-Golpu.  Mine waste and tailings output is shown in Fig 4, below. 
Hevi blong bus graun wara na manmeri: Dispela hap wokpainim aut blong bus, graun, wara bungim 
hevi  blong tromoi pipia blong main em bung wantaim sosel na govenens. Dispela stori ino mekim ful 
wok painimaut blong hevi ol manmeri ibungim, tasol em luksave long autsait scientific praktis na 
dispela ino save kamap klia long gutpela blong bus graun wara na hevi manmeri bungim, dispela wok 
painim aut long narapla susa ripot blong Wafi Golpu. Pipia blong main na tailings istap long Fig 4 
aninit. 
6.1 Despite being common in PNG, the disposal of mine waste into rivers or oceans is a controversial 
practice which only occurs in Indonesia and Turkey, in small mines in Norway and in single mines each 
in England, Greece, Finland, France and Chile. The main argument for disposing of mine waste into 
water bodies is the cost and difficulty of building engineered tailings dams. This is certainly true in 
PNG which has high rainfall, mountains, erodible soils and potential earthquakes.  By dumping mine 
waste into rivers and seas the mining companies save money on mine development costs, but pushing 
the impacts of the mine onto the environment and communities.  
Maski dispela em wankain insait long PNG, tromoi pipia blong main long wara na solwara em igat 
toktok plenty long praktis na displa kamap long Indonesia tasol na Turkey, insait  long liklik main long 
Norway na tupelo liklik main long England, Greece, Finland, France na Chile. Bikpela toktok pait blong 
tromoi pipia blong main igo insait long wara em cost na hard long wokim dam blong holim tailings. 
Dispela em tru stret long PNG igat bikpela  rain save pundaun, maunten tumas, rain wara save wasim 
graun igo daun na guria/earthquake save kamap. Long tromoi pipia blong main igo insait long wara na 
sea em ol mining kampani savim moni long divilopim main, na pusim hevi blong main igo long bus 
graun wara na kominiti. 
The decisions to dump waste into water bodies are made by the companies and not usually subjected to 
independent review. But the Hidden Valley mine proves it is possible to build safe tailings dams in 
PNG. Dumping mine waste into rivers causes; (1) sedimentation which pollutes rivers and alters 
riverbeds; (2) pollution from heavy metals; (3) the heavy metals to end up in the rivers and fish; (4)  
reductions in biodiversity and oxygen in the water; (5) impacts on water quality.  
Ol disisen blong dumpim pipia igo insait long bodi blong wara em ol kampani save mekim na ino ol 
independent view. Tasol Hiden Valley main iprovim em orait long kamapim seif tailings dam long 
PNG. Tromoi pipia blong main igo insait long ol wara kamapim; (1) sedimentation bagarapim wara na 
ass blong wara; (2) bagarap kam long hevi metals; (3) ol hevi metal end up long wara na fish; (4) daunim 
laip istap long wara na oxygen insait long wara; (5) hevi blong gutpela quality wara. 
The article acknowledges the many social impacts of mine waste are complex, interrelated and 
multigenerational, and uses examples to describe some. At Panguna, mine waste damaged gardens and 
rivers and meant villages had to be moved.  Despite problems being identified before the mine was fully 
built, the problems were not addressed and eventfully led to the armed shut-down of the mine and the 
ensuing Bougainville Crisis.   
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Dispela pepa luksave long plenti hevi manmeri bungim long pipia blong main long kainkain levol na 
ol konek igo long laip blong bihain, na displa usim ol example long describim sampla. Long Panguna, 
pipia blong main bagarapim ol gaden na wara na mekim ol ples muv igo long narapla hap. Luksave 
blong hevi bin kamap bipo long ol bildim main, ol ino bin addressim hevi na dispela lid igo insait long 
pait ishut down  main na Bougainville Crisis. 
At Ok Tedi the planned tailings dam broke during 
construction and BHP ask the PNG government to allow 
them to put the tailings and waste rock into the  Fly River. 
Despite earning a lot of money for landowners and 
compensation for downstream communities, the impacts 
of the waste are severe and will have environmental, 
health and cultural impacts for decades to come.   
Long Ok Tedi displa dailing dam ol ibin plenim bruk long 
taim blong construction na BHP askim Gavman blong 
PNG long putim pipia blong tailing na pipia ston igo 
insait long Fly River. Maski bikpela moni ol papagraun 
na kominiti arere igo daun long wara kisim kompensen, 
hevi blong pipia blong main em nogut tru na bai igat 
enviornmen, helt na kalsaral impacts ikam bihain. 
At Porgera mine, tailings is dumped into the Porgera 
River and waste dumps are allowed to erode and 
discharge sediments into the river. Like Panguna and Ok 
Tedi, there is controversy and conflict over the impacts of 
mine waste on communities.  
Long Porgera main, tailings ol dumpim igo insait long 
Porgera wara na pipia ol tromoi igo insait long wara. 
Olsem Panguna na Ok Tedi, igat bikpela hevi toktok nap 
ait kamap antap long bagarap blong pipia blong main 
kamapim long ol kominiti. 
Riverine disposal of mine waste is not used in the prominent mining countries such as Australia, Chile, 
Canada, South Africa or the USA. Independent, comparative assessments of the risks of river or marine 
waste disposal are rare, but would be useful in determining the best way of managing of mine waste.  
Tromoi pipia blong main long wara em ol ino save usim long biknem maining katri olsem Australia, 
Chile, Canada, South Africa na USA. Independent, skelim assesmen blong bagarap blong wara o tromoi 
pipia blong main em ino common, tasol em bai igat wok blong mekim kliapla tingting long gutpla rot 
blong lukautim pipia blong main.  
Marine mine waste disposal is also common in PNG and was used at Misima Island, is currently used 
for Simberi, Lihir and Ramu, has been approved for Woodlark and proposed for Wafi-Golpu. While it 
is hard to see or determine the impacts from mine waste in the sea, communities and scientists are 
concerned about impacts. Again, the main reasons for dumping mine waste at sea is the reduced cost, 
but it has significant environmental impacts. At Lihir the seafloor has been smothered and species 
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abundance has been reduced with changes in the composition of larger fish species. There are also 
significant mine related social issues on. In a positive step, Hidden Valley has a tailings dam, though 
the benefits were reduced by the erosion of waste rock into the Watut River during mine construction.  
Putim pipia blong main long solwara em common long PNG na ol bin mekim long Misima ailan, nau 
Simberi, Lihir na Ramu, na ol approvim long Woodlark na proposed Wafi Golpu. Na em ino isi long 
lukim o skelim bagarap blong pipia blong main long solwara, kominitis na scientists tingting plenty 
long bagarap. Bikpela as tingting blong dampim pipia blong main long solwara em cost liklik tasol 
bikpela bagarap long environmen. Long Lihir seafloor Igat bikpela hevi blong main ol manmeri 
bungim. Long gutpla step, Hidden Valley igat tailings dam, ol benefits ol daunim igo daun long wara, 
graun bruk igo daun long Watut wara long taim blong main construction.  
Mine waste is a wicked sustainability problem, with complex interactions with the environments and 
affec ed b  PNG  colonial pa  and he ne al ela ion  be een comm ni ie , p oponen  and 
governments. Mine closure is rarely addressed in PNG, with troublesome sites at Tolukuma, Sinivit and 
Mount Victor still needing rehabilitation. The larger mines will be very difficult to close in a manner 
that protects local environments and communities. While Prime Minister Marape has recently refused 
to extend the Porgera mine license and banned new river-based mine waste disposal, ocean dumping is 
being considered for Wafi-Golpu and river disposal is expected to continue for many years at Ok Tedi 
and Porgera. 
Pipia blong main em ino stretpla rot, em igat plenty toktok blong environment bikos long colonial 
experiens blong PNG na wok bung ino wankain namel long ol kominitis, sapota blong main na gavman. 
Main Closure long PNG ino save stretim gut. Wantaim hevi eria long Tolukuma, Sinivit and Mount 
Victor nid long stretim wok go mas go yet. Ol bikpela main bai hard tru long pasim long pasin blong 
proktetim lokol environment na manmeri. Taim Prime Minista Marape nau ino wanbel long surukim 
taim blong Progera main license na tambuim nupela proposal blong tromoi pipia blong main long wara, 
tromoi pipia blong main long solwara em ol laikim long Wafi Golpu na tromoi pipia blong main long 
wara  em  yumi expectim long go het yet long plenty yia ken long Ok Tedi na Porgera. 
6.2 The article also details metrics, use and production of energy, greenhouse gas emissions, water, 
reagents and consumables.  
Dispela artikel tu itoktok moa long metrics,wok na kamap blong energy, greenhouse gas emissions, 
wara, reagents na consumables. 
There are many complex and interrelated issues when it comes to mining governance, with the large 
scale of mining creating significant community concerns.  In PNG flaws in the impact assessment (IA) 
system and in the environmental impact statements (EIS) written by proponents make it hard to properly 
identify, assess and manage the impacts from mining. One example is that despite mines growing in 
size overtime, IA processes are rarely re-initiated meaning that despite growing impacts communities 
do not have access to information about impacts or how they are managed.  
Igat plenti wankain hevi taim em kam long maining govenans wantaim bikpla wok maining wok long 
kamapim bikpela kominiti toktok plenti. Long Papua Niugini igat hevi insait long impact assessement 
(IA) system na environment impact statements (EIS) ol sapota blong maining mekim hard long 
manmeri ritim na luksave, skelim na managim hevi blong maining. Wanpela example em olsem taim 
main grow long size ovataim, IA process em ol ino save mekim toktok gen antap long em meaning 
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maski hevi insait long kominiti inogat access long informesen toktok long nogut o how ol save 
managim. 
Ok Tedi provides a relevant example, with a number IA failings and mine problems: (1) construction 
on the mine started before the EIA was even released to the public; (2) despite proposing a tailings dam 
in the EIS, tailings and mine waste was later approved to be disposed of into the river; (3) impacts were 
assumed to be local only, but later polluted the Fly River system, with pollution loads at increasing 
from 3-4 to approximately 45 million tonnes per year; (4) widespread community concern about 
extensive damage to River and floodplains with 2000 km2 affected; (5) the scale of mine now far 
exceeds initial planning; (6) assumed trickle down benefits failed to significantly help Western Province 
which is still the least developed in PNG. 
Ok Tedi  givim example wantaim namba IA fail na hevi blong main: (1) construction long main stat 
pas long EIA na bihain public kisim EIA; (2) maski ol tok long tailings dam insait long EIS, tailings na 
pipia blong main ibin wanbel bihain long tromoi pipia blong main igo insait long wara; (3) hevi/impacts 
ol ibin tok em bai liklik, tasol bihain Fly River system bagarap wantaim pollution load igo antap long 
3-4 na clostu 45 million tonnes long wanpla yia; (4) bikpela kominiti wari long bikpela bagarap blong 
wara na floodplains wantaim 2000 km2. ; (5) mak blong main nau abrusim tru nambawan plening; (6) 
plen nating blong bikpela benefit igo daun long helpim Western Provins ino bin kamap na em ino 
divilop long PNG 
There are also significant controversies and problems at other mine sites, with impacts far exceeding 
those identified during IA. Meaning the impacts on communities are far bigger and arguably worse than 
they first expected. Both the Wafi-Golpu and Freida River projects are currently being assessed under 
the same system with significant concern about impacts voiced by the ELCPNG, communities and 
NGO .  
Igat bikpela toktok na hevi long arapla hap blong main eria, wantaim hevi abrusim dispela we ol luksave 
long IA. Dispela min bagarap em bikpela kominiti bungim  hevi abrusim mak go worse moa long ol 
tingting long en. Wafi Golpu na Freida River projeks nau ol wok long skelim aninit long same system 
wantaim wari long bagarap we ELCPNG, kominitis na NGOs wok long tokaut istap. 
Water quality can also be significantly affected by mine development and operations. These can be 
made worse by poor or no standards and inadequate monitoring. While water quality regulation has 
improved in recent decades, sometimes regulatory criteria is not available, key weaknesses are shown 
in table 3, below.  
Qualiti bilong wara tu bai bungim bagarap long divilopmen blong main na opersen. Dispela ken kamap 
nogut tru sapos nogat standard o gutpela monitoring em istap. Igat wara quality loa ibin improve long 
sampela tenpla yia igo pinis, sampela taim nogat pasin blong skelim em istap, ki weakness em soim 
long table 3 aninit.  
Good governance is critical in managing mining, key issues in PNG include: (1) a lack of resourcing 
for regulatory bodies, resulting in company self-regulating which erodes public trust in companies and 
Government agencies; (2) a lack of enforcement to protect environment or people; (3) failure to comply 
with court conditions i.e. Ramu; (4) often poor public environment reporting with limited access to data 
 despite companies such as Newcrest doing both for some of their Australian mines; (5) lack of 
transparency, with EITI unable to track or monitor payments to communities.  
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Gutpela gavenens em ino isi long managim maining, ki hevi long PNG em: (1) nogat helpim blong 
regulatori bodis; displa mekim kampani mekim sefl-regulatim dispel brukim public trust long kampani 
na gavman agensi; (2) nogat enforsment long sapotim invironmen o pipol; (3) fail long bihainim 
kondisen blong kot i.e. Ramu; (4) ino gutpla public environment reporting bikos nogat data o 
infomesen-narakain long ol kampani olsem Newcrest mekim long sampla blong kamapni blong ol long 
Austrlia; (5) nogat transparency, wantaim EITI ino inap long trackim o skelim wok blong paymen long 
ol kominitis. 
While PNG has looked to the mining industry to develop PNG, it has failed to deliver the expected 
benefits at a national level, with significant reforms required if the PNG mining sector is to make a 
more positive contribution to well-being.  Again, more information and data is required to assess and 
then improve the contribution of the mining to the people of PNG and to meeting the sustainable 
development goals. 
 
Taim Papua Niugini lukim maining indastri long divilopim PNG em ifail long givim benefit ol expectim 
long nesenol levol, wantaim bikpla nid blong senis sapos PNG main sector iken mekim gutpela 
kondribusen blong gutpla sindaun blong manmeri. Na tu moa infomesen na data igat nid long skelim 







7. Summary Despite a wealth of mineral resources in PNG, mining has played a controversial role in 
the development of the country.  With world-class deposits and the potential for further discoveries 
mining can positively contribute to PNG, but mining processes have also damaged social cohesion and 
caused considerable environmental damage, with complex social and environmental legacies that will 
remain for decades or centuries. PNG needs better standards, regulatory and approval processes  
particularly in relation to the disposal of mine waste and the lack of recognition of the negative impacts 
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of intentional and unplanned developments on the people of PNG. But PNG can shift the balance of 
regulation, adopt international best practices for mine waste management and achieve more sustainable 
outcomes for communities and stakeholders. 
 
Maski igat pleti mineral risos long PNG, maining kamapin pinis plenti hevi na tok pait insait long 
divilopmen blong kantri. Wantaim wol klass deposit na igat moa wok painim aut maining iken mekim 
gutpela contribution long PNG, tasol rot blong maining bagarap tru sindaun blong manmeri na bagarap 
blong bus, graun na wara, wantaim plenty hevi manmeri bungim na bagarap blong environment istap 
longpela taim o plenti yia ikam bihain. PNG nidim gutpela standard, skelim na lukave proses-long sait 
blong tromoi pipia blong main na inogat luksave kamap long bagarap ol min long mekim na displa 
kamap tasol ino istap long plen blong divilopmen blong pipol blong PNG. Tasol PNG ken mekim senis 
long balancim regulation o loa, adoptim gutpela international praktis blong tromoi pipia blong main 




Gutpla sindaun and mining at Wafi-Golpu 
Gutpla Sindaun na maining long Wafi-Golpu 
 
This is a less formal version of a longer research article entitled Human flourishing and extractive led 
development: “The mine will give me whatever I like”, co-authored by Charles Roche, Nawasio Walim, Howard 
Sindana, and the Wafi and Watut Communities. It is paired with another article Extractive Dispossession: “I 
am not happy our land will go, we will have no better life”. Article numbering relates to the original article, 
which is an academic and referenced version. Further information and copies of are available from Charles, via 
charles.roche@murdoch.edu.au or phone +6145901714 or Howard on +675 7141 0311. 
 
Dispela em i sotpla ripot blong wok painim aut em Gutpela Sindaun na rausim risos long nem bilong 
divelopmen: “Main bai givim mi wanem samting mi laikim”, husat i raitim buk: Charles Roche, Nawasio Walim, 
Howard Sindana na manmeri long Wafi na Watut komuniti. Displa ol i bungim wantaim narapla hap rait 
Kamautim, Rausim Risos bilong arapla: “Mi no hamamas graun bilong mipela bai go, mipela bai nogat gutpla 




Inspired by the Hengambu, Babuaf and Yanta communities, this research examines mining from the perspective 
of gutpla sindaun (human flourishing). Proceeding mining, the usefulness of human flourishing was developed 
in partnership with communities, where information was shared, and community views recorded in May/June 
2018. The research is designed to help these, and other communities understand how mining will affect their 
gutpla sindaun so they can make informed decisions about mining that will affect them. 
 
1. Tok igo Pas: 
Wantaim sapot na luksave bilong Hengambu, Babuaf na Yanta komuniti, dispela wok painim aut/resets lukluk 
igo insait moa long kamautim risos long nem blong divelopmen lukluk igo insait long gutpla sindaun. Wantaim 
maining gutpla tingting blong Gutpela Sindaun kamap wantaim wokbung bilong komuniti we ol serim gutpla 
toksave igo kam (infomesen) na tingting bilong komuniti ibin go insait long rekot long May/June 2018. Dispela 
wok painim aut em bilong helpim dispela komuniti na arapela long luksave olsem wanem maining bai ken 
bagarapim gutpela sindaun blong ol na ol yet i ken mekim stretpela na kliapela disisen long maining bai 
kamapim sindaun blong ol long bihain taim olsem wanem. 
 
2. Understanding extractive-led development 
Miners, managers and researchers have understood for a long-time that along with benefits, there are many 
negative impacts, both directly (intentional) from mining and associated (immanent) with mining development. 
They understand that while the company and country make money from mining, poorer people and particularly 
women are more vulnerable and experience greater negative impacts than others. Poor mining outcomes for 
local communities have been documented at Porgera, Ramu and Hidden Valley mines as well as others in Papua 
New Guinea (PNG). This research uses gutpla sindaun to try and understand what will happen to communities 
if the Wafi-Golpu mine proceeds. 
 
2. Luksave bilong rausim risos long nem bilong divelopmen 
Maining lain, managers na researcher/save man blong wok painim aut i luksave long taim igo pinis long sait 
bilong benefit, igat planti nogut blong main go stret kampani i min long kamapim nau yet bihainim main 
divelopmen. Ol luksave taim kampani na kantri mekim moni long maining, turangu manmeri; na ol meri em ol 
isi tru long bungim hevi moa long ol arapela. Stori nogut bilong maining long asples manmeri kamap ples klia 
long Porgera, Ramu na Hidden Valley main na arapela in sait long PNG. Dispela wok painimaut i yusim Gutpela 
Sindaun long traim long luksave gut long wanem samting bai kamap long ol komuniti sapos Wafi-Golpu i lukim 
wok i kamap. 
 
3. Human Flourishing and extractive led development 
Gutpla sindaun is a Tok Pisin translation of human flourishing or eudemonia, it is a universal principle that 
applies all over the world, allowing us to see what mining would mean for local communities. Importantly, 
while a universal principle, human flourishing is understood and applied differently everywhere, meaning 
people themselves can only determine that gutpla sindaun, not by outsiders. We used a Western perspective to 
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help communities engage in the mining assessment processes in PNG. But there are many other ways of looking 
at the impacts of mining from non-Western cultures that are more similar to the Melanesian way, valuing nature, 
relationships between people and the land, God and religion. In other research with the Communities we have 
also explored negative impacts using extractive dispossession and next will use a more Melanesian perspective. 
 
3. Gutpla sindaun na rausim risos kamapim senis 
Gutpela Sindaun em wanpela bikpela as tingting olgeta hap blong ples graun save long em. Dispela i mekim 
mipela lukim wanem wok maining i min long lokol komuniti long Wafi eria. Gutpela Sindaun em wankain 
olgeta hap tasol olsem wanem Gutpela Sindaun ol manmeri save na kamapim senis i no wankain long olgeta 
hap. Gutpela Sindaun em ol manmeri yet bai mekim na kamapim ol yet stret na i no bilong arapela autsait lain. 
Igat planti rot bilong lukluk long bagarap bilong maining na mipela yusim dispela long helpim ol komuniti. 
Narapela rot bilong lukluk long maining kam long kastam na pasin bilong tingting bilong ol wait man wankain 
olsem Melanesian way, luksave long nature, wokbung namel long manmeri na graun, God na Lotu. Long 
narapela wok painimaut wantaim ol komuniti mipela wok painimaut long nogut bilong rausim risos na rausim 
planti samting. Mipela i bin yusim lukluk blong autsait lain long helpim komuniti mekim wok bilong skelim 
wok maining long PNG.  Tasol igat arapela rot long luksave long nogut bilong maining long pasin bilong arapela 
kastam wankain olsem bilong yumi Melanesian pasin na tingting. Givim luksave, namba na rispek long hanmak 
blong nature, wokbung namel long manmeri na graun, God na Kristen bilip. Long narapela wok painimaut 
wantaim komuniti mipela luksave long nogut blong main kilim na bagarapim gutpela kastam we yumi i no inap 
lukim na bihain bai yumi yusim Melanesian pasin na tinging.  
 
There are six parts to human flourishing, it is; (1) objective, (2) inclusive, (3) individualized, (4) agent-relative, 
(5) self-directed, and (6) social. When we think of gutpla sindaun, this means: (1) that it is a valuable thing for 
all people; (2) that living well each day is a part of living a good life; (3) that gutpla sindaun is different for each 
person; (4) that each person must decide what is good for them; (5) that people have to be in control of their 
own lives, not have what happens on their land or to their community be decided by outsiders; (6) that people 
are social, where the village and community, the way things are now, the changes people want to see, are very 
important in deciding what individual people want. 
 
Igat sikspela hap bilong Gutpela Sindaun; (1) Objective –As tingting, (2) Inclusive – luksave, (3) Individualized 
- wanpela tasol, (4) agent relative - wok bung wantaim, (5) Self-Directed - Bel Kirap, (6) Social – Man-
Meri/Pikinini. Taim yumi tingim gutpla sindaun, dispela i min olsem: (1) dispela em i wanpla samting i gat moa 
gutpla bilong en long olgeta lain manmeri; (2) olsem sindaun laif gut long wanwan de i stap olsem hap bilong 
gat gutpla sindaun long laif; (3) em olsem gutpla sindaun em i narakain long laif bilong wanwan manmeri; (4) 
em olsem wanwan manmeri mas mekim kamap tingting bilong ol yet wanwan long wanem em i gutpla long laif 
bilong ol yet; (5) em olsem ol lain manmeri mas i kisim kontrol long han bilong ol yet; (6) em olsem ol manmeri 
ol i save bung hamamas igo ikam, long wanem hap ples na komuniti ol i stap long en, ol samting nau i stap, ol 
senis ol manmeri i laikim long lukim mas kamap, em ol i bikpla tumas long bai skelim tingting long wanem 
wanwan lain manmeri i laikim long en. 
 
A large mine, like Wafi-Golpu does not encourage gutpla sindaun because the plans for mining are all about 
what is good for the company (Newcrest and Harmony). These mining companies make decisions in Australia 
and South Africa based on following regulations, reducing costs and making more money. Their decisions are 
not focused on the gutpla sindaun of local communities, which is more focused on the health of communities 
and relationships between people, the land and their God. 
 
Bikpela main olsem Wafi-Golpu i no sapotim gutpela sindaun long wanem plen blong main em blong gutpela 
blong kampani (New Crest na Harmony) tasol. Dispela maining kampani mekim disisen long Australia na South 
Africa pinis bihainim lo bilong daunim kos-prais na mekim moa moni. Disisen bilong ol i no sut long gutpela 
sindaun blong papagraun wea luksave moa long helt bilong komuniti na gutpela wok bung namel long ol lain 
manmeri, graun na God blong ol. 
 
4. Methodology 
The research was conducted in communities near and downstream of the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine in May 
and June 2018. The emphasis was on talking to people who felt excluded by the assessment process due to 
remoteness, a lack of accessible information and little opportunity to participate in discussions or decision- 
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making. We deliberately engaged women who are often excluded from mining decision-making and denied a 
fair share of benefits. 
 
4. Ol Rot na Pasin bilong mekim wok 
Wok painim aut or resets ibin kamap insait long ol komuniti i stap arere na igo daun long Wara Wafi we main 
bai kamap, dispela wok resets kamap long May na June 2018. Dispela lukluk moa igo long toktok long manmeri 
husat i pilim ol i no i stap insait long wok skelim long wanem ol i stap longwe, nogat toksave klia (infomesen) 
na liklik sans long bung na mekim disisen. Mipela igat bikpela bel kirap long wok wantaim meri we plenty taim 
ol i no save i stap insait long bung blong main mekim disisen nogat benefit blong ol. 
 
5. Gutpla Sindaun 
The communities spoke a lot about gutpla sindaun. They demonstrated strong connections to the land, 
community and traditional ways, God and religion; 
“Life is connected to the environment, life is good, life without money is free and good”. “Good relations 
in community, with neighbours, where women feel free to work together in the garden, washing, fishing.” 
“Gutpla sindaun is community respect, work together in unity, good food”. “Today my gutpla sindaun is 
very good. I have plenty of good environment, garden food, protein and good water.” “Today our gutpla 
sindaun is good, no noise”. “Road connecting our village and kids going to school is gutpla sindaun” 
“Gutpla sindaun is in the environment around us, it helps us and provide food for us.” “Our gutpla 
sindaun is good, religion is good, no fighting, gutpla sindaun in community is good.” “Free food, housing, 
water in our village now is gutpla sindaun.” “In the time of our ancestors till today, us people used to 
respect our leaders and also man and women. We used to work together to make gardening, fishing, 
hunting and also used to move freely in the forest.” “Our traditional ways of sharing things in common 
is best gutpla sindaun.” “When women and youths go to church and allow God to control their lives it is 
gutpla sindaun” 
 
5. Gutpela Sindaun 
Ol komuniti toktok planti long Gutpela Sindaun. Ol i soim ples klia strongpla laik, laif, sindaun, na wokabaut 
bilong ol wantaim graun bilong ol, ples bilong ol, na ol pasin tumbuna bilong ol, God na lotu pasin na laif bilong 
ol; 
“Laip em pas gut wantaim graun, bus, na wara; laip em gutpla, laip i nogat moni em fri na gutpla.” 
“Gutpla pasin long komuniti we meri pilim fri long wok bung long gaden, waswas, painim pis.” “Gutpla 
sindaun em komuniti rispek, wok bung wantaim, gutpla kaikai.” “Nau long dispela de sindaun blong 
mi em gutpela tru. Mi gat planti gutpela bus, graun, wara, gaden kaikai, abus na gutpela wara.” “Nau 
sindaun blong mipela em gutpela, nogat nois.” “Gutpla rot igo long ples blong mipela na pikinini go 
long skul em gutpela sindaun” “Gutpla sindaun em bus, graun na wara mipela i stap long en, em helpim 
mipela givim kaikai long mipla.” “Gutpla sindaun blong mipela em gutpla, lotu em gutpla, nogat kros 
pait, gutpela sindaun long komuniti em gutpla.” “Fri kaikai, haus, na wara long ples nau em gutpela 
sindaun.” “Long taim blong tumbuna blong mipela ikam inap nau, mipela manmeri save rispektim lida 
na man na meri. Mipla save wok bung wantaim long mekim gaden, painim abus na wokabaut fri long 
bik bus.” “Pasin tumbuna blong mipla long serim samting long komuniti em trupla gutpla sindaun” 
“Taim meri na yangpla go long lotu na larim God long kontrolim laip blong ol em gutpla sindaun.” 
 
 
These responses, which were typical of those focused on the current situation in communities, indicated strong 
values attached to: tradition; ‘free’ environmental goods such as water, food and housing; quiet; sharing; peace 
and safety in the village; religion; respect and unity; access to forest commons and the strength and importance 
of living in community. There were also two longer, listed responses from different villages that were 
remarkably similar and came across as quite poetic; 
“Our livelihood in the past till today was very good it has good water it has good houses it has good 
forest it has plenty of food and animals it has good ways of respect and also Christian here everything 
that happen is making us happy for our gutpla sindaun.” ‘Our life is good, our spiritual life is good plenty 
of food, very good river, it good land good forest, full of animals everything is good and close to us and 
makes our living nice and very good.” ”Has plenty of fish and also full of gold good houses our food like 
taro and banana makes us big and strong, good land, good forest, full of animals everything is good and 




Ol displa bekim, em i soim ples klia long wanem ol lukluk i sut stret long sindaun insait long ol komuniti, em 
tokaut strong long pasin bilong tingting i pas wantaim; pasin tumbuna; fri samting olsem wara, kaikai na haus 
slip; ples i nogat nois; serim samting igo ikam; belisi na gutpla banis bilong laif insait long ol ples; lotu pasin; 
rispek na pasin bilong bung wantaim; igat pasin bilong yusim bikbus wantaim, na ol strong na bikpla lukluk 
bilong sindaun insait long komuniti. I bin igat tupla longpla, lista bilong ol toktok bekim i bin kam long ol 
narapla ples em olsem ol wankain na i bin kam olsem sampla kain tingting na toktok i soim lukluk bilong ol 
long wanem ol senis i kamap nau long ai bilong ol na wanem kain laif bipo ol i bin sindaun olsem wanem long 
en; 
“Laip blong mipela long bipo ikam inap nau em gutpla tru.” “Igat gutpla wara, igat gutpla haus, igat 
gutpla bus, igat plenty kaikai na abus.” “I save gat ol gutpla pasin bilong rispek na tu long pasin 
Kristen long hia wanem ol samting i kamap i mekim mipela i hamamas long gutpela sindaun bilong 
mipla.” “Laif blong mipla i gutpla, spirit na lotu laif blong mipla i gutpla, planti kaikai, gutpla bikpla 
wara igat planti pis, na tu pulap long gol, ol gutpla haus, ol kaikai bilong mipla olsem taro na banana 
i mekim mipla bikpla na strong, gutpla graun, gutpla bik bus pulap long ol wel abus, olgeta samting i 
gutpla, na klostu long mipla, na i mekim laif na sindaun bilong mipla i nais na gutpla stret.” 
 
Together, these responses identify the connection between environment and people, made clear in references to 
water, land/forest, houses, food (protein, animals, taro and banana), which are further reflected in comments 
that identify closeness, strength and abundance. The importance of relationships, apparent in daily village life 
is clear in their references to tradition, relationships, respect and unity. Though having heard, participated in and 
witnessed the conversations ourselves, it is clear that these words cannot fully describe the collectiveness and 
intensity of community, together with a connectedness to the natural world, that exists in the villages. 
 
Olgeta wantaim, ol dispela bekim i kamapim ples klia wanem samting i bungim graun, bus, na wara na ol lain 
manmeri, i mekim kamap klia piksa igo long ol wara, graun/bikbus, ol haus slip, kaikai (abus, wel abus, taro na 
banana), em ol i soim moa insait long ol toktok i kamapim ples klia dispela bung pas, strong na pulap planti 
blong en. Bikpela tingting tru bilong pasin poroman, stap ples klia insait long ples laif em i stap klia stret taim 
ol i mekim toktok igo insait long ol pasin tumbuna bilong ol, pasin bung poroman, rispek na pasin bilong bung 
wantaim. Maski mipla i harim pinis, sindaun bung toktok wantaim na lukim na harim stret ol toktok igo ikam 
mipla yet, em i klia stret olsem olgeta dispela toktok bai noken soim piksa bilong bungim na givim strong bilong 
ol komuniti, wantaim dispela bung pas wantaim long dispela graun, em i stap laif insait long ol ples wanwan. 
 
Sometimes people’s beliefs covered up their concerns, where a fatalistic trust in God ensuring good outcomes 
meant that people did not talk about deeply felt anxieties and coming changes. This means that the usual 
secular approach to understanding impacts from mining could overlook or misread genuine fears and 
concerns; 
“We are concerned about our future. The pastor told us we will be well protected by God, under God’s 
protection, services we like but I am worried about the bad impacts.” 
 
Sampla taim bilip tingting bilong ol man-meri i save karamapim planti tingting wari, wea displa wanpla trupla 
tingting long God bai inapim olgeta gutpla kaikai bilong bilip bilong ol i soim ples klia olsem ol manmeri i no 
bin toktok na tokaut gut long ol tingting wari bilong ol wantaim wanem ol samting bai kamap long dispela senis 
bai kamap long laif bilong ol. Long dispela as em olsem wanem tingting bilong graun long go bungim wanem 
ol kisim save gut ol gutpla na nogut bai kamap long wok bilong maining i ken abrusim o lukim krangi ol trupla 
poret tingting na wari; 
“Mipla i wari na tingting planti long bihain taim sindaun bilong mipla. Pasto i tokim mipla olsem God 
bai was na banisim mipla, aninit long lukaut na banis bilong God, ol sevis mipla laikim tasol mipla i 
wari stret long ol nogut pasin na hevi bai kamap bungim mipla.” 
 
Other people the expressed their disappointment at poor services; 
“No road, no health center, no school, no doctor and medicine” “No paid teacher, no good aid post, not 
enough medicine and doctors and nurses, we find it hard when women need to give birth, it is a big problem 
for us”. “We are living in the big bush; we need to get the road to connect us. “We want our place to be a 
better place to live, the government has not brought services to us “We live in the thick forest where no road 




Ol arapela manmeri tokaut long hevi blong services i no gutpela; 
“Nogat rot, haus sik, nogat skul, nogat dokta na nogat marasin.” “Nogat tisa, nogat gutpla liklik haus 
marasin, nogat inap marasin na ol dokta na ol nes, mipla i save painim hat tru taim ol meri i laik karim 
pikinini, dispela em i wanpla bikpla hevi bilong mipela.” Mipela sindaun insait long bikpla bus; mipela 
i laik stret long rot mas bungim mipla.” “Mipla laikim ples bilong mipla i mas kamap wanpla gutpla 
ples long stap long en, gavman i no bringim ol sevis i kam long mipla.” “Mipela stap insait long bikbus 
i pas tru wea nogat rot bilong kar i go long en, tasol laif em i gutpla. Olsem na mipela laikim rot blong 
kar.” 
 
So, people wanted development, but they were anxious and unsure about the negative impacts from mining and 
what would happen to traditional ways, families and the environment. From a comparative human flourishing 
perspective, several factors illustrate how the usual Western style of development is different from local values. 
The villagers placed a high value on their traditional lifestyles, with their gutpla sindaun dependent on a healthy 
environment and access to basic environmental needs. Just as important were community relationships where 
good relations built on respect and unity were a central part of gutpla sindaun. Religion was also very important 
with God being a fundamental part of daily life and an evident respect for religious leaders in matters of 
spirituality, daily life and development. These connective and collective values cannot be provided as benefits 
from a mine, they are provided by healthy communities living their gutpla sindaun. 
 
Olsem na, ol manmeri i laikim divelopmen (senis) tasol ol i tingting planti na ol i no klia gut long gutpla na 
nogut bilong wok maining bai kamapim long ol na wanem samting bai kamap long pasin tumbuna bilong ol, 
famili; na bus, graun, wara bilong ol. Long pasin bilong skelim lukluk bilong gutpla sindaun, sampla hap samting 
i soim piksa bilong tingting na pasin bilong ol wait man lain o autsait lain em i narakain long pasin na tingting 
bilong ol lain asples manmeri. Ol lain ples manmeri i putim antap tru luksave bilong ol long ol pasin tumbuna 
laif bilong ol, kamapim ples klia gutpela sindaun bilong ol i stap gut wantaim gutpela bus long kisim na yusim 
isi tasol. Wankain tu long gutpela pasin i stap namel long manmeri wantaim pasin rispek na wok bung wantaim 
em as bilong gutpela sindaun. Lotu laif tu em bikpela samting wantaim God i stap nambawan long olgeta de na 
pasin bilong rispektim ol sios lida long wok bilong Spirit long olgeta pasin na divelopmen. Olgeta displa pasin 
bungim wantaim pasin tingting bilong gutpla pasin em wok maining bai no inap long kamapim na givim olsem 
gutpla igo long ol manmeri, ol komuniti husat i stap gut ol tasol i ken mekim kamap dispela gutpela sindaun. 
 
6. The future, mining and gutpla sindaun 
When asked for initial reflections on gutpla sindaun many of the participants wanted to immediately talk about 
mining. After 40 years of exploration, many people could not see a future without mining, they spoke of waiting 
for the mine, though their ancestors neither fully understood the impact of mining, nor consented to mining. So, 
while they waited for the mine, they were also anxious about what it would mean for their communities. 
6. Bihain taim bilong wok maining na gutpela sindaun 
Taim ol i kisim askim bilong wanem stat tingting na lukluk antap long gutpla sindaun planti lain manmeri long 
bung i laikim stret long kirapim toktok bilong wok maining hariap stret. Bihain long 40 krismas olgeta long wok 
bilong wok maining i mekim wok painim ol samting long graun, planti manmeri i no nap lukim gut bihain taim 
sindaun bilong ol wantaim nogat wok maining moa, ol i toktok long ol i wait long wok maining bai mas kirap, 
maski ol tumbuna bilong ol i no bin kisim klia gutpla save long gutpla na nogut bilong wok maining, na tu ol i 
no klia long givim tok orait bilong ol long wok maining mas kirap. Olsem na, long taim ol i wok long weit stap 
yet long wok maining bai kirap, ol i sindaun wantaim planti kainkain tingting krangi na wari olsem wanem tru 
bai ol komuniti ken kisim long dispela wok maining. 
 
 Often-participant comments about mining suggested naivety and expectation, with a common theme of having 
high hopes for mining despite knowing very little about mining. One young participant captured the sense of 
expectation and unknowing, saying; “I hear that mining will come to my community and I thought it would 
bring money and make life easy to live a good life – I don’t really know about mining.” This confusion about 
development was also apparent in conflicting beliefs where mining was going to make life good and easy while 
at the same time they identified already existing anxiety about future impacts and mine-related social 
breakdown. Some were very aware of what they didn’t know, one participant said; “...we have no educated men 
or women, we are hopeless and voiceless in the mining activities”. This was supported by others, which spoke 
of an absence of information and understanding, with one saying; “We really don’t know all about what is 
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mining.” Together these comments capture how a lack of information and the ability to interrogate it created a 
sense of powerlessness. Several participants identified the authors as the only source of independent information 
about the impact of mining on the community. 
 
Planti taim-ol lain manmeri long bung i bin mekim planti ol toktok long wanem ol tingting ol i gat long en i 
tokaut olsem tingting sot na lukluk bilong ol, wantaim wanpla lukluk bilong igat bikpla tingting i sindaun antap 
long wok bilong maining maski ol i nogat wanpla gutpla save long wok bilong maining. Wanpla yangpla bilong 
ol lain manmeri long dispela bung i kisim tru tingting na lukluk na pasin bilong i no luksave, em i tok; “Mi 
harim olsem wok maining bai i kam long komuniti bilong mi na mi ting olsem em bai bringim moni na mekim 
laif isi long stap long gutpla laif – mi no klia tumas long wok bilong maining.” Dispela faul tingting long 
divelopmen wok i sanap ples klia long kainkain pait tingting bilip wea wok maining bai mekim kamap gutpla 
laif na isi long wankain taim tu ol yet i luksave ples klia kainkain tingting wari long bihain taim gutpla na nogut 
na wanem ol samting i pas wantaim wok maining bai ken kamapim bagarap long pasin sindaun bilong ol. Sampla 
long lain manmeri i save pinis long wanem ol samting ol i no save long en, wanpla bilong ol i tok; “mipela i 
nogat save man o meri, mipela i nogat olgeta na nogat nek na maus long toktok insait long ol wok bilong 
maining.” Dispela hap tok em ol arapla i sapotim tu, em i tokaut long nogat gutpla save na toktok igo ikam, 
wantaim wanpla moa i mekim tok tu olsem; “Mipela trutru i no save stret long wanem kain samting em wok 
maining.” Olgeta wantaim ol dispela toktok i kisim stret olsem i nogat gutpla rot bilong toktok na save bai senis 
igo ikam na wanem stia o strong bilong kisim ol dispela tingting na save i kamapim pasin bilong nogat strong 
olgeta. Sampla ol lain manmeri i kamapim luksave olsem ol lain i raitim dispela ripot em ol displa lain tasol i 
kamapim ples klia olgeta tingting na toktok igo ikam long wanem tru ol gutpla na nogut bilong wok maining 
bai kamapim long ol komuniti. 
 
Some people were very optimistic, seeing benefits and opportunities from mining associated development; 
“Mining project change gutpla sindaun – good road link.” “Mining must plan for our education from primary 
to university.” “When I have a good house, electricity and money it is a good life.” “WGJV sponsoring children 
school fee is gutpla sindaun.” “We will have to bake well and sell donuts and bread to earn cash income.” “We 
must have education so will help gutpla sindaun.” 
 
Sampla manmeri ol i bin soim strongpla na wanbel lukluk blong ol long bihain laif na sindaun displa wok bilong 
ELD bai kamapim, long lukluk blong displa ol kaikai na rot blong kisim ol gutpla blong displa wok maining we 
i bungim divelopmen;  
“Maining projek bai senisim gutpla sindaun – gutpla rot bai kamap.” “Maining mas plenim edukesen 
blong mipla long praimeri igo long yunivesiti.” “Taim mi gat gutpla haus, pawa na moni em i wanpla 
gutpla laif.” “WGJV bai sponsarim ol pikinini long skul fi em i gutpla sindaun.” “Mipla bai mas kukim 
gut ol donut na bret long salim na mekim moni” “Mipla mas kisim gutpla skul na save long helpim 
gutpla sindaun.” 
At times, however, the belief in mining as the answer to all development needs was unrealistic and sure to 
leave the people disappointed; 
“Mining will bring everything into my life for my gutpla sindaun.” “From my view when the mine 
operates I will have money and will travel. I will request WGJV to help my school. The mine will give 
me whatever I like.” 
 
Long sampla taim, maski olsem wanem, ol bilip tingting bilong wok maining olsem em i ansa bilong divelopmen 
long mekim kamap em i no tru stret; 
“Maining bai bringim olgeta samting ikam insait long laif bilong mi long gutpla sindaun bilong mi.” 
“Long lukluk blong mi taim main i wok mi bai gat moni long mekim ol wokabaut na raun blong mi. Mi 
bai askim WGJV long helpim skul blong mi. Main bai givim mi wanem samting mi laikim long en.” 
 
There was also a clear recognition of existing and coming change; 
 “My life is connected with the environment and it makes my life really good, but today the mining come 
and change many things. Now I see that many things we should depend on is starting to leave us and the 
mining did nothing to support us.” “Western (development) model came and change the lifestyle of our 
gutpla sindaun, of our life.” 
 
I bin gat klia luksave long ol wanem samting i stap pinis na wanem ol senis bai kamap bihain; 
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“Laif bilong mi pas wantaim bus, wara, na graun blong mi na em i save mekim laif bilong mi stap gut 
stret, tasol tete displa maining ikam na senisim planti samting. Nau mi lukim olsem planti samting mipla 
save kisim helpim na strong long ol bai wok long lusim mipla na displa maining i no mekim wanpla 
samting long sapotim mipla.” “Ol autsait (divelopmen) pasin na piksa i kam kamap pinis na senisim 
pasin sindaun, wokabaut na lukluk bilong gutpla sindaun long laif bilong mipla.” 
 
While the exact changes in the first statement are unspecified, they could simply reflect more general concerns 
over loss of traditions, modernity and globalization rather than specific mining impacts. But in an area of low 
development, the dominance of WGJV meant that it has become the virtual face - if not the actual cause - of 
change. The second statement identifies a distinct difference in development that speaks directly to the self- 
directed and individualized conception of gutpla sindaun. Neither positive nor negative about change, the 
statement identifies how the Western model of development will change local communities gutpla sindaun. 
 
Long wankain taim yet ol dispela senis insait long nambawan ol hap tok i no stap ples klia yet, ol i ken kamapim 
lukluk bek gen moa long ol bikpla tingting wari antap long lus bilong ol pasin bilong ples na tumbuna, igo insait 
long nupla pasin bilong laif na bikpla moa lukluk na tingting blong displa graun olgeta na maski long ol lukluk 
bilong wanem ol gutpla o nogut bilong wok maining tasol. Tasol insait long wanpla hap ples bilong eria i nogat 
wanpla wok divelopmen, displa bos pasin bilong WGJV i ken soim olsem em yet i kamap giaman pes – o sapos 
nogat em i kamap trutru mak bilong – ol dispela senis bai kamap. Dispela nambatu ol hap tok i kamapim ples 
klia wanpla narakain lukluk insait long divelopmen em i toktok stret igo long wanpla na stretpla tingting i sut 
stret long gutpla sindaun. Em i no gutpla stret o nogut stret long ol dispela senis, dispela hap tok o ol tingting i 
kamapim ples klia ol tingting na pasin ol wait man lain i save yusim long en em i ken senisim ol lokol komuniti 
wantaim ol gutpla sindaun bilong ol. 
 
Then there were others who clearly identified existing and future loss and anxiety from mining, saying; 
“Our living today is we are connected to every environment which make our living good. Today we are 
afraid that WGJV will come and destroy everything and everything will leave us.” “I am not happy our 
land will go, we will have no better life. “The mine will bring more outsiders into the community. The 
youths will get drunk, marriage breakup, men will bring sickness (STD’s, HIV Aids) to us women. The 
young people will not participate or go to church.” “The bad side of the development is here for us to 
worry about the environment.” “We fine today, mine will destroy us.” “WGJV came and took every 
good thing already.” 
 
Na i bin igat ol arapla husat i bin soim ples klia olsem igat ol samting i stap pinis na bihain bai gat bikpla lus 
pasin na wari tingting planti bai kamap moa long wok maining, ol i tok; 
“Laif bilong mipla tete i olsem mipla i pas wantaim olgeta hap bus ples, graun, na wara bilong mipla 
we ol i mekim laif na sindaun blong mipla i gutpla stret. Tete mipla igat bikpla poret olsem WGJV bai 
kam na bagarapim olgeta samting na displa olgeta samting bai lusim mipla olgeta.” “Mi no hamamas 
graun bilong mipla bai go, mipla bai nogat gutpla laif na sindaun.” “Displa main bai bringim planti 
moa autsait lain man-meri i kam insait long komuniti. Ol yangpela man-meri bai dring na spak planti, 
ol marit bai bruk, ol man bai karim na bringim ol sik nogut (STIs, HIV na AIDS) ikam long mipla ol 
meri. Ol displa yangpla man- meri bai no nap long wok bung o go long lotu.” “Displa nogut sait bilong 
displa divelopmen i stap pinis long yumi mas wari long ol bus, wara, graun.” “Yumi orait tete, main 
bai bagarapim yumi.” “WGJV ikam na kisim olgeta gutpla samting pinis.” 
 
These statements cover future, present and past, with varying focus on religion, marriage, disease, land and 
life. Together they illustrate a situation of great stress and anxiety where a strong sense of powerlessness and 
voicelessness evident during the sessions is suggested in the resigned acceptance of impacts over which they 
have little control.  
 
Olgeta displa toktok i karamapim taim bai kam bihain, long displa taim tu, na long bipo taim wantaim, 
wantaim kainkain lukluk long pasin lotu, marit laif, sik bilong bodi, graun na laif em yet. Olgeta bungim 
wantaim i soim piksa olsem wanpla kain taim bilong bikpla hevi bilong tingting na wari wea wanpla strongpla 
nogut tingting bilong nogat pawa o strong na nogat nek na maus bilong tokaut i stap ples klia long taim bilong 
ol toktok igo kam em i soim insait long tingting bilong nogat strong moa na ol i kisim tasol wanem ol bagarap 




Others identified general concerns, attributed to a lack of development despite 40 years of mining exploration 
activities in their area; 
“We are living in the big bush; we need the road to connect us.” “Religion and faith will go away.” 
Our way of living goes worse.” “No good health centers for women delivering babies, mother dies, 
and child dies.” “Today we still have no school or health (facilities), our road is no good and it still 
need maintenance.” 
 
Arapla lain i soim ples klia olgeta arapla wari na tingting, we i kam wantaim sot bilong divelopmen maski 40 
krismas igo pinis long wok maining painimaut insait long bus na ples bilong ol; 
“Mipla save stap insait long bikpla bus, mipla gat laik long rot mas bungim mipla.” “Lotu pasin na 
bilip bai lusim mipla.” “Pasin bilong laif na sindaun bilong mipla bai go bagarap nogut tru.” “Nogat 
gutpla helt senta blong ol meri long karim ol bebi, ol mama i save dai.” “Tete mipla nogat ol skul o 
haus sik, ol rot bilong mipla i nogut na i nogat wok kamap long stretim ol.” 
 
Several of the young men knew of potential problems from mining, indicating a general awareness of some of 
the many problems between mining companies and host and downstream communities in PNG, saying; 
“I see in Madang what mining do to landowners, then relocate them and live in tent ... I really don’t want 
that to happen in my village.” “I saw in Ok Tedi the big mining pollution fallout because of sedimentation 
build-up. With Wafi-Golpu they must make a good place for their waste.” “I see the biggest pollution at 
Hidden Valley and mining problems. I don’t really like that same thing to happen in my village and affect 
my life and connection to the environment.” 
 
Sampla ol yangpla man i save gut long ol hevi bilong wok maining, na ol i soim sampla bikpla tingting na toktok 
bilong ol hevi namel long ol maining kampani na asples na arapla (downstream) komuniti insait long PNG, ol i 
tok; 
“Mi lukim long Madang wanem samting maining i mekim long ol papagraun, bihain long ol i kamautim 
na putim ol long narapla ples na ol i stap long ol tent… Mi tru, tru no laikim displa long kamap long 
ples blong mi.” “Mi lukim long Ok Tedi displa bikpla maining bagarap long wanem graun na pipia 
blong main igo bikpla. Wantaim Wafi-Golpu ol mas mekim wanpla gutpla ples bilong ol pipia blong 
ol.” “Mi lukim bikpla bagarap bilong ol pipia long Hidden Valley na ol hevi bilong maining. Mi no 
laikim tru olsem ol displa wankain samting long kamap long ples blong mi na bai kamapim bagarap 
long laif bilong mi na sindaun bilong mi wantaim bus, wara, na graun bilong mi.” 
 
The was also strong concerns about the impact on marriage, relationships and the impact on women; 
“Mining is good and bad, the good is school, health and road. The bad is man losing his wife, marry 
other women, get drunk and getting STDs/HIV Aids.” “Marriage will breakup, men will misuse money.” 
“In the past women marry inside community, but last year, 2017, five outside men marry into the 
community.” 
 
I bin igat strongpla tingting wari tru long ol senis nogut na bagarap long marit, gutpla poroman pasin, na nogut 
na bagarap antap long ol meri; 
“Maining i gutpla na nogut wantaim, displa gutpla em skul, helt na rot sevis. Displa nogut em ol man 
i lusim ol meri bilong ol, maritim narapla meri, dring planti na spak nogut tumas na kisim ol sik STI na 
HIV na AIDS.” “Pasin marit bai bruk olgeta, ol man bai kisim moni na tromoi nambaut, nambaut.” 
“Long bipo taim tru ol meri i save marit insait long ples, tasol long las yia, 2017, faifpla autsait man i 
bin marit i kam insait long komuniti.”  
 
Together the participants’ views paint a complex picture, where development is sought but also feared, 
indicating a high level of mis-understanding, made worse by a lack of information. Most participants were 
focused on immediate needs or problems, meaning that communities were still focused on overcoming todays 
needs rather than basing their responses on a long-term understanding of impact and opportunity from the Wafi-
Golpu mine. 
 
Olgeta wantaim ol displa lain manmeri na lukluk na tingting blong ol i kamapim wanpla kain hatpla piksa, wea 
wok divelopmen ol i laikim tru tasol ol i gat bikpla poret wantaim, ol i soim stret wanpla bikpla hap mak bilong 
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krangi tingting i kisim strong long kainkain sot bilong givim na kisim gutpla na trupla toksave. Planti ol lain 
manmeri long bung i lukluk moa long wanem ol sot bilong ol long displa hap taim tasol, as bilong em olsem ol 
komuniti ol yet i lukluk yet tru long abrusim ol sot bilong displa hap taim na ol i no putim ol tingting bilong ol 
long ol wanem samting bai kamap long bihain taim luksave bilong gutpla na nogut na wanem ol arapla rot 
bilong kisim helpim bai kam long Wafi-Golpu wok main. 
 
7. Discussion  
This action-research was undertaken with and for communities, with gutpla sindaun chosen as a more 
comprehensive way of understanding impacts than the usual management focused assessments processes, such 
as the EIS. It shows that the western model of extractive development is inconsistent and in conflict with local 
values and ways of being. 
 
7. Toktok igo ikam 
Displa wok kamap-painimaut i bin go wantaim na bilong ol komuniti, wantaim gutpla sindaun i bin kisim 
luksave olsem wanpla bikpla rot bilong luksave gut long ol hevi antap moa long pasin bilong lukautim na skelim 
ol wok olsem EIS. Em i soim olsem displa autsait piksa bilong kamautim na rausim wok divelopmen i no kamap 
gut tumas long mak bilong en na insait long pasin bilong kamapim hevi wantaim pasin blong tingting na mekim 
wok na pasin bilong ol asples lain.  
 
7.1 Gutpla Sindaun and ELD  
The communities demonstrated that the concept of gutpla sindaun was useful in helping them understand the 
less talked about impacts from mining – that given the opportunity, participants, especially women, spoke up 
strongly for themselves. With gutpla sindaun giving participants an enlarged perspective so they could 
understand what mining would mean to their lives and not just focus on what was important to the WGJV. 
 
7.1 Gutpla Sindaun na ELD 
Displa bel kirap wok na tingting blong ol komuniti i soim tu olsem displa kain tingting bilong gutpla sindaun i 
moa gutpla na i helpim ol long klia na luksave gut moa long ol hevi wok maining i ken kamapim – taim ol kisim 
displa sans long gat tok long mekim, ol man-meri, na antap moa em ol meri yet i bin kirap sanap na mekim ol 
planti toktok long laik tru, na tingting blong ol stret. Wantaim gutpla sindaun em i givim ol lain man-meri 
wanpla bikpla klia rot stret olsem ol yet ken luksave gut wanem kain ol hevi na bagarap na gutpla wok maining 
bai mekim stret long laif bilong ol na i no long lukluk long wanem samting i bikpla tru long WGJV tasol. 
 
Participants clearly identified locally valued inclusive goods, services, virtues, ideals and relationships that are 
vital to daily life and the achievement of human flourishing. This enables those from other cultures to see how 
positive outcomes from mining can benefit, while impacts will diminish daily life. Perhaps most aptly summed 
up in the observation “WGJV came and took everything good already” a view, which counters the practical 
benefits WGJV, has delivered to communities. The sheer variety of comments, from positive to negative and 
from specific to philosophical illustrates how human flourishing must be individualized and agent relative. 
Making it clear that any attempt to deliver the usual development based on outsiders’ values would ignore 
diverse local values that differ not just from Western values, but also from each other. 
 
Ol lain manmeri long bung i soim ples klia stret olsem ol samting long ples bilong ol yet, ol sevis, ol strong na 
bilip na wok poroman wantaim bilong ol em ol displa i strong na trupla long wanwan de laif bilong ol na em i 
kaikai bilong gutpla sindaun. Displa i helpim ol arapla bilong arapla pasin tumbuna tingting long lukim olsem 
wanem bai gutpla kaikai bilong wok maining bai ken kamapim gutpla long ol, long wankain taim yet ol gutpla 
na nogut wantaim i ken daunim isiisi laif long wanwan de. Ating planti i soim gut klia tingting insait long ol 
lukluk olsem “WGJV i kam na kisim olgeta gutpla pinis” em wanpla lukluk nau, wea i soim narapla sait bilong 
trupla kaikai bilong wok bilong WGJV, i bringim go pinis long ol komuniti. Dispela stretpla ol kain toktok, i 
kam long stretpla na igo long nogut na i kam long wanpla kain tingting igo long bikpla hap tingting i soim 
wanpla kain piksa olsem wanem bai gutpla sindaun mas kamap olsem samting bilong wanwan man yet o bai 
bilong narapla lain man. Em i mekim klia olgeta olsem wanem kain tingting bilong bringim ol wok divelopmen 
sindaun antap long tingting bilong ol autsait lain man wantaim tingting bilip bilong ol em bai no nap givim 
luksave blong em long ol pasin tingting bilong ol asples na em i narapla kain stret i no long pasin tingting bilong 




7.2 Human Flourishing 
Human flourishing was chosen as a concept because it is both universal and specific, allowing communities the 
space to identify their own values, desirable goods and outcomes, and visions of the future. It is used in direct 
opposition to the overt management focus of problem identification and solutions that rob local peoples of 
control over their own lives. A process where transient and external actors make decisions with long-term 
ramifications for the communities, but of little consequence to themselves. There is no doubt that the 40 years 
of anxiously waiting for development has resulted in a culture where WGJV has become a seemingly 
unchallengeable authority. Somehow, whether deliberately or not, the process to date has robbed the community 
of voice and power, where they expect the decisions that will affect them to be made by others. Many were 
troubled by this and repeatedly sought information from the authors with regard to specific issues such as the 
value of gardens, resettlement, and house design and as the process by which values of graves and gardens were 
determined. 
 
7.2 Gutpla Sindaun 
Gutpla sindaun em ol i bin makim olsem wanpla tingting long wanem em i karamapim olgeta manmeri bilong 
dispela graun na tu i sut stret long wanem kain ol lain manmeri, em i larim ol komuniti dispela spes long painim 
na luksave long ol pasin tingting bilip bilong ol yet, ol gutpla kaikai bai kamap long en, na wantaim wanem ol 
lukluk bilong em, na arapla driman tingting na lukluk bilong taim bai kam bihain. Em ol i yusim insait long 
givim stia long bamim tingting bilong wok lukaut bilong skelim ol hevi na wanem rot blong kamapim gutpla ol 
rot bilong stretim ol hevi em ol displa i stilim strong bilong ol asples manmeri long igat strong long kontrolim 
laif bilong ol yet. Wanpla rot bilong larim ol arapla lain autsait long mekim kamap ol tingting wantaim longpla 
taim gutpla bilong ol komuniti, tasol bai no nap kamap hevi long sait bilong ol. I nogat wanpla tubel tingting 
olsem displa 40 krismas long pasin bilong weit longpla taim tumas long wok divelopmen mas kamap i kamapim 
kaikai bilong pasin bilong tingting olsem WGJV i kamap wanpla kain bikpla birua samting wea yumi no nap 
salensim em. Long narapla sait, maski em i sut stret long en o nogat, displa wok i ron i kam inap nau em i stilim 
nek na maus bilong ol komuniti long autim tingting bilong ol, wea ol i lukluk tasol long ol tingting bai kamap 
long ol mas bihainim tasol em ol arapla lain bai mekim bilong ol. Planti lain manmeri i wari tru na tingting 
planti long dispela kain pasin i kamap na ol i painim kainkain rot bilong kisim save long ol lain i raitim dispela 
ripot wantaim wanem ol tingting i sut stret long ol samting i stap olsem ol strong blong ol asples kain olsem, ol 
gaden kaikai, wanem ples o graun ol bai go sindaun long en, na ol kainkain haus slip, na wanem kain rot ol bai 
mas bihain long stretim ol ples matmat na ol gaden em ol bai mas skelim moa long en. 
 
While the relationship between community and personal flourishing may be questioned by secular, individual 
and materially focused Western perspectives, it required little explanation in the communities we visited. 
Participants responded positively to examples from elsewhere, perhaps because Ubuntu, Buen Vivir and Samak 
Kawsay reflected similar sentiments to the Melanesian Way, and are also reflected in the preamble to the PNG 
constitution with its specific references to; integral human development, equality and participation, natural 
resources and PNG ways. Many comments identified connections and relationships, both human and non- 
human. It is vital these less visible social interactions are carefully protected and nurtured when planning for, 
designing, implementing or measuring outcomes and impacts from mining. 
 
Long wankain taim tu pasin poroman namel long ol komuniti na wanwan pasin bilong gutpla sindaun bai gat 
askim i kam long ol arapla lain autsait olsem tu, wanwan yet na pasin bilong ol wait man lain na lukluk bilong 
ol long kain ol samting olsem, em i mas kamapim liklik tok klia bilong em insait long ol komuniti mipla i bing 
go bungim ol long en. Ol lain manmeri long bung i bin bekim ol tok gut na stret olsem bihainim ol sampla tok 
piksa i bin kamap long ol, kain olsem wanem Ubuntu, Buen Vivir na Samak Kawsay i soim piksa long ol 
wankain tingting long tingting na pasin Melanesia, na ol i soim bek tingting na pasin i stap long tok igo pas 
insait long mama lo bilong PNG na ol pasin bilong en. Planti ol toktok i kamapim ples klia ol tingting na pasin 
bilong poroman wantaim, long ol man tru na arapla samting i no gat laif long en. Em i wanpla bikpla samting 
olgeta displa ples klia pasin na tingting bilong pasin bilong bung wantaim i mas igat strongpla banis lukaut 
bilong ol na i mas igat gutpla pasin bilong lukautim na kamapim gut long taim bilong kamapim gutpla tingting 
bilong gutpla piksa, na mekim i kamap o soim sampla kain mak long ol kaikai bilong em na ol gutpla na nogut 
bai kamap long wok maining. 
 
But perhaps the most immediately important result from using gutpla sindaun based engagement was the 
enlarged perspective it provided to participants to think about their own community. Rather than be constrained 
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by a focus on issues important to mine management and/or documented in the EIS; this expanded view allowed 
a much larger exploration of well being for individuals and communities. An expansion which empowered 
participants as they shifted focus from what the mine wanted and controlled to what they wanted for their own 
community, now and in the distant future. 
 
Tasol dispela bikpla moa luksave i kamap long gutpla sindaun i kamapim bikpla lukluk em i soim igo long lain 
manmeri long tingim ol komuniti bilong ol yet. Na maski long pasim ol yet long wanpla lukluk tasol long wanem 
ol samting ol i tingim olsem em i bikpla long ol boslain bilong wok maining na/o ol toktok ol i pasim na putim 
long pepa insait long displa EIS; dispela bikpla skruim bilong lukluk bilong ol i larim wanpla rot bilong painim 
aut moa long gutpla bilong wanwan yet na ol komuniti bilong wantaim. Dispela skruim tingting em i givim moa 
pawa na strong long ol lain manmeri taim ol i senisim lukluk bilong ol long wanem tingting bilong wok maining 
i laikim long en na laik kontrolim long en igo long wanem ol samting ol i laikim long en bilong ol komuniti 
bilong ol yet, long dispela hap taim nau na igo insait long ol taim bai kam bihain. 
 
7.3 Extractive led development at Wafi-Golpu 
This research shows that after 40 years of waiting for mining, Communities are unable to see other development 
opportunities and, being relatively unaware of how profitable the Wafi-Golpu site is, had limited ambitions, 
such as roads, school and health center in relation to the massive wealth that exists in the mineral deposits on 
their land. This means that even the ‘usual’ benefits of mining for local people are much less than they could 
be. A reality built on asymmetries of power, knowledge, influence and information that neither WGJV nor the 
Government has managed to overcome. This uneven situation and relationship has reduced the ability of 
communities to participate properly in the mine project design (including alternatives), assessment and 
negotiations resulting in a flawed and inadequate process that delegitimizes any claim WGJV or governments 
can make to the impacted communities giving free prior and informed consent. 
 
7.3 Rausim risos kamapim senis long Wafi-Golpu 
Dispela wok painimaut i soim olsem bihain long 40 krismas long weitim wok bilong maining long kirap, ol 
komuniti i no nap tru long lukim ol narapla divelopmen wok na, olsem ol i no klia na save olsem wanem displa 
Wafi-Golpu ples bai kamapim kaikai bilong wok olsem wanem, wantaim liklik save na toktok long ol rot, skul 
na helt senta igo wantaim bikpla moni-kago samting wea i sindaun wantaim ol displa bikpla gol na kopa samting 
aninit long graun bilong ol. Dispela i minim olsem ol wanem displa kaikai bilong ol wok maining bai igo long 
ol asples lain manmeri bai liklik tru.  
Samting tru i kamap insait long ol rot na mak bilong pawa, save, olsem WGJV o gavman i no bin lukautim o 
menejim gut long kamapim gutpla na bikpla luksave. Displa wansait pasin o tingting na wokbung pasin i no 
gutpla na i daunim olgeta strong bilong ol komuniti long kam na bung na toktok gut insait long displa main 
projek wok kamap wantaim ol arapla wok bilong en tu long skelim gut na tromoi tingting na toktok igo ikam 
wea i kamapim sot na liklik rot wea i soim olsem ol displa wok i no stret long ai bilong lo sapos wanem tingting 
na toktok WGJV o gavman ol i mekim igo long ol lain manmeri long ol displa ples olsem ol i bin givim fri na 
klia tok orait na wanbel olsem wok bilong maining i ken kamap long graun bilong ol. 
 
Our final observation is that the process of securing community consent for the mine is flawed. Based on our 
community engagement, which occurred just weeks before the environmental impact statement (EIS) was 
released, it is clear that while anxious about impacts, the communities are ill-prepared and ill-equipped to 
understand the long-term outcomes of mining, let alone understand, or respond to, the assessment, approval and 
regulatory processes. This undermines the communities’ ability to leverage positive, intentional development 
outcomes and leaves the many risks from immanent development unacknowledged and unaddressed. Indeed, 
far from making a case for Wafi-Golpu to proceed, the twenty-four-chapter EIS report, its additional five 
attachments and twenty-six appendixes serves to illustrate how inaccessible and dispossessive Western impact 
assessment processes are. 
 
Laspla lukluk bilong mipla em i olsem dispela wok bilong banisim ol komuniti long kisim tok orait bilong ol 
long kirapim wok maining em i abrus pinis. Antap long wok na bung bilong mipla wantaim ol komuniti, em i 
bin kamap sampla wik pastaim long wok bilong skelim graun, bus, na wara (EIS) ripot i bin kamap, em i stap 
ples klia olgeta olsem long wankain taim ol komuniti i bin tingting wari stret long wanem ol samting bai kamap 
long wok bilong mainng, ol komuniti i no bin redi gut na i nogat wanpla gutpla klia save long ol longpla taim 
kaikai bilong dispela wok maining, na tu ol yet i nogat gutpla save, o wanem bekim bai ol i ken givim igo bek 
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long dispela ripot bilong skelim graun, bus, na wara bilong ol, ol tok orait na ol stia tok bilong dispela wok 
skelim. Dispela i daunim stret save na tingting bilong ol lain komuniti long mekim sampla gutpla tingting bilong 
kamapim na kisim gutpla kaikai bilong wok senis o divelopmen na em i kamapim na lusim planti kainkain nogut 
wea bai ken kamap long wok divelopmen bai nogat luksave bilong en na i no kisim gutpla toksave bilong en. 
Em i stret olsem, long kain lukluk olsem long soim sampla tingting bilong ol long wok bilong Wafi-Golpu long 
go het yet, dispela tupla ten-fo-sapta EIS ripot, na ol arapla faifpla hap pepa ripot wantaim na tupla ten-siks ol 
las hap bilong displa ripot i kamap olsem piksa nating tasol long olsem wanem tru displa pasin tingting bilong 
kisim, rausim risos blong arapla i bihainim pasin tingting bilong ol wait man lain em i hat tumas long bihainim 
long skelim ol rot na wok bilong mekim kain wok kamap olsem. 
 
In short, genuine community concerns about impact or opportunity are magnified by an inaccessible process 
that renders communities’ powerless to challenge and change the mines development outcomes – with the usual 
mining approval processes in PNG reinforcing rather than overcoming these deficiencies. Before Wafi-Golpu 
proceeds, the massive asymmetries of power, information and influence will need to be overcome if the mine is 
truly to help local communities flourish. For if the mine is approved now it will entrench inequalities by 
prioritising the financial rewards of other stakeholders over the gutpla sindaun of local communities. To be 
clear, we are not saying the communities have rejected the mine; indeed they seek the usual benefits from 
development. Rather, it is clearly apparent that there is significant conflict between the planned mine and local 
values and aspirations, that must be addressed if the Yanta, Babuaf and Hengambu communities are to 
experience gutpla sindaun in the future. 
 
Long sotim olgeta tok, trupla tingting wari bilong ol komuniti long kaikai bilong gutpla na nogut bilong displa 
wok o wanem gutpla sans blong em bai kamap olsem wanem em olgeta i stap ples klia stret long wanpla kain 
hatpla rot bilong mekim kain wok olsem na em i mekim ol lain komuniti i nogat pawa o strong long givim salens 
na mekim senis kamap long wok bilong maining bai ken bringim long ol – wantaim dispela wankain rot bilong 
kisim tok orait long wok bilong kamapim ol wok maining insait long PNG i strongim moa na em i no  daunim 
ol dispela sot bilong en. Pastaim long Wafi-Golpu i ken go het, dispela bikpla wansait long pawa, save na strong 
bai mas abrusim olgeta displa sapos wok bilong maining em bai helpim tru ol asples lain komuniti long kamapim 
gutpla sindaun bilong ol. Sapos displa wok maining i kisim tok orait bilong en long nau em bai kirapim planti 
wansait pasin na tingting long em i putim olgeta tingting bilong em long mekim moni pastaim long hamamasim 
ol poroman lain bilong em antap moa long tingting bilong kamapim gutpla sindaun bilong ol asples lain 
komuniti.  
Long sanap ples klia, mipela i no tok olsem ol komuniti i no laikim wok bilong maining long kamap; tru tumas 
em olsem ol asples lain i painim tru ol gutpla samting bai kamap long wok divelopmen. Em i orait, klostu liklik 
long wanem ol tingting i stap pinis na i klia stret olsem bai i gat sampla bikpla tingting na toktok pait namel 
long dispela plen bilong wok maining wantaim ol as tingting bilong ol asples lain wantaim ol driman lukluk 
bilong ol, em ol dispela mas igat taim long bung na toktok na skelim long en sapos ol Yanta, Babuaf, na ol 





Extractive Dispossession – Maining come rausim gutpela sindaun blong yupela  
Extractive Dispossession – Kamautim, rausim lusim graun na gutpela sindaun  
Potential Impacts from mining at Wafi-Golpu 
Ol Senis inap kamap long wok bilong maining long Wafi-Golpu 
 
This is a less formal and translated version of a longer research article entitled Extractive Dispossession: “I am 
not happy our land will go, we will have no better life” co-authored by Charles Roche, Howard Sindana, 
Nawasio Walim, and the Wafi and Watut Communities. Article numbering relates to the original article, which 
is an academic and referenced version. Copies and more information is available from from Charles, via 
charles.roche@murdoch.edu.au or phone +6145901714 or Howard on +675 7141 0311. 
 
Dispela em i sotpela hap rait na ripot bilong wok painim aut wantaim het tok Kamautim, Rausim Lusim Graun 
na Gutpela Sindaun: “Mi no hamamas olsem graun bilong mipela bai go pinis olgeta, mipela bai no nap gat 
gutpela laif na sindaun” Ol lain man na meri i bin kamapim na raitim dispela buk: Charles Roche, Howard 
Sindana, Nawasio Walim na manmeri bilong Wafi na Watut komuniti. Kopi blong stori i stap long Charles, 
long chareles.roche@murdoch.edu.au  o phone +6145901714 o Howard +675 71410311. 
 
1. Introduction  
Responding to requests from Watut and Wafi Communities, this research presents a recipient or community 
view of the negative impacts of mining. Examining impacts not as management problems that need to be solved 
to secure approval for the Wafi-Golpu mine, but as impacts that communities will feel and live with if the mine 
proceeds. In short it is a people first, rather than mine first perspective. Inspired by the work of others exploring 
impacts in Papua New Guinea (PNG), the Philippines and internationally this research identifies and discusses 
eleven factors of extractive dispossession (impacts) – using community responses to examine 11 ways that 
mining impacts on local communities.  
 
1. Tok i go Pas 
Bihainim askim, dispela wok painim aut pepa i soim tingting na lukluk bilong ol man-meri long Watut na Wafi 
long senis inap bagarapim ples (graun, bus, wara) na sindaun bilong man-meri pikinini taim wok bilong 
maining i kamap.  Pepa i no skelim ol dispela senis bai kamap long givim stia long menejmen bilong maining 
i ken toktok long daunim bagarap bai kamap long kisim tok orait bilong maining i kamap. Nogat.  Em i skelim 
bihainim tingting na filing bilong ol man-meri long stap bilong ol sapos wok bilong maining i kamap.  Bikpela 
tingting pepa i soim i olsem, man-meri kam pas, i no wok maining kam pas.  Stia bilong tingting insait long 
pepa i kam long arapela man-meri husat i mekim wok painim aut long Papua Niugini, Filipins na arapela hap 
graun.  Dispela pepa i luksave na tokaut long 11-pela samting insait long pasin bilong “Kamautim rausim 
mekim mipela lusim graun na gutpela sindaun” bihainim bekim bilong man-meri insait long komuniti bilong 
Watut na Wafi. 
 
2. Understanding extractive impacts  
For many years mining affected communities have asked what can they expect from the mining? The benefits 
are well known and clearly identified in WGJV documents and presentations. Whereas many of the impacts 
are not clearly identified, nor are they seen through the eyes of communities. And often the negative impacts 
overwhelm the positive ones, especially for the children and future generations. Despite most of the decisions 
being made in the feasibility stage of the mining design and approval process, the environmental impacts 
statement (EIS), which comes afterwards, is meant to identify and manage impacts on people, communities, 
culture and the environment. This means the EIS is inadequate in terms of timing and its scope and its purpose 
– which is to gain approval, not look after the gutpla sindaun of local communities. At the same time, the 
assessment and approval process has been undermined by the MOU between the Government and WGJV where 
strong political support has effectively given them a political license to operate – before the mine is properly 
assessed or MOA negotiations completed.   
Their focus on revenue streams ignores the specific and significant impacts on local communities that should 




2. Luksave klia pasin bilong Kamautim Rausim Mekim Mipela Lusim Graun na Gutpela Sindaun Long 
planti yia i go pinis man-meri insait long ples maining i stap askim mipela bai kisim wanem samting long wok 
bilong maining? Bekim bilong dispela askim olgeta i save na i stap ples klia insait long ol buk na long toktok 
kampani (WGJV) i mekim. Toktok bilong ol bagarap i no stap ples klia; na tu dispela ol toktok bilong bagarap 
i no tokaut long lukluk na tingting bilong ol man-meri.  Planti taim senis inap bagarapim ol pikinini bihain i 
save winim senis em i gutpela. E.I.S, toktok bilong menejmen bagarap long ples, sindaun na kalsa bilong ol 
man-meri i save kamap bihain tru long tok orait i kamap pinis long taim bilong drimanim wok bilong maining. 
Dispela pasin tokaut i nogat tingting bilong lukautim sindaun bilong ol man-meri insait long ol ples wok bai 
kamap long en. Antap long dispela tu MOU namel long gavman na kampani (WGJV) i strongim politikol 
laisens long kirapim wok pastaim long wok skelim i pinis gut.  Lukluk i stap tasol long rot mani bai kam 
sindaun bilong ol man-meri i no stap namba wan. 
 
3. Methodology  
The research was conducted with communities near and downstream of the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine in May 
and June 2018. The emphasis was on talking to people who felt excluded by the assessment process due to 
remoteness, a lack of accessible information, gender or little opportunity to participate in discussions or 
decision-making. 
 
3. Rot Wok Painim Aut Kamap 
Dispela wok painim aut kamap insait long mun Me na Jun 2018 wantaim man-meri i stap klostu na long lek 
wara long hap Wafi-Golpu main bai kamap. Tingting i strong long stori wantaim man-meri husat i pilim wok 
painim aut i no kisim ol long wanem ples i longwe, toktok i no stap ples klia, man na meri i no gat sans long 
toktok long kamapim tok orait.   
 
4. Extractive Dispossession  
The concept of extractive dispossession builds on 7 impacts on communities from mining in the Philippines 
identified by Holden, Nadeau and Jacobson (2011) in an article that referred to examples of impacts from 
communities in PNG. We have identified four more factors that apply to communities in PNG, but there is 
undoubtedly more. The factors identify specific impacts from the view of communities and are presented below 
with statements from community members. Together the factors are: (1) gendered inequality and inequity; (2) 
fraudulent consent; (3) poor and degraded service and facilities; (4) enclosing the commons; (5) 
disemplacement (formerly resettlement); (6) destruction of sacred sites and places; (7) imperialism and 
epistemicide; (8) displacement of traditional sustenance and economic activities; (9) environmental impacts; 
(10) social impacts; (11) militarisation, conflict and violence. 
 
4. Kamautim Rausim Mekim Mipela Lusim Graun na Gutpela Sindaun 
Dispela tingting na pasin bilong Kamautim Rausim Mekim Mipela Lusim Graun na Gutpela Sindaun sanap 
antap long 7-pela pasin o toktok Holden, Nadeau na Jacobson (2011) i luksave insait long Filipino komuniti 
we main i kamap long en.  Insait long PNG 4–pela moa luksave antap long ol 7-pela, na igat moa yet i stap. 
Displa ol pasin o toktok i kamap long tingting na toktok bilong ol komuniti bilong Watut na Wafi yet. Ol displa 
tingting na toktok em; (1) nogat luksave long husat em ol man-meri stret bilong displa ol ples; (2) pasin giaman 
wanbel; (3) nogut, na bagarap bilong ol sevis na ol samting bilong givim sevis; (4) banisim ol man-meri; (5) 
Kamautim, na rausim ol ples; (6) bagarapim ol graun na ples tambu; (7) autsait lain bosim yumi na kilim pasin 
tumbuna bilong yumi; (8) senisim ol kastam, na ikonomi bilong yumi; (9) bus, wara, graun, na ol abus i bagarap 
nambaut; (10) pasin, na tingting bilong ol man-meri i bagarap nambaut; (11) ami, pait, na pasin bilong kilim ol 
man-meri. 
 
In isolation, individual impacts may be identified and described as an issue to be managed, with an unspoken, 
but implicit inference that alleviation of impacts is just a management solution away. Or, alternatively, they 
could be overlooked or unreported.  
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But by identifying and stressing the individual factors we can see how ELD does far more than just separate 
people from their land. Together, the breadth and depth of impacts; impacts that are a felt, lived, experience - 
are breathtaking. Where individual lives, communities and cultures are stressed, fragmented, coerced and 
forever changed by others until people become strangers in their own land. In reality, every extractive impact 
is felt as dispossession, where valued things are taken or degraded and connections severed, altered or 
diminished. 
 
Long skelim wanwan, ol displa hevi i ken kisim luksave olsem ol i ken kamap orait long lukluk na ronim gut, 
wantaim nogat planti toktok, tasol ol displa tingting na toktok bilong ol kain hevi i ken i gat rot bilong stretim 
na ronim gut. O sapos nogat olgeta displa tingting na toktok i ken stap olsem na nogat man o meri bai tokaut 
long ol. Tasol taim i gat ol lain i lukim na kirapim toktok long ol displa wanwan pasin hevi, yumi ken lukim 
olsem ELD i save pusim ol man-meri igo long we moa o rausim ol antap long graun bilong ol yet. Wantaim ol 
kain bikpela hevi ol man-meri i pilim na lukim long en, em bikpela tumas. Long hap we ol wanwan lain i save 
sindaun, ol komuniti, na pasin tumbuna na laif bilong ol man-meri i save senis na tu i ken bagarap olgeta, na ol 
yet ol displa man-meri i ken kamap turangu antap long graun na ples bilong ol yet, na olgeta kain gutpela pasin, 
na sindaun bai senis na pinis olgeta.  
 
Many of the factors are interrelated and overlapping where interactions between factors of dispossession both 
magnify and obscure impacts. For example, there is a strong connection between physical displacement and 
the destruction of sacred sites. Another example is the crossover between factors particularly evident in 
gendered impacts, for example: militarisation, and rapes by security forces; resettlement and enclosure, through 
diminished availability of subsistence food; epistemicide, ignoring women’s knowledge and culture; social 
impacts, through increased disease and domestic violence; and fraudulent consent, by consultation processes 
excluding or marginalising women. The incidence and impact of different factors of dispossession creates a 
multiple burden for PNG women who already suffer inequality and inequity.  
 
Planti ol displa tinting na toktok em ol i klostu wankain long wanpla arapla, we igat bung namel long pasin 
bilong rausim bai ken kamap ples klia o bai ken stap hait. Olsem wanpla piksa, igat wanpla strongpla rop i 
pasim pasin bilong rausim na bagarapim nogut tru ol bus na graun tambu. Narapla moa piksa em, ron bilong 
pasin bilong ino luksave long husat em ol man o meri bilong displa ol ples, long pasin bilong bringim ol ami o 
sekuriti fos igo insait long ples na graun bilong ol asples, bagarapim ol gaden kaikai, wara, na wel abus, rot 
bilong mekim sampla liklik moni kam insait long wanwan famili na ples, kirapim pasin bilong pait, na kilim 
dai ol man-meri, na long pasin bilong karim kainkain sik nogut igo insait long ol ples, nogat luksave olsem igat 
ol meri na pikinini na ol man tu i save stap long ol displa ples na graun. Long displa ol kain pasin nogut na 
hevi, i save kirapim na kamapim planti kainkain moa hevi antap moa long ol Meri bilong PNG taim ol yet igat 
moa hevi na pen long laif bilong ol wanwan pinis. 
 
5.1 Gendered inequality and inequity  
The disproportionate impact of mining on women is well known from other communities, it includes; the 
diminishment of women’s traditional roles, a reduced access to the environmental goods, silencing and 
misrepresentation, unfair benefit distribution, and an increase in domestic and sexual violence. With Wafi-
Golpu still in the exploration phase, female participants are aware of gendered exclusion and silencing and how 
women may be affected in the future; 
 “Loss of gardens, soil for gardens, women lose.” 
“Women will lose touch with our traditional ways and knowledge, lose love and 








5.1 Meri i nogat namba na luksave  
Displa wansait pasin bilong nogat gutpla luksave long ol meri insait long hap bilong maining i no nupela long 
ol arapla komuniti, em i inapim pasin bilong pinis bilong luksave long wanem ol wok na strong ol meri gat 
insait long ol wanwan ples bilong ol, nogat inap strong long 
kisim ol samting insait long bus, wara, na graun bilong ol, 
tokim ol long sarap, na giaman pasin bilong sanap na toktok 
long sait bilong ol meri, giaman na wansait luksave long 
moni na kago samting igo long ol meri, pasin bilong kros na 
pait namel long ol marit man-meri igo bikpela. Wantaim 
Wafi-Golpu wok i stap long painimaut mak yet, ol meri i save 
nau long pasin bilong ol i no stap insait long ol bung na 
toktok bilong wok main na pasin bilong tokim ol long noken 
toktok na soim tingting ol tu igat long bihain sindaun bilong 
ol wantaim ol famili bilong ol yet; 
  “Lusim ol gaden, graun bilong gaden, ol meri i lus.” 
“Ol meri bai lusim olgeta pasin tumbuna na save, lusim pasin bilong laikim, na luksave long 
pasin tumbuna, na mipela bai lusim bilip long God, na wanbel tingting bilong mipela.” 
 
In PNG where gender distinctions are sharp, often violent and reinforced by traditional and new 
conservative Christian values, gendered violence and inequality is already a significant issue. Women 
are often excluded from decision-making processes, with companies seemingly unable or unwilling 
to overcome the cultural and industry silencing of women.  This was identified by men as a problem; 
“We men used to stop our women not to talk and make decisions at the meeting time. 
Our women are to give birth to child and look after family only.”   
“We men see the women as nobody and shut their mouth every meeting.”  
 
Insait long PNG igat ples klia lukluk, pasin kros na pait, na strongim wantaim pasin kastam, na 
tumbuna, na nupela strongpela banis tingting bilong Kristen bilip, pasin bilong luk daun na rabisim ol 
meri i kamap wanpla ples klia tingting na toktok. Ol meri i save go baksait olgeta long planti tingting 
na toktok bilong kamapim gutpla tingting na sindaun bilong ol ples lain, wantaim displa ol kampani i 
no save kamapim na mekim wanpla gutpla tingting na toktok bilong givim luksave long ol meri. Long 
displa as displa hevi i bin kamap ples klia taim ol man i bin kirapim toktok bilong displa kain pasin; 
“Mipela ol man save stopim ol meri bilong mipela long noken toktok, na mekim ol 
tingting long taim bilong ol bung bilong mipela. Ol meri bilong mipela wok bilong ol m long 
karim pikinini na lukautim famili tasol.” 
“Mipela ol man save lukim ol meri olsem ol nogat nem na save tokim ol long pasim 
maus bilong ol long olgeta bung bilong mipela.” 
 
And also by women who were aware they needed to education, voice and power so they could stand 
up for their own rights; 
“In the meeting we women have no power to talk or make big decision we also have 
no educated women – that is a big problem for us women”  
“We women (must) fight for our rights and now we can talk about and make decision 
in meeting” 
 
Na tu toktok bin kamap long ol meri olsem ol tu igat bikpela laik stret long skul, long toktok na autim 
tingting ol igat long en, na soim strong ol tu igat long en long soim olsem ol tu igat raits long tokaut 
long ol tingting bilong ol; 
“Insait long bung mipela ol meri ino gat pawa long toktok o mekim ol bikpela tingting 
blong helpim ples na tu mipela ino gat ol save meri – em i bikpela hevi blong mipela ol meri.” 
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“Mipela ol meri mas pait long raits bilong mipela na nau mipela ken toktok na mekim 
sampla bikpela tingting i kamap insait long bung.” 
 
5.2 Fraudulent consent 
Consent and the right to control one’s own land and future sits at the heart of Western society. It underpins 
capitalism and colonialism – but is being denied communities in PNG, whose communal land and values 
conflict with global mining companies and the needs of foreign investors. So, while the principle of free prior 
and informed consent (FPIC) provides a clear voice for people in communities, in practice decision-making 
and consent processes can be unclear, complex and messy, where traditional leadership structures may clash 
with or restrict wider participation, particularly of women.  These issues are not well addressed in the 
development forum, MOA or EIS processes. Consent is undermined by violent asymmetries of power, 
information, knowledge and resources between communities at WGJV which restricts their ability to properly 
engage in assessment and negotiations. Consent can also be affected by collusive corruption where officials, 
proponents and local leaders are advantaged over poorer and marginalised people who bear the brunt of 
mining’s negative impacts. These issues which are widespread in PNG, are well known in among the 
communities; 
“WGJV never listened to our voice or our decision, none.”  
“In our community we don’t understand many information WGJV and how they work with our 
leaders.” 
“WGJV takes notes, but (provides) no answers.” 
“WGJV make a survey already but they didn’t come back to us with the report.” 
 
5.2 Pasin giaman wanbel  
Tok orait o wanbel na rait bilong bosim wanpla o arapla antap long graun bilong em na sindaun bilong em i 
stap wantaim bel na pasin bilong ol waitman. Dispela i soim ples klia pasin bilong moni na kago i bosim laif 
na sindaun bilong ol man-meri - tasol dispela i no stap ples klia long ol komuniti bilong yumi PNG, we ol graun 
na bus, wara samting ino save go gut long tingting bilong ol 
bikpela maining kampani wantaim ol moni lain bilong 
arapla kantri. Olsem na long pasin bilong kisim trupla na klia 
tok orait o wanbel (FPIC), em i save givim strong long ol 
man-meri long toktok, long mekim pasin bilong kamapim 
gutpla tingting, na pasin bilong kisim wanbel ino save stap 
ples klia, em i hat, na ino gutpla tumas, taim ol ples lida 
straksa i ken pait long tingting na i ken banisim ol meri long 
no nap soim tingting long ol bung. Ol dispela tingting na 
toktok ino bin kamap stret long divelopmen bung, MOA o 
EIS rot bilong wok. 
 
Tok orait o wanbel i save go aninit long pasin nogut bilong husat igat pawa o strong antap long narapla, long 
tingting na toktok igo ikam, na wanem ol samting ol komuniti igat long en long Wafi-Golpu Joint Venture 
(WFJV) we em i kamapim tambu long ol man-meri bai no nap gat strong long o rot long toktok igo kam 
wantaim kampani. Wanbel tu i ken kamap taim igat ol wokman na ol lida blong ples i save bung na ol igat moa 
strong antap long ol arapla man-meri husat i save karim olgeta hevi bilong nogut blong maining wok. Olgeta 
dispela kain hevi i stap long olgeta hap bilong PNG, we ol planti komuniti i save gut long en; 
“WGJV i no save harim toktok o tingting bilong mipela, nogat olgeta.” 
“Insait long komuniti bilong mipela em mipela ino save long planti tingting o toktok WGJV na 
long wanem rot ol i wok wantaim ol lida bilong mipela.” 
“WGJV save kisim ol tingting na toktok bilong mipela tasol ol ino save bekim kam bek long 
mipela.” 




And between leaders and the community; 
“Our leaders never inform us of what WGJV said, they also not enough understand enough of 
the information so it makes all the community not understand all the mining will do. We just follow 
them and what WGJV said.” 
“No, the men leaders never came to us and informed us about any decision. The landowner 
representatives and WGJV do not inform us.” 
 
Na namel long ol lida na ol komuniti; 
“Ol lida blong mipela ino save toksave gut long mipela long wanem ol tingting na toktok bilong 
WGJV i tok, ol ino gat wanpela klia luksave bilong ol toktok bilong kampani olsem na dispela i mekim 
ol komuniti ino klia long wanem wok maining bai kamapim. Olsem na mipela save bihainim ol tasol 
na wanem tok WGJV i mekim.” 
“Nogat, ol lida man bilong mipla ino save kam long mipla na toksave gut long mipla wanem 
tingting i kamap long dispela taim. Ol papa graun pesman na WGJV ol ino save toksave gut long 
mipla.” 
Strong concerns over the impact of the lack of information and its disempowering effects were also apparent 
in feedback and requests for more information, especially from women; 
“We are close to (signing) the MOU but do not really understand it. So, this information you 
bought is really important as it helps us understand more about it…” 
 “Please can you come and give us more information that will help us women more.”  
“I really want more of this kind of information. We still need more of your information. It has 
opened my eyes and empowered me.” 
 
Strongpla tingting antap long hevi bilong sot long gutpla tingting na toktok na daunim strong i bin kamap ples 
klia na i kamapim planti askim long moa gutpla toktok na tingting long sait bilong ol meri stret; 
  “Mipla kamap pinis long putim han mak long dispela MOU tasol mipela ino gat gutpla na klia 
tingting long dispela. Olsem na ol dispela tingting na toktok yu karim kam i bikpela na ol i helpim 
mipela long luksave gut na kisim save long dispela moa.” 
  “Plis inap yu kam na givim mipela planti moa toksave long helpim mipla ol meri.” 
  “Mi laikim planti moa ol displa kain toksave. Mipela gat bikpela laik yet long ol dispela 
toksave. Ol i opim ai na givim strong long mi.” 
 
5.3 Poor and degraded services and facilities 
Poor and degraded services, such as education, health and roads can be caused by the withdrawal of the state 
from the area - seemingly with the expectation that mining companies will now provide them. This happened 
at the Hidden Valley mine, where the health services deteriorated and became less reliable. Similarly, there 
no clear decision made for the responsibility of road maintenance with a resulting deterioration of the roads 
that reduced village access and made it harder to reach health and education services. In the community, there 
were many concerns voiced about the poor services; 
“Haus sik has no medicine, schools no materials, road not very good.” 
 “Our health problem is not enough medicine, no ambulance, doctors and nurses never stop 
fulltime, school is very far from us, not enough teachers, the road is no good, not enough trucks.”  
 
5.3 Service blong manmeri bagarap  
Rabis na bagarap sevis, olsem ol skul, ol haus marasin, ol rot blong kar, ken kamap taim gavman i lusim ol 
dispela ples i stap olsem, wantaim dispela tingting olsem ol maining kampani bai kirapim na kamapim ol kain 
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sevis olsem. Dispela kain pasin i kamap ples klia tru long 
Hidden Valley main, we ol helt sevis igo bagarap olgeta 
na kamap long mak bai no nap long helpim ol komuniti. 
Wankain tu long nogat wanpla klia tok i kamap long 
husat bai mekim wok blong stretim ol rot blong kar we 
ol igo bagarap olgeta na ol ples lain ino inap ron long ol 
rot long go kisim helpim long haus marasin na go long ol 
skul. Insait long ol komuniti i bin igat planti toktok 
kamap long ol dispela bagarap bilong ol sevis igo insait 
long ol komuniti; 
  “Haus sik nogat marasin, ol skul nogat 
samting bilong skul, ol rot i no gutpla.” 
 “Helt problem bilong mipela em nogat inap marasin, nogat ambulens, ol dokta na nes i no 
save stap fultaim, ol skul i stap longwe long mipla, nogat planti tisa, ol rot ino gutpla, na nogat planti 
kar.” 
 
It was clear that there was a massive gap between expectations for services and those actually provided, with 
some attributing responsibility to the WGJV;  
“WGJV built the elementary school and train teachers but they have not been paid” 
“WGJV built road but it isn’t maintained” 
 
Em i kamap klia olsem igat bikpela baret namel long laik na tingting long ol sevis na long wanem ol dispela i 
stap pinis, wantaim sampla wok i mas pundaun antap long WGJV; 
  “WGJV i bildim elementari skul, na trenim ol tisa tasol ol ino kisim pe yet.” 
  “WGJV bildim rot tasol i nogat wok kamap blong stretim.” 
 
5.4 Enclosure of the commons  
97% of the land in PNG is still communally owned, with various access rights and tenure systems asserted at 
smaller clan, village and family scales. This quote is used by many in PNG to describe the importance of the 
land to the people; 
“Land is our life. Land is our physical life-food and sustenance. Land is our social life; 
it is marriage; it is status; it is security; it is politics; in fact, it is our only world. 
 When you [the Administration] take our land, you cut away the very heart of our 
existence. We have little or no experience of social survival detached from the land. For us to be 
completely landless is a nightmare which no 
dollar in the pocket or dollar in the bank will 
allay; we are a threatened people” (Dove, 
Miriung, & Togolo, 1974, p. 182).  
5.4 Komuniti lusim pawa na graun blong ol  
97% blong ol graun long PNG em ol i stap long han bilong 
ol komuniti, wantaim olgeta raits na pawa bilong givim 
igo kam i stap wantaim ol wanwan liklik klen, ples na 
famili. Dispela hap tok em planti man-meri long PNG 
save mekim long tokaut long luksave bilong ol long graun 
igat bikpela mak insait long laif bilong ol man-meri; 
  “Graun em laif bilong mipla, Graun em givim laif-kaikai na lukautim bilong mipla. Graun 
 em wok na pasin bung bilong mipla; em i marit, em i luksave bilong mipla, em i banis bilong mipla, 
 em i politik bilong mipla; na tru tumas em tasol i ples tru bilong mipla. Taim yu (displa gavman) i 
 kisim graun bilong mipla, yu katim na rausim lewa bilong sindaun na hamamas bilong mipla stret. 
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 Mipla igat liklik save o nogat strong long stap laif taim mipla lusim graun blong mipla. Long taim 
 mipla kamap ol man-meri nogat graun, em nau bai kam bagarap bilong mipla wantaim nogat 
 wanpla dollar long poket o nogat wanpla dollar long benk long inapim sindaun na laif bilong mipla, 
 mipla ol displa lain man-meri stap insait long bikpela poret.” 
 
There is significant tension between the flexible and changing informal communal systems of land use and the 
rigid, formal and exclusive systems of tenure required for mining. With the incorporated land groups (ILG’s) 
developed to manage this conflict often troubled by corruption, poor literacy and a dysfunctional legal 
framework. This leads to further problems, where unequal and unjust benefits distributions cause further 
breakdown of communal land management systems. On a more practical level, the importance of the commons 
and communal land is self-evident in villages where people share access to and use of water, rivers, and trees 
for building and animals for hunting. There the community view was quite clear, they lived with, and 
understand mining’s threat to the commons. Identifying concern, sorrow and loss as new limits prevented them 
from accessing and using shared areas, now and for future generations; 
“I am worried we cannot go into the area that belongs to us.” 
“Me, i still worry about our environment as mining will destroy everything and my sons will 
not be able to go hunting, cutting tree for building houses – that they didn’t tell us yet.” 
“I feel sorry for my land, forest, traditional medicine. i will lose them forever and how will it 
return back to me.” 
“Me feel really bad that WGJV put a stop to me using the area for food and things.” 
 
Igat bikpela na hevi tingting namel long isipla na senis bilong pasin blong ples long sait bilong graun na long 
pasin bilong kisim graun na yusim long wok bilong maining. Wantaim inkoporeted len grup (ILG) ol i kamapim 
long lukautim na banisim long kainkain pasin korapsen, nogat save bilong rit na rait, na long sait blong lo na 
oda ino wok gut tumas. Em i save go bungim planti moa hevi, bai gat faol pasin bilong tilim krangi moni 
samting go long ol man-meri. Antap long ol dispela, bikpela samting tru em ol graun i stap ples klia olsem em 
samting bilong komuniti na klen na ol man-meri i save yusim, ol wara, ol diwai blong wokim haus, ol abus 
bilong kilim na kaikai.  
Igat tingting bilong komuniti tu i stap ples klia, ol stap long en, na ol save long nogut bilong maining antap 
long graun. Luksave long ol tingting, wari, na bagarap igat ol nupla mak we i banisim ol long go na yusim ol 
graun ol i save yusim olsem bifo, na nau tu igo long bihain taim tu; 
  “Mi wari tru olsem mipla ino nap long go insait long eria blong mipla nau.” 
 “Mi gat wari long bus, wara, na graun blong mipla olsem maining bai bagarapim olgeta 
samting na ol pikinini man bilong mi bai no nap go painim abus, katim diwai bilong wokim haus – 
displa ol i no tokim mipla yet.” 
“Mi pilim sori long graun, bus, na ol marasin blong bus. Mi bai lusim olgeta na olsem wanem 
bai ol i kam bek long mi.” 
“Mi pilim nogut tru olsem WGJV i putim stop long mi noken yusim area long kaikai na arapla 
samting.” 
 
5.5 Disemplacement  
Originally discussed as resettlement, the language of the EI, the factor was redescribed as disemplacement 
during fieldwork to captures the more-than-physical impacts of separation from land. It recognises that 
connections between people, and between people and land cannot be replaced in a resettlement process. This 
change was inspired by the participants who clearly saw the risks of resettlement; 
“I find it very hard for me to lose my place and move to a new location. i will lose my good-
life and my living which i use to eat good food, making garden” 
 “We the people of _____ we really don’t like to relocate to other people’s land. It will be very 
hard for us to do, gardening, hunting, fishing, tree for building houses.”  
 “When we go (are resettled) to _____ i will be worried about the future for the children. Life 




5.5 Kamautim na go sindaun long narapela graun  
Long stretpla tok long en, Kamautim na go sindaun long 
narapla graun em sampla kain tokples blong rausim ol man-
meri long as graun bilong ol yet na bai yu nap brukim ol 
man-meri na graun blong ol long wanem displa i ken 
kamapim planti kainkain hevi namel long ol displa man-
meri; 
“Mi painim hat tru long mi lusim ples 
blong mi na go long wanpla nupela ples. Mi bai 
lusim olgeta gutpla laif na sindaun bilong mi na ol 
gutpla kaikai na graun bilong mekim gaden.” 
“Mipela ol lain man-meri bilong _____ mipela no laikim tru long go sindaun long graun 
bilong ol narapla lain. Em bai hat tru long mipela mekim, gaden, painim pis, katim diwai blong wok 
haus.” 
“Taim mipla go sindaun long narapla graun long _____ mi bai wari long bihain taim ol 
pikinini blong mi bai painim hat long sindaun bilong ol. Laif bilong mipla bai hat tru.” 
 
At Wafi-Golpu where resettlement is being negotiated amidst a lack of information, with identifiable stress, 
fear and anxiety, contributing to a clear sense of powerlessness;  
“People don’t understand lots about resettlement and the plan. They also don’t know about 
the negotiation with the Government and WGJV.” 
 “When i heard about resettlement, i was thinking about leaving, unsure of the new location. i 
used to cry every night about what life will blain e like after resettlement.” 
“WGJV tell them to agree with what WGJV want. The people have no power to make decision 
and are also afraid of WGJV. That if they speak out WGJV will harm them.” 
 
Long Wafi-Golpu we resetelmen toktok i wok long kamap go ikam namel long nogat gutpla tingting na toktok, 
wantaim kainkain tingting blo poret na tubel, bungim igo long mak blong nogat strong moa long displa wok 
bai ron olsem wanem; 
“Ol man-meri ino klia long resetelmen na plen. Ol ino save long ol toktok namel long gavman 
na WGJV.” 
“Taim mi bin harim tok blong resetelmen, mi tingting long kirap na go, tasol mi no klia long 
nupela ples. Mi save krai olgeta nait long wanem kain laif bai mipla stap taim mipla lusim ples na go.” 
“WGJV tokim ol long wanbel wantaim wanem samting WGJV laikim long en. Ol man-meri i 
nogat pawa blong mekim tok stret na ol tu poret long WGJV. Olsem taim sapos ol toktok WGJV bai 
mekim nogut long ol.” 
 
Some people were resigned to resettlement; others were not for moving:  
“WGJV have to make house for every children from today and the long run future. WGJV must 
build a very strong house.” 
 “WGJV told us to move to _____, but we don’t want to. We said this is our sister land and 
mother give birth to us here so we will not be moving” 
 
Sampla man-meri ol bin wanbel long lusim ples na go sindaun long narapla ples; arapla ol ino bin laik long 
lusim ples na go; 
  “WGJV mas mekim haus blong ol wanwan pikinini long nau na igo bihain taim tu wantaim.  
 WGJV mas mekim ol strongpla haus tasol.” 
  “WGJV tokim mipla long go long ______ tasol mipla les long go. Mipla tok em susa graun n




5.6 Destruction of sacred sites, sacred places 
The approach to scared sites also needs to capture sacred places – where environmental processes, plants, 
animals, water and land are a sacred part of local life that cannot be separated and must be understand together. 
These cannot be replaced, nor should WGJV assume that can just paying compensation will legitimise their 
destruction. It is also clear that new Christian belief systems and traditional beliefs exist side-by-side in a 
complex intertwining, with both needing to be understood; 
“We have place of spirit, lakes, swamps, our water of waters – when our people die the spirit 
goes there and lives, this has been spoilt by the WGJV” 
“Already WGJV has spoilt our secret place – we believe our death spirit of our dead people 
go there to rest.” 
“Our environment is full of sacred sites, all of them now in SML. WGJV did values report but 
didn’t bring the report back.” 
“We sell our scared sites to WGJV, but WGJV will not pay for it. So, they do drilling and spoilt 
our sacred sites badly.” 
“Everything in the SML area; like animal, scared sites, materials for building houses, paint 
for bilum, rope for bilums, rope for bows and arrows. This is our only environment that connect with 
us and help us living and children for school and also make money.”  
 
5.6 Bagarapim ples tambu  
Displa tingting na pasin bilong luksave long ol ples tambu i 
mas gat luksave tu bilong ol graun tambu – rot bilong 
luksave long ol bus, wara, na graun em ol tu i hap tru bilong 
ol displa as ples igat tambu long en na bai wanpla man ino 
nap brukim tru ol displa samting na i mas gat pasin bilong 
luksave namel long ol displa samting. Olgeta displa samting 
em bai nogat senis bilong ol gen bihain taim, na WGJV 
noken kamapim tingting olsem ol ken peim kompensesen na 
long displa pasin em bai givim ol rait long tok em i orait 
long ol bagarapim ol displa ples na graun tambu long laik 
bilong ol. Antap long en tu olsem displa nupla Kristen bilip pasin wantaim tumbuna bilip pasin i bin save stap 
poromanim tupla yet long wanpla kain hatpla pasin o rot na em bai mas igat pasin bilong luksave long save gut 
moa displa tupla pasin bilip; 
  ”Mipla gat ples masalai, raun wara, tais-graun malmalum, ol wara bilong wara – taim ol 
 lain man-meri bilong mipla dai ol i save go na stap long displa hap, olgeta displa ples na graun ta
 tambu em WGJV i bagarapim olgeta.” 
  “Long taim yet WGJV i bagarapim ol ples hait bilong mipla – mipla bilip ol dai spirit bilong 
 ol lain bilong mipla i dai go pinis i save go na malolo long displa hap.” 
  “Olgeta hap bus na graun bilong mipla i pulap long ol ples na graun tambu, olgeta yet nqu 
 i stap insait long SML. WGJV i bin mekim ol skelim ripot tasol ol ino bin bringim ol ripot kam bek.” 
  “Mipla salim ol ples na graun tambu blong mipla go long WGJV, tasol WGJV bai no nap 
 peim mipla long ol displa hap ples na graun tambu. Olsem na ol drilim graun na bagarapim stret ol
 olgeta ples na graun tambu nogut stret.” 
 
  “Olgeta samting insait long SML eria; olsem ol wel abus, ples tambu, diwai na arapla  
 samting bilong wokim haus, pen bilong bilum, rop bilong bilum, na rop bilong mekim bunara na  
 spia. Displa em ol bus na wara na graun em mipla i pas wantaim, na helpim mipla long stap laif  







5.7 Imperialism and epistemicide  
The communities easily understood imperialism and epistemicide, both as a reality today and in historical 
events that changed their communities. Their responses described how externally imposed changes negatively 
affect traditional ways and a loss of hope, faith, value and power in themselves; 
“Western model (of development) came and changed the lifestyle, of our human flourishing 
and our life.” 
 “That truth, it really happen now. We all thought that mining (development) would do 
everything to change our living. We lose hope about our self that we can make change in our own life.” 
“WGJV used to come and talk and share their own idea and make us believe them only and 
never listen to our views which make us lose faith in ourselves and our value and power.” 
“Women will lose touch with our traditional ways and knowledge, lose love and respect of 
culture, we will also lose our spiritual faith, our belief.” 
“Our customs and values, like taro and bananas, are now for sale for kina… 
 
This local understanding brings to life the reality in PNG, where mining is driven by the profit motive of 
outsiders and elites rather than having local development outcomes, such as gutpla sindaun, as the primary 
goal. A place where mining companies control or influence government processes, provide services and 
maintain their own security forces, which are often blended with police and the army. The clash of values and 
intertwining of corporate and state imperialism is widespread in PNG, with the loosening of regulations and 
unquestioning support of the mining industry from the PNG Government undermining local communities. 
 
5.7 Autsait lain bosim yumi na kilim pasin tumbuna blong yumi  
Ol komuniti i bin kisim hariap tru ol toktok na tingting 
bilong ol autsait lain bosim yumi na kilim dai ol pasin 
tumbuna bilong yumi. Long tupla hap taim wantaim long 
displa taim tete, na long taim bipo long taim bilong ol 
tumbuna lain yet we senis i bin kamap insait long ol 
komuniti bilong yumi. Ol luksave bilong ol long ol dispela 
senis i bin kamap na wok long kamap nau yet i soim bikpela 
nogut na bagarap long ol pasin tumbuna na lusim hop, 
strong, pawa, bilip long ol yet. 
“Pasin na tingting bilong ol waitman i kam 
na senisim pasin bilong mipla, hamamas na gutpla 
laif sindaun bilong mipla olgeta.” 
“Displa samting tru i kamap nau. Mipla ting olsem maining divelopmen bai bringim gutpla 
senis insait long laif na sindaun bilong mipla. Tasol mipla yet i lusim hop na bilip long mipla yet i ken 
kamapim senis tru long laif na sindaun bilong mipla yet.” 
“Ol WGJV save kam na serim ol tingting na toktok blong ol yet long mipla mas harim na 
bilipim ol tasol, ol i no save putim iau na harim ol tingting mipla gat long en, mekim na mipla lusim 
bilip na strong bilong mipla olgeta.” 
“Ol meri bai lusting long ol pasin tumbuna na save bilong mipla, ol bai lusim pasin bilong 
laikim na rispektim kalsa, na mipla bai lusim ol tumbuna bilip wantaim Kristen bilip bilong mipla tu.” 
“Ol kastam na trupla pasin, olsem ol taro na banana nau mipla salim long kina…” 
 
Displa luksave blong ol ples lain i bringim kamap laif ol dispela pasin tru long PNG, we wok maining i bringim 
tingting na pasin bilong wokim profit long tingting bilong ol autsait lain na save man i rabisim trupla 
divelopmen olsem gutpela sindaun, olsem nambawan mak stret. Em wanpla spes we ol maining kampani i 
kontrolim ol gavman proses, ol givim sevis, lukautim ol sekuriti fos blong ol yet, we ol i faolim na miksim 
wantaim ol polis na ami bilong PNG. Pait long tingting na gutpla pasin ino go strong tumas nau long PNG, 





5.8 Displacement of traditional sustenance and economic activities  
This complex factor is often underestimated by proponent and community alike as they both seek the benefits 
that extractive development offers.  There are, however real impacts from the change in culture, with the 
devaluing of women’s traditional roles and their limited access to new opportunities; 
“We women lose our identities and values as a woman.” 
“We women know our status as women and who we are, today our women lose power and our 
traditional position.”  
“In the past we never sell our food or bilums. We give to our own family and give to big 
gathering and also for dead and the newly married. Today we start to sell our bilums because the 
WGJV has built a road for mining.” 
“Many of the women’s traditional ways like making bilums and traditional grass skirt has 
started to go away.”  
 
5.8 Senisim ol kastam na ikonomi blong yumi 
Displa hatpla samting em planti taim ino save kisim gutpla 
luksave kam long arapla lain na long ol komuniti wantaim 
long wanem olgeta i putim tingting na ai igo antap long 
wok maining divelopmen iken givim ol long en. Igat ol 
trupla kaikai blong senis i save kamap long pasin kalsa, 
wantaim pasin bilong daunim ol meri na wanem wok ol 
igat long mekim long en, na stopim ol long noken kisim 
strong long planti gutpla samting long inapim laif sindaun 
bilong ol wantaim ol famili bilong ol. 
  “Mipla ol meri i lusim trupla piksa na 
pasin bilip bilong mipla olsem wanpla meri.” 
  “Mipla ol meri save long sanap mak bilong mipla olsem meri na mipla husat, tete ol meri i l
 lusim pawa na ples bilong mipla insait long pasin tumbuna bilong mipla.” 
  “Long bifo tru mipla ino save salim ol kaikai o ol bilum. Mipla save givim go long ol famili n
 givim long ol bikpela bung kaikai, na givim go long taim blong dai na long ol nupla marit. Tete mipla 
 statim wok blong salim ol bilum long wanem WGJV i kamapim bikpla rot blong maining.” 
  “Planti long ol pasin tumbuna bilong ol meri olsem blong mekim ol bilum na purpur em ol 
 wok long lus isi isi go nau.” 
 
This change in culture and devaluing of traditional roles is evident at Ramu Nickel mine, where the Reiter tried 
to sell garden produce to supplement their semi-subsistence lifestyles. The result was a small financial return 
for a lot of hard work, particularly from women and a change in culture of the village where food was no-longer 
exchanged within community but sold outside the community. 
“Now we women are doing all the activities, more than man, man do less work.” 
“We never see money from company, only men get it.” 
 
These changes are linked to a loss of autonomy and sovereignty over land, where traditional land ownership 
and economies, and customary and collective values are seen as obstacles to mining development rather than 
the foundation of local cultures and economies This happened on Lihir Island where communities became 
exposed to market pressures and experienced additional political and economic fragmentation. 
 
Displa senis insait long kalsa na pasin bilong daunim tumbuna pasin i kamap ples klia tru long Ramu Nickel 
main; taim ol ples lain i laik salim ol gaden kaikai long inapim ples sindaun bilong ol. Kaikai bilong displa m 
liklik moni ol i mekim bihain long bikpla hatwok ol i mekim, em ol meri i mekim bikpla wok na em wanpla 
senis insait long pasin kalsa blong ples we kaikai ino moa stap olsem samting blong senis igo kam namel long 
ol ples lain yet tasol nau em kamap olsem samting bilong salim long kisim moni. 
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  “Nau mipla ol meri i mekim olgeta wok; moa long ol man; ol man i save mekim liklik wok 
 tasol.” 
  “Mipla no save lukim moni kam long kampani, ol man tasol save kisim moni.” 
Ol displa senis i pas wantaim pasin bilong taim yu lusim pawa na strong bilong yu yet antap long graun bilong 
yu yet, em taim graun i stap aninit long han bilong as ples wantaim kalsa, kastam, na pasin tumbuna i holim 
strong yet em displa i kamap hevi tru long sait bilong maining divelopmen we ino gutpla long lokol kalsa na 
ikonomi. Displa i kamap long Lihir Ailan we ol komuniti i kisim bikpla presa long maket na ol i bungim bikpla 
hevi blong politik na ikonomik bruk. 
 
5.9 Environmental impacts  
Environmental impacts are a catch-all factor that could easily be broken down into further categories as specific 
impacts are identified. They occur across five phases of mining; exploration, development, operations, closure 
and post-mining. These phases produce typical impacts such as clearing of vegetation, water use, pollution 
(noise, light, and dust, chemical), ecosystem disruption, erosion and sedimentation. From a community 
perspective, social and environmental impacts of extraction are strongly linked. For example, the sedimentation 
of the Watut River, caused by the Hidden Valley mine and landslides, raised the riverbed and resulted in loss 
of gardens, inundated villages and the redirecting of the arterial waterway away from the Tsile Tsile 
community.  
 
5.9 Bus, graun na wara bagarap  
Ol bus, wara, na graun strong na hevi em ol wanpla kain inap 
long brukim igo wanwan hap long luksave gut long wanem 
kain ol hevi o strong bilong ol igat long en. Ol i kamap inap 
long faifpla rot blong maining, wok painim, wok 
divelopmen, wok bilong kisim minarol, wok bilong pasim 
main, na wok i kamap bihain long main i pas pinis. Dispela 
ol hap rot i save kamapim ol hevi wok bilong rausim ol bus 
na diwai samting, wok bilong yusim wara, kainkain nogut 
samting (nois, lait, na das bilong ol marasin nogut) 
bagarapim laif bilong olgeta bus, diwai, wara, binatang, wel 
abus, na ol kaikai bilong ol wantaim ol man-meri, na bruk bilong graun na ol ston. Long lukluk bilong komuniti, 
laif na bus, wara, na graun hevi i kamap long en. Olsem wanpla piksa, graun na wesan i pulap stret long Wara 
Watut, em i kamap long wok bilong Hidden Valley main na ol graun i bruk go ikam, kirapim aninit graun 
bilong wara we i mekim na planti gaden kaikai i bagarap stret, ol ples i stap bagarap na ron bilong wara ino 
moa bihain rot em save bihainim bifo na nau wara i ron go longwe long Tsile Tsile komuniti. 
 
Effects included: clearing land to establish new gardens; altered diets from reduced availability of fish; building 
new dwellings from bush timbers; and the isolation of people from the main channel effecting transportation 
for education, health, family and trade of garden products and commodities such as cocoa. The connections 
between social and environment and sense of loss are evident in participants’ comments; 
“Loss of gardens, soil for gardens, women lose.” 
“I am still afraid cause this will impact on my life and my children in the future.” 
“Our natural forest will be gone, finished like in Africa.” 
“WGJV can come but it must not destroy everything for the future children to see.” 
 
Ol senis o bagarap i kamap em olsem klinim graun bilong mekim ol nupla gaden, pasin senis long rot bilong 
kisim kaikai long sait bilong kisim pis; kirapim na sanapim ol nupla haus long bus diwai; ol man-meri i stap 
longwe olgeta long bikpla rot bilong wara i ron long ol i save yusim long kisim helpim bilong skul, haus sik, 
karim ol gaden kaikai go long maket, na karim ol kakao blong ol go salim. Dispela ol rot namel long laif sindaun 
na bus, wara, na graun i stap lus ples klia olgeta taim ol lain man-meri i mekim ol stori bilong ol; 
  “Ol gaden i lus, graun blo mekim gaden i lus, mipla ol meri i lus.” 
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  “Mi gat poret long wanem displa pasin bai kamapim bikpla bagarap long laif bilong mi  
 wantaim ol pikinini long bihain taim.” 
  “Olgeta bikpla bus bilong mipla bai go pinis olgeta, bai pinis olsem Africa.” 
  “WGJV i ken kam tasol em i noken bagarapim olgeta samting blong ol pikinini long 
yusim bihain taim.” 
 
Other participants described environmental value or identified observed and feared impacts;  
“We have many important trees for medicine and food, some trees and plants we eat leaf and 
fruit and tree for building house.” 
“We make garden in the forest which makes our life very good.” 
“The land will crumble into dust from blasting.” 
“The animals ran away due to sound.” 
 
Ol arapla lain man-meri i tokaut stret long bus, wara, na graun mak bilong ol i kamapim bikpela poret stret long 
ol.  
“Mipla igat planti strongpla diwai marasin bilong bus na bilong kaikai tu, sampla diwai na 
liklik bus diwai mipla save kaikai ol lip na frut bilong ol na tu yusim ol diwai blong ol long wokim 
haus.” 
“Mipla save mekim ol gaden bilong mipla insait long bik bus na em i save mekim laif bilong 
mipla i kamap gut.” 
“Graun ya bai bruk igo kamap das olgeta long wok blong bomim olgeta taim.” 
“Ol wel abus bai ronowe long ol displa pairap.” 
 
There was also a sense of powerlessness in the face of environmental destruction, where impact and loss were 
identified alongside management solutions that worked in highly disturbed environments overseas but seemed 
out of place or inappropriate in the largely intact environments around Wafi Mountain;  
 “We want environmental management to protect the environment that is affected. Fish, eels 
from our tunnel lake will be polluted.” 
“We need to establish a botanical garden for every plant and animal species in place.  
“Today we have strong connection to our environment and nothing bad happen, but we know 
what will happen when mining operates and destroy everything forever. So, we want WGJV to 
build a zoo or botanical garden to keep our plants for medicine, animals and paints. 
 
I bin igat bikpla wari olsem ol ino moa gat strong long lukim displa bagarap wok long kamap long bus, wara, 
na graun bilong ol, taim ol hevi ol i lukim ples klia olsem igat rot bilong helpim i stap tu long helpim ol bus, 
wara, na graun blong arapla ovasis kantri, tasol i luk olsem em i no wankain olsem bus, wara, na graun long 
Wafi maunten. 
“Mipla laikim bus, wara, na graun menejmen long banisim ol bus, wara, na graun em i 
bagarap pinis. Ol pis, na maleo insait long ol hol raun wara bai kisim bikpla bagarap olgeta.” 
“Tete mipla igat strongpla pasin wantaim bus, wara, na graun bilong mipla na nogat wanpla 
nogut i kamap, tasol mipla save olsem wanem samting bai kamap taim maining wok i kirap na olgeta 
samting bai bagarap olgeta. Olsem na mipla laikim WGJV long kirapim na sanapim wanpla zoo o 
botanikol gaden long holim na lukautim olgeta diwai na liklik bus diwai marasin, wel abus, na ol pen 
blong bilas.” 
 
5.10 Social Impacts 
The range of social impacts from ELD can be diverse, culturally specific, multi-generational, gendered, 
individual, collective, lengthy and interactive with other factors. In short, anything that impacts on people is a 
social impact, this includes, for example: human health and well-being, relationships, community interactions, 
environmental degradation, infrastructure, changes in culture, personal and property rights and their fears and 
aspirations. A proper and considered understanding of social impacts would be dependent on long-term, 
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respectful and participative processes identifying likely risks and harms from potential impacts. Impacts need 
to be seen, described and assessed from a community point of view, as the significance of small changes could 
easily be misunderstood or dismissed by consultants or the company.  
It is also clear that immanent (unplanned) impacts are potentially more disruptive to social cohesion overtime 
than the more visible, intentional outcomes; 
 
5.10 Manmeri bungim hevi 
Ol mak bilong sosol hevi kamap long ELD i no wankain 
tumas, long pasin kalsa na kastam, planti man-meri bifo yet 
na i kam nau, ol meri na man, wanwan man na meri, pasin 
bung, longpela na kainkain pasin i bung wantaim arapla. 
Long sotim displa, wanem samting i pundaun antap long ol 
man-meri, em i sosol hevi, displa i bungim, olsem; helt 
bilong ol man-meri-pikinini na gutpla sindaun bilong ol, 
pasin bilong bung na igo ikam, wok bung na poroman bilong 
ol komuniti, bus, wara, na graun i lusim strong na gutpla 
blong en, haus, rot, bris, na arapla nupla samting i kirap antap 
long graun blong ol, senis insait long pasin kalsa, wanwan 
samting na raits blong ol na ol poret tingting na driman tingting tu bilong ol. Wanpla stretpla na gutpla rot 
bilong luksave long ol displa hevi bai mas sindaun antap long wanpla longpela taim, pasin rispek, na wok bung 
long luksave long ol displa samting i kamapim hevi. Ol hevi mas stap ples klia, skelim ol long ai na tingting 
bilong komuniti, olsem ol liklik senis i ken kamapim krangi tingting o ol save man o kampani i rausim ol displa 
tingting. Displa i stap ples klia tu olsem ol hevi ino stap long plen i ken kamapim bikpla moa hevi antap long 
laif na sindaun bilong ol man-meri long longpela taim na ol ino nap luksave hariap long wanem kain ol hevi i 
kamap; 
 
Examples of impacts from Wafi-Golpu include;  
“Men might enjoy this life but not think of wife and family and bringing Aids/HIV home to 
them both and their children” 
“In the past until today our community stay well, no alcohol, no argument to fight” 
“Displacement already happen – fish die, water change colour and position, sediment build 
up.” 
“The mine will bring more outsiders into the community. The youths will get drunk, marriage 
breakup, men will bring sickness (STD’s, AIDS/HIV) to us women. The youth will not participate, go 
to church.” 
 
Sampla piksa nogut bilong Wafi-Golpu em ol; 
“Ol man i ken hamamas long displa laif em i gat, tasol em bai no nap tingim meri na famili 
bilong em na em i bringim kam insait long haus, HIV na AIDS i kam long tupla yet wantaim ol pikinini.” 
“Long bifo tru inap long tete ol komuniti bilong mipla i bin save stap gut tru, nogat strongpla 
dring, nogat pasin blong kros na pait.” 
“Ples i bagarap kamap pinis – ol pis i dai, ol wara i senisim kala na ron blong em, graun na 
wesan i solap kam antap.” 
“Main ya i bringim planti kainkain man long autsait kam insait long komuniti. Ol yangpela i 
spak, ol marit i bruk, ol man bai bringim ol sik nogut (STI’s, HIV/AIDS) kam long mipla ol meri. Ol 
yangpela bai no nap bung gut na wok wantaim, na go long lotu.” 
 
Changes in community composition is common, where mining leads to an increase in outsiders, especially 
those marrying into community. This was reported in several villages, with one already experiencing an 
increased level of marriage to men outside the community; 
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“Can see that many young man/meri play gambling, marry outside and not in village and bring 
outside man to village.” 
“In the past women marry inside community, but last year, 2017, five outside men marry into 
the community.”  
 
Based on conversations and community responses over several years we can see that the social impact 
assessment processes for the Wafi-Golpu mine fails the test of genuineness by once again focusing on risk to 
the mine, rather than on impacts and risk to communities. 
 
Ol senis kamap long komuniti sindaun i wankain ples klia, we wok maining i kamap bikpla number blong ol 
autsait man, em kain olsem ol man i kam na marit igo insait long ol komuniti. Displa i bin kamap long ripot 
long sampla ol ples, wantaim wanpla ples ol i lukim bikpla namba bilong ol man long autsait i kam na marit 
insait long ples bilong ol; 
“Mipla ken lukim olsem planti yangpela man na meri i pilai kas wantaim moni, na marit long 
autsait long ples na bringim autsait man i kam insait long ples.” 
“Long bifo tru ol meri i save marit insait long ples yet, tasol las yia 2017, faifpla autsait man 
i kam marit insait long ples.” 
 
Antap long ol toktok na stori igo kam wantaim ol lain man-meri long komuniti moa long sampla yia igo pinis 
yumi lukim olsem hevi bilong komuniti wantaim wok skelim bilong Wafi-Golpu main i pundaun tru na ino 
bungim trupla rot na pasin bilong helpim ol man-meri na em lukluk moa long wok bilong em yet na ino lukluk 
gut long sot na hevi bilong ol komuniti. 
 
5.11 Militarization, violence and conflict 
In PNG people are aware of the Bougainville Crisis, which grew from environmental damage, unjust benefits 
and resistance to the Panguna mine, which resulted in some 16,000-20,000 deaths, mainly civilian, from a 
blockade of the Island. At other mine-sites there are systemic impacts where militarised mining and individual 
acts of violence suppress dissent and suppress the right to self-determination that is a vital determinate and pre-
requisite for gutpla sindaun. This erosion of peaceful existence was described by participants: 
 “Our way of working together is finished, no respect for leaders, there is conflict between the 
people, all this kind of behaviour started to grow slowly, slowly.” 
“The WGJV musts have respect for the community, deal with conflict in MOA.” 
 
5.11 Bikpela pait kamap, sekuriti kam insait  
Insait long PNG ol man-meri i save na klia long displa bikpla 
pait bin kamap long Bougainville, we em bin kirap long bus, 
wara, na graun i bagarap na nogat gutpla luksave long belgut 
bilong ol asples komuniti, na birua i kamap long Panguna 
main, we em kamap dai bilong klostu olsem 16, 000 igo 20, 
000 man-meri na pikinini, planti em ol lain bilong ol ples 
komuniti insait long taim gavman i bin pasim rot bilong 
kisim kaikai na kago samting igo insait long ailan bilong 
Bougainville. Long ol arapla main eria igat ol bagarap nogut 
tu i stap we yumi bai lukim olsem pasin bilong bringim ol 
ami igo insait long ol ples long daunim ol pasin bikhet na pait 
tasol tru tru em olsem ol blong daun tingting na raits bilong 
ol komuniti long inapim tingting bilong Gutpla Sindaun. Displa i soim bagarap bilong pasin belisi na gutpla 
sindaun olsem ol lain man-meri yet i tokaut long en. 
“Ol pasin bilong mipla long wok bung wantaim i pinis olgeta, nogat rispek long ol lida, i save 





Smaller scale militarisation is common in PNG, where mines are islands of development that attract and 
generate conflict, where private mine-site security forces and police intermingle and are associated not with 
law and justice, but with arbitrary violence and fear. A reality already experienced, before the mine was 
approved, constructed and operational and described by participants; 
“We don’t want company to take police to come and destroy and attack us.”  
“This year, June 2018, WGJV took seven taskforce police and one CID (criminal investigation 
department) come to arrest us women. WGJV said we women had supported our children to steal from 
WGJV, they put gunpoint at us at 7pm at night. Later WGJV found it not the truth and send them out.” 
“We saw this (conflict and militarisation) happen two times already. WGJV believe we have 
some stolen some of the property of WGJV and they send police to us men in the first incidence and in 
the second straight to the women.” 
 
Liklik pasin bilong yusim ami i no nupla insait long PNG, we ol main i kamap ol ailan bilong wok divelopmen 
i save pulim ai na tingting bilong kirapim pasin pait, we praivet main-ples sekuriti fos na polis i save bung na 
wokabaut wantaim na ol i no save long pasin bilong bihainim lo bilong kantri, tasol ol i ken yusim bikpla strong 
long paitim na poretim ol lain man-meri bilong ol komuniti. Samting tru i kamap pinis, bifo long main wok i 
kisim tok orait blong wok i ken stat olsem ol lain man-meri i stori moa long en; 
  “Mipla ino laikim kampani long kisim polis kam na bagarapim na paitim mipla.” 
 ”Displa yia, June 2018, WGJV kisim sevenpla tasfos polis man na wanpla CID polis man kam 
na arestim mipla ol meri. WGJV tok mipla ol meri i bin sapotim ol pikinini blong mipla long stil long 
WGJV, ol putim gan long mipla long 7 pm long nait. Bihain WGJV painim aut olsem displa ino tru na 
ol salim mipla go out.” 
 “Mipla lukim displa pasin i kamap tupla taim pinis. WGJV i bilip olsem mipla i holim ol 
sampla kago samting bilong WGJV na ol i salim polis kam long mipla ol man long nambawan hevi 
kamap na namba tu taim long ol meri.” 
 
6. Discussion  
Communities quickly demonstrated an understanding and application of extractive dispossession based on first-
hand experience (see section 5.7) demonstrating the need to access, and ability to comprehend complex 
information when it was made more accessible and less threatening. With a valuable part of the process of 
engagement was to provide the language and concepts to people to enable identification and discussion of 
impacts. Meaning that while communities were already concerned, they were corralled and restrained by the 
management focus on mining, such as the impersonal, logistical nature of resettlement rather than the violent 
and ongoing separation of disemplacement. Or, with generally low levels of formal education and an almost 
total lack of information, participants simply lacked the information or technical language skills to make their 
fears known.  
 
6. Ol toktok igo kam  
Ol komuniti hariap soim wanpla luksave na rot blong rausim na bagarapim graun antap long samting ol lukim 
na save long en (lukim section 5.7) soim ples klia gutpla rot, na strong blong kisim save long ol hatpla tingting 
na toktok taim em kamap gut na isi long laif na sindaun blong ol. Wantaim gutpla na stretpla rot blong kisim 
ol na givim stretpla tok na tingting igo long ol man-meri long ol i ken bung na sindaun na toktok moa long ol 
kain hevi olsem. As tingting em olsem ol komuniti ol i save pinis na i pilim bikpla wari pinis, ol yet i bin 
pundaun igo insait long banis bilong tingting bilong menejmen bilong kampani, kain olsem wanwan yet, wok 
blong kamautim na putim ol long narapla ples, moa long pasin bilong kros na pait long kirap na muv igo long 
narapla hap. O wantaim liklik save na nogat save long wanem kain ol tingting na toktok i wok long kamap, ol 
lain man-meri ino gat save long wanem ol toktok igo kam na tu long sait bilong save blong wok ol i painim hat 




Based on community responses it become clear that the individual factors of extractive dispossession were 
strongly linked. A particularly striking example was the intense pressure participants and communities were 
under to formally agree to resettlement in isolation from consideration of other impacts. The resettlement 
process, led by the proponent rather than the community or independent experts (working for the community, 
not the company) was focused on securing consent for resettlement prior to other processes such as the 
environmental assessment and the MOA negotiations. What our participant researchers described was 
significant anxiety about the multiple points of dispossession or impact that intersected with the single factor 
of disemplacement. We believe the complexity of managing the impacts of mining, requires a people and 
community focused, rather than a problem-focused approach. 
 
Antap long toktok bekim bilong ol komuniti em i bin kamap klia stret olsem wanwan hap bilong pasin bilong 
rausim ol samting i pas strong wantaim. Wanpla klia piksa em bikpla presa ol lain man-meri na komuniti i bin 
igo insait long em long mekim kamap na inapim tingting bilong kamautim na karim ol yet igo long nupla ples 
graun wantaim nogat gutpla klia tok long wanem ol kain hevi ol bai bungim long taim ol i sindaun long nupla 
hap. Displa wok em ol kampani i bin go pas long en, ino komuniti o ol arapla lain wok aninit long ol komuniti, 
na tingting bilong mekim displa wok em blong kisim na strongim displa wok pastaim antap long arapla wok 
kain olsem skelim wanem bagarap bai kamap long bus, wara, na graun na toktok bilong MOA. Wanem toktok 
ol wok painimaut lain bilong yumi i soim olsem i bin gat planti wari tingting long toktok blong ol komuniti 
mas kirap na lusim ol graun bilong ol. Mipla i bilip olsem displa hatpla wok blong lukautim na bosim ol hevi 
bilong wok maining, bai mas igat ol lain man-meri na komuniti wantaim long lukluk long displa, na ino lukluk 
long ol hevi tasol. 
 
It is clear that Communities wanted more information and assistance, and that the concept of extractive 
dispossession was a useful tool to assist Wafi-Golpu communities better understand ELD outcomes, as 
indicated in feedback comments: 
“This information really helps us understand our status and role as women and help us to hold 
hand together without women’s leaders to work together to help raise our voice. Still we need more 
help and information.” 
“Now your information really help us to understand more about mining on our land. It also 
help us and give us more understanding and power to stand for my rights and make discussion.” 
“I really want more of this kind of information. We still need more of your information. It has 
opened my eyes and empowered me.” 
 “Please can you come and give us more information that will help us women more.”  
 
Em i kamap klia olsem ol komuniti igat laik long save moa long gutpla tingting na helpim, na em olsem wanem 
as tingting bilong wok blong digim na rausim graun na ol samting i stap antap na aninit long en, i kam olsem 
gutpla samting bilong mekim wok long helpim ol Wafi-Golpu ples komuniti long kisim save na luksave gut 
long ELD wok, olsem yumi bai lukim long ol tingting na toktok bilong ol. 
“Displa ol toktok na toksave m helpim tru mipla long luksave long sanap bilong mipla ol wok 
wantaim long kirapim ol toktok na wari bilong mipla. Na tu mipla laikim moa helpim na gutpla toksave 
mas kam long mipla.” 
“Long nau ol displa gutpla toksave em helpim mipla gut long luksave moa long wok bilong 
maining long graun bilong mipla. Em tu i helpim mipla long givim moa luksave na pawa long sanap 
long raits blong mipla na mekim gutpla toktok na tingting.” 
“Mi laikim planti moa gutpla toksave na tingting. Mipla laikim planti moa gutpla toksave na 
tingting i kam long yupla. Em i opim ai blong mi na em i givim strong long mi.” 
“Plis inap yupla kam na givim sampla moa gutpla toksave long helpim mipla ol meri moa.” 
 
6.2 Outcomes at Wafi-Golpu 
As is evident in the many comments above, participants from the Yanta, Babuaf and Hengambu communities 
are aware of, and concerned about, the potential negative impacts from the Wafi-Golpu mine. Unfortunately, 
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despite being in a period of mining assessment and negotiation, participants in communities have been told 
little about a range of potential, even likely, negative impacts from ELD despite the MOU already signed by 
the PNG Government. But by developing and using the concept of extractive dispossession with Communities, 
a range of genuine concerns, experiences, fears and anxieties - that were exacerbated by an almost total lack of 
relevant, independent information - became apparent. While we acknowledge that others, particularly male 
leaders, may have had better access to information, it had not been made available to the participants in this 
research.  
 
6.2 Wanem ol wok kamap i kirap long Wafi-Golpu  
Olsem em stap ples klia insait long planti toktok kamap antap, ol lain man-meri bilong Yanta, Babuaf, na 
Hengambu komuniti ol i save pinis, na toktok planti long en, ol nogut na bagarap bilong Wafi-Golpu main. 
Tasol sori tumas, maski insait long taim bilong maining wok skelim na ol toktok igo kam, ol lain man-meri ino 
bin kisim olgeta tok klia blong wanem ol bagarap bai kamap taim maining wok i kirap long graun blong ol, 
maski taim MOU em gavman i sainim tok orait pinis long wok long kirap.  
Tasol long kirapim tingting bilong klinim na kamautim samting long graun bilong ol komuniti, i bin gat sampla 
trupla wari tingting na toktok na poret – displa ol tingting na toktok ino bin kamap ples klia tumas long maus 
blong arapla save lain – em sanap ples klia stret. Long hapsait yumi givim luksave olsem arapla, em ol man 
lida, bai mas igat gutpla toksave na luksave long ol wanem tingting na toktok, tasol ol displa ino bin go long 
han bilong ol lain man-meri i bin sindaun wantaim long displa wok painim aut. 
 
The links between gender inequality and inequity, and fraudulent consent are stark, with female and male 
comments identifying ongoing processes that entrench inequality. Gendered inequality and inequity were 
evident in access to health services, displacement of traditional activities and roles, economic and social 
impacts, and lastly militarisation, violence and conflict. And while not as evident in participant comments, 
gendered inequality can also be seen to intersect with sacred sites and places, and through imperialism and 
epistemicide. Having witnessed the exclusion of, and distress of female community members, it is evident that 
Wafi-Golpu is another example of women being excluded from mining decision-making processes which has 
exacerbated existing gendered inequalities. This is not to cast all women as victims, nor do we place all the 
blame for all gendered inequalities on the EI – but to recognise that intentional and unplanned development 
from EI has a specific and gendered effect on women. 
 
Displa poroman namel long toktok bilong meri na man ino stap wankain o ino stap ples klia, na giaman tok 
orait o wanbel i nogut tru, i kam wantaim ol toktok blong ol meri na ol man wantaim we ol i soim olsem ol 
displa wok i pulap tru wantaim nogat gutpla wanbel na wankain luksave. Pasin bilong skelim ol meri na man i 
bikpla tru na em i ples klia long rot bilong kisim helpim long sait blong helt sevis, senis bilong pasin tumbuna 
wok, ikonomik na sosol hevi, na las tru em pasin bilong bringim ol praivet sekuriti fos o ami kam insait long 
sait bilong pait na kros. Na em bai no stap ples klia tumas long pasin blong luksave long ol ples na graun tambu, 
na igo insait long pasin bilong bosim na bagarapim pasin tumbuna bilong ol ples lain. Long luksave long ol 
pasin bilong lusting, daunim, na bagarapim ol meri insait long ol komuniti, em i ples klia olsem Wafi-Golpu 
em i wanpla piksa nogut bilong rabisim ol meri long ol ino ken gat tok insait long displa maining projek. Displa 
ino blong soim olsem ol meri i kamap bagarap blong wanpla kain projek olsem, nogat, yumi putim ol go aninit 
long tok nogut blong genda antap long wok blong EI – tasol long mekim sampla luksave mas kamap bihainim 
pasin blong lus tingting long ol meri na mekim wok divelopmen i nogat gutpla plen blong mekim wok na 
wanem kain ol hevi i save pundaun antap long ol meri. 
 
There were many problems identified by participants, these demonstrate impacts from all 11 factors of 
extractive dispossession: (1) gendered exclusion from decision making; (2) fraudulent consent due to 
information deficiencies and a corrupt process – which indicate further asymmetries of power, resources and 
influence; (3) poor and/or degraded health, education and transport services; (4) enclosure and separation from 
common land; (5) genuine fears about disemplacement and lack of information, certainty and input into 
resettlement agreements and outcomes; (6) a misunderstanding of, and respect for, the significance and well-
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being value of scared places; (7) a loss of self-belief, values and customs from systems of development blind 
to other ways of being; (8) displacement, particularly of women’s traditional roles and increase in women’s 
work burden; (9) destruction of the environment, with reduced access to resources and ongoing threats to plants, 
animals and processes; (10) unacknowledged social impacts, such as from changes to community composition; 
(11) anxiety, conflict and militarisation from unequal applications of the law and the vulnerability of 
communities, particularly women. Taken together these overlapping factors represent both the abrupt, 
immediate impact from ELD and the slow violence of an extractive, capitalist model of development on semi-
subsistence communities. The fact that these impacts and concerns are evident prior to approval and 
construction is of great concern and foreshadows more dispossession if or when mining proceeds.  
 
I bin gat planti hevi ol lain man-meri bin soim, displa i soim ples klia olsem long 11 hap mak bilong digim na 
rausim: (1) ol meri ino bin stap insait long ol toktok bilong mekim wok; (2) giaman wanbel bihainim korapt 
pasin na tingting; (3) bagarap helt, edukesen, na trenspot sevis;  
(4) banis na surukim go long graun blong ol yet; (5) trupla poret tingting long senis blong kamautim na go 
sindaun long narapla graun na nogat tok klia blong displa i kamap; (6) nogat gutpla tingting, nogat rispek, long 
ol ples na graun tambu; (7) ol lusim bilip long ol yet, na gutpla pasin, na pasin kastam ino go wantaim tingting 
na pasin blong divelopmen na arapla rot blong sindaun; (8) ol meri i no kisim gutpla luksave long wanem ol 
wok ol igat long mekim insait long komuniti blong ol, na planti arapla wok ol man i putim antap long ol long 
mekim i givim hevi long ol; (9) bagarap bilong ol bus, wara, na graun, we i bringim planti moa hevi long ol 
diwai, bus, wara, ol wel abus, na graun em yet; (10) nogat luksave long wanem ol hevi na bagarap wok long 
kamap long ol komuniti; (11) kainkain wari tingting, tingting blong pait na hevi, lo na oda hevi ino go bihainim 
rot blong em stret taim ol meri i kisim bagarap long han bilong ol polis o lo wokman. Bungim ol displa samting 
olgeta wantaim aninit long ELD na pasin blong kros na pait, kamautim na rausim, soim pasin bilong bosim na 
bagarapim pasin kalsa na ples blong ol man-meri igo bungim pasin blong nogat gutpla tok klia na wanbel long 
wok maining bai kirap na ron olsem wanem na bai em i helpim na lukautim ol man-meri olsem wanem taim 
wok i kirap. 
 
Given the complexity of issues, the effective silencing of women and the limited scope of this work we contend 
that are many more issues yet to be identified. While communities want development, they are under pressure, 
anxious and clearly seeking the information they need to make informed decisions. Instead, consent and 
negotiation processes are being undermined and delegitimised by a lack of accessible and independent 
information, inadequate and gendered consultation, and a clash of cultures and misunderstandings - all of which 
are being supressed by a premature political license to operate. A reality that the inaccessible EIS process does 
little to overcome. Instead, asymmetries of power, influence, information, experience and resources combine 
to dispossess communities, and erode whatever agency they possess to question the inevitable impacts from 
Wafi-Golpu. It seems likely that the path of mining at Wafi-Golpu will follow in the footsteps of the 
Philippines, with communities experiencing the experience impacts of multiple, interrelated and overlapping 
dispossessions. 
 
Long luksave long ol displa pasin kamap, displa pasin blong pasim maus blong ol meri na liklik spes ol i givim 
ol long wok long en em yumi bai kisim belisi tasol olsem planti moa kain ol hevi bai kamap yet na bai yumi 
luksave long ol. Taim ol komuniti laikim wok divelopmen, ol bai stap aninit long planti presa, tingting wari, 
na klia moa ol bai painim gutpla toksave na tingting ol mas kisim long mekim ol gutpla tingting. Tasol nogat 
ol rot bilong toktok na skelim gutpla tingting i no kamap long gutpla mak na rot blong ol na displa i save 
bagarapim o stopim gutpla rot blong stretpla tingting na toktok long igo kam namel long ol man-meri na arapla 
– olgeta displa pasin blong wok i save go aninit long presa blong politik. Long trupla rot blo wok olgeta displa 
pasin na tingting blong EIS bai no nap long helpim tumas. Long pasin na tingting bilong igat moa pawa, strong, 
na olgeta arapla toktok na tingting i ken daunim strong blong ol komuniti wantaim ol poroman bilong long 
putim planti askim igo long ol bagarap na hevi Wafi-Golpu i kamapim long en. Luk olsem displa rot bilong 
wok maining long Wafi-Golpu bai bihainim stret lekmak bilong wok maining long Filipins, wantaim ol 
komuniti i wok long bungim ol bagarap na hevi antap long planti kainkain bagarap na nogut. 
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1. Preface: Seeing Venembeli/Luksave moa yet long Venembeli 
Built around a hill and nestled amongst peaks on all sides, the sun does not rise quickly in Venembeli. 
With the light comes the sound; roosters crowing, pigs squealing, dogs wrestling, birds singing and 
beetles rustling, alongside the sound of splashing water nearby and the thrum of the river at the bottom 
of the hill. Before the sun takes over, the lights from houses shine brightly as they illuminate their 
surrounds through the night. The recent advent of affordable solar has made artificial light a reality, a 
fact that the constant illumination seems to celebrate, or at least bear witness to. Then come the sounds 
of people, children waking, beginning to play; women starting their daily work, clinking pots, lighting 
fires, and preparing kaikai (food). The volume rises as the light slowly increases with the direct beams 
of sunlight making their way up the hillside. 
 
Ples Istap long maunten na sindaun gut namel long het blong maunten banisim olgeta hap, san ino save 
kam antap haraip long Venembeli. Taim lait ikam wantaim nois; ol kakaruk ikrai, ol pik mekim nois, 
ol dog singaut, ol pisin singsing na ol binatang kirapim nois blong ol, namel long nois blong wara istap 
klostu na bihainim rot blong em igo daun tamblo long ass blong maunten. Bipo long san ilait na kisim 
ples, ol lait blong haus ilait gut tru long nait. Wantaim senis blong solar ikam insait mekim laip kam 
gut, mekim driman blong ol lukim senis ikamap nau long taim blong ol. Na manmeri kirap toktok, 
pikinini wakabaut, stat long pilai; meri statim wok blong de, pairapim pot, laitim paia, na redim kaikai. 
Plenti nois kamap taim tulait ikam na san lait ikam mekim ol wakabaut igo bihainim sait blong maunten. 
 
There are 90 houses in Venembeli built mainly using bush materials from over ten species of diwai 
(tree). Roofs are made of overlapping sago leaves and kunai grass; floors from sawn timber beams or 
split bamboo (see Fig 1.). Many of the homes display modern additions such as steel ridge capping, 
steel roofs (kapa) and netted windows. There are some houses that would not look out of place in Lae, 
the capital of Morobe Province, with interior walls lined and painted. The houses are scattered in small 
clusters, an organic and friendly layout that both connects and separates extended families. These 
clusters are surrounded by many fruiting trees including; rambutan, guava, coconut, mango, pineapple, 
banana, sago, galip nut, pawpaw, breadfruit and pandanus, as well as buai (chewed with  
mustard and lime to produce a mild stimulant), noni (a medicinal plant), herbs and bright colourful 
flowering plants - the village is vibrant with life. Next to, or adjoining most houses is the kitchen, 
another elevated structure typically made from bush materials. Inside, sitting on a rectangle of dirt and 
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ash is the wood fire, a slow-burning masterpiece that generates enough heat for cooking without wasting 
fuel or producing excessive heat or smoke. A set of bush pole shelves, with washed pots, cups, plates 
and utensils sits either inside or just outside the kitchen. Not every house has a tap, but our house has 
running water outdoors, gravity-fed from a small dam further up the hill. 
 
Venembeli igat 90pela haus na ol mekim haus long bus materal we ol usim tenpela kain diwai blong 
mekim haus. Na lip blong saksak na kunai grass ol usim long karamapim haus long em; na floor ol usim 
palang ol katim long chain-saw o mambu ol splitim na putim long floor. Plenti blong haus ol mekim 
hapkas haus long iron ridge cap, kappa na net window.(see Fig 1.). Igat sampela haus ol bai ino luk aut 
off place long Lae, capital blong Morobe Provins, ol banisim gut tru insait na paintim. Ol haus istap 
longwe liklik blong ol yet, em gutpla tru bung famili na banisim arapela famili tu. Dispela liklik haus 
igat plenti prut diwai gro arere olsem, rambutan, guava, kokonas, mango, pineapple, mango, saksak, 
galip nut, pawpaw, kapiak na marita, buai tu (ol kaikai wantaim daka long mekim manmeri ai op), noni 
(marasin diwai), herb na bright kalaful flawa diwai, ples em holim gut tru laip. Arere long ol haus em 
kitchen istap, ol imekim gut tru long bus material, ol mekim ples blong mekim pia wantaim ol box 
diwai na pipia blong graun na piawud kamapim shit blong pia ples. Liklik pia ples save kamapim inap 
pia blong kuk na inogat blong wastim fuel or kirapim bikpela pia or smuk. Ol kapbod ol imekim long 
bun diwai blong bush, we ol pot, kap, plate na arapela iwasim pinis istap long em o arapela istap autsait 
long kitechen. Ino olgeta haus igat tapwara, tasol haus blong mipela igat wara ron autside, em ron long 
presa blong dam istap antap long mauntain ikam daun. 
 
[insert] Fig 1. Venembeli 
 
Home to over four hundred people, 40 per cent of whom are children, Venembeli is in a state of 
transition, adjusting to the influences and impacts of colonisation, Christianity, cultural change and the 
fluctuations of the international gold price. This is neither a traditional paradise nor a modern dis/utopia; 
just a community trying to maintain traditions and adapt to change. Venembeli, along with the nearby 
villages of Hekeng and Nambonga are predominantly subsistence-based, relying on the local 
environment for their drinking and washing water, bush (gathering, hunting, fishing) and garden foods, 
medicines, housing materials, cash crops, alluvial mining, play and cultural uses. Like many other 
communities in Papua New Guinea (PNG), Venembeli is largely Christian but retains beliefs and 
customs following older, pre-Christian traditions. Gender divisions are sharp and reflected in the 
overwhelming male-dominated leadership structures, domestic roles, gardening, socialising, and 
disparate levels of education, voice and power. All three villages are expected to be resettled to allow 
the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine to proceed; in Venembeli s case, the proposed resettlement location is 
now uncertain, but at the time of research (2020) there were no resettlement options near a river 
comparable to the Wafi River.  
 
Venembeli em ples igat moa long four handet manmeri (400 manmeri), 40 per cent em ol pikinini, 
Venembeli istap long senis, divilopmen blong autsait lain, Kristeniti, kastom pasin isenis na pais blong 
gold long international maket wok long igo ikam. Em ino pasin blong ples o blong arapela lain autsait, 
em kominiti traim long holim bek pasin kastom na adoptim senis wok long kamap. Venembeli wantaim 
tupela ples Hekeng na Nambonga depend long graun, bus na wara long painim abus, pis na gaden 
kaikai, marasin, mekim haus, cash crop, wok gold, pilai na wok blong kastom. Wankain olsem ol 
arapela kominiti long Papua Niugini (PNG), Venembeli em bikpela Kristen kominiti tasol em holim 
bek olpela kastom blong Kristian Sios. Gender o luksave blong man na meri em kamap ples klia, taim 
man igo pas moa long holim lidaship position, wok blong haus/ples, gaden, manmeri, sot long lainim 
long skul, toktok na pawa. Olgeta tripela ples bai lusim graun blong ol na igo (relocate) sindaun long 
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narapela ples na proposed Wafi Golpu main long igo het. Case blong Venembeli long tingting blong 
resettlement nau em ino kamap klia, long taim blong wok painimaut/research/ (2020) ino bin igat 
resettlemen plen long settlim long wankain wara olsem Wafi wara. 
 
2. Introduction/Stat 
Using an emancipatory, participatory action research (PAR) approach to intentionally serve those who 
are at risk of becoming marginalised and dispossessed by mining development, we share stories about 
life and relationships in Venembeli, a remote village situated 65km southwest of Lae, capital of Morobe 
Province, PNG. Together we make a clear statement of existence and life that does not require another 
event to define it. Mindful of the power of language and dominant cultures, we adopt a refined version 
of the Melanesian tok stori (literally, to share stories) methodology, which we describe as tok stori-tok 
ples (sharing stories in local language), as we sought to uncover and describe some truths about human 
and environmental relations in the village of Venembeli.  
 
Pasin blong luksave long ol yet husait, Participate Action research (PAR) min long helpim ol luksave 
long bagarap ol istap long em, control na bagarap maining divilopmen bai mekim, mipela serim stori 
blong laip na sindaun insait lonsg Venembeli, ples istap 65km southwest blong Lae, bikpla taun blong 
Morobe Provins-PNG. Wokbung wantaim imekim kamap ples klia save blong istap laip we narapela 
ino inap long tokaut long tok tru blong laip blong manmeri.  Luksave long pawa blong toktok na pasin 
blong autsait lain, mipela adoptim Melanesian tok stori (em blong stori moa yet) methodology, we 
mipela discribim olsem tok stori-tok ples(sharim stori long tokple),, mipela mekim long luksave na 
kisim trupela meaning blong manmeri na bus,graun na wara blong ples Venembeli. 
 
Conversely, the reality is that our interest in Venembeli, along with many readers and stakeholders,  
was prompted by development interests from the Global North. In this case, a proposed mine that 
positions Venembeli as a contentious site of opportunity and impact. Venembeli typifies how our 
attention to, and interest in, the value of others  existence is often not appreciated until a Western 
development scheme is proposed; a sad indictment on our assumptions about people, social change, 
and development. Nevertheless, we seek to better understand and assist the community by responding 
to an assessment and approval process for the Wafi-Golpu mine that has failed to genuinely see  and 
hear the people who live in Venembeli. Indeed, the main impact assessment document, the 
environmental impact statement (EIS), has instead rendered the villagers of Venembeli as two-
dimensional beings and their land fit only for mineral exploitation. This regulatory attempt at 
assessment gives primacy to identifying potential positive intentional development outcomes while it 
minimises or ignores the many potential negative mining legacies created by both intentional and 
unplanned (immanent) development. We deliberately counter this dispossessive process with a glimpse 
of the community that is Venembeli. Our approach can thus be compared to a mining design, impact 
assessment and technocratic approval process that prioritises the mining over local ways of living.  
  
Long tok tru, mipela igat interest long wok long Venembeli, wantaim plenti readers na stakeholders 
long divilopment interest ikam long Global North. Long kain case istap long plen kamapim Venembeli 
strongpla eria blong gutpela na impact. Venembeli inapim tingting na bel blong mipela long luksave 
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3. Methodology  
These stories were recorded over four visits to Venembeli throughout 2019 and 2020, which built on 
an ongoing engagement with the community since 2014. Some of the stories were shared at the river 
where villagers gather to wash bodies, clothes and dishes, to play and to engage in alluvial mining. 
Other stories were shared during research briefings and discussions stemming from research in previous 
years, spontaneous conversations while preparing or eating kaikai and drinking tea, when villagers 
deliberately sought information from the visiting researchers, or in meetings under houses away from 
the hot sun. Most conversations attracted others, a sort of organic tropical snowballing recruitment that 
drew in new community co-researchers. Interviews were in English or Tok Pisin with notes and quotes 
translated by the authors in the field and at an end-of-trip two-day workshop. 
 
Dispela ol stori igo insait long rekot bihainm fopela (4pela) wakabaut igo insait long Venembeli namel 
long 2019 na 2020, dispela wokbung wantaim kominiti stat long 2014. Sampela stori ibin kamap ples 
klia taim ples manmeri igo daun long waswas, wasim klos na dish, pilai na wok gol. Ol arapela stori 
ibin kamap long taim blong research briefing na toktok moa igo insait long research blong yia igo pinis, 
longpela toktok igo ikam long taim blong wok redi o kaikai na dring tea, taim manmeri long ples painim 
information long researchers, o miting aninit long haus long taim sun hot. Plenti stori ikirapim arapela 
stori na kirapim ass tru long stori blong research, dispela imekim nupela recruitment blong kominiti 
research team. Olgeta interviews istap long Enlish or Tok Pisin wantaim notes na quotes ol authors 
tanim tok long field na long pinis blong patrol em tupela de woksop. 
 
[insert] Fig 2. Tok stori-tok ples by the River 
 
4.0 Stories of life from Venembeli/Laip Stori blong Venembeli 
These vignettes are a sample of the social complexity of life in Venembeli and the distinctive role the 
River has in people s lives. There are also other stories away from the River, and as such, these stories 
should be read as an example of more widespread connections and relations rather than as outliers. 
Below, using the experiences of children, village courtship, the experiences of women and food, we tell 
of relationships, connections, sustenance and social recreation. 
 
Dispela em tokpiksa blong manmeri lukluk igo insait moa yet long laip long Venembeli na wanem wok 
wara mekim long laip blong olgeta man na meri. Igat tu arapela stori longwe long wara olsem na dispela 
ol stori imas istap olsem tokpiksa o example blong strongpla connection na wokbung na ino giaman 
lain. Tamblo, usim experiens blong pikinini, village courtship, experiens blong meri na kaikai, mipela 
tokaut long wokbung o connection, how ol istap gut na manmeri amamas olsem wanem. 
 
[insert] Fig 3. Pikinini  pla ing in he Ri er 
 
4.1 Children/Pikininis  
Venembeli children spend at least a part (serval hours or more) of everyday playing in and adjacent to 
the Wafi River. In PNG, children often have much more freedom and independence than is conceivable 
in the industrial cities of the metropole. Think of long walks, young children imitating their parents and 
skilfully using large bush-knives, free to climb high trees for coconuts or play for hours, away from the 
direct gaze of parents. In Venembeli, we witnessed small groups of 3-6, or in larger swarms of 10+ 
children playing in the waters of the River, along its banks and in the Village. The children play a 
seemingly universal game of diving for treasure, in this case for a white stone that stands out from the 
otherwise washed smooth grey river stones. Fig 3. depicts two children at play in the River, along with 
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the motion and joy captured by Eugene, the image evokes the sounds of water, joyful shrieks of children, 
the hum of the forest and the smell of cool freshwater on a hot day. 
 
Pikinini long Venembeli save pilai long Wafi Wara olgeta dei. Long PNG, pikinini oltaim save igat 
moa fridom na independent moa long bikpla taun na siti. Tingting long longpla wakabaut, ol yangpla 
pikinini bihainim papamama na ol save gut how long usim bikpla bus naip, ol free long go antap long 
longpla diwai kokonas o pilai longpela hours taim papamama ino istap. Long Venembeli, mipela ilukim 
liklik grup pikinini 3-6, o bikpla 10+ pikinini pilai long namel blong wara, arere na long ples. Ol pikinini 
igat pilai blong wara we ogeta save em long swim igo insait long bed blong wara long painim wanpela 
white ston or grey kala ston blong wara. Fig 3. Piksa tupla pikinini pilai long wara, muv na pilai amamas 
piksa Eugene kisim, piksa tokaut long nois blong wara, naispela amamas blong ol pikinini, bus na smell 
blong klinpla wara long hot san.  
  
At other times children played land-based games on the River flats with balls, sticks and imaginary 
items and beings that adult researchers could fail to see. Marbles (small, toughened glass balls) is widely 
and continuously played, with moving versions of the game as well as the usual universal circle, which 
often attracted larger groups and spectators. The groups, while often dominated by older boys, included 
many girls and ranged in age from approximately 4-12 years. As they grew older, children played less 
by the River, though they could be seen assisting the women with washing, gardening and cooking or 
undertaking their own alluvial mining activities from an early age.  
 
Long arapela taim ol pikinini pilai  arere wara long graun wantaim ball, stik na arapela hait piksa istap 
long tingting we bikpela researchers ino inap long luksave. Marbles (strongpla liklik round glass ball) 
em olgeta lain save long pilai na dispela pulim moa grup long kam lukluk.  
 
[insert] Fig 4. Complex river relationships 
 
From what we observed, the River performs many valuable functions for children, not limited to a site 
of free and imaginative play, unsupervised time, washing and swimming, and teaching each other how 
to obtain their own bush foods. In addition, the River also acts as an entertainer, babysitter and teacher, 
giving time and space for the parents to undertake daily tasks (gardens, mining, community), care for 
smaller children or find time to themselves. While group relationships are not always harmonious, acts 
of care are common amongst the children, such as helping a younger child reach a favoured spot on the 
opposite riverbank, or helping them crush open the garlip nuts with rocks. This time spent together is 
vital in the formation of oneself in toda s relationships and in the relationships that would come to 
form the basis for village relations in the future. The relationships between people and the River is 
captured in Fig 4., which shows a complex river life that imbues the quotidian routines of the Village; 
people are a part of, not apart from, the River.  
 
Long luksave blong mipela, wara igat plenty gutpela samting blong ol pikinini, ino blong pilai tasol, ol 
gat taim blong ol yet, waswas na swim, skulim ol yet how long painim kaikai long bus. Moa yet long 
dispela, wara em kamap olsem show graun blong ol, em olsem baby sitter na tisa, na givim taim long 
papamama mekim ol wok blong wanwan de (gaden, wok gol, kominiti wok). Lukautim ol liklik pikinini 
o painim taim blong ol yet. Taim grup bung em ino gutpela tumas, ol pikinini igat gutpela luksave 
namel long ol yet, kain olsem helivim liklik pikinini igo long favourite hap blong em long sait blong 
wara, o brukim garlip long ston. Dispela taim ol istap wantaim em gutpela blong ol yet long pasin 
poroman na long kain poroman pasin strongim ples long bihain taim tu. Wok bung na poroman namel 
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long manmeri na wara em istap long Piksa 4., dispela isoim long bikpela sapot tru wara imekim long 
laif blong manmeri blong ples; manmeri connect long wara, ino istap longwe, wara em laip. 
 
4.2 Courtship/Taim blong bung na stori  
This next stori surprised us, as despite earlier visits over five years, we had not been privy to this 
particular story, which captures the importance of the River for gender relations in Venembeli. But 
while the stori is a positive one illustrating daily life, complex relations and connectivity, it first requires 
an understanding of the customary gendered relations in a PNG village to appreciate the way the River 
flows through village life and reproduction. 
 
Mipela ikirap nogut long dispela stori, mipela ibin igat moa long faivpela yias, mipela ino bin igat sans 
long save long displa stori. Dispela karamapim bikpela luksave blong wara long man na meri bungim 
ol yet long Venembeli. Dispela em positive stori kamapim ples klia laip blong ples, bikpela stori na 
touchim na nidim luksave blong kastom rot blong man na meri insait long PNG ples lain long luksave 
long how wara em igat meaning long ples laip na strongim famili. 
 
The typical gendered divisions in semi-subsistence communities in PNG are apparent in daily life, 
where women and girls are responsible for: cleaning of dishes, clothes, houses and young bodies; 
firewood collection and cooking; water carrying; child rearing and the bulk of the day-to-day work in 
the gardens. Separation by gender is evident in daily conversations, at church services and in activities 
during free time, though familial relations often cross these gendered boundaries. These gendered roles 
and separation are indicative of the wider situation in PNG, which has a record of gendered inequality 
and violence. The nature of gendered relations is observable in towns and remote villages alike and 
readily apparent in PNG Facebook conversations that often document domestic abuse and promote the 
submission of women to their husbands (first author s own experience).  
 
Igat narakain luksave long man na meri insait long PNG kominiti long olgeta de, ol mama na yangpla 
meri igat wok mak blong ol long; wasim dish, klos, haus na wasim pikinini, painim piawud na kukim 
kaikai, karim wara, lukautim pikinini na plenti wok olgeta de long gaden.  Man istap separate long meri 
mekim ol toktok, insait long lotu na arapla wok autsait tu, na rot blong famili tu strongim. Wok blong 
man na meri istap ples klia insait long PNG, igat rekot tokaut long inequality/pasin ino stret o kros pait. 
Dispela luksave blong violence kamap long ol taun na ol ples na PNG Facebuk stori long domestic 
abuse or hevi blong meri  na man ilaikim meri mas istap inininit long man (experiens blong nambawan 
author). 
 
[insert] Fig 5. Flirting 
 
During 2019 we heard stories of the River as a site of flirtation, away from the fixed and dominant 
gender divisions in the village. Young women and men would mix freely away from the observation of 
parents and village or church leaders. We learnt that the River is a site of personal exploration where 
future marital and other relationships are formed or strengthened, constituting a vital part of village 
relations and reproduction. In this way, the River becomes a space where a transformation of the 
customary gender norms occurs; a space where young women and men practice ritual-like flirtations 
and explore relationships. 
  
Long 2019 mipla harim ol stori blong wara long aigris o mangal, autsait long ples. Yangpela man na 
meri bai mix raun hait long papamam,ples na sios lidas. Mipela lainim save olsem wara em ples blong 
wanpela luksave long em yet long bihain marit or arapela wok poroman kamap strong bihainim 
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relationship na kamapim familit laip.Long dispela kain rot, wara ikamap ples blong kirapim kastom rot 
blong man na meri wok long kamap, ples blong yangpla meri na man mekim kamap pilai o mangal 
blong ol long strongim painim poroman/poromeri. 
 
In this case, the behaviours and social relations that occur at the River (the liminal space) are distinct 
from the gendered norms adhered to in the Village. During our tok stori-tok ples conversations, women 
shared stories of these encounters and bo friends  from the past to much communal laughter. The 
women would splash the water, creating sounds that attracted the young men, who often shared gifts 
such as fish or baui, either given directly or through intermediaries such as younger siblings (See  
Fig 5.). One co-researcher explained the “river is a place where men and women start their friendship . 
Perhaps just as importantly, the River enables youth to choose their own prospective partners rather 
than the more traditional approach where parents guide or organise marriages. Eugene captured some 
of the encounters shared with us, such as in the composite image of Fig 6., which depicts three scenes, 
including an in-river encounter and a young couple walking back to the Village. 
 
Long dispela as, pasin na wokporoman kamap long wara ino bihainim pasin blong ples. Long taim 
blong ol tok stori-tok ples stori blong mipela, ol meri tokaut long how ol mekim wantaim boipren long  
bipo na bikpela lap kirap. Ol meri save pairapim wara long kirapim nois long toksave long yangpla man 
husait ol save serim pis or buai ol yet o givim long narapla pikinini igo givim (lukim piksa 5.). Wanpla 
tim researcher tokaut olsem wara em ples we man na meri statim friendship . Long luksave gut tru, 
wara imekim ol yangpela long luksave long poroman o poromeri ol yet na ino olpela pasin we 
papamama bai helpim na makim meri o man long maritim. Eugene kisim ol stori serim wantaim mipla 
kain piksa long Fig 6., dispela karamapim tripla (3pla) stori piksa, wanpla insait long wara na narapla 
nupela marit wakabaut igo bek long ples. 
 
[insert] Fig 6. River romance/Wara Bung 
 
In early 2020, when we revisited the stories with community members, an even deeper story emerged. 
Where previously the River was described as a meeting place, we now heard that it was also the site, or 
formation of, otherwise illicit (by community standards) relationships that resulted in pregnancy and 
sometimes marriage. The stories indicated a willingness of the youth to flout village rules on courtship 
and sex, violating social norms and spurning traditional beliefs about the danger to one s ph sical health 
of having sex in the bush. This generational contest over courting, marriage and sex is hardly new or 
unique to Venembeli, but rather indicates a more common experience with cultural change driven by 
exposure to outside ideas, values and customs.  
 
Long stat blong 2020, taim mipela igo bek gen long manmeri long kominiti, ibin igat bikpela stori istap 
hait ikamap klia. Pastaim wara ol ibin tok olsem wara em ples bung, mipela nau harim olsem em hap 
ples blong mekim pasin hait o ino stret long lukluk o standard blong kominiti we meri em bel na marit. 
Stori itokaut long  yangpela  ino bihainim loa blong ples bungim bodi na koap, brukim tok tambu blong 
ples o kastom bilip long nogut blong sik kamap long bodi taim kuap long bus. Dispela pasin blong 
bungim bodi, marit na kuap em ino nupela samting long Venembeli, em soim ples klia wankain 
experiens we pasin blong ples em senis taim manmeri pilim na lukim save blong autsait, bilip na pasin. 
 
While we appreciated the stor s new complexit  and the resistance and romance of the non-sanctioned 
relationships, our initial point of interest remained; the River was a vital site for the formation of 
relationships and the reproduction of the community. Initially what prompted our interest was that none 
of the possible sites for resettlement of the Venembeli community were adjacent to a River like the 
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Wafi. Instead, sites were remote from water sources or only had access to small streams. Our concern 
and research focus on the importance of the River, uncovered in this and other stories, was that the 
complex relations between individuals in direct relation with the River and its environs, the Village and 
indeed the future  remained unseen and unvalued.  
 
Taim mipela luksave long stori insait long ol plenti arapela stori na strongpla relationship, bikpela ass 
tingting blong mipla istap wankain; Wara em contribute bikpla long bungim man na meri long bungim 
bodi na kamapim pikinini o marit. Wanem samting kirapim tingting blong mipla em iolsem nogat 
wanpela eria ol imakim blong resettlemen blong Venembeli kominiti we wara istap arere wankain 
olsem Wafi Wara. Ol dispela eria ol bai igo sindaun o resettle istap longwe tru long wara o liklik wara 
tru. Mipela concern na wok painimaut sut long gutpela/importance blong wara, we stori ino bin kamap 
klia long dispela o arapela stori. 
 
 
4.3 Women of Venebbeli and the big river/Meri long Venembeli na bikpela wara 
 
I feel very strong and am filled with happiness when I stay in the River, and I also 
see this River is like a mother to me. 
 
Mi pilim strong tru na pulap long amamas taim mi istap long wara, na mi lukim 
dispela wara iolsem mama bilong mi. 
 
While male speakers dominate mixed community gatherings, when asked, the women of Venembeli 
were keen to share stories about their daily reality. Some stories were practical accounts of what the 
River provided, such as protein and fish. Others, like the quote above, were more existential, describing 
feelings, emotions and human-environmental relationships. Below, the co-researcher commences by 
identifying the existential before listing nine important attributes that the Wafi River provides to their 
community, some of which relate to alluvial mining as the main source of funds for women.  
 
Ol Man tasol save toktok plenti long kominiti bung, ol meri long Venembeli wanbel long sharim stori 
blong how ol save istap. Sampela stori blong wara save givim ol abus o pis. Ol arapla quote istap antap, 
em tok moa long laip sindaun blong manmeri, toktok long feelings, pilim blong manmeri long bus, 
graun na wara blong ol. Long aninit, wanpela long ol researcher stat mekim taim luksave long wanem 
samting em istap pinis em moa important Wafi Wara isave givim long kominiti blong ol. Sampela blong 
dispela em wok gold o alluvial main em rot blong ol meri long kisim moni. 
 
[insert] Fig. 7 Fishing with traditional net/Painim pis long tumbuna net 
 
As a woman in Venembeli Village I am really very happy about this big river, which 
is very important to us as it really helps all our livelihood and our body.  
Olsem meri long Venembeli ples Mi hamamas bikpela tru long dispela bikpela wara, 
dispela em important tru long mipela em save helpim mipela long laip na bodi blong 
mipla. 
1. Buying roofing iron and materials for building house 
  Baim kappa na materel blong wokim haus 
2. Buying food for family 
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3. Buying clothes for family 
Baim klos blong family 
4. Catching fish, eels and prawns for protein 
Kisim pis, malio na kindam blong kaikai 
5. It is also like medicine to us 
Em iwankain olsem marasin long mipela  
6. [A place where] we meet and tell stories, wash and feeling happy and 
 strong 
[Wanpla ples we] mipela save bung na stori, waswas na pilim hamamas na 
strong 
7. Has a secret place 
Igat hait ples 
8. Meeting place for man (man) and meri (woman) to meet and get  married, 
and also for telling stories 
  Ples bung blong man na meri long luksave  ol ol yet na marit 
9. Help the church and the government when they ask for support for 
 money 
Helpim sios na gavman taim ol iaskim long sapot long moni 
 
Later she expanded, demonstrating a strong focus on access to river water and as a gift from God where 
the River was a blessing for the women of Venembeli, saying “(I)n our tok stori today I can see clearly 
that we women of Venembeli Village and the big river has made our life very easy. We didn t need to 
walk far away to find water like women in other places. Thank you for God that he put us in this place 
and made it so special.  
 
Bihain em mekim moa stori, soim stongpela lukluk blong wok blong wara na dispela em gift ikam long 
God we wara em blessing blong ol meri long Venembeli ples, tokaut olsem   Insait long tok stori tete 
mi ken luklim ples klia olsem mipela ol meri Venembeli na bikpela wara ibin mekim laip bilong mipela 
isi tru. Mipela ino ken wakabaut igo longwe long painim wara olsem meri long arapela ples.Tenkyu 
long God olsem em putim mipela long dispela ples na mekim dispela imoa spesol.  
 
The practical list above was a shared one, with many female co-researchers identifying similar points, 
sometimes during the same tok stori, but also in other conversations and across our numerous visits to 
the community. Other practical River activities and uses include traditional cooking, source of medicine 
(including surrounding environs), money for school fees, kitchen utensils, buai and speak (smokes or 
cigarettes). 
 
Dispela list istap antap em experiens blong plenti meri mekim wok painim aut iluk wankain tasol,  
Sampela taim long wankain tok stori, na tu long arapela stori insait long plenty wokabaut blong mipela 
long kominiti. Arapela wok tru blong wara na wanem wok blong wara istap insait long tumbuna rot 
blong kuk, em olsem marasin (wara na bus graun), moni blong skul fi, samting blong hauskul, buai na 
toktok (simuk o cigarettes). 
 
Some of these were captured by another co-researcher when she told us, 
 
This big River we still use it the same as our ancestors used to use it. For us women 
the River  
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is a special place for us to come together; sharing ideas, meeting boyfriends, washing 
clothes, blocking the River to catch fish, using traditional ways like cook food with 
mambo [bamboo] and underground with stone and also work for gold in the River. 
 
Sampela blong dispela arapela tim researcher karamapim pinis,  
Dispela bikpla wara mipela usim wankain olsem ol tumbuna blong mipla save usim. 
Long mipela ol meri wara em spesol ples blong mipela kam bung, serim tingting, 
bungim boipren, wasim klos, blockim wara na ketchim pis, usim tumbuna pasin long 
kukim kaikai long mambo na go aninit long graun wantaim ston na wok gol long wara. 
 
Another had a very practical list saying “(T)his river each day it give me gold and 
every day I have money to buy what my family and I need, like salt, sugar, tea and 
coffee, cooking oil, rice, soap, flour, clothes, school fees, protein, buai and smoke, 
pots and plate.  
 
Arapela igat experiens itok “(T)dispel wara wanwan de em givim me gold na olgeta 
de me gat moni long baim wanem samting famili blong mi na mi nidim, olsem salt, 
suga,tea na kopi, kuking oil, rice,soap, flour,klos, skulfi, abus, buai na smuk, pot na 
plate.  
 
[insert] Fig 8. Woman fishing/Meri painim pis 
 
It is, however, the non-physical aspects of living with the River that often remains unseen. While it 
might be possible for an impact assessment to count the value of alluvial gold or the number of fish 
caught (see Fig 8.); we asked our co-researchers to tok stori about what the River means to women in 
terms of their own lives? The women shared their personal insights with us:   
 
Dispela em olsem ino samting istap ples klia laip wantaim wara na dispela em ino istap klia long luksave 
blong man. Dispela ating bai gutpla long stadi blong impact assessment long luksave long value blong 
wok gol o alluvial gold or  namba blong pis ol kisim (lukim piksa 8.); mipla iaskim tim researchers long 
stori long wara em min wanem long ol meri long laip bilong ol meri? Ol meri iserim wanem tingting 
blong ol wantaim mipla: 
 
This river is like medicine to me and my family. When we get sick we go swim and 
recover. 
Dispela wara iolsem marasin long mi na famili.Taim mipla isik mipla go swim na 
kamap orait. 
 
[After gardening] I hurry to the River and wash away all the dirt and sweat on me. 
[Bihain long wok gaden] Mi go hariap long wara na wasim olgeta deti na tuat blong 
mi. 
 
When I am sick I go wash in Wafi River and feel my illness is gone. 
Taim mi sik mi go waswas long Wafi wara na pilim sik blong mi pinis. 
 
The River is stay in the past with our ancestor until today in our generation. Our 
ancestor use this big River for drinking, cooking, swimming, catching fish, (and) 
respecting the river s secret place. 
 
 




Wara istap pinis wantaim ol tumbuna blong mipela inap nau long taim blong mipla. 
Ol tumbuna blong mipela usim displa bikpla wara long dring, kuk, swim, painim pis, 
(na) rispekim ples tambu blong wara. 
 
The River is a big strong and power over the land. It s like my mother and help part 
of my life also. I really see that I am connected to the River with everything in my life. 
Wara em moa strong na pawa antap long graun. Em iolsem mama bilong mi na helpim 
hap blong laip blong mi. 
 
These quotes pictured and imagined in relation to village life make it possible to see how relations with 
each other and the River are more than a simple list of environmental services. 
 
Dispela ol toktok ipiksarim na driman igo insait long laip blong ples na mekim isi long lukim how 
manmeri na wara ikonek na ino liklik lisst blong environment sevis.   
 
The River nurtures the women of Venembeli but it also helps them achieve independence. As alluded 
to above (section 4.2) the gendered nature of relationships in PNG can make women more vulnerable. 
After hearing for many years about the importance of gold to meet daily needs and other expenses 
(school, health, transport), tok stori-tok ples elicited truths about alluvial gold mining as a source of 
independence for women of Venembeli. In particular, we heard how alluvial gold was important for 
women s independence as a critical source of funds, especially for single mothers, widows and women 
whose husbands did not support them adequately. The River was described by one co-researcher as a 
kind of automatic teller machine where they can pan for alluvial gold to fund expenses as they arise, 
“The River is also like a bank to use, from our ancestors until today with us and our children.  
 
Wara lukautim ol meri long Venembeli na em helpim ol long sanap long leg blong ol yet. Em tok klia 
long (section 4.2) pasin blong man na meri long PNG ken mekim ol meri isi long bungim hevi. Bihain 
long plenti yias mipla harim long gutpela blong gold helpim sindaun blong ol olgeta de na arapela 
expenses(skul, helt,transpot), tok stori-tok ples mekim ples klia trupla blong wok gold mekim ol meri 
long Venembeli sanap long leg blong ol yet. Long dispela, mipla harim how wok gold em mekim ol 
meri sanap ol yet na wanpla rot blong kisim moni tub long ol single mama,meri man idai na ol meri we 
man blong ol ino save helpim ol gut. Wanpla blong ol researcher deskribim wara olsem, ATM we ol 
ken painim gold long baim samting taim need kamap, “Wara em wankain olsem bank long usim, taim 
blong tumbuna ikam inap nau wantaim mipla na ol pikinini blong mipla.  
 
This emancipatory role of the River for vulnerable women needs further investigation, both to properly 
value the complexity of social functions served by the River and also to understand and justly manage 
impacts on women arising from the mine and its attendant resettlement process. Village relationships 
were of course heterogenous in nature, some relationships were more equal than others with some 
women telling stories of working together with their husbands in the garden and gold mining. It is 
undeniably clear that quotidian relations with the River and its surrounds, just like human relations, are 
gendered, complex, multifaceted and individual. They require nuanced, culturally sensitive and 
ontologically accepting eyes and ears if they are to be seen and heard. 
 
Dipela wok blong fridom ol meri painim long wara inidim moa wok painimaut, long luksave long value 
blong man na meri wara save mekim na impact bai kamap long main na nau hevi blong resettlemen. 
Long ples prensip em man na meri save mekim boi pren na gel pren, sampela wok poroman kamap 
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wankain o equal, sampla meri stori long wokbung blong ol wantaim man blong ol long gaden na wok 
gold. Dispela ikamap klia olsem manmeri konek strong tru wantaim wara, bus na graun, wankain olsem 
strongpla relationship namel long man na meri moa yet igat kainkain, plenti hanhan na wanpla 
kain.Dispela nidim strongpla luksave blong kastom long arapela sait ikam daun luksave gut tru sapos ol 
laik lukim na harim ol gut tru. 
 
4.4 Kaikai - Local food, local culture/Ples kaikai, pasin blong ples 
The food lists below (Table 1), identify some of the gaden (garden) and bus (bush  the surrounding 
environment) foods eaten in the Village, a process that started with identifying Tok Ples foods and then 
the identification of the corresponding Tok Pisin and finally English words. The draft lists were first 
compiled and recorded in 2019 and enthusiastically checked, corrected and added to in the field visit in 
2020 during group-based, open-air activities. As made clear by our community co-researchers there are 
many more garden and bush foods than those identified here, but these lists of forty garden and bush 
foods provide a means of illustrating the richness, dependence and strength of physical and cultural 
connections that the people of Venembeli have on and with the local environment.  
 
Lista blong kaikai (Table 1), isoim sampela gaden (garden) na bush kaikai ol save kaikai long ples,  rot 
blong luksave long Tok Ples kaikai na putim long tok pisin na las Tok Englis. Ol draft list igat rekot 
long 2019 na sekim ol wantaim bel kirap, stretim na bungim ol gen long field visit long 2020 long 
bikpela grup wok. Ol wanwok kominiti grup researchers tok klia pinis, igat plenti moa gaden na bush 
kaikai, tasol list blong fortipla (40pela) gaden na bus kaikai soim dispela richness, independent na strong 
blong kalsa we man na meri blong Venembeli igat istap na wantaim graun, wara na bus. 
 
Evident from the lists is a degree of specialised knowledge, such as the yams gembra and gora, the 
second of which is softer and identified as better for old people and babies. Foods more recently 
introduced into the garden provide evidence of adaptation, such as the tamato with the identifiably 
English spelling and the introduced taro garam. Bush foods are much in demand as a protein source 
and are known as abus in Tok Pisin, literally translated as protein. These range from the more exotic 
bus, such as gii (beetles) and busip (cat), to the more frequent favourite of weyambe (eel), caught in 
abundance from the River and smoked while we stayed in the Village. 
 
Ples klia long list em ol spesol save, olsem yam gembra na gora, second em moa malmalung na gutpla 
blong lapun manmeri na bebi long kaikai. Kaikai nau tasol ol kisim ol kam insait long ples na planim 
long gaden soim senis o adaptation, olsem tamato wantaim English spelling na taro garam tu ikam 
nupela. Kaikai blong bush em istap long bikpela demand olsem abus, abus long Tok Pisin, abus em 
protein. Sampela abus em nupla ol kam long narapla hap bus oslem  gii (binatang/beetles) na busip (cat) 
pusi, wantaim abus blong ol weyambe (eel) malio, ol save kisim plenty long wara na ol simukim long 
paia ples taim mipla istap long ples. 
 
Miyo (Tok Pisin-Marita, English-Pandanus) is a good example of food that is more than sustenance; a 
celebrated food that fulfils not just the function of improving flavour, but also marks a cultural event. 
On one visit, to prepare a pandanus meal as a special treat for the research team, a group of women and 
children walked to garden and bush to obtain food and the pandanus flowers, which were then 
collectively processed down by the River. That evening the pandanus sauce was used to improve the 
usual rice, niyang (taro) and neg (leafy green vegetables) meal for the visiting researchers. There were 
questions and evident curiosit  regarding the team s enjo ment and views on the local specialit , not 
just from those we shared the meal with, but other community members who knew that it was being 
prepared for us and those that had helped harvest and prepare the meal. At an earlier visit, the pandanus 
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was one of the foods drawn (Fig 9.) by a co-researcher, alongside the tok ples and to pisin words and 
an explanation that translates as, sauce to flavour food . There are five different t pes of Miyo, which 
grows in wet soils both in the Village and the bush, though generally people just refer to red or yellow 
varieties. 
 
Miyo (Tok Pisin-Marita, English-Pandanus, em gutpla example blong gutpela sindaun, em kastom 
kaikai ino long taste or swit tasol em save kamapim kastom bung. Long wanpla wakabaut, ol redim 
kaikai wantaim marita olsem spesol treatment long research tim na ol meri na pikinini save go long 
gaden na bus long kisim marita na redim long wara. Long dispela abinun gris blong marita ol ikukim 
rice, niyang (taro) na neg (lip kumu) blong ol visita o research tim. Plenti bel kirap na askim research 
team long tingting na lukluk blong tumbuna kaikai, ino ol lain we mipla serim kaikai wantaim, ol 
arapela man na meri insait long kominit harim olsem marita ol redim blong mipla, na ol lain husait 
helpim na redim marita blong mipla long kaikai. Long narapla visit, marita em wanpla kaikai, wanpla 
tim memba luksave (Fig 9.) wantaim tok ples tok pisin na mining olsem sauce blong switim kaikai . 
Igat 5pla (faiv) arapela kain miyo (marita) em save grow long malmalum graun long ples and bus. Plenti 
manmeri save tok marita em red na yellow tasol. 
 
[insert] Fig. 9 Miyo/Marita 
 
[insert] Table 1. Garden and Bush Foods eaten in Venembeli/ Tebol 1. Gaden na Bus kaikai ol 





These stories and pictures you draw will not only tell our future generations, but inform 
the rest of the world that such places like Venembeli exist and has a land that is rich, 
diverse and abundant. 
 
Dispela ol stori na piksa yu kisim bai no mekim stori blong ol pikinini ikam bihain tasol 
nogat, em bai tokaut long arapela lain long ples graun, igat wanpla ples olsem 
Venembeli istap em rich na igat graun pulap long plenti samting. 
 
The quote above was directed at the male youth (young men) of Venembeli by a man in his late twenties, 
exhorting them to value their identity and culture and to think about the welfare of future generations - 
but it applies equally well to our purposeful intent here. For, in identifying and responding to 
blindness , where unseen existences were overlooked and undervalued by mining companies, we have 
sought to share stories from Venembeli as it exists now, on the temporal precipice of industrial mining. 
Having been privileged to visit and live amongst the Venembeli community, we see in these stories 
glimpses of life, depicting complex relations between humans and the non-human that are essential to 
individual and collective human flourishing. Our aim was to tell stories from Venembeli and in so 
doing, to challenge the two-dimensional rendering of life that is the hallmark of impact assessment. To 
create a space where potential impacts and negative mining legacies could be seen and understood in 
relation to the life of a community. 
 
Dispela quote antap igo long yangpla man long Venembeli long wanpla man igat moa long 25pla 
krismas, mekim ol luksave long value na ol yet husait, kastom na tingting long gutpla blong pikinini 
ikam bihain- na em kam gut tru wantaim wok blong mipla long hia. Long putim ples klia aipas blong 
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main kampani, mipla mekim long serim stori blong Venembeli nau em istap long stip maunten na sotpla 
taim bai bikpla mining kampani kisim ples. Mipela igat sans long lukim na istap long Venembeli komnti 
na lukim tu long ol stori bilong laip sindaun, poroman namel long manmeri na arapla em moa important 
long wanpla narapla o gutpla sindaun. Aim blong mipla long toktok o stori blong Venembeli na tu long 
challengim tupla side gutpla na bagarap bai ikamap. Dispela bai kamapim spes blong possible impacts 
na nogut main bai mekim long lukim na save long sindaun blong manmeri long kominiti. 
 
The four tok stori above cover various aspects of life in Venembeli: Kaikai from the garden and bush 
of enormous variety that provides physical and cultural nourishment; Taim blong bung na stori as the 
means for transgressing traditional gendered social norms, individual freedom and the future of the 
Village; Pikininis who play and grow in the presence of the River, giving another meaning to the 
concept of River as Mother; and Meri who grow the food, raise the children and sustain the community, 
nurtured by the big river . Within these stories we can see (or imagine) children playing, cultural 
feasts, environmental dependence, domestic chores and women s financial independence  all crucial 
moments of locally defined gutpla sindaun (human flourishing). These stories of existence are part of 
Venembeli s stor  as it is now, existing alongside mineral exploration; offering a glimpse of life in 
Venembeli before mining and the inevitable dispossession, disemplacement and fragmentation of a 
community. We contend, that without further explication, these stories tell a truth about relational 
complexity and of the need to understand communities in their own locale, with their own values, 
ambitions and of ways of being. Impact assessments that fail to engage with local livelihoods and 
knowledge systems, continue a negative legacy of colonialism and Western imperialism, subjecting 
people to alien ways and views without even the grace to see and value theirs. 
 
Foapla (4pla) tok stori antap karamapim arapla sait blong laip long Venembeli: Kaikai blong gaden na 
bus wantaim plenti arapela kain kaikai save givim strong blong bodi na strongim tu kasom; Taim blong 
bung na stori olsem rot blong man na meri, samap long leg blong yu yet (fridom) na bihain taim blong 
ples; Pikini husait pilai na grow wantaim wara, givim narapla mining long Wara em Mama; na Meri 
husait groim kaikai, lukautim pikinini na kominiti, Bikpla Wara em laip.  Insait long ol stori mipela 
iken lukim (or driman) pikinini pilai, kastom kaikai, graun bus na wara givim yumi, stori blong haus na 
meri igat moni sanap long lek blong ol yet- olgeta dispela givim mining blong gutpla sindaun (human 
flourishing). Dispela stori blong laip em blong Venembeli long nau, istap namel long wok painimaut 
blong main; givim lukluk moa igo insait long laip long Venembeli bipo long main iken rausim, 
bagarapim, putim ol long narapla ples, brukim kominiti.  Mipla holim strong wantaim wok skelim, 
dispela ol stori tokaut long Tok itru long how ol pasin o tingting em plenti, igat nid long save moa long 
kominitis long wei blong ol, wantaim ol values, laip sindaun blong ol. Impact assessment ino bin engage 
long sindaun blong manmeri long ples na displa em ino stret, controlim ol long autsait  
 
It is difficult to disentangle the approach of tok stori-tok ples from our ongoing and multi-year 
relationships and commitment, which provided the foundation for its deliberate application. Of many 
possible explanations we suspect that our intentional recognition of the importance of local knowledge 
clarified our previous engagements and relationships. Arguably, this increased the power of the 
community who then reciprocally returned our recognition of value and respect. It seems that by us 
respecting their knowledge and ways of being, it elevated their own knowledge and culture in their own 
minds. This idea was prompted through the process of sharing tok stori s and feedback from the 
community; 
 
Em ino isi long separatism wok blong tok stori-tok ples long ol wok blong mipla long plenti yia wok 
poroman na komitmen dispela mekim isi long kamap long kain mak oslem. Taim wok blong mipla kam 
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klia mipla ting olsem, gutpela blong local knowledge (save blong ples) mekim wok isi. Dispela givim 
moa pawa long kominiti na ol givim bek luksave long value na rispekt. Em luk oslem mipla respektim 
save na pasin blong ol, displa kirapim save blong ol yet na kastom blong ol long tingting blong ol yet. 
Displa tinting kamap long rot blong serim tok stori (ol toktok) na fidbek ikam long kominiti. 
 
Your research team with Murdoch [University] helps us to see the good of our 
culture, traditional billum, medicine, ways of respect and share food, care for others. 
Research tim blong yu wantaim Murdoch (Univesti) helpim mipla long lukim gutpela 
bling kalsa, tumbuna billum, marasin, pasin rispekt na serim kaikai, lukautim 
arapela. 
 
You team come and live with us and we learn from you many good information. [The] 
Community realise you come here to help us think about the future. Our youths and 
everyone respect your work that is helpful to the people today and tomorrow. 
Yupla tim kam na istap wantaim mipela na mipla lainim save long yu plenty gutpla 
informesen. Kominiti luksave yu kam hia long helpim mipela long bihain blong 
mipla, Yuts blong mipla na olgeta manmeri rispektim wok blong yupla na displa em 
helpful long ol manmeri tete na tomoro. 
 
Today in our tok stori I really see the importance of the river, it is not separate us 
human beings from the land. We all connect with water and land. Water or River 
has a very big role in our life as women. 
 
Tete long tok stori blong yumi, mi lukim tru gutpela o importance blong wara, em 
ino inap separatism yumi manmeri long graun. Mipla olgeta konek wantaim wara 
na graun. Wara igat bikpela moa wok long laip long yumi olsem meri. 
 
This is not to cast the research team as good, or powerful, but as mere practitioners who valued the local 
when the march of Western dominance fails to acknowledge different ways of seeing or being in the 
world. In other words, our process looked good only because the usual processes are inadequate. 
Dispela ino blong mekim research tim luk good o pawaful, tim givim bikpela luksave long manmeri 
long ples taim autsait influens fail long givim kain luksave long plenti arapela rot blong lukim long ples 
graun. Process blong mipla luk gut bikos nomal process ino orait. 
 
 In comparison, we ask whether the procedural blindness of the extractive industries is wilful or perhaps 
just a result of the banality of corporate structures and motivations. Regardless, the outcome is that 
corporate processes fail to see communities as they are. While we are unable to examine the ethics of 
agency within impact assessments here, the inability of individual agency to overcome procedural or 
structurally entrenched injustices and inequalities demands further attention; a discussion which we 
plan to contribute to in the future. 
 
Long skelim, kampani long autsait ikam insait bihainim tingting blong ol yet na fail long luksave gut 
long kominiti olsem ol husait. Taim mipla ino lukluk long nogut na gutpla insait long impact assessment 
igat nid long luksave na igat toktok mipela plen long contribute long bihain. 
 
Finally, while these stories cannot make life in Venembeli fully visible, their purpose will be served if 
they prompt the imagination and allow readers and stakeholders to see how lives need to be understood 
within their own context and ways of being.  
 
 




Last tru, ol dispela stori ino inap mekim laip long Venembeli kam klia, wok blong ol bai kamap sapos 
kirapim tingting o driman na ol readers na stakeholders long lukim how laip bai istap long levol na 
pasin blong ol. 
 
How could an outside actor understand the importance of the Wafi River if they are unable to see the 
many connections and functions the River serves the Venembeli community, from courtship to 
education, child minding, an escape from the heat and a source of independence for women? 
  
How bai autsait lain save long importance blong Wafi Wara, sapos ol ino luksave long plenti samting 
na wok Wara givim long Venembeli kominiti, man na meri bungim ol yet/bungim bodi, save, lukautim 
pikinini, waswas, rot blong ol meri sanap long lek blong ol yet? 
 
What is certain, is that having participated in this research, the Venembeli community has a renewed 
awareness of the local sources of human flourishing. This awareness and valuation of the local faces 
significant pressure as the desire for development and modernity, combined with impact assessments 
that are underpinned by Western values, act to devalue the very sources of human flourishing that 
sustain the community; a fact further complicated by unrealistic expectations and the inability of 
extractive industries to deliver.  
 
Mipela iluksave klia insait long dispel research olsem, Venembeli kominiti igat nupela skelim na lukluk 
long gutpela sindaun long ples blong ol. Dispela awareness na wok skelim kamap save blong ples na 
bump wantaim tingting blong senis o autsait divilopmen lukdaun long gutpela sindaun blong kominiti; 
manmeri igat bikpela  tingting long kampani bai givim tasol kampani ino inap long givim sevis ol 
ilaikim. 
 
Critical to understanding this is that while this mine (like Ramu Nickel) will bring development, the 
well-being of the community will still be overwhelmingly dependent on social connections and 
environmental goods, see Fig 10.. Further research efforts that explicitly value and embrace local 
knowledge and ways of being, rather than ignore them, will assist communities and other stakeholders 
to ensure mining enhances the human flourishing of communities, generating positive rather than 
negative mining legacies. 
 
Em ino isi long save em olsem taim dispela main (olsem Ramu Nikel) bai bring divilopmen, gutpela 
sindaun blong kominiti em bai sanap strong wokbung blong manmeri na bus, graun na wara blong ol, 
lukim Fig 10. Research wok tokaut oslem lokol save na pasin blong ples igat namba/value na ino long 
rabisim save blong ples, bai helpim kominitis na stakeholders olsem Mining tu sapotim gutpla sindaun 
blong kominitis, kirapim gutpela senis na ino stori nogut blong main. 
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Abstract: Contrary to hegemonic capitalist discourses, the reality of mining for development 
is contested, uneven and messy. Indeed, the gap between the discourse and actual outcomes is 
stark, especially for extractive-industry-dominated countries like Papua New Guinea. There, 
positive intentional benefits such as the provision of health services, education and roads are 
overwhelmed by the immanent impacts of extraction evident in the marginalisation of 
vulnerable women, cultural fragmentation and the spread of non-communicable and sexually 
transmitted diseases. Tired of partisan extremes, this purposeful and emancipatory 
participatory action-research project sought to harness Western and Indigenous knowledge to 
identify, challenge and avoid the injustices and asymmetries that dominate interactions 
between host communities and multinational mining companies. Based on ethics that 
acknowledge and value ontological differences, we used, and then refined tok stori1 to 
challenge assumptions and practices; hoping to create a more positive development future. The 
challenge remains.  Almost inevitably our interactions proved tangential to a process that 
mashes together self-determination and development need on one hand, with dominant 
discourses, reductionism and a political licence to operate on the other, somehow creating a 
perception of legitimacy, however flawed.  Nevertheless, there was some success, with 
relationships sustained and information exchanged that supports the possibility of development 
justice. The meshing together of different perspectives, some based on different ontologies and 
epistemologies, created possibilities for change and mutual learning. We contend that these 
approaches, if applied as part of community-company relationships and impact assessment 
processes, are valuable pathways of engagement that could ensure that the human flourishing 
of communities is the primary goal of extractive development. 
  
 
1 A Melanesian methodology of reciprocal exchange with some shared characteristics with the Australian 
yarning methodology 
Charles Roche, http://charlesroche.co/ 




1. Introduction [slide 1] This is a tok stori (story, yarn) about communities in Papua New 
Guinea (PNG). It is a brief fragment of a grander tale that has been lived and told for tens of 
thousands of years. My time with the communities is brief and contentious, responding to a 
clash of culture, different, but overlapping ontologies, asymmetric relations and a quest for 
development justice.  
 
2. [slide 2] Whereas this story is about a proposed mine and journey to understand what that 
entails, and for the company, regulators and stakeholders to understand the lived reality of the 
impacts they are about to create. Impacts that go beyond environmental destruction, and social 
and cultural fragmentation; impacts that reflect and reinforce the epistemic violence of 
imperialism and colonialism. It is a story of using academic research to challenge the unequal 
outcomes of extraction, a naïve and ambitious agenda to achieve emancipatory outcomes that 
ended with a better understanding of the domination of Western epistemic orthodoxies, in 
mining and research. 
 
3. [slide 3] This story starts before the research began. I had been working on the impacts of 
mining in Australia for many years and with communities in PNG since 2009, with the Mineral 
Policy Institute. It is the challenges witnessed and relationships fostered in that time that 
prompted me to better understand extractive impacts so as to avoid them. The research follows 
this aim, a wandering exploration of paradigms, perspectives, theories and interactions as I 
sought fresh insights to respond to extractive realities.  
 
4. Note, I am not Indigenous, in talking today and in the research undertaken,  I make no claim 
to speak for the Communities, but having listened to and learnt with them, I am willing to 
amplify their voices through our shared story. To be clear the communities I co-research with 
do not readily identify as Indigenous, for the most part they identify locally (ples), as well as 
Melanesian, Papuan and PNG’ean. Apart from self-identification, they satisfy any criteria for 
indigeneity and I use the term to situate their work in international conversations.  
 
5. [slide 4] Part reactive, part pro-active, this project responds to existing and future realities 
in the Watut River Valley in the Morobe Province of PNG. The communities are heterogenous 
with some living more Western lifestyles others have fairly traditional semi-subsistence, or 
hybrid lifestyles and livelihoods. What does that mean? It means they build their own houses, 
grow their own food, supply their own water; living on traditional land, relying on their skills, 
and communal reciprocity, with little Government intervention or assistance. They walk and 
then truck into town to sell produce, buy clothes, building materials, phones, health services 
and other essential and luxury items. They are hardworking artisanal miners, and/or food 
producers (cacao, vanilla, coconut, vegetables) that are keen to engage in the market. 
 
6. [slide 5] The proposed Wafi-Golpu gold-copper mine, has been coming for more than forty 
years. In that time a sense of endless waiting for development has come to dominate all possible 
futures, leaving communities with an almost single minded focus and expectant dependency 
on the development that will, could, should accompany mining.  The proposed mine is set 
within the context of a young country that asserted 5 enlightened national development goals 
Charles Roche, http://charlesroche.co/ 
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at independence in 1975, but since then has pursued national economic growth through the 
exploitation of natural resources (Kaiku, 2020; May, 2004).   
 
7.  [slide 6] But before we go any further let’s meet the research team. First the Watut, Wafi 
and Venembeli Communities it is their land, their community and future that is the focus of the 
work and todays talk. Then the university team, those in Morobe Province, Howard Sindana, 
Nawasio Walim and Eugene John, who respectively focus on development outcomes, women 
rights and education, and art. And in Perth myself and my supervisors Martin Brueckner and 
Rochelle Spencer, a political economist and an anthropologist at Murdoch University. 
 
8. Methodology.  As the title indicates we used a participant action research approach; an 
iterative and reflexive mode that was circumscribed by the realities of our research focus and 
generally low levels of English, written and technical literacy. Being multidisciplinary, if not 
undisciplined, I make no claim to speak with paradigmatic authority, for the entire project is a 
messy assemblage of positivist (science data), transformative, pragmatic and Indigenous 
paradigms – not an entirely conformable fit for anyone (Cram & Mertens, 2015; Held, 2019).   
 
9. Our approach was a mix of pedagogy and practice, meshing practical realities with education 
and information sharing between community and team researchers – a mutual process of 
listening and speaking. As a university team we had deliberate emancipatory ambitions - even 
as we realised that emancipation was not ours to deliver or even define. We needed research 
that was capable of unsettling the usual modalities of mining; research that privileged and was 
capable of recognising knowledge from the periphery, contributing not just to intellectual 
works in the Northern metropole but into Southern Theories; and research capable of tackling 
extractive issues, where the holders of power were produced by, governed by and beholden 
only to western values – we needed to speak their language (Connell, 2007; L. T. Smith, 2012).  
 
10. Tok Stori/tok ples [slide 7] In our final work (articles 4 & 5) we used a tok stori/tok ples 
approach (exchanging stories from local language) (Roche et al., in review). This grew from a 
journey that started with yarning, and then morphed into tok stori, which is a mode of exchange 
with an emphasis on relationality and mutuality created by speakers and listeners (Sanga & 
Reynolds, 2019; Stead, 2013). But we were also aware of the dominance of Western thought 
that had permeated life in PNG, evident in a willingness to follow, and a reluctance to question, 
authority. So, after input from some strongpla meri (strong women) and reflecting on our 
previous engagements we adopted tok stori/tok ples as an extension of what Sanga et. al. (2018) 
described as a language of resistance.  
 
11. In article four we described the aim as to focus attention using the villager’s own language, 
and thereby remove the barriers imposed by languages with different ontological and 
epistemological foundations. This encouraged our community co-researchers to connect with 
their culture and values that are often unseen or rendered invisible by outsiders. The basic 
concept is that the elements of the tok stori is decided in tok ples, that community co-
researchers talk first amongst themselves (in a language the team is illiterate in) before deciding 
what to share with the team (in Tok Pisin and English). It’s not a perfect solution to the 
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dominance of Western perspectives, but it is implicitly respectful, with communities exerting 
power and control over the research.   
 
12. So far, I’ve outlined the research project, the motivation behind it, the research, the 
contributors, and the methodology. That was all needed to situate the talk’s specific focus on 
using participant action research to inform and learn from communities: and from that to alter 
the usual path of development;  to inform legislation, policy and practice; and to contribute to 
theory and praxis. I will leave asymmetric realities that dominate company-community 
interactions to another time. Next I will step through the components of the research as they 
relate to the emancipatory and practical potential of PAR. 
 
13. [ slide 8] The work is captured in five articles and an exegesis: The articles focus on (1) A 
linking of geological data and mining trends with the governance of environmental and social 
impacts in PNG; (2) A pluricultural understanding of human flourishing in the Watut River 
Valley; (3) An exploration of mining impacts through the lens of extractive dispossession; (4) 
A tok stori about life in Venembeli, a village close to proposed mine; And (5) will be an 
epistemic critique of the impact assessment (IA) for the proposed Wafi-Golpu mine.  
 
14. Human Flourishing (Roche, Walim, & Sindana, 2019).  So, let’s turn to human 
flourishing, known as gutpla sindaun in PNG. Applying a human flourishing lens allows us to 
think about the actual outcomes from mining, not in the way they were planned, or how 
outsiders might see or experience them, but in the way they are experienced by local people, 
an experience that is dependent on their own conception of human flourishing (well-being).  
While human flourishing has a neo-Aristotelian basis in the West (Rasmussen, 1999), our 
conceptualisation was also informed by a plurality of views, cultures and ontologies, such as 
Ubuntu, Buen Vivir or Samak Kawsey (Kothari, Demaria, & Acosta, 2014). In Papua New 
Guinea human flourishing fits within a wider understanding of the Melanesian Way, a term 
that describes an authentic and communal life marked by an interdependence with the plant 
and animal worlds (Narokobi, 1983). These conceptions of a good life both predate and respond 
to Western colonialism, and in doing so can inform and expand Western views of well-being; 
for example, to encompass the recognition of and application of flourishing concepts to non-
human life. Using human flourishing also meant we could express values in the very language 
of Western hegemony, liberalism. 
 
15. [slide 9] Here are some Community voices on gutpla sindaun.  Particularly relevant to an 
often-external imposed mining development is the need to recognise and respect the 
importance of individual and collective agency to human flourishing, and the centrality of self-
determination to development that contributes to, rather than diminishes human flourishing. 
Perhaps most importantly, by applying human flourishing to their own situation community 
researchers were better able to see an enlarged view of the mine’s impacts and outcomes from 
their own community perspective. To be able to look past, or around the proposed mine and 
focus on their own well-being was valuable as a process for the community researchers, as well 
as enabling the non-community researchers to recognise how hegemonic mining approval 
processes were able to corral dissent and deny agency to communities.  
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16. Extractive Dispossession (Roche, Sindana, & Walim, 2019). Our second lens is 
dispossession, which we used to identify the potential impacts from mining based on the 
experience of communities elsewhere in PNG and around the world. The approach was a direct 
response to Community requests for information from a recipient rather than the usual 
management perspective. Needing to recognise the reality of living with the impacts of mining 
and challenge discourses that assumed commensurability, we developed and applied the 
concept of extractive dispossession based on the conceptual work of Harvey (2004) and the 
application of it in the Philippines by Holden, Nadeau, and Jacobson (2011).   
 
17. The eleven factors of dispossession, many of which were overlapping or intersectional, 
were explained to our community researchers alongside the explanatory images. Today I will 
briefly introduce three of them. [slide 10] The first, ‘gendered realities’ depicts the usually 
gendered distribution of resource monies. [slide 11] The second, ‘whose consent’ depicts the 
exclusion of Communities from decision-making processes. [slide 12] Finally, the third, 
‘others’ values’ captures the processes of imperialism and epistemicide that often accompany 
western controlled and/or imposed development.  By identifying and naming these impacts, or 
factors of extractive dispossession, we sought to avoid them and maximise the human 
flourishing of Communities for generations. 
 
18. Unseen existence [slide 13] (Roche et al., in review) With the benefit of 12 months of 
reflection, we were then able to engage the Venembeli Community using tok stori-tok ples as 
a participative methodology; a deliberately decolonial and emancipatory approach that was 
capable of seeing the Community through shared stories about children, village courtship and 
relationships, the experience of women and the diversity and role of food in day-to-day life. 
Their stories of existence are part of Venembeli’s story as it is now, existing alongside mineral 
exploration; and offer a glimpse of life in Venembeli before mining and the inevitable 
dispossession, disemplacement and fragmentation of a community.  The intent of the research 
was to reveal aspects and realities of daily life in ways that the usual impact assessments fail 
to do. As importantly, the methodology and participation of the Venembeli Community helped 
them to see critical aspects and components of their human flourishing that exist now, that the 
mine could not deliver, and indeed was likely to harm. This was often captured in the saying 
‘the mine can only offer what money can buy’, which implies that much of gutpla sindaun was 
situational and relational, both of which were vulnerable to the changes that mining would 
bring. 
 
19. To better understand their story I will give some context. The Wafi River is the main reason 
the Community moved and settled there, and in addition to its practical uses for washing, 
playing and mining, it provides income for vulnerable women, and [slide 14] is a site of 
personal formation and the development of relations vital for the social reproduction of the 
village. The reality is that for the Wafi-Golpu mine to proceed the Village will have to be 
moved, or at least that has been the reality for the last 5-10 years, though, in part responding to 
our research, the proponents have been re-evaluating this decision. In mining language this is 
called resettlement, with new homes and services to entice and reward consent thus solving a 
mining management problem. [slide 15] We call it disemplacement, the uprooting of a 
Community and severing of connections, captured in the image of the Community, represented 
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as a diwai (tree) being removed for resettlement. Critically, the new alternate village sites are 
not near a large flowing river which is why we sought to uncover what the River’s absense 
might have on the Community.  
 
20. Outcomes. So, what does this mean for the future of the Wafi and Watut Communities? 
The Wafi-Golpu mine is currently in an assessment, negotiation and approval phase. While the 
end seems pre-determined, there is still hope that impacts can be lessened. Though it is hard to 
overestimate the extent that western cultural hegemony has dominated the forty years of 
waiting, the assessment of alternate futures and the final outcomes. Unfortunately, while 
valuable, our work was overwhelmed by the processes in place: the complexity of impacts; the 
low levels of English, technical and written literacy; the Communities’ almost unquestioning 
desire for development; and the mining companies Newcrest Mining and Harmony Gold’s 
willingness to reproduce the inequalities of the past as they ignore the epistemic violence of 
the process and the impacts they were about to impose.  
 
21. [slide 16/1718 - community art as part of PAR/Indigenous Knowledge]  From a research 
perspective we demonstrated the utility of participant action research as a methodology of 
exchange that altered the trajectory of our research, though its too early to see whether it 
positively affected outcomes from the mine. We saw success, with evidence of insight and 
emancipation in their stories, questions and engagement; and in the way our co-researchers 
challenged us, and modified our methodology - a demonstration of agency that could also be 
applied to mining interactions. Mindful of negative and unintended consequences, we are 
hopeful our contribution has been a positive one, and are affirmed and reassured by the 
comments and thanks from our hosts and co-researchers.  
 
22. [slide 17] We were able to demonstrate how human flourishing could be used to both 
inform stakeholders and encourage them on a journey of discovery that provides fresh 
perspectives on development, and challenges established industry understandings and 
practices. We note the human flourishing lens is also being applied to the extractive sector 
elsewhere in PNG, in Vietnam and the US (Evensen & Stedman, 2018; Nguyen, Boruff, & 
Tonts, 2017; Richardson, 2018), and most recently in an assessment of tourism in a post-covid 
world (Cheer, 2020).  
 
23. Developed as a tool, the factors of extractive dispossession can identify potential impacts 
long before formal assessment processes and documents can. Indeed, it was designed to 
overcome impact assessment deficiencies where many decisions are made before specific 
impact assessments are made public. This systemic failure of process undermines the ability of 
communities to understand impacts, to properly evaluate options and to engage in negotiations 
with companies, regulators and politicians.  
 
24. [slide 18] While our tok stori/tok ples approach was risky in handing over power to the 
community researchers, the outcomes were positive as we heard new and more complex 
stories. Unable to share them properly here, the stories are a statement of values and 
relationships that western, technocratic processes fail to see.  
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25. Mindful of Graham Smith’s (2003) warning to not uncritically export aspects of Kaupapa 
Maori Theory, I venture to say that the process was one of conscientisation and transformation, 
though more of a circular process than a linear journey. A mixing and sharing of outside and 
Indigenous knowledge to inform communities, practice, researchers and theory. This reminds 
us that the university team’s contribution on matters of mining or social justice is just a 
component of a grander journey that began before, and continues to respond to colonisation 
and extractivism. A resistance stifled, but not fully supressed by imperial, capitalist and 
religious authorities, both historical and contemporary, and the national pursuit of extractive 
based development that conflicts with the very aims of PNG’s constitution. And so, the cycle 
of colonialism continues; waiting to be challenged, ameliorated or broken, with a little help 
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